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Abstract 

This study, based on research conducted with African Canadian high school students, 

examines the ways in which media culture intersects formation of black identities. Drawing on a 

critical cultural studies framework the study discusses how these youths receive, interpret and 

make use of media and youth culture that they encounter in their everyday Iives. In particular the 

students' narratives illustraie the ways in which the proliferation of media images (music, 

magazines, films, and television) from the US affect the formation of an African Canadian 

identity. It highlights an intersection of the local and the global-how media gets proliferated 

across national borders and comes to produce a hegemonic culture in Canada. 

Data generation and analysis is based on John Thornpson's "depth hermeneutics." This 

process of interpreting and reinterpreting the students' discourses on popuIar youth culture is 

achieved via a three phase process that starts with an analysis of the theorisation of cultural 

studies literature, moves through fonnal or discursive analysis and finally undertakes an 

interpretation /reinterpretation of the existing data. 

The research highlights how analysis of the concept of ideology is still important despite 

more recent emphases on theories of postmodernism. The narratives reinforce our recognition of 

how, despite a discourse of critique, these youths still consume media culture. Style is 

highlighted as less than innocent, as a tool for differentiation from as well as alignment with 

"others." Despite the casual wearing and displaying of the body-especially the male body-style 

is something to be worked at. The conclusion of this study is that "culture as the everyday" offers 

a valuable insight into the ways in which discourses collide and compete in the formation of 

black identities. The students' narratives reveal that their identity formation is a complex cultural 

process involving the production of raced, classed, sexualized and religious selves. The 

concluding section discusses the educational implications of this thesis. 
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Thesis Legend 

Transcription Conventions 
Cpause] indicates pause for thought or participant uncertain about subject under 
discussion 
[insertion by author] 
// overlap in conversation between interviewer and participant. 
. ..omitted dialogue 
"LIh huh" - sound of agreement 
"nuh nuh" - sound of disagreement 

J: = Jennifer Kelly (researcher) 

Terminology 
"Hood" term for neighbourhood- Area that one identifies with as "home," where 
friends are located. 

"wicked" good 
"ill" --good 
"bad" --good 

Al1 students have been given pseudonyms in order to protect their identities. 



Introduction to Thesis 

The production of meaning and the production ofpleusure are rnutually constitutive of who 
students are, the view thaf they have of themselves, and how fhey constmct a particular 

version of fheir future. (Giroux, 1989, p. 4) 

The foci of this study are identity-in-formation arnong a group of Afncan- Canadian 
youths in Alberta, Canada and the ways in which this process of formation is mediated 
by ccpopular" youth culture. As such the study highlights "media reception" - the ways 
in which popular cuitural texts are received, perceived and used to make rneaning by a 
specific group of Afncan Canadian mlack) high school students- Of import to the study 
is the actuality that at present media images are more widely accessible, via digital 
images, across geographic boundaries than at any other historical period of capitalkm 
(Gilroy, 1 993; Giddens, 1 99 1 ; Jarneson, 1 99 1 ). My subsidiary operational research 
questions developed from literature review, and (Kelly, 1998) are: 

In what ways do a group of Afiican Canadian students make use of media culture to 
give meaning to their sense of identity? 

How do these students make use of popular cultural forms such as music, television 
programmes and magazines to make identifications with or distinctions from others? 

How do the students use popular culture to make meaning in relation to race, class, 
gender, sexuaiity, religion, and ethnicity? 

Within the thesis, exploration of the links between globalized popdar culture and 
local identity formation among black students is explored via "depth hermeneutics," a 
methodological fiamework identified by John Thompson (1990). Use of such a 
methodological framework in my study implies that popular culture is recognised as a 
site of "meaningful syrnbolic constru~tion~~ -a site that requires re-interpretation of what 
has already been interpreted by the student participants (p. 272). This process of 
interpreting and reinterpreting the students discounes on popular youth culture is 
achieved via a three phase process that starts with an analysis of the theonsation of 
cultural studies literature, moves through to formal or discursive analysis and finally 
undertakes an interpretation /reinterpretation of the existing data. Along with the latter, 
the chapter analyses the social historical developments of cultural studies' theorisation of 
popular culture and mass culture. 

Such a reading of the social-histoncal development of the critical cultural snidies 
literatwe is necessary because interpretation of the students' discussions of media are not 
theorised in a vacuum. But rather "they are contextualized social phenornena, they are 
produced, circuiated and received within specific social-historicd locations" (Thompson, 
1990, p. 273). In a sirnilar vein chapter two "Mapping the Terrain." involves not just a 



review of the cultural studies literature, but to some extent its placement in a social- 
historicd discourse. 

The second phase of the study centres on the discourse of the students and 
attempts to reconstmct their doxa - the opinions, beliefs, and understandings that are 
shared by the individuals who comprise the social world - via the use of interviews 
within a critical ethnographie fknework. Using observation, initial focus group 
meetings, followed by in-depth semi-stmctured individual i n t e ~ e w s  the study attempts 
to identi@ the ways in which students relate to representation of blackness within 
popular cultural forms such as music, televisual images, and magazines. 

Analysis of the students' discourses draw on a narrative structure that empkises 
the roles, characters and patterns cornmon to a set of narratives, as well as, to a lesser 
extent, discursive or rhetorical psychology, which emphasises the "role of language in 
constructing psychological phenornena'' Pillig, 1997, p. 207). Such prirnarily narrative- 
based analysis allows for a reconstruction and interpretation, through discourse, of the 
students' everyday lives wherein culture is defined as 'cordinary" (Williams, 1958). As 
well, the thesis analyses the ways in which blackness is understood locally, and in 
relation to representations that corne fiom beyond the Canadian borders and in so doing 
indicate the ways in which students position themselves in relation to "hood"' discourses 
that emanate flom media culture. So it is that insights are gained as to how students use 
media to indicate distinctions from and affinity with othen based on perceptions of race, 
class, ethnicity, and religion and thus enable or constrain specific subject positions. The 
advantage of the latter recognition of the use value of media with regard to subjectivity is 
that one can then start to view the ways in which the individual and society are 
interconnected. 

The third phase, of the study consists of interpretatiod reinterpretation of the 
discourse analysis data in conjunction with the social-historical analysis of Alberta, 
Canada. Whereas the discursive analysis proceeds by breaking down, and dividing up the 
data to unveil patterns and devices which operate within a discursive h e w o r k ,  
reinterpretation "proceedç by synthesis by the creative construction of possible 
meanings" (Thompson, 1990, p. 289). This linking of analysis thus illustrates the way 
that wider social-historical, political, and economic structures intersect the students' 
lived experiences to provide a basis for the construction of meanings in relation to 
understandings of themselves. Thus the r d n g  of the students' narratives will try to 
emphasise ''the social significance and social consequences of certain versions, accounts 
and narratives" (Wetherell & Potter, 1992, p. 105). 

Although not an overt theme within the study, movement emerges as an 
overarching conceptuai schema-a movement of peoples, ideas, and images which at 
times seems to be in tension with the perceived stability of a national identiîy- Within 
the thesis this flow of images acts as a metaphor for understanding the cornplex, 
hybridised, and intertextual ways in which the student narratives are constnicted. 



Further, the thesis analyses the way that rnovement between geographic points affects 
formation of cultures and black identities: the ways in which subject positions are 
enabled and constrained by institutional formations such as family, religion and schools. 
As a resdt of this rnovement, and to some extent d b i l i t y ,  the thesis reveals the various 
ways in which definitions and construction of the "real," via the televisual, and the aural, 
become a touchstone for the students during the process of meaningrnaking (Berger & 
Luchan, 1967). 

This specific historical period of late twentieth early twenty-first century has 
produced a huge growth in the ability of students to access media technology and 
simulation, dl of which have rneant an expansion of the "language" that is available for 
use in social interaction This process of c'simulation," alch to what Baudrillard 
identifies as hyper-reality - the loss of the ccreal," where distinctions between surface and 
depth, the real and the irnaginary no longer exist" (Sims, 1998, p. 28 1) -has resulted, to 
some extent, in a foregrounding of realisrn. Such a state of perceived hyper-reality 
changes the nature and conception of the ways in which subjects relate to the constructed 
world perceived as extemal to the self. In other words the students' narratives highlight 
the ways in which technological changes in the late twentieth century have enabled 
access to social spaces previously bounded by time and geography a process identified 
by Thompson (1990) as mediaaztion - a flow of images across different geographic and 
regional locations2. 

Consequently, this blurring of the boundaries between the local and the global 
has led to a reconceptualisation of social experiences, knowledge and identity. Of 
irnport, though not always explicit, is the way in which this process of mediazation, this 
proliferation of images across time and space, is concomitant with a change in the ways 
in which we corne to redefine give meaning to everyday lives. For many of the African 
Canadian students intervieweci, this world of changing representations, culture and media 
that exîends beyond geographic boundax-ies becomes important symbolic carriers for 
discourses of identity and "reality." So it is that within these practices of consumption 
that the students draw on media culture in order to represent and give meaning to 
everyday experiences and their identities. As Herman Gray (1995) indicates, 'khat 
characterises youth culture in the 1990s and therefore warrants careful attention is the 
central role of the commercial cultural industiy and mass media in this process" (p. 153). 
In analysing these links between the local identity and the global formations Appadurai 
(1990) identifies not only a tension between homogenisation and heterogenization but 
also agues that: 

. . . because of the disjunctive and unstable interplay of commerce, media, national 
policies and consumer fantasies, ethnicity, once a genie contained in the bottle of 
some sort of Iocality (however large) has now become a global force, forever 
slipping in and through the cracks between states and borders. (p. 306) 



In terms of my conceptualisation and understanding of black identity, culture, and 
media, the work of Gilroy (1996), Hall (1991), hooks (1990), Omi & Winant (1993), Dei 
(1996)' Wdcott (1995), Alexis (1995), and Bannerji (1995), Rose (1994), and Gray 
(1995) on social formation and representation of "race" and identity in Britain, North 
America and Canada have proved useful texts. Such texts enable my theorising to move 
fiom an essentialist standpoint of viewing "race" and identity as fixed entities towards a 
position îhat recognises race and identity as socially constructed and not necessarily 
homogenous in terms of constituents. Recognition of such fluidity problematises the 
concept of black identity and community-the idea that black students have an automatic 
affinity with each other. Yet, within the study, there is also recognition of what Paul 
Gilroy descnbes as "the changing same" in other words, that historical memory also 
plays a role in the formation of culture and meanings that shidents atmbute to vanous 
everyday activities. Exploration of identity and race as social constructs also allows for 
the consequent recognition '?hathat there is not one 'culture' in 'society' but that any 
'society' consists of a plurality of historically specific cultures structured in domination 
and subordination'' (Stratton & An& 1996, p. 377). 

This recognition of the fluidity of identity enables exploration of the way 
black students individually and coilectively manage incoherent and conflictual 
racial meanings and identities in their school lives- In conjunction with the latter, 
the viability of a hybrid racial identity that does not require total adoption or 
rejection of a dominant culture is analysed (Bhabha, 1990; Hall. 1990). 
Investigation of t h i s  hybrid identity indicates how some students who are defined 
as "mixed" corne to position themselves in relation to a black identity. The 
definition of identity that underscores rny research is congruent with Stuart Hall's 
postulation that "identity is a narrative of the self; it is the story that we tell about 
the self in order to h o w  who we are'' (Hall, 199 1, p. 16). My study explores the 
stories that black students tell about themselves; a story often mediated by youth 
culture. Analysis of such media culture reveals a site for the students to invest 
cultural objects with meanings and to access a venue within which these meanings 
are remade and argued over in a range of everyday encounters. In some ways, the 
study attempts to take up Angela McRobbie's (1 99 1) challenge for cultural studies 
to return to ethnographie cultural analysis which takes as it's object of study '[tlhe 
lived experience which breathes life into [the] . .. inanimate objects [of popular 
culture] @p. 34). 

Organisation of Thesis 

The first chapters "Mapping the Terrain of Literature 1 and II " identifies the 
conceptual tools drawn on fiom sociology and critical cultural studies that are useful in 
analysing the relations between individual students and the diaspora. As well, hegemony 



and ideology are highlighted to indicate the ongoing theoretical tensions between agency 
and determinism with regard to media reception Chapter k e e ,  "Laying Down the Path: 
A Methodology," concentrates on laying out an audit trail (Guba & Lincoln, 198 1) that 
identifies methodological concerns and issues. It lays out the selection of method and 
indicates how the student sample was chosen as well as some of philosophical issues that 
can anse during the process of interviewhg and generating data. At some points 
ethnographie descriptions of the students have been omitted in order to protect their 
identities. In line with qualitative research my chapter draws on the research journal that 
I kept during the various stages of research. Chapters four through to nine, analyse the 
students' discourses in order to ascertain common patterns and meanings developed 
across the data. From this analysis of discourse, themes relating to black identification, 
regimes of representations, style and subjectivity are highlighted. It is evident from these 
three chapters that blackness is a heterogeneous rather than homogenous identity as is 
indicated by the students orientations to collectivity, religion, gender and ethnicity. As 
well, these chapters indicate that although the students are categorised as Afncan 
Canadians by this study they have other identities that take precedence at differing 
moments during their lives. For example, these students are also "youths" in a relation 
of dominance to the social category adult. In the final chapter a discussion is undertaken 
of the main themes from earlier chapters as 1 "propose criteria, formulate categones and 
draw distinctions" (Thompson 1990, p. 283) during a process of analysing social 
structures in the -dents' lives. 



Notes 
1 The "hood' representations are those that are represented in films such as Boyz N' Hm& Menace 
to Society, that portray Black males as tough, macho men who know how to keep women in line, 
Rappers whose misogynist lyrics are seen as representation of blackness ofien reinforce such 
images. For a usefiil analysis of these issues see bel1 hooks, (1994) article Gangsta Culture- 
Sexism, Misogyny Who Will Take the Rap. 

This process of mediazation, and its potential to expand beyond boundaries !m recently been 
highiighted by the merger of America ON Line -the worlds biggest internet provider - and Time 
Wamer -the US information giant. Seen, to date, as the world's fourth largest corporation d e r  
Microsoft, General electric and Cisco the newly merged corporation was described by participants 
as "the world's first hlly integrated media and communication company for the Intemet Century" 
(Paul Murphy & John Casey, "Media giants in S350bn tie up," The GImrdim WeeMy, January 13- 
January 19 2000 vol. 162/No 3). 



Chapter 1 

Mapping the Terrain of Literature 1: Theorizing Media 

Introduction 

This chapter draws on sociological literature in general, and cnticd 
cultural studies literature in particular, to highiight the ways in which theorization 
accounts for the relationship between media culture and audience receptivity. It is 
this relationship between media culture, (Le. music, films, music videos and 
television) and its reception by Afncan Canadian students that is at the heart of my 
study. 

The highlighted literature in general focuses on understandings of 
c'culture" and the ways in which such understandings and Uiterpretations of the 
concept have affected theoretical responses and analyses of the development of 
mass cultural production, Although this early discussion does not always highlight 
blachessy it does indicate some of the assumptions that underlie the conception of 
cultural studies and thus my own study. Chronological in presentation, the 
discussion moves fiom the institutionalized fonn of critical cultural studies at the 
Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS) in Birmingham, United 
Kingdom through to the more recent formation of the subcategory "Black Cultural 
Studies" that spans the United States (US) and the United Kingdom (UK). 
Throughout the chapter I not only highlight various concepts central to critical 
cultural studies, but also indicate that my chosen theoretical tiamework is a 
contested area of knowledge. Its relationship to my central topic of black identity 
formation was not an easy and natural alliance. In some ways 1 use this chapter to 
highlight Charlotte Brunsdon's (1996) phrase that "cultural studies was not always 
already politically chic." My mapping of the theoretical terrain is divided into two 
chapters. The first chapter deals with theorisation of the relationship between 
media and its audience, while the second chapter deals more directly with 
theonsation of blaclmess fiom within a critical cultural studies fiamework. Media 
in general, as a form of mass cultural production, is highlighted, as well as more 
specifically theoretical accounts of audience reception of popular cultural forms 
such as music, films, and television. By way of caution 1 should also add that the 
purpose of this reviewhapping is not to trawl endlessly through the related 
literature, but to highlight or orient the reader to some of the key conceptual tools 
that I found useful in thinking through this study. As well, 1 allude to specific 
texts and authors that have influence4 through various detours, my thinking about 
and the b i n g  of my siudy. Consequently, the process of unfolding that takes 
place within this chapter is more in terms of developing a set of tools (as 



explained in my methodology chapter) to enable a degree of self-rflaivzty-a 
necessary step toward establishing comhuct valid@ within my study- 

Theorking Media Culture 

Much of the theoretical discussion of the fonns of media culture 
highlighted by my study has been subsumed within value-laden descriptors such as 
"popular culture"I and "rnass culture." It may well be more precise to use the 
descriptor "media culture" as developed in the work of Doug Kellner (1995), 
however, I have decided to adhere to the more familiar terminologies of ccpopular 
culture" and "mass culture." AIthough used interchangeably, at times, the two 
descriptors have àifferent etymologies. Cultural theorist Jim McGuigan (1997), in 
recognising this distinction, argues that: 

[plopular culture, in the folkish sense, was seen as produced by "the 
peopleY7' as actively made by them and expressing their distinctive 
social experiences, attitudes and values. In contrast, the pejorative 
conception of mass culture, in Lefi, Right and Cenîrist versions, 
stressed media manipulation of popular tastes and the passive 
consumption of commodified culture. (p. 138) 

As McGuigan intimates within his argument, relations of power as well as 
understandings of culture in general are intertwined with the use of these 
descriptors. Viewed as part of discourses that are used to reinforce or challenge 
specific understandings of the word culture and problematic in definition and use, 
we should also perhaps bear in minci John Hartley's (1994) postulation that 
cdture: 

is multi-discursive; it c m  be mobilized in a number of diflerent 
discourses. This means that you cannot import a fked definition 
into any and every context and expect it to make sense. What you 
have to do is identifjr the context itself (p. 68) 

1 draw attention to Hartley's postulation in order to highlight that although 
media culture is the primary focus of discussion, developing an understanding of 
meaning attached to culture and cultural practices is also important. 

Throughout the twentieth century critical cultural theorists have tried to 
andyse, as this study does, and account for the effect of mass co~nmunïcation on 
the production of individuaI and group culture (Adorno, 1991; Bell, 1976; 
Marcuse, 1968; McLuhan, 1967; Thompson, 1990; Jameson, 199 1). The 



dominant technical medium of mass communication has undergone changes-fiom 
newspapers in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, through to 
television in the mid-twentieth century, and finaIly to the internet. Overall, the 
question as to the effect of media on the workïng population has provided fertile 
and often contentious grounds for theorisation. 

For some theorists, such as Baudrillard, the social effects of present-day 
mass communication and its production can be explained as a break with 
modernism; a new postmodem cultural epoch wherein, to quote Marshall Berman 
"al1 that's solid meIts into air." However, for cultural theonsts such as Stuart Hall 
(1 W6), this increase in the ability of the media to reach out, digitally, to wider 
geographic areas, and to break down barriers between time and space is a stage of 
capitalism. His analysis does not identiQ this breaking down of barriers with a 
profond shift and disjuncture in the way society is organised. Instead, Hall 
argues that analysis suggests continuities and "the accentuation of certain 
important tendencies in the culture of the overdeveloped "west" which, if we 
understand the cornplex histories of modemism properly, have been in play in an 
uneven way since modemism" (p. 133). Douglas KelIner (1 999), who agrees that 
what is being experienced with the growth in information and media technology is 
related to a stage of capitalism, also identifies another important factor, namely, a 
change in analytic emphasis by social theorists. Focwsing on cultural studies 
theorïsts in particular, he highlights how the: 

foms of cultural studies developed fiom the late 1970s to the 
present, in contrast to the earlier stages, theorise a shift fiom the 
stage of state monopoly capitalism or Fordism, rooted in mass 
production and consumption to a new regime of capital and social 
order, some times described as c4pst-Fordism" (Harvey 1989) or 
"postmodeniism" (Jarneson 199 l), and characterising a 
transnational and global capital that valorizes difference, 
multiplicity, eclecticism, populism, and intensified consumerism in 
a new information /entertainment society. (p. 5) 

Thus, explanations of the expansion of media and information into larger 
geographic areas are contested. While some theorists view the change in social 
dynamics as part of the Logic of late capitalism, for others this shift removes the 
sense of reality and space fiom our everyday understandings. 

For other cultural theorists, such as John Thompson, it is not just the 
economic effects of globalisation that are of concern. The social and cultural 
effects of the breaking down of time-space barriers between geographic regions-a 
process whereby social interaction is no longer based upon face-to-face interaction 



within the same physical locale are a concern as well. Thus, the breaking down of 
econornic barriers via the growth in information and media technology affects 
social relations within society. Anthony Giddens, (1 990) and David Harvey 
(1 989) are two theorists whose analytic skills have been at the forefkont of this 
"'taking account of' change in time and space, where space is no longer "contined 
to what one codd perceive, to one's immediate location" (Waters, 1995, p. 49). 
Although both theonsts analyse the process of globalization, their 
conceptualisation differs in the ways that they account for these changes in time 
and space. In making a distinction between the two theonsts, Malcolm Waters 
(1995) argues that Harvey's conception of time shnnking is more valuable than 
that of Giddens' space-time distanciation that implies a stretching of time and 
place @. 58). For other theorists it is not just the general stretching of time and 
space that is of concern, but aiso the "process by which the transmission of 
symbolic foms becomes increasingly mediated by technicd and institutional 
apparatuses of the media industries" @p. 3-4). This is what John Thompson 
(1990) identifies as "'mediazation," the broadcasting of media and the transmission 
of messages via electrornagnetic waves to an indeterminate and extended 
audience" (p. 14). With regard to my study, the link with transmission of 
symbolic messages is that the: 

ever more sophisticated international communications technologies 
and the products of transnational media corporations dissolve 
distance and suspend tirne, and in doùig so create new and 
unpredictable forms of connection, identification and cultural 
affiniîy, but also dislocation and disjuncture between people, places 
and cultures. (Gillespie, 1995, p. 7) 

It is Marie Gillespie's latter identification of the ways in which 
communication technologies create new and unpredictable foms of connection 
that is pertinent to this study: the students' ability to access "buter national" media 
sources for identification. In particular, popuiar culture has been one area in 
which mainstream white culture has been able to provide an ideological 
fnunework of symbols, concepts and images through which we understand, 
interpret and represent "racial ciifferences" (Orni, 1989, p. 1 14). Thus, the ability 
of the United States to dissipate its cultural foms around the globe via digital 
pulses has an effect on the formation of race as a social constmct as well as on 
black identity in Canada. The effectiveness of this process is encapsulated by 
Anthony Giddens' (1 990) insight that: 

modemity increasingly tears space away h m  place by fostering 
relations between "absent'' others, locationally distant from any 
given situation of face-to-face interaction. In conditions of 



rnodernity . . . locales are thoroughly penetrated by and shaped in 
tems of social influences quite distant fiom them- What structures 
that locale is not simply that which is present on the scene; the 
"visible forrn" of the locale conceals the distance relations which 
determine its nature. (P- 18) 

Although cntical cultural studies is the main theoretical fhnework used in 
the analysis, subsequent interpretation, and reinterpretation of my data, it also has 
to be recognised that other theories of culture exist outside the cultural studies 
fiarnework. For example, in both Germany and North America cultural theorists 
were engaged in trying to understand the growth of industrialisation, technology, 
and mass production of culture on populations. Not often acknùwledged within 
the mainstream cultural studies literature,' some of the earliest critiques of media 
culture and its effect on social formations emerged from Germany through the 
early work of the FrankfÙrî Institute for Social Research. Douglas Kellner (1999) 
argues that: 

for some decades now, British cultural studies have tended to either 
disregard or caricature in a hostile manner the critique of mass 
culture developed by the Frankfurt school. The FranlGurt school 
has repeatedly been stigmatised as elitist and reductionist, or simply 
ignored in discussion of the methods and enterprise of cultural 
studies. (p. 3) 

The Frankfurt Scho01,~ headed up pnmarily by lefi-leaning Geman-Jewish 
intellechials, saw as its main purpose to critique a developing mass culture which 
reproduced the fragmentation and dienation apparent within capitalist economic 
production. in what can be seen as in a similar vein to the culture/civilization 
debate that took place in the UK during the late '40s- 'SOS and '60s; these Geman 
social theorists regarded, with pessimism, the growing industrialization and 
development of mass culture. In pahcular, the foremost critic in this area, 
Theodor Adorno, argues that the development of mass culture, in tandem with the 
development of capitalism, was the source for the mass stupification of society in 
the interests of what he identified as the "culture industries." In mirroring the 
features of industrial production; "commodification," "standardization" and 
"massification," the culture industries were seen as providing ideologicai 
legitimation for the consumer industries. While such a critique of capitalism 
would seem to align the perspectives of these cntical theonsts with classical 
Mandsm, their denial of the economy as the sole determinant of social relations in 
society places them within the reairn of neo-Hegelian M-sm and the work of 
Lukacs. For these early critical cultural theonsts the production and reception of 
mass culture was the site for the development of ideology-a direct link between 



individual receptivity and collective consciousness. Such a process was one where 
symbolic forms become carriers of ideology; an ideology that "dupes" the working 
classes and stymies their ability to recognise their "?rue" conditions of oppression 
The following extract fiom Adorno's (199 1) text The Culrure Industry gives a 
flavour of this perspective: 

The total effect of the culture indus- is one of anti-enlightenment, 
in which as Horkheimer and 1 have noted, enlightenment, that is the 
progressive technical domination, becomes mass deception and is 
turned into a means of fettenng consciousness, independent 
individuals who judge and decide consciously for 
themselves.. . while obstnicting the emancipation for which human 
beings are as ripe as the productive forces of the epoch permit. (p. 
92) 

The theories of the early Frankfurt school, in particular Adorno and 
Horkeimer, can be critiqued on various fronts. First, as elitist, in that the 
underlying cultural theory is normative in its assumptions and based on the 
assurnption that they ccknow what's best" for the w o r h g  class. Second, that by 
ûying to read off the consequences of cultural products fkom the products 
themselves, they can be charged with what Thompson (1990) identifies as "the 
fallacy of internalism7' - ûyïng 30 read off the consequences of cultural products 
fiom the products themselves" (p. 105). However, despite the latter negative 
critique, theorists such as Keilner (1999) argue that valuable theorisation emerged 
fiom their work in that the: 

. . . Fr- school model of the culture industry did articulate the 
important social roles of media culture during a specific regime of 
capital and provided a model, still of use, of a highly commercial 
and technologically-advanced culture that serves the needs of ' 
dominant corporate interests, plays a major role in ideological 
reproduction, and in enculturating individuals into the dominant 
system of needs, thought and behaviour. (p. 3) 

In the United Kingdom, theorisation of a comparable process of 
industrialisation and production of m a s  culture was cautionary, and revealed 
similar but diffenng ways in which existing discourses becarne intertwined with a 
general critique of mass culture. Interestingly, this early twentieth-centuxy British 
representation of mass culture, as aligned with Amencanisation and 
cornmodification, is similar to the present-&y feus voiced by some critics with 
regard to the spread of Amencan culture via the internet and cable television. 
They are concerned with the "'fear of vulgarity," and "loss of distinction" Thus, 



within Canadian society of the early twenty-first cenhuy, US-based media culture 
is still regarded as very much of a threat to maintaining an identity that is distinct 
fiom that of the US. This threat is echoed in this thesis through the tension 
between A f k m  American youth culture and construction of an Afkican Canadian 
youth culture. 

Whereas the theorisation by the Frank& school fell withùi the culture/ 
civilisation debate and was shaped by disillusionment with working class 
consciousness, critique in the UK was different, in some ways, drawing on existing 
discourses and analyses of class to develop their critique. Associated with these 
early critiques are three seminal texts of British cultural analysis wIitten by 
Richard Hoggart (1 957) n e  Uses of literucy; Raymond Williams (2 958) Culture 
and Society; and E. P. Thompson (1 963) The Muking of the English Working 
Class. These early cultural texts, regarded as representative of theonsation on the 
culturalist wing of culture studies, illustrate a shift in the ways in which 
nondominant cultures were regarded Not only is the general tone of the three 
books supportive of workiag class culture, but unlike the Frankfurt School, al1 
three British theorists were involved in educating working class adults. Two of 
tlie authors, Williams and Hoggart, were "scholarship boys" fiom workuig class 
families, writing about their own experiences. Thus the latter authon positioned 
themselves as working class in contrast to rniddle/upper class theonsts within the 
Fra- School, who were writing about the experiences of the "ûther-'" This 
ability of Williams and Hoggart to place thernselves within the cultures under 
analysis led, to some extent, to what those with a more structuralist orientation 
regard as a romanticizatiodvalorization of working-class culture. This emphasis 
on worhg-class Iived experiences as of value was undergirded by a 
reconceptualisation of culture as not concerned with high culture. With Williams 
(1958/93), this new conceptualisation of culture was more akin to an 
anthropological de finition-an under standing encapsulated by the p h e  ccculture is 
ordinary." For km: 

Culture is ordinary: that is the first fact. Every human society has 
its own shape, its purposes, and its own meanings. Every society 
expresses these in institutions, and in arts, and learning. The 
making of a society is the finding of common meanings and 
directions, and its growth is an active debate and amendment, under 
the pressure of experience, contact, and discovery, writing 
themselves into the land. (p. 90) 

These seminal texts c m  be seen as also about identity: 'ks an examination 
of class-based identity-in- process-transformed by historical forces that exceed 
their inscription in individual lives or consciousness and, at the same t h e ,  



resisting that inevitable transformation" (Gilroy, 1996, p. 234). Thus, within the 
context of this study, Williams' aphorism translates into an emphasis on how 
culture is a representation of the everyday ways in which the students make 
meaning in their lives; both within and beyond the site of schooling. Such a 
conception of culture as everyday practices, rather than "hi& culture" enables one 
to focus on the ways in which people corne to make sense of their surroundings 
and give meaning to their everyday interaction It is with a similar understanding 
of culture that this study adheres: a positioning that conceives of culture as texts 
and practices of everyday life that students engage with, make meaning fiom, and 
consequentiy make use of to facilitate specific subject positions. The ways in 
which these early theorisations of class-based culture and identity make littie 
reference to either race or gender are also noticeable in terms of my own midy. 

Williams7 broadening definition also refiects culture as a site of 
contestation and offers insight into the ways in which discourses of "culture as the 
best," were challenged nom the post World War II period onwards. The latter 
categorisation is reminiscent of what can be termed a culturalist hnework, an 
orientation that is evident in the anaiysis of his fellow theorists Hoggart and 
Thompson Both these theonsts glonfied the ways in which the working class 
made use of culture everyday (Hoggart, 1957; Thompson, 1963) and contrasted 
this somewhat idedistic representation with the growing negative influence of 
ccknerican" culture. Strinati (1 995) argues that: 

. . . in particular Hoggart was concerned about the manipulative 
and exploitative influence exercised over the working class 
comrnunity, especially over its more vulnerable younger members, 
by the Amenca of Hollywood film, the cheap and brutal crime 
novel , ccmilk bars," and juke box music. (p. 28) 

This argument, used in particular by Hoggart, was not just classed but also 
ethnocentnc. As Hebdige (1988) highlights, 

. . . in Britain this fear of cultural homogenisation by the US culture 
industry became Iinked with discourses of ethnocentrism to 
articulate the complex ways in which fiom the 1930s onwards the 
United States (and its productive processes and scale of 
consurnption) began to serve as the image of industrial barbarism; a 
country with no past and therefore no real culture, a country d e d  
by cornpetition, profit and the drive to acquire. @. 52) 

Although Richard Johnson coined the term culturalism to indicate a sense 
of coherence in the work of Thompson, Hoggart and WilIiams, the three theorists 
subscribed to differing alignments within the political space of the "new Ieft." 



They were united more by an approach that recoguised how an analysis of culture 
wouid involve: 

. . . the textual forrns and documented practices of a culture-it is 
possible to reconstitute the pattemed behaviour and constellations 
of ideas shared by the men and women who produce and connime 
the cultural texts and practices of that society. It is a perspective 
that stresses human agency. (Storey, 1993, p. 44) 

While these three theorists were aligned with ''left" politics, their analysis 
was one of class. As such they had difficulty accounting for the racism that was 
existent within working class culture. Further, Gilroy (1992) argues that their 
reproduction of left fiag- waving nationalism reinforces the ways in which 
"ethnicity," and cbnationdism" have become linked in the modern lexicon of 
cultural racism. As he elaborates: 

Despite their enthusiasm for the work of C. L. R. James: the British 
Communist Party's historians group (Hobsbawrn, 1979) are 
culpable here, for the symbiotic legacies of the fieebom 
Englishrnan and of socialism in one country, Iegacies which fiame 
their work, are both found to be wanting. Tttis pairing can be traced 
through the work of Edward Thompson and Eric Hobsbawm, who 
contribute much to the foundations of cultural studies and who 
share an approach to economic, social, and cultural history in 
which the nation-understood as a stable receptacle for the class 
stmggle-is the pnmary focus. (p. 192) 

Further, analysis of the development of cultural shidies indicates that this 
construction of a binary between cuituralism and structuralism served to reinforce 
not oniy the racialized nationalism identified by Gilroy, but also, by extension, the 
''nom" of class as a focus of study, thus eliding other possible foci of analysis. 
Posited as oppsites, Tony Bennett (1986) gives the following insight as to the 
construction of this binarism between the two theoretical wings of cdtural 
ana1 ysis: 

Within the perspective of structuralism, popular culture was often 
regarded as an ideological machine that dictated the thoughts of the 
people . . . with iaw-Iike regularity . . . . Culhualism, by contrast, 
was often uncritically romantic in its celebration ofpopular culture 
as expressing the interests and values of subordinate social groups 
and classes." (p. di) 

This distinction between the two theoretical paradigms also extends into 



the areas of research with which each paradigm has been identified; thus 
StnicturaIism was more idiuential in areas such as film, television and popular 
writing, whereas culturalisrn dominated in the study of sport and subcultures. 
Bennett (1986) suggests "'it was almost as if the cultural sphere were divided into 
two hemetically separate regions, each exhibiting a different logic" (p. xii). The 
emergence of a form of cultural materialism based on a re-reading of Gramsci that 
moved beyond the excess of structuralkt Marxism provided the fiamework for a 
reconciliation between "'culturalist" and the CCstnicturalist" wings of cultural 
studies and the development of a theory of resistance. 

That this binary was a social construction rather than a ""natural" formation 
can be seen in the reception of hegemony as a concept able to deal with some of 
the ambiguity created by the binarh of culturalism and stmcturalism. Hegemony 
offers a more flexible interpretation of cultural analysis. It allows movernent away 
from class reductionism as wefl as offering an explanation of domination as 
somethUlg that is won, not automatically determined by class structure. In terms 
of definition, Hall (1 996) argues that: 

Hegemony is that state of "'total social authority" which, at certain 
specific conjunctures, a specific class alliance wins, by 
combinaiions of ""coercion" and "'consent," over the whole social 
formation, and its dominated classes: not only at the econornic 
level, but also at the level of political and ideological leadership, in 
civil, intellechial, and moral life as well as at the matenal level, and 
over the terrain of civil society as well as in and through the 
condensed relations of the state. (p. 45) 

The ability to hightight the deeply contradictory nature of culture and its 
consequent uses by individuals and groups sharpens our focus on its hegemonic as 
well as its counter-hegemonic potentiats. This strategy helps us ""to attend to the 
enormously complex and dynamic ways that people take fiom, identiQ with, 
reject, are duped by, and sometimes resist regimes of domination" (Gray, 1995, p. 
7). It is also useful to note that with hegemony came recognition that merences 
are of importance in terms of working through a process in order to gain 
consensus. It is at th is  theoretical juncture that British cultural studies ignited 
within the crucible of the Centre for Contemporary Culhual Shidies (CCCS) in the 
1 96OYs, fuelling some of the most ground-breakhg research in relation to culture 
in general, and popular culture in particular. Testimony to the latter positioning of 
cultural studies can be found in Hall's (1980) article '%dturaI Studies and its 
Theoretical Legacies." Withùi the latter, he identifies not only Gramsci's 
contribution, via hegemony, to cultural studies but also the theoretical 
interruptions made by gender and race. In discussing the specific conceptual 



interruption made by race, Hall (1996) argues that: 

. . . actually getting cultural studies to put on its own agenda the 
critical questions of race, the politics of race, the resistance to 
racism, the critical questions of cultural politics, was itself a 
profound theoretical stmggle, a struggie of which Policing the 
Crisis was, curïously, the fkst and very late example. (p. 270) 

Although some theorists regard hegemony as providing an important 
theoretical bridge, for others with more poststructuralist leanings the concept of 
hegemony still retains a degree of reductivism and inability to deconstruct the 
essentiaiist category of class. As Post-Marxists, such as Laclau & M o a e  (1985) 
identi@, 

. . . only if we renounce any epistemological prerogative based upon the 
ontologically prïvileged position of a "universal class" will it be possible 
senously to discuss the present degree of validity of the Manllst 
categories. At this point we should state quite plainly that we are now 
situated in a pst-Marxist terrain. It is no longer possible to maintain the 
conception of subjectivity and classes elaborated by Marxisrn, nor its 
vision of the historical course of capitaiist development (p. 4) 

Thus, within this thesis the acceptance of hegemony as a concept allows for the 
students to be seen as more than oppressed passive consumers of media images of 
blackness within a dominant white society. As well the culturalist acceptance of 
"cultures from below" allows for the possibility that -dents can create cultures 
fiom the received media images. 

National formations are important in ternis of shaping the theorisation that 
emerges from such locations. Although I use theoretical explanations that attempt 
to account for social situations in UK and the US, I apply such foxms of 
explanation with caution since: 

intellectual work, including both cultural studies and political economy is 
always and everywhere decisively touched and shaped by national 
formation (and subformation of class race and gender, etc.) within which 
it is produced This does not deny the importance of transnational and 
diasporic sites of culture, but suggests that such sites are understood oniy 
relative to the sovereign States which produce, enable, inhibit, wrap or 
rnerely tolerate such formations. (Carey, 1997, p. 16) 

This ability of national foxmations to affect the tone of theorisation that takes 
place within geographic boundaries c m  be seen if one examines the ways in which 



Communi~cation Study as a discipline reacted to mass culture during the 1950s. It 
is noticeable that in coatrast to the pessimism of the early Frankfurt School and 
the early forms of pre-institutionalised cultural studies, the work of the mass 
communications theorists in the US presented the media as "unproblematically 
reflective of society" (Hardt, 1996). Graeme Tumer (1992), in accounting for this 
difference between m a s  communications theorists and those in Europe, argues 
that : 

Dlecause it ernployed a very simple idea of media messages and of social 
structures, American mass communication research was able to see the 
media unprobIematicaIly reflective of society. If society was composed of 
a plurality of different groups, then this plurality would be expressed 
within the media-as in other aspects of democratic society. Capitalist 
democracies were congatulated for becoming ccpIuralist" societies in 
which al1 points of view contributed to the forming of cultural values-a 
broady consensual formation founded on the tolerance and incorporation 
of difference. (p. 200) 

The latter form of analysis is reflective of strong functionalist ideology dominant 
in US social theory during the 1950s and '60s. Hanno Hardt (1996) suggests that 
"radical dissent, including Marxist criticism of American society, remained 
outside the mainstream of mass communication research." From such a position it 
was unable to engage in a prolonged "debate concerning the foundations of social 
theory and the fdse optimism of social enquiries into the role and function of 
communication and mediay7 (p. 109). Graeme Tumer (1992) argues (via Hall, 
1982) that this strong functionalist dominance and consensus-onented mass 
communications research was only challenged significantly with the development 
of "deviancy theory" and "de f~ t ion  of the situation7' concepts that made evident 
the social construction of the previously unproblernatic concept of the ccreaI." 
Once such theoretical coziness was undermined by the recognition that consensus 
was not natural but constructed, media theorists in Norih America turned towards 
understanding the ways in which the "red" is constructed. Such differences in 
theoretical emphasis between cultural studies in the UK and cultural studies in the 
US are still evident in the present formulations of cultural studies. Much has been 
made of the ways in which US-derived cultural studies has taken a textualist and 
institutionalised tum that negates the study of political econorny and the concrete. 
However, it is also interesting to note the way in which a stress on the textual 

aligns more easily with the dominance of the individual within US social 
formations. In analysing this easy acceptance of cultural studies in the US, 
Stratton and Ang postdate that, the growth of: 

. . . cultural studies in the United States coincided with the historical loss 



of the ability of that country to control the global economy and the 
increasing recognition that it can no longer dictate their terms of the "new 
world order," which to a certain extent has sustained the cohesion of 
American national identity. This loss . . . opened up a space for divisions 
within Amencan society to express themselves in a more antagonistic way 
than the ideology of pluralism had enabied (Stratton & Ang, 1997, p. 376) 

In Canada d d g  the 1960's and '7OYs, the foremost theorists of 
communications and its social effects on thought and social behaviour were 
Marshaii McLuhan and Harold b i s .  McLuhan, educated at Cambridge, was 
initially infiuenced by British strains of Leavisite critique of mass culture as weli 
as media effects theory. His research on the "decentralizing," "integrating," and 
"accelerating" character of electronic media resulted in a linking between 
perception of reality and the structure of information. This understanding 
consequently became popularised in the saying that "the medium is the message'' 
(e-g., that the medium of television itself is what detennines the effect on 
behaviour). Accepted as a glib message, Raymond William's (1 974) response to 
the latter was that: 

. . . if the medium-whether print or television-is the cause, al1 other 
causes, al1 that men ordinarily see as history, are at once reduced to effects. 
Similarly, what are elsewhere seen as effects, and as such subject to the 
sociai, cultural, psychologica1 and moral questioning, are excluded as 
irrelevant by cornparison with the direct physio1ogica.l and therefor 
"psychic" effects of the media as such. (p. 127) 

For Williams, McLuhan's andysis fails to account for the histoncal 
development of the medium, since invention by itself does not bring about cultural 
change. However, social theorist John Thompson argues that Innis and Mcluhan's 
work, while open to critique on some fronts, does offer the insight that social 
relations are changed by the nahue of media production. As M e r  critique, Hall 
(1997) argues that McLuhan, who was educated at Cambridge and influenced by 
Leavis, changed his initial critique of new technologies as developed in his book, 
The Mechanical Bride, towards one of celebration Hall Ievels the charge that "he 
took a very different position, just lying back and Ietting the media roll over hùn; 
he celebrated the very things he had most bitterly attackeâ" (p. 132). Despite such 
criticism, others view the work of McLuhan as groundbreaking, leaving media 
studies with such phrases as "globai villageyy-strangely apt in the age of the 
internet. 

Innis's work on space-time distanciation proved useful in recent 
theorisation, especially Giddens', on the effects of the break in time and space 



caused by media tecbnology. According to Thompson (1990), Innis' concept 
a1Iows for recognition that: 

The transmission of a symbolic form necessarily involves the detachment, 
to some extenf of this form from the original context of it's production; it 
is distanced fiom this context, both spatially and temporally, and inserted 
into new contexts which are located at different tirnes and places. (p. 13) 

Ideology 

James Carey (1989) declares that "British cultural studies could be 
described just as easily and perhaps more accurateIy as ideological studies, for 
they assimilate, in a variety of complex ways, culture to ideology" (p. 97). Within 
the early yean of cultural studies' development at the CCCS, understandings and 
analysis of ideology were based on an Althusserian conception, where ideology 
enabled the emergence of certain subject positions. Such conception of ideology 
as a framework "provides people with common sense sets of beliefs and ways of 
viewing the worId and their position in society wtiich justie their subordination by 
making it appear natural and inevitable. It expresses an imaginaiy relation 
between people and their real conditions of existence." As Tunier (1992) argues, 
such an Althusserian drift of early cultural studies would reduce the individual 
subject to the status of mere personification of a given structure, spoken by the 
discourses which cross the space of his subjectivity (p. 2 10). Sparks (1  996) points 
out that Althusser's treatment of ideology has two important features: that 
ideology is always embedded in "ideological state apparatuses" and that ideology 
is fundamentalIy an unconscious operation (p. 87). However, critical cultural 
studies found Althusserian conceptions of ideology too deterministic and without 
any subject who might initiate a Marxian revolution. Thus, when English 
translations of Gramsci's work started to emerge in Britain, critical culhiml studies 
adopted and posited the concept of hegemony as a binary opposite to Althusserian 
models of ideology. However, Turner (1990) argues, "within such accounts, the 
similarities between Althusser and Gramsci are glossed over, and the differences 
are exaggerated to legitimate the adaptation of Gramsci's theory of hegemony as a 
necessary correction to Althusserianism" (p. 198). For my study, the issue of 
ideology is highlighted during the process of interpretation and re-interpretation of 
the students' reception of the various media texts: are they the victims of ideology 
or are they agents, who are using media for their own specific ends? Are they 
regulated or self-regulated in their consumption of media culture? 

Stuart Hall's (1 982) "'Rediscovery of 'Ideology' : The Return of the 
'Repressed' in Media Studies" was a seminal article in these debates conceming 



ideology and its place in critical cultural studies, and he outlines three paradigm 
shifts in media research fiom the 1920s to the 1980s. For him, these shifts are 
marked not ody by the research methods or procedures but also in tenns of 
theoretical and political orientations. For Hail (1982), it is ideology that makes the 
difference in terms of differentiating these paradigms: "the simplest way to 
characterise the shift fiom rnainstream to critical perspectives is in tems of 
movement from, essentially, a behavioural to an ideological penpective" (p. 56). 
Tumer, in analysing Hall's article, argues that white in the behaviourist 
perspective ideology was "repressed," in the critical it was recovered as the central 
categov that connected media to Society- Zn continuing the argument f i e r ,  he 
identifies media as the key mechanisrn for centralizing cultural power, which is 
achieved on two fronts via cultural reception and the articulation of ideology into 
social formation. Important as weIi is the politics of signification, whereby the 
reaiity effect is produced as naturalised and common sense. 

With the reformulation of ideotogy away from a direct association with 
"faIse consciousness," cultural studies has had to find a means of definïng 
ideology without positing it as automatic transfer of specific betiefs. Chris Baker 
(1999), in offerhg one way out of the impasse, argues that: 

ideologies as a form of power/knowledge are structures of signification, 
which constitute social formation in ways that are thoroughly saturated by 
power. If meaning is . . . a matter of difference and defermi, then ideology 
can be understood as the attempt to fix meanings for particular purposes. 
(P. 108) 

Thus, in terms of my study, ideology can be seen to operate through social 
categories such as race, class, and religion in an attempt to fm specific meanings 
that emerge fiom media texts. Using John Thompson's (1990) orientation to 
ideology, 1 try to adopt a position whereby: 

the interpretation of ideology is an interpretation of syrnbolic forms which 
seek to illuminate the interrelations of meaning and power, which seek to 
show how, in specific circumstances, the meaning mobilized by symbolic 
forms serves to nourish and sustain the possession and exercise of power. 
(P. 7 )  

The re-evaluation of the concept of ideology in theorising the lin. between 
reception and production of mass culture c m  be attributed, in part, to Foucault's 
groundbreaking work on power. At the heart of the discussion of Foucault, 
analysis of power as operating via capillaries of power revoked the traditional 
binarisrn of power as sovereign, comuig f3om above, and as negative, and 
oppressive. Instead he theorised power not as an object to be possessed as 



sovereign but rather as productive, producing social effects. In relation to 
ideology, Gordon (1980) argues that Foucault's theorization suggests domination 
works not so much through c'ideologica.i mystification" as through its ability to 
define a certain field of empirical truth" (p. 237). In continuing this train of 
thought, Gordon postulates that: 

it is these features of Foucault's genealogy which make it into the opposite 
of a critique of ideology that give point to his insistence on thepositive, 
producrive characteristics of modern apparatuses of power and his 
contention that their effectivity rests on the installation of what he cdls a 
politics or a regime of tmth - as opposed to a reign of falsity (p. 13 t@. (p. 
237) 

Now while this re-formulation of power is useful and allows us to rnove away 
fiom rigid binarism between agency and structure, nonetheless it seems to 
subsume questions of structure. Kellner's (1995) formulation argues that: 

While pst-struchiralist perspectives on power, such as Foucault's own, 
cm contribute to a more sophisticated social theory and cultural studies, 
simply throwing out structural analysis and ideology critique underniines 
the project of cultural studies which should draw on stmcturalist and post- 
stmcturalist îheory, ideology critique and analysis of the institutions and 
practices of power and domination. (p. 90) 

Such n e o - W s t  advocacy of the need to retain ideology within cultural studies' 
analytic framework can become problematic, and as such, Doug Kellner (1 995) 
argues for the term to be delimited and used for specific forms of domination. 
Thus he advocates for parameters to be set as to its usage rather than wholesale 
application, to al1 situations where ideology might be evident. In identimng the 
specifics of such a delimitation he argues that there is a: 

. . . need to link the concept of ideology with theones of hegemony and 
domination, and thus delimit its application to ideas and positions which 
serve functions of legitimation, mystification, and class domination that 
assure the domination of the niling class, gender and race over other 
classes and groups within society rather than equating nll ideas or political 
positions with ideology. (p. 89) 

In a similar vein to Kellner, Henry Giroux (1989) urges caution in abandonïng the 
concept of ideology in the analysis of media culture. For him, "an over reliance on 
ideology critique limits our ability to understand how people actively participate in 
the dominant culture through processes of accommodation, negotiation, and even 
resistance" (p. 17). 



Although the focus of my study is the reception of media culture by an 
audience, namely black midents, such an emphasis is problematic because, as 
semioticians and poststnictualists reveal, the reception of text is polysernic and 
cannot be fully fixed or determined beforehand Thus, as researchers, note needs 
to be taken of social theorist Paul Smith's (1988) insight that: 

. . . a cinematic and Iiterary text is never addressed at a reader it hows  and 
thus cm never articulate itself with its readers in a predictable fashion. It 
can, of coune, offer preferred positions, but these are by no means the 
conditions wiui which a reader must cornply if he /she wishes to read a 
specific text. That is because what always stands between the text's 
potential or preferred reading effect and an actualized effect is a reader 
who has a history of his/her own. (p. 34) 

In the context of this study, the texts under analysis are those representations of 
blachess that are produced in the US and consumed in Canada As such, the 
students are the audience and the texts are the televisuai, aural, and p ~ t  images 
produced in the US that are received and consumed by black youths in Canada. 
Such images offer the audience of students the opportunity to review and pursue a 
variety of differing subjectivities in general and black subjectivities more 
specifically. In tems of theoretical analysis, much of this area of this work fdls 
under the descriptor "audience reception theory." Such themies within cultural 
studies have at the heart of them the postulation that the audience receives the 
media in a variety of ways, that the audience, unlike those conceptualised by 
Adorno and the early cntical cultural theorists, is an active one. Idluences of 
hermeneutics and literary theones have helped to undermine the acceptance of one 
readuig of the text. For structuralists the meaning within a text lies behind the text 
via semiotic anaiysis, while for poststructuralists the meanhg is never final, but 
always deferred, to some extent, illustrating how the text is polysernic with 
meaning emerging fiom the process of interaction Empirica11y7 three pieces of 
research have contributed to a move away fiom conceptions of the audience as 
passive recipients of a dominant ideology, towards a development of the active 
audience thesis. At the forefiont has been Hall's (1980) "Encoding and Decoding" 
article 1980; Morley's (1980) work on the "Nationwide " Audience, and Ien h g  
(1985) research on D a l h  Hall's article draws on Parkin's4 designation of 
meaning systems in western democracies in order to identify three types of reading 
that are possible of television texts Hall superimposed a designation based on 
television audiences via his postulation that the dominant system produces three 
equivalent codes for decoding of the text-the dominant hegemonic, the negotiated, 
and the oppositional code. Such a reading of the situation is an iadicator of Hall's 
tum towards serniotic/structuralist orientation in his lefi-Leavisism. He breaks 
with the Amencan communications mode1 and with the notion of the audience as 



passive to incorporate a new theory of cultural production and reception. His 
argument is that production and reception of messages are not of the same process 
and that: 

. . . just because a message has been sent there is no guarantee that it will 
arrive; every moment in the process of communication, fiom the original 
composition of the message (encoding) to the point at which it is read and 
understood (decoding) has its own determinants and "condition of 
existence. (Hall, 1980) 

Morley's research, based on Hall's encodingldecoding model, draws 
conclusions that support the idea of multiple readings that cluster around decoding 
positions constituted by class. Although his conclusions were later critiqued both 
by himself in Family Television (1986) and others, at the time the research 
indicated that "the meaning of the text will be constructed differently according to 
the discomes (bowledge, prejudices, resistances etc.) brought to bear upon the 
text by the reader and the crucial factor in the encounter of audiencehbject and 
text will be the range of discourses at the disposal of the audience." 

In contrast to the latter, h g ' s  work tackles the oflen-derided world of soap 
operas-defined as women's genre. For Ang, the responses to her research are 
coded around the degree of realism attached to the text. Thus, emotional realism 
is favoured by h g  and is seen as operating on two levels. The first level is 
denotatio-the literal content of the program, general storyline, (i.e. those who 
dislike the program locate the program negatively as an example of mass culture). 
The second level is related to comotation-the associations and implications ba t  

resonate fiom the story line and character interactions. In analysing her 
respondents' responses and relating thern to these two levels, Ang argues that 
those who find M a s  realistic shift the focus of attention fiom the particularity at 
the (denotative) narrative to the generdity of its (comotative) themes. As wëll, 
she identifies what she describes as melodramatic imagination; the articulation of 
a way of seeing beyond the grand human suffering of classical tragedy to ordinary 
day-to-day existence, with its own pain and triumphs, its own victories and 
defeats. The melodramatic imagination activates what is perceived in the text as 
tragic structure of feeling, which in tum produces the pleasure of emotionalism 
(Storey, 1993, pp. 139-146). In relation to subject positions she reinforces the idea 
that texts offer differing subject positions to which one can become subjected. 
Ang suggests three possible reading positions of DaIlas separated by 'Yhe ideology 
of mass culture" -an understanding that popular culture is the product of capitalist 
market and is therefore subject to the laws of capitalist commodity economy. Tbis 
"ideology of mass culture" is thus a discourse through which fans, ironical 
viewers, and those who strongly dislike the program are produced. For "ironical 



viewers*" Dallas is transformed fkom a seriously intended melodrama to the 
reverse: a comedy to be laughed at-"pleasure without guilt7'-whereas to be a fan, 
to like the program without irony is to be positioned as duped- 

Class, gender and racialization influence such plysemic interpretations of 
texts. Within feminist film theory, Laura Mulvey's (1975) work was instrumental 
in developing the concept of the male gaze, and the ability of film text to 
interpellate the viewer into specific subject positions. However, Mulvey's work 
has been criticised by Manthia Diawara with regard to the place of the black 
viewer in this process of interpellation, or cchailing'* of the black viewer. Julien 
and Mercer (1996), in acknowledging Diawara's criticism as to the place of the 
black spectator in the ideological machinery of interpellation, argue that the 
assumption of a uniform regression in the movie theatre is fiawed. Although the 
spectator is gendered, race as a category is also of importance. Znstead, Diawara 
(1996) suggests that in the process of viewing, moments of ruphire occur during 
which the spectator retrieves his or her identities away from the film and uses 
gender, race, or sexuality as elements for articulating resistance to the film's 
discourse (p. 294). 

While the traditional conception of ideology as "'fdse consciousness" and 
the thesis of a dominant group as determining this ideology has been on the wane 
within cuhral  studies, it has also created a flexible reading of the relation 
between text and reader. An offshoot of this adoption of hegemony as a concept 
of resistance and promotion of the thesis of an "active audience" has been a move 
towards the problematic development of what theorists such as Jim McGuigan 
(1997) identify as cultural "'populism." Such a position identified in with cultural 
studies in the US and the theorisation of John Fiske in particular has brought 
critiques 60m political economists and neo-Marxists. In cntiquing this tum 
towards texhiality and populism Janet Wolff (1993) argues that: 

. . . expansion of cultural studies, especially in the United States, is to some 
extent based on this texhialising shift, whose consequences are both a 
depoliticisation of the original project of culhual studies, and the 
transformation of what should be sociological critical study into a new 
hermeneutic. (p. 149) 



Such foms of cultural popdism have undertaken a re-valuation of the subordinate 
texm "consumption," resulting in a more textualkt tum that rejects the 'material 
conditions of cultural production for a form of cultural populism." Fiske (1988) 
defends the usefulness of his position by clairning that "we have for too long 
simplistically equated power with social determination and have neglected to 
explore how resistant, evasive, scandalising bottom-up power actuaIïy operates" 
(p. 249). Tunier argues that Fiske's position is also supported by "îwo major 
competing theoretical issues of the late 1980~~" namely the "role of pleasure, and 
the p ~ s t m o d e ~ s t  postulation of the sliding signifier" (p. 2 18). In continuing this 
critique of cultural populism, McGuigan goes on to argue that not only is the 
consumption mode1 not concerned with the material, but the mode1 fits with the 
early twenty-first century right-wing political economic modeVideo1ogy of 
"consumer sovereignty" (p. 139). 

Chapter Summary 

In this first section of mapping the terrain, I have identified the histoncal 
development of cultural studies while alluding to the tensions surrounding the use 
and developments of concepts such as culture, hegemony, and ideology within 
diRering national formations. The literature highlights the tension between 
ccculturalism" and 'C~tructuralism," between structure and agency. Also notable 
within these early formulations of cultural studies is how class is privileged as a 
point of analysis while other social categories such as gender, race, and ethnicity 
are regarded as epiphenornenal. 

In chapter two I focus on the development of Black Cultural Studies and its 
theorisation of the concepts of race, representation, and black identity through a 
cultural politics framework. A focus on these concepts enables me to think of 
black identity as having a sense of continuity whiIe also recognising that intra- 
group differences are produced through the social categones of class, religion, 
ethnicity, nationality, gender, and sexuality. 



Notes 

1 The Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies was formed under the leadership 
of Richard Hoggart in 1964, his leadership was foliowed in 1968 by Stuart HâU, who steered 
the work of the centre in to a more neo-Gramscian orientation that is more recognisable today 
as cuitural studies. For an analysis of the Centre and its theoretid endeavours pIease see D. 
MorIey & K-H Chen (Eds.), Strtmt Hall: Crirical Dialogues in Ctllhrruf Shtdies London, UK: 
RoutIedge. 

2 Although the work of Adorno and Horkheimer are often presented as representing the viewpoint 
of the School, other theonsts of the Fradctùrt School such as Walter Benjamin, at times, Qive a less 
negative implication to mass consumption. In particular refer to Benjamin's (1936173) article in 
Illuminations "the work of art in the age of mechanical production- 

3 A diasporan Ai5can born in Trinidad. n e  Times E d u ~ ~ ~ ~ i o n a I  Supplemenf argued h t  "CLR 
James has a special place in the history of the Third World revolutionary movements.. . he combines 
Caribbean nationalism, Black radicalism, a once Trotskyist blend of revolutionary anti-imperiaiism, 
and the European classic tradition and potent mix.. . a mine of ricimess and variety" (jacket cover 
Spheres of fisience 1980). CLR' s most well-hown book is The BIack Jacobins ( 1  93 8)- 

Parkin's initiai formulation identifrd three meaning systems in Western industrial democracies 
6) Dominant systern -endorses the current structure of social, economic and political relations 
and enables people to understand their social location within the existing distribution ofpower, 
wealth and jobs, Produces in subordhate class 

a)  deferenfial -those who accept or b) aspirational -seek to improve. 
Ci) Subordinate 
Ci) Radical -rejects the dominant systern and proposes an alternative one opposed to it. It 
produces oppositional responses (John Fiske, p. 175). 



Cbapter 2 

Mnpping the Terrain of Literature II: Theorising Blackness 

Introduction 

Having outlined the main concepts/tewions within cultural studies in the 
previous chapter, in this chapter 1 will examine, more specifically, cultural studies 
orientation ta issues of blackness. The variant of cultural studies that is highlighted 
draws on the work of scholars who might be identified in general with British 
culhird studies and, more specifically, wi-th black cultural s u e s .  In aligning 
myself with the British wing of cultural studies, recognition is given to the 
theoreticai distinctions between, and emphases within, the variants of cultural 
studies. In particular, I highlight Iona Davies' assertion that: 

the way in which cultural studies as a Thing has been CO-opted in the 
United States raises quite a different issue fiom those in the UK . . . taken 
everywhere as an academic development, rather than a political or 
educational one, forgetting that many of the debates in Britain took place in 
the pages of New Le# Review, Marxism Today. and a host of non-academic 
magazines and journals. (1995, p -158) 

As well, the multi-disciplinary fknework of cultural studies is usefbi, since 
the study deals with the complexity of the experiences of high school students 
whose lives (like most of ours) do not follow the logic and coherence of an abstract 
theoretical model. This latter acknowledgement of the changing rather than static 
nature of lived experiences also gestures to poststructuralist literature in terms of 
its ability to recognise change and, at times, fragmentation within identity 
formation while also trying to deal with situations where continuity seems to be 
more evident. In thls chapter, five main areas are explored through the critical 
cultural studies literature and its theorkation of blackness. The main areas are, 
Black cultural studies, race/racialization, representation, black identity and 
hybridisation. These specific areas have been chosen because they allow me to look 
at the ways in which blackness gets represented through racialization and enables 
recognition of the fluidity of identity through hybridisation. Theoretically, îhis 
newer formulation of critical cultural studies that moves beyond just a class 
analysis offers a framework for investigating the complex way racialized/political 
identities such as "black" overlap and intertwine with gender, class, ethnicity, 
power, and popular culture to give meaning to social divisions and everyday life 
(Hartley, 1994, p.71). 

Of significance to my study, cultural studies has spawned its own 



subcategory, namely Black Cultural Shidies. Within this subcategory, theorists such 
as Stuart Hall, Kobena Mercer, Isaac Julien, Paul GiIroy, Hazel Carby, Houston 
Baker Jr., and Manthia Diawara have produced work that extends the analytic 
boundaries of Cultural Studies into areas that provoke questions conceming 
identity, race, nation, and gender. Diawara's website argues that his theoretical 
formulations regarding: 

. . . blackness put him squarely in the field of the "strategic essentidisis" (to 
borrow a phrase fiom Gayatri Spivak).. Thinkers corn this school (who 
include Arthur Jafâ, Greg Tate, Tncia Rose and others) are concemed with 
pnvileging Blackness in al1 its forms and dohg away with reductive, 
monolithic conceptions of Black culture. Diawara's thinking in this area 
relates strongly to the work of Paul Gilroy and Houston A. Baker, Jr. who 
are concerned with Black modernities. The "strategic essentialist" position 
retains a strong interest in the hidden histories and continuities in Black 
cultural production without recouse to narrower, pathological and 
biological notions of cdtural purity. (Haslett, 1998) 

In some ways this extension of the areas of analytic concern within cultural 
studies was almost inevitable. Theorists attempted to analyse the cultural 
formations that developed in relation to movement. of populations across and 
between state boundaries, between margin and periphery. The Empire Strikes Bock 
(CCCS, 1982) was an influentid book that helped to "effect a paradigm shift fiom 
race-relations sociology to cultural studies. in so doing the book helped to displace 
the theory/practice dichotorny, thus resulting in debates on issues such as police 
accountability, and multicdtural education (Mercer, 1994, p. 13). Further, Gilroy 
(1 995) argues that: 

. . . black popular culture does not determine the formation of social and 
cultural identities in any mechanistic way, but it supplies a variety of 
symbolic, linguistic, textual, gestural, and, above dl, musical resources that 
are used by people to shape their identities, tmths, and models of 
community. (p. 25) 

An interesting collection that represents the formation of such a site of 
laiowledge is an edited collection by Houston Baker Jr., Manthia Diawara, and 
Ruth Lindeborg (1996) entitled BIack British C u k d  Studies. In inintducing ibis 
collection, the authors indicate that the collection does not "attempt to challenge 
any one camp's reigning notions of how culhual studies has developed or should 
develop in the United Kingdom, or any where else." They add, "Nor does the 
collection pose as the announcement of a new intellectual paradigm" (p. 1). 
Inçtead, Houston Jr. indicates that unlike the relations of representation advocacy 
for Black Studies in the United States, which was linked to the ccmasses," black 
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British cultural studies could be identified as more akin to a politics of 
representation. 

The present day mantra of race, class, and gender, the category of youth is 
also important for the midents in this study. Categonsation as cbyouths," rather than 
adults, provides an important element in the social matrix, dong with race, class, 
gender, religion, sexuaiity, and ethnicity through which relations of domination 
operates. As such, critical cultural studies, with its cross-disciplinary nature, is a 
prime area within which to study the crossover areas (mediazation, youth culture, 
and black identity) identified within my thesis. As an area of sîudy, Todd Gitlin 
(1997) argues that: 

. . . the ascendancy of cultural studies, is mediated by the boom in the scale 
of popuiar culture, and its significance in the lives of individuals in Western 
societies.. .. With the success of Keynesian policies, high employment, and 
collective bargaining came a boom in disposable income among the young 
in more privileged counhies. . . . It is not simply that the market in popular 
culture grew enormously in scale after World War II but that £iom the 
1960s on, the young have corne to define themselves by their taste, specially 
their taste in popular music. (p. 26) 

The significance of the latter process for my sîudy is that cultural studies 
has identified that youths relate not only to the music that they listen to, but relate 
also through the music in such a way that they develop a sense of cultural 
membership and orientation to morality. Thus it is that: 

. . . cultural studies has a long-standing tradition of mapping the contours of 
media culture and the ways in which it educates youth to think, feel, desire, 
and act. Youth in this perspective is less an element to be controlled than a 
complex formation to be analyseci, interpreted, and engaged within largely 
representative apparatuses of youth socialisation. (Giroq 1996, p. 15) 

Within the CCCS, Hall and JeEerson's (1976) edited book Resistance 
through Rituals is the first major study of youth cultures and lays the foundation for 
the recognition of youth as a social category and youth cultures as worthy of study 
in their own right. The stated object of the text was to explain youth cultures as "a 
phenornenon, and their appearance in the p s t  war period" (Clarke, Hidl et al., 
1976, p. 9). The definition of youth cultures used within Resistance through 
Rituals exemplifies the underlying assumptions of my own siudy. T'us as Clarke, 
Hall et al., (1 976) argue, the terni "'youth culture,' directs us to the cultural aspects 
of youth. We understand the word culture to refer to that level at which social 
groups develop distinct patterns of life, and give expressive form to their social life 
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and material experience" (p. 10). Udike the latter authors however, rny study does 
not regard youth cultures as a subcuiture of a parent culture that is then at the 
behest of a dominant culture. 

Perhaps the most influential theorkt in tenns of youth cultures to emerge 
fiom the critical cultural studies fiamework has been Dick Hebdige. As a member 
of the critical cultural studies group at the CCCS in the 1970s, and influenced by 
Gramsci and semiotics, Hebdige was interested in the ways in which youths 
contested and resisted societal dominance via their use of popular culture. In his 
seminal work Subdtures and the Meuning of Style (1 979), Hebdige highlights the 
ways in which youths, seen as a threat and problem to the status quo, use style to 
"'convert the threat of being under surveillance into the pleasure of being watched" 
(Hebdige, 1988, p. 8). Such a link beîween style and politics highlights the 
contested and resistance elements within youth cultures: "style was insurgency 
because it was bricolage, and because bricolage pned symbols away fiom their 
original contexts, it was self-defining activity, or 'resistance'" (Gitlin, 1997, p. 28). 

Of interest in this area of research is the way that black youth culture starts 
to make inroads into cntical cultural analysis, not in its own nght but as a part of 
an explanatory mode1 for white working class youth disaffection and rebellion. 
Youth culture texts such as Resistance Through Rituals (1976) set the tone for 
Polzcing the Criszs (1 978). This is regarded by Hall (1 996) as a decisive and, at 
times, contentious turn in his and the Centre's theorisation of race. As he recalls, 
c'actually getting cultural studies on its own agenda the cntical question of race, the 
politics of race, the resistance to racism, the critical questions of cultural politics 
was itself a profound struggle against a resounding but unconscious silence" (p. 
270). 

In examining some of the articles in Resistance Through Rituals, it is 
noticeable the ways in which black culture, and music in particular, is analysed as a 
tool of resistance to be used by white working class youths. Thus Hebdige's artkle 
"'Reggae, Rastas & Rudies" (1976) although dealing with the development of West 
Indian "reggae" and "ska" in Britain, nonetheless placed working class youths 
unproblematically as the centre of analysis. In doing so, the article "ciid not 
problematise the historical or geo-cultural specificity of that context as compared 
to other contexts" (Stratton & Ang, 1996, p. 378). By way of M e r  caution, it is 
also worth nothing that much of the early semiotic-based research on youth cultures 
tended to focus on specific foms of mascuiinity and its intersection with class 
formations. As Iain Chambers concludes in his article "A Strategy for Living" 
(1 976): "embedded in black culture, in black music are oppositional values which 
in a fiesh context served to symbolise and symptomise the contradictions and 
tensions played out in British working class youth subculture" (p. 166). In line 
with the latter, Angela McRobbie (198 1) argues that Willis' theorisation in 
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Leaming ro Labour (1 977) glamorises the macho existence of the "lads'" while 
failing ta analyse his participants' sexism or the consequent exclusion of gender 
and ethnicity from the specific class dimensions of his analysis. This focus on 
males, in particular working class males, may well be contoured by the theoretical 
search for an obvious agent within research- In such a conceptualisation of 
research, we sometimes lose sight of the quiet moments where other things are 
happening. In line with îhis latter argument, McRobbie (1984) suggests that texts 
are often neglected when studying youths: 

One of the marked characteristics of most academic writing on youth has 
been its tendency to conceive of youth almost entirely in terms of action 
and of direct experience . . . . This has had the effect . . . of neglecting 
almost totally those many times where diey become viewers, readers, part 
of an audience, or simply silent, caught up in their own daydreams. To 
ignore these is to miss an absolute central strand in their social and personal 
experience . . . . m e  are left w i t h  little knowledge of any of their viewing 
experiences and, therefore, how they find thernselves represented in these 
texts, and how in turn they appropriate nom these and discard others. (p. 
14 1) 

As well, critical cultural theorists are aware not just of consumption of ideology but 
also the ways in which popular culture has become a resource that plays out in 
social relations and relations of domination. Recognition of popular culture as a 
resource c m  be seen in John Thompson's (1990) comment that: 

. . . in the light of receiwig media messages and seeking to understand 
them, of relating them and sharing them with others, individuals remould 
the boundaries of experience and reuse their understandings of the world 
and themselves. They are not passively absorbing what is presented to them, 
but are actively, sometimes cntically, engaged in a continuing process of 
self-formation and self-~nderstanding~ a process of which the reception and 
appropriation of media messages is today an integral part (p. 10). 

Formation of cultural identities through popuiar culture has also been 
identified within the cultural studies literature as an area of importance. As Hemy 
Giroux (1 996) argues, "the self and social formation of diverse youth subcultures 
mediated by popular cultural forms such as television, advertising, puip fiction, 
rock music, rap, and films remain a prominent concem of cultural studies" (p. 15). 
Giroux (1996) attributes cultural studies' reluctance to isolate the study of 
schooling from youth culture as a contributory factor in its openness "to the 
theoretical possibilities for understanding education as a political, pedagogical 
practice that unfolds in a wide range of shifhg and overlapping sites of leaming" 
(p. 15). 
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RacdRacialization Race 

The concept of race as a biologicd entity has been badly shaken by the 
critique of anthropologists and sociologists alike (Banton, 1967; 77). For these 
theorists, race no longer has a biological significance, since geographic mobility 
and intennarriage have undermined the theory of "races" as distinct aud separate 
groups. Instead there is recognition among social theorists that: 

. . . race is, first and foremost, an unequal relationship between social 
aggregates, characterised by dominant and subordinate forms of social 
interaction and reinforced by the intricate patterns of public discourse, 
power, ownership and privilege within the economic, social and political 
institutions of society. (Marable, 1995, p. 364) 

Within the critical cultural studies, literature race has become accepted as a social 
construction and formation rather than a physical reality. At the forefiont of this 
theorisation of race as a social formation are US theorists such as Omi and Winant, 
for Winant (1 994): 

Race is a means of knowing and organising the social world; it is subject to 
continual contestation and reinterpretation, but is no more likely to 
disappear than other foms of human inequality and difference. . . . As Du 
Bois knew if [race] is also a history of hybridity, of multiplicity, of 
reciprocity, and, ultimately, of the sû-uggle for democracy. To rethink race 
is not only to recognise its permanence, but also to understand the essential 
test it poses for any diverse society seeking to achieve a modicurn of 
fieedom. (p-xii-xiii) 

In a similar vein to Winant, McCarthy and Crichlow (1993) are also cautious with 
regard to the assumed unity of peoples of the continent and peoples of the African 
diaspora. For them: 

. . . racial difference is the product of hurnan interests, needs, desires, 
strategies, capacities, forms of organization and mobilization. And that 
these dynarnic variables which articulate themselves in the form of 
grounded social constructs, such as identity, inequality, and so forth, are 
subjects to change, contradiction, variability, and revision within 
historically specific and determinate contexts. (p. xv) 

The word race is problematic because its usage can imply race as an 
objective element. Much of the liberal and radical theorising around race, though 
"committed to a social rather than biological interpretation of race, nevertheless 
slips into a kind of objectivism about racial identity and racial meaning" (Omi & 
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Winant, 1993, p. 6). It is often treated as an independent variable. Conternporary 
racial theos: then, is ofien objectivist about its fundamental category. Although 
abstractly acknowledged to be a socio-histoncal constnict, race in practice is ofien 
treated as an objective fact; one sïmply is one's race. Objectivist treatments l a c h g  
a critique of the constructed character of racial meanings, also clash with 
experiential dimensions of the issue, if one doesnyt act ''Black" 'White" etc, that's 
just deviance from the nom. Criticism of this objectivist perspective argues that it 
cannot grasp the process oriented and relational character of racial identity and 
racial meaning. Further, the objectivist perspective denies the historicity and social 
cornprehensiveness of the race concept; it cannot account for the way actors both 
individual and collective, have to manage incoherent and conflictual racial 
meanings and identities in everyday life (Omi & Winant, 1993). In other words, it 
has no concept of racial formation. 

Within sociological literature race is also purported to be an ideological 
construct As an ideological constnict it can be understood in the Manàan sense of 
fdse consciousness that explains other material conditions. Barbara Fields (1 990) 
argues that race as a concept was founded on an ideological need for a means of 
justifjring slavery to people whose terrain was a republic founded on radical 
doctrines of liberty and naîural rights. Robert Miles would agree with Fields that 
"'race" serves no real analytic purpose since it is an ideological construction. He 
M e r  suggests that this "process of amibuting meaning results in the reification of 
real social relations into ideological categones and leads to a cornmonsense 
acceptance that race is an objective determinant." As such, Miles adopts a 
perspective which substitutes the term "race" for ccracialisation," a concept that is 
able to incorporate the dimension of race as social construct Thus he views 
c4racialisation77 or "racial categorisation" as a process of constniction which 
attributes meanings to certain patterns of physical variation (Miles, 1982, pp. 
153-67). 

However, Gilroy (1 987) critiques Miles' formulation for concentrating 
purely on class formations and for ignoring the possibility that racial subordination 
can act as a unimg force allowing groups to act across class lines. He therefore 
would support the retention of "race" for analytic purposes; he argues that cultural 
foms have more weight than Miles aflows and that: 

. . . "race" is a historically conditioned "relation" capable of grouping 
various themes across varying social formations. Race must be retained as 
an anaIytic category, not because it corresponds to any biological or 
epistemological absolutes, but because it refers investigation to the power 
that collective identities acquire by means of the rwts in tradition. (p. 5) 

The latter conceptualkation of race is important within the context of my study in 
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that it offers a way to retain the use of race as an analytic concept While it would 
be heartening if we codd do without the word race, it is usefiil to recognise that 
symbolically the word still carries meanings in tems of social classification. 

As indicated above, much of the early criticai cultural studies work was 
class based and, as such, negated the intersections of class with race and ethnïcity 
and gender. In particular, Paul Gilroy has been at the forefiont of excavating the 
links between sources of cultural studies and European forms of racism. As Gilroy 
argues in his book Biack Atlantic (1993): 

It is certainly the case that ideas about ethnicity, and nationality 
form an important seam of continuity linking cultural studies with one of its 
sources of inspiration-the doctrines of modern European aesthetics that 
are consistently configured by the appeal to national and often racial 
particularïty. (p. 8) 

The theoretical perspective adopted by critical cultural studies on both sides of the 
Atlantic is one that highlights race as closely aligned with a process of politics. 
This process of politics meam that the race as analysed has become linked with 
concepts of nationality and ethnicity in the UK, and with issues of crime. 

Among the early texts in critical cultural studies to highlight the politics of 
race is CCCS 's The Empire Strikes Back (1 982) and Paul Gilroy's (1 987) mere 
Ain 'î No Hack in the h i o n  Jack Both books made race and racism the centre of 
analysis and reflected a move away nom the class-based anaiysis identified with 
the CCCS. The book offers an analysis that links issues of exclusion to ethnicity, 
and nationalism. Also under scrutiny by black British cultural studies is the 
naturalised link between ethnicity, irnperialism, nationalism, racism and the state. 
Both Gilroy, and Hall attested to the contested nature of ethnicity, but whereas 
Gilroy argues for caution in its use, Hall (1989) indicates that it is a useful term and 
should be refonnulated to serve as an inclusive category for "new identities." 

Representation 

Within the critical cultural studies Iiterature, the issue of race as a social 
construction is closely aligned with the discussions- Representation can be linked 
to meaning and language, the way that various symbols are used to convey 
meanings. For Hall (1997) this is called culture-the shared conceptual maps, 
shared language systems, and the codes that govern the relationships of translation 
between them. Thus, meaning is constructed by the system of representation. It is 
constnicted and fixed, momentarilyy by a code, which sets up the correlation 
between our conceptual system and our language system in such a way that codes 
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fix the relationship between concept and sign. Codes stabilise meaning. If we 
agree that meaning is not something that is fixe4 then logicdly we corne to a 
position that allows words ta cany somewhat different meam-ngs. Meaning is 
perceived as not inherent in things and the world out there. 

At times representation works by what is not shown as much as by what is 
shown. We share conceptual maps, and have access to a system of representation 
via language in order to constnict meaning. ""The general term we use for words, 
sounds or images which camy meaning is signs. These signs stand for or represent 
the concepts and the conceptual relations between thern which we carry around in 
our heads" (Hall, 1997, p. 6 1). Stuart Hall's (1997) discussion of representation is 
usefui in tems of applying the concept to my study. He suggests that there are 
three main approaches to explaining how meanhg gets translated through 
language. First is the reflective approach whereby meaning is thought to reside in 
the object, person, idea, or event, and language works like a rnirror to reflect tme 
meaning. Second, the intentional approach argues that it is the speaker or author 
who imposes meaning on the world, and third, the constnictivist acknowledges that 
neither approach in itseLfnor the individual users of language fix meaning within 
language. Within my study, the analysis is aliped more with the constructivist 
perspective than the reflective or the intentional approaches. In the latter 
perspective, representation involves making meaning by forging links between 
three different orders of things. These three different orders involve what we 
broadly cal1 the world of things, people, events and experiences: the conceptual 
world - the mental concepts we cany around in our heads; and the signs, arrangeci 
into languages, which "stand for" or communicate these concepts (p. 61). It is also 
worth noting the social world does not exist apriori of discourses of 
representation. It c m  be argued that "what is out there is in part constituted by how 
it is represented" (Hall cited in Storey 1996). 

In linking youth culture to representation of blackness, the criticai cultural 
studies literature has focussed on the political significance of how blacks are 
represented primarily in film and TV, news media and rap music. Popular culture 
is now a major site of social, political, and moral discourse and debate. The 
construction of youth as a threat is ofien most acute for youths of Afncan descent, 
especially in some cities in Europe and North Amenca. Mercer (1994) argues 
that : 

. . . the prevailing stereotype (in contempomy Bntain) projects an image of 
black youth as mugger or rioter. . . . But this regime of representation is 
reproduced and maintained in hegemony because black men have had to 
mort to toughness as a defensive response to the prior aggression and 
violence that characterises the ways black communities are policed . . . . 
This cycle between reality and representation makes the ideological fictions 
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of racism empirically true, or rather, there is a struggle over the definition, 
understanding and construction of meanings around black masculinity 
within the dominant regirne. 
@p. 137-8) 

The media, in the form of television, print, and music, is very rnuch part of 
those practices. For Henry Giroux (1993), the media shapes identity because we 
"inhabit a photographic aurd and televisual culture in which the proliferation of 
photographic and electronically produced images and sounds serves to activeIy 
produce knowledge and identities within particular sets of ideologid and social 
practices" (p. 19). Gray (1 993) indicates that in some of the most notable US: 

. . . television shows, music videos and films, the construction of blackness 
and comrnunity is mobilised through various emblems of the imagined 
black nation, a mythic Afiican past, and heroic black masculinity. These are 
expressed in the dress, hairstyles, language, bodies of young black (mostly) 
males who Wear, speak and look the part of "'real brother." From Do the 
Right Thing to Boyz N the Hood. (p. 368) 

Though young directors Spike Lee and John Singleton would prefer to see 
themselves as having moved towards a stance which is "rebellious, sociologically 
important, entrenched in the Black psyche" (George, 1992, p. S), these films have 
been criticised as portraying mascuiinist and nationdist representations (hooks, 
1992; George, 1992; Gray, 1993). 

Much of the literature indicates that rap music plays a part in evoking 
certain images of young black men via the ways in which they are represented. 
Julia Koza (1994) outhes succuictly the role the print media plays in the 
representation of young black men as alien threat- It is not just music that plays a 
role in creating images of young black men; news commentaries are dso 
implicated. Deborah Britzman's (199 1) work on the news commen-taries 
demonstrates such a connection and goes on to M e r  iIlustrate that: commentaries 
are overdetemined by foms of racism and sexism that contradictorily work to 
racialise and unracialise and gendense and ungenderise @. 93). The result of such 
a discourse is that blacks are never victims, white men are never raced, black 
masculinity is always criminalized, white women are perpetuaily victimised, and 
black women are irrelevant. Yet it is this discourse that dominates contemporary 
racist and sexist narratives in ways that essentidise the meaning of identity, 
difference, and otherness. Within this study, importance is given to the students' 
reception and perception of representations of blackness that emmates nom the 
US-based media. This understanding of representation recognises that 
ccrepresentational systems consist of the actuai sounds we malce with our vocal 
chords, the images we make on light-sensitive paper with cameras, the marks we 
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make with paint on canvas, the digital impulses we transmit eIectronicallyY' (Hall, 
1997, pp. 
24-5). Thus the television programs that the midents watch and the magazines that 
they read can be viewed as representational systems, as part of the way that media 
attempts to convey meaning- 

Black Identity 

Over the past thirty years a shifi has occurred in the theorisation of social, 
cultural and national identities in Noah America and Europe whereby the 
conceptions of the self have been theoretically decentred. Although the pst-1968 
era in Europe can be seen as a contributor to a more flexible theorisation of 
identity, subjectivity, and ideology, Stuart Hall also attributes the changes in 
identity theorisation to an earlier period under the influence of theorists such as 
Marx, Freud, Saussere and Nietzsche. These theonsts postulated that the 
unconscious plays a more important role in the formation of individual identity 
than the Cartesian formulation allowed. Jacques Lacan, Julia Kristeva, Horni 
Bhabha, bel1 hooks and Stuart Hall have been prominent among the more recent 
social theonsts to directly challenge the concept of a fixed idendity. Easthope and 
McGowan (1992) suggest that for these theorists the: 

. . . concept of subjectivity decentres the individual by problematizing the 
simplidc relationship between language and the individual . . . . It replaces 
human nature with concepts of history, society and culture as determining 
factors in the construction of individual identity, and destabilises that 
identity by making it an effect rather than simply an ongin of linguistic 
practice. (p. 67) 

In general, recent theories of identity formation have tended to focus on the 
decentred nature of identity. Poststruchiralism and postmodemism are part of the 
forces affecting this shift in the way that identity is viewed Both these fiarneworks 
of thinking support the idea of social entities, such as identity, which were once 
thought of as fixed should now be recognised as fluid and ambiguous. This 
critique of stability embraces the assumption that '?O act as if the social categones 
of race, class, gender, sexuality, age and so on are stable and unchanging is to 
reproduce the prevailing relations of power" (Britzman et al., 1991, p. 89). For 
such theonsts the fully unified, completed, secure, and coherent identity is a 
fantasy. Instead, as the systems of meaning and cultural representation multiply, 
we are cofionted by a bewildering, fleeting multiplicity of possible identities, any 
one of which we codd adopt-at least temporarily (Hall, 1991, p. 277). 

Along with this recognition of fluidity and arnbiguity has been a necessary 
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emphasis on the socially-constructed nature of reality. Thus history, tirne, and 
location affect conceptualisations of identity. This is very much the case in this 
study where the influence of USdenved television images is magnified by their 
proliferation via cable and satellite. Postmodemist theorists would argue that there 
has been a recent crisis in identity formation in h e  with wider structural and 
economic changes in society. The dislocation of the central processes of modern 
societies has supposedly led to the destabilisation of the fkmeworks that gave 
individuals stabIe anchorage in the world. 

Mouffe (1993) postdates that identity cannot belong to one person alone, 
and no one belongs to a single identity (p. 1 10). Further, she argues that there will 
always be the possibility that this ccus"/"them" relationship will become one of 
"friend and enemy" (i-e., one of antagonism). This happens when the "other," who 
up until now has been considered as simply different, starts to be perceived as 
someone who is rejecting "my" identity and who is threatening "my" existence. 
From that moment on, any form of us/them relationshipwhether it be religious, 
ethnic, economic or other-becomes political (Mouffe, 1993, p. 1 OS). In this view, 
identity cannot be understood without understanding the relationships between 
individuals and groups. 

Jacques Derrida's work on meaning was also important in supporiing the 
shift away from the Cartesian understanding of identity as centred. His challenge 
to the stnrchiralist view of Saussure and Levi-Strauss argues that meaning is 
present as a "trace"; it is not fixed in the relationship between signified and 
signifier. Meaning is produced through process of defenrù, which Demda calls 
difference. Thus, what appears determinate is fluid and mure,  and there is no 
point of closure. Demdays work suggests an alternative to the closure and rigidity 
of binary oppositions. There is contingency rather than fixity, and meaning is thus 
able to slide. These cntical cultural studies theorists argue that cultural identity is 
relational, in other words, black is identified by what it is not. Identity is marked 
out by symbols. Such symbolic elements provide a sense of ethnic belonging based 
upon aspects such as kinship patterns, physical contiguity, religious afiliation, 
nationality, physical features, culturai values, and cultural practices such as art, 
literature, and music. The symbolic involves how we make sense of social 
relations and practices by delineating who is included and who is excluded. Thus 
social differentiation is how these classifications are lived out in social relations as 
every social practice is marked symbolically. 

Although much fuss is made of this recent recognition of the decentred 
nature of identity? it can be argued that in relation to black identity, the issue of 
ever having had a stable identity is debatable. The fact of king physically 
different fiom the constniaed "nom" of dominant white society has resulted in a 
socialisation process that ofien entails a consciousness of presence or a sense of 
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awareness of the "other," Because of this constructed awareness of the other in 
conjunction with the historical relations of dominance that blacks face, it becomes 
problematic to think of black identity as ever having been centred and one- 
dimensional. Theoretically, this andysis draw upon American theorist W. E. B. 
Du Bois (1969) who, in speaking of diasporic Afncans in the United States, 
identifies what he terms a state of "double consciomess" whereby: 

The Negro is a sort of seventh son, bom with a veil and gifted with second- 
sight in this Amencan world-a world which yields him no tme self- 
consciousness, but ody  lets him see himself through the revelation of the 
other world It is a peculiar sensation this double-consciousness, this sense 
of always looking at one's self through the eyes of others. . . . (p. 45) 

The implication of Du Bois' andysis is that within a politically and 
economically- dominant white society, such as the United States, black identity is 
less unified and static. In order to survive in a socially white society, black identity 
has to be decentred 

With regard to the specific theorkation of black identity within critical 
cultural studies, the work of British cultural theonsts Hall, Gilroy, Mercer, Brah, 
and Parmar, as well as North Arnericans such as Diawara, Houston Baker Jr., Gray 
and bel1 hooks have drawn upon psychoanalysis and feminisrn to re-theorise a 
conceptual shift in black identity that moves beyond a notion of fixity. So it is that 
Hall suggests three diflerent conceptualisations of identity in general: those of the 
Enlightenment subject, the sociological subject, and the postmodem subject Chris 
Barker (1999), in building on Hall's work, gives a clear explanation of what these 
descriptors mean in ternis of social relations. Thus, with the Enlightenment 
subject, conceptions of such a rational self are not just a matter of philosophy but 
are central to the Western conception of the self as "persons unified and capable of 
organising themselves." With the sociological subject Barker argues, drawing on 
Giddens, that this categorisation has two elements to it: self identity and social 
identity, where both are ccunderstood reflexively by the person in terms of her or his 
biography" (p. 15 1). Barker (1 999) postulates that the "cresources that we are able 
to bring to an identity project depend on the situational power and specific cultural 
contexts fiom which we derive our cornpetencies. That is, it rnatters whether we 
are black or white, male or female, African or Amencan, rich or poor, because of 
the differential cultural resources which have constituted us" (pp. 15-16). 

Similady, Hall (1 992) argues that: 

. . . the subject assumes different identities at different tirnes, identities 
which are not unified around a coherent "self," Within us are contradictory 
identities, pulling in different directions, so that our identifications are 
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continually being shified about. If we feel that we have a unified identity 
nom birth to death it is only because we constntct a comforting story or 
"narrative of the self' about ourselves. (p. 277) 

Gilroy (1995) uses a similar schema in relation to black identities but with four 
main elements. BIack identity is developed in relation to racial politics, including 
first, an overintegrated sense of self-identified as a cccleansed" identity. Second is 
a relational idea of self within which "selfhood is figured through the desire for 
respect and recognition and wnfirmed through their bestowaL'"d is an 
"interna1 differentiation of the modem black subject7* expssed through the 
celebrated idea of "double consciousness that recreated the idea of the inside and 
outside in the process that produces identity." Finally, a postmodem approach that 
accentuates the fragmentary nature of identity and sees self and subjectivity as an 
20-23). 

Underlying conceptions of black identity are perceived collective 
orientations towards understandings and interpretation of culture. Just as 
individual identity has been seen as fixed, cultural identity has ofien been viewed 
as static and primordial and constmcted to some extent though conflict. As such, 
cultural identity is recognised within critical cultural theory as both the scene and 
the object of political stmggies. Madan Samp (1994) rnakes this point when he 
argues that any minority group faced with hostility does several things. One of 
these is to draw a boundary around itself in order to form a border to maintain its 
cultural or religious bond. What develops is a collective identity that can be used 
as a fom of defence against its aggressors. During the 1980s and 1990s the 
emergence of culhiral identities as part of identity politics has been used to "disturb 
the peace of middle-class America or Middle England" (Barker, 1999, p. 10). Peter 
McLaren (1993) adds a cautionary note to the assurned permanence of cultural 
identities and their use as a political weapon. For him: 

. . . identities constmcted in the act of solidarity will be provisional, and 
alliances formed will be contingent on the strategies, negotiations, and 
translations that occur in the act of sfruggle for both a cornmon ground of 
alliance-building (rather than a common culture) and a radical and 
tramformative politics." (p. 222) 

For example, in Britain during the early 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  black identity formation was a 
construction made out of differences. When peoples of Afncan and Caribbean 
descent ''hailed" or interpellated thernselves and each other as black, they invoked 
a collective identity predicated on political and not biological similarities. Being 
black was a sign of alliance for those who share a common historical experience of 
British racism. In Canada, the descriptor 'black" includes those with diverse 
histories of migration fiom the Caribbean, the United States and the continent of 
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m c a .  In the U K ,  Kobena Mercer (1994), Stuart Hall, and Paul Gilroy al1 view 
such a complex political formation of black identity as a process that undermines 
the essential Black subject As Hall (1996) argues: 

. . . what is at issue here is the recognition of the extraordinary diversity of 
subjective positions, social experiences, and cultural identities which 
compose the category 'Wack"; that is, the recognition that "black" is 
essentially a politically and culturally comtmcted category, which cannot 
be grounded in a set of fked transcultural or transcendental racial 
categories and which therefore has no guarantees in Nature- (p. 166) 

So it is that any notion of black coexisting in an easy alliance with race begins to 
fade dong with the destabilisation not just of the essential black subject, but also a 
secure/essential masculine subject. 

Further, McLaren's sense of caution as to the provisionai use of identity for 
political ends, and Mercer's example fiom Brïtain can be seen in Hall's 
understandings of culture. Within Hall's (1990) formulation, we can thuik about 
cultural identity in at least two different wayn The first: 

Zn tems of one s h e d  culture, a sort of collective "one tme self' hiding 
inside the many other, more superficial or artificially imposed "bselves," 
which people with a shared history and ancestry hold in cornmon. Within 
the terms of this definition, our cultural identities reflect the common 
historical expenences and shared cultural codes which provide us "as one 
people" with stable unchanging and continuous -es of reference and 
meaning, beneath the shifting divisions and vicissihides of our actual 
history. (p. 223) 

nie second way of viewing identity reveals the nuances of poststructuralist 
thinking: 

. . . [and] recognises that as well as the many points of similarity, there are 
significant differences which constitute "what we really are"; or rather- 
since history has intervened-what "we have become". Cultural identity in 
this second sense is a matter of c'becomingy7 as well as "being." It belongs 
to the future as much as the past- Far nom being etemally fked in sorne 
essentialised past they are subject to continuous "playy' of history, culture 
and power. (p. 225) 

What Hall is getting at here is that meaning, while constructed through difference, 
is not fixed, and that history plays an important role in its formation. This sense of 
fluidity in meaning is &in to Derrida's notion of c'difference," whereby meaning is 
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always defened, never fixe& and therefore open to slippage. Such an 
understanding of identity as "becoming" rather than ccremaining" allows one to 
acknowledge that identity is not just about being subject of or subjected to a 
discourse, but that one can also position one's self in relation to clsering 
meauings. Thus, w i t .  my study such an understanding of cultural identity 
enables the problematization of the group of black students as culturally 
homogenous. 

Hall's reference to essentialism alludes to what has become a source of 
tension arnong social theonsts in Europe and North America These debates 
between essentialist and anti-essentialists take diEerent forms. In one form the 
debate is between biological and social constnictionist, in another the debate s h i h  
between those who see identity as fixed and transhistorical and those who see 
identity as much more fluid and contingent The work of North American cultural 
critic bel1 hooks identifies the necessity and advantages of challenging essentialism 
within the Afncan American community- For hooks, such a challenge provides the 
opportunity to undennine racism in the guise of the "authentic black." Further, she 
sees it as a way of "acknowledging how class mobility has altered collective black 
expenences as well as enabling us to af3km multiple black identities, varied black 
experience" (hooks, 1992). Further dong the continuum of a critique of 
essentidism, Heman Gray (1993), while not totally rejecting the need to challenge 
essentialism, posits an alternative perspective. He indicates that al1 too often 
arguments about essentialism are posed around textual representation and that 
matenal locations and practices of different sectors of the black cornrnunity, as 
well as the cultural desires through which they are constmcted, are given little 
account (p. 367). Gray's work &es the important point that the sociaI location of 
the theorist will affect the way in which the concept of essentialism is constmcted, 
interrogated and used He suggests that we should 'bot simply read on those 
desires the arrogance and privilege of our own location," and indicates instead how 
adoption of an anti-essentialist perspective may weli be as a result of our social 
location. As intellectuals, it is oflen possible for those of us operating in such 
spaces to experience oursehes and others more Mly in terms of the multiple and 
complex subject positions that charactense our lives (Gray, 1993, p. 370). Perhaps 
we should leave the last word to Terry Eagleton (1996) who suggests that %ere 
are indeed reductive, falsely etemalising, brutally homogenizing uses of the 
concept of essence, and they have wrecked especial havoc in the fields of gender 
and ethnicity." However, in defence of essentialism, Eagleton goes on to add that 
"if every concept which can be uçed for radical ends was discarded because it can 
be deployed against them, the discourse of radicalism would be threadbare indeed" 
(p. 103). 

As Eagleton indicates above, essentialism is seen as a danger not just in 
tems of cultural categonsations based on "race" but also gender. Although 
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recognition of black feminist consciousness, such as that identified by Collins 
(1990), and Philomena Essed's (199 1) work allows recognition of s h e d  
perspectives, it still reveals tensions and contradictions. These becarne more 
evident in the late 1980s with the pst-stnicturalist tum towards a decentred 
subject. Whiie to assert an individual and collective identity has been important 
and empowering historically, recognition of a common experience has also led to a 
political stress on ''authentic subjective experience" which forecloses alternative 
conceptions of consciousness. Similarly, standpoint theory has been critiqued as a 
mechanism for exclusion and domination whereby only the authentic insider can 
speak of a group's oppression. Further, implicit within conceptions of black 
feminist consciousness is the assumption that consciousness will be "criticai," and 
lead to action and social transformation- Such a postulation is problematic because 
not al1 women who are located similarly in racialized structures will have the same 
response to those structures. To suggest this would be to conflate thinking with 
k i n g ,  forming a functional unity to be uncritically celebrated, and thus drawing 
accusations of being ahistorical, subscribing to biological essentiaiism- One way 
around this impasse and accusation of essentialism has been to view an 
exclusionary response to domination as cbstrategic," a term used by Spivak (1993) 
to enable one to adopt a position of essentialism as a momentary strategy. If 
individuals use a black identification as the basis for social interaction without 
allowing for critique and differences within the group, then the identification runs 
the nsk of "becoming traps, as opposed to strategic and necessary positive effects" 
(p. 3). Angela McRobbie also draws attention to the way that this essentialism has 
the effect of malcing it difficult for black fernini* to recognise differences within 
the category black women, since they have been expected to display characteristics 
that mark them out through homogenised categories of race and gender. 

Although the focus of the study is identity formation, it is also about 
subjectivity. At times subjectivity and identity are used interchangeably. While the 
two ternis overlap in that both include a sense of self and unconscious thoughts that 
c o n s t i ~ e  who we are, maintaining a theoreticai distinction is analytically useful. 
Hall (1 997) clearly outlines the way in which the two concepts are distinct: 

We experience our subjectivity in a social context where language and 
culture give meaning to our experience of our selves and where we adopt an 
identity. Discourses, whatever set of meanings they construct, can only be 
effective if they recniit subjects. Subjects are thus subjected to the discourse 
and must themselves take it up as individuals who so position themselves. 
The positions which we take up and identifj. with constitute our identities. 
(P. 39) 

Identity provides a way to understand ourselves in the world, and as such, 
individual subjectivity is as important for the students as their racialized and 
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collective identities. While traditional psychology views identity as located wzthin. 
an individual's subjectivity includes our sense of self It involves the conscious 
and unconscious thoughts and emotions that constitute our sense of "who we are" 
and the feelings that are brought to different positions within our culture. 
Subjectivity involves our most personal feelings and thoughts. Yet we experience 
our subjectivity in a social context where language and culture give meaning to our 
experience of our selves and where we adopt an identity. Subjectivity is always 
tiistoncally produced in specific discourses and never one single structure. Thus, 
each social interaction bears the traces of past subject positions. In drawing a 
distinction between conceptions of the individual and conceptions of the subject, 
John Fiske (1 992) argues that the individual is produced by nature, while the 
subject is produced by culture. As such, theones of the individual concentrate on 
differences between people and explain these differences as natural. "Theories of 
the subject, on the other hand concentrate on people's common experiences as a 
society as being the most productive way of explainùig who (we think) we are . . . . 
The subject is a social construction not a natural one" (p. 288). Thus to speak of 
'?he d e c e n t e ~ g  of the subject, then, is to focus on systems of ideas as histoncal 
practices through which the objects of the world are constructed and becorne 
systems of actions" (Popkewitz & Brennan 1998 p. 11). It is to the latter that 
Foucault refers when he talks of cchistoncising of the subject7' (Foucault, 1980). 

Hvbridisation 

The idea that identity is not fiom our essential selves, not there at birth but 
instead derives fiorn a social context implies fluidity and hybridity of identity. This 
ability to change our identity and to see it as being in relation to other identities is 
where Homi Bhabha7s 'third space" becomes relevant. If we can view our identities 
as relational, then a process that he identifies as 'Iranslation" can take place. Chris 
Barker argues (&er Pieterse, 1995) that hybridisation can be divided into two 
types: structural hybridisation, and cultural hybridisation. "Structural hybridisation 
refers to a variety of border zones, while cultural hybridisation distinguishes 
between culh<ral responses ranging from assimilation, through foms of separation, 
to hybrids that stabilise and blur cultural boundaries." Whife both types of 
hybndity would indicate a degree of boundary crossing, they do not represent the 
"erasure of boundaries and we need to be sensitive to both cultural differences and 
to forms of identification that involve recognition of similarities" (Barker, 1999, p. 
70). While hybridity denotes fluidity rather than fixity, Stuart Hall argues that he 
cannot adopt a totally postmodem referent towards identity. For him, the way in 
which he is îxying to think questions of identity is slightly different fiom a 
postmodernist "nomadic": 

1 think cultural identity is not fixed; it is always hybrid. But this is precisely 
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because it comes out of very specific historical formations, out of very 
specific histories and cultural repertoires of enunciation, that it can 
constitute a "positionaiiiy," which we cal1 provisional identity. It's not just 
anything. So each of those identity-stories is inscribed in the positions we 
take up and identiQ with, and we have to live this ensemble of 
identity-positions in al1 its specificities. (Hall, 1996, p. 502) 

One of the most insightful areas of work with regard to hybridity has been 
GiIroy7s theonsation of the concept of diaspora. As a concept, diaspora is seen as a 
human scattering of peoples fiom their original site and location. In terms of a 
general understanding, Gilroy (1997) argues that: 

Slavery, pogroms, indenture, genocide and other unnameable terrors have 
al1 figured in the constitutions of diasporas and the reproduction of a 
diasporan consciousness, in which identity is focussed less on equalizing, 
proto-democratic force of cornmon temtory and more on the social 
dynamics of remembrance and commemoration defined by a strong sense of 
the dangers involved in the forgetting the location of origin and the process 
of dispersal. (p. 3 18) 

Afrocentric theorists such as Molefi view the diaspora as a point of unity: 
'a  panethnic unity of d l  black people of the diaspora, pointing to the origins of 
Anican people in the 'spatial reality of Anica"' (McCarthy, p. 249). In contrast, 
cultural theorist Paul Gilroy argues that culture, like identity, should be regarded as 
fluid and not resting essentially within a specific group. Specifically, he 
undermines the claims of those who would see African-Arnerican culture in 
absolutist ethnic terms. For Gilroy, black American culture is related to a broader 
grouping of blacks residing geo-spatially in what he ternis the Black Atlantic 
Diaspora His conception of a transnational formation that links the Caribbe-, 
Africa, Europe, and America is considered a more insightful unit of d y s i s  for the 
study of black culture. Gilroy draws on histoncal anaiysis of the development of 
the Enlightenment to reinforce his argument that the ship was an important 
transporter/purveyor of a diasporic black culture across the Atlantic region. At the 
same time his argument develops the idea that blacks were an integral part of the 
formation of the European Enlightenrnent project Slavery and issues related to 
freedom and democracy were the foundation to the development of European 
society. 

Giiroy (1997) gestures to the sense of fragmentation that is inherent within 
the concept of diaspora, viewing it as a space to move the concept from a 
descriptive level to an analytic level. For him, diaspora ccpoùits towards a more 
worldly sense of culture than the characteristic notions of social, landscape and 
rootedness" (p. 328). One needs to think of identity formation in terms of "routes" 
rather than ccro~ts," to rethink black identity as an ''outemational project" rather 
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than a singular constmct contained by state boundaries. Marie Gillespie (1995)' in 
using Gilroy's conceptualisation of diaspora in her ethnographie work on Punjabi 
youth in London, argues that a "diasporic perspective acknowledges the ways in 
which the identities have k e n  and continue to be transformed through relocation, 
cross-cultural exchange and interactionyy (p. 7). Similady, using diaspora in the 
context of my research offers the opporhmity to re-read the relationship between 
identity and location, between nationality and geographic origin It allows for a 
shift in "attention fiom notions of geographically-bound conte* that develop in 
chronological sequences to notions of regions bound by a discursive "field." 
Further, such a reading allows analysis of the political and the social aspects of 
identity, as well as the ability to view how representation of sameness and 
difference become part of meanhg-making and everyday culture. Diaspora helps 
us understand the intersections of ethnicity, class, religion and gender in identity- 
formation. It also helps us explore to what extent the students have an %ver 
integrated" or ccpluralistic" sense of self in relation to their diasporan community. 
In other words, where and when do they use boundaries of bIacbess as markers of 
difference. As well, the concept of diaspora, with its connotation of sameness and 
differentiation, provides a fundamental theoretical means to grasp the 
conternporary politics of identity and identification. Leroi JonedAmiri Baraka 
called thk "a changing same" in his rich discussion of Afncan- American music 
and its relationship to both selfhood and community (Gilroy, 1995, p. 26). Further, 
Herman Gray (1995), in supporting Gilroy's concephialisation of "changing same," 
argues that this view of: 

. . . blackness as a cultural trope is alert to, but not blinded by, the socially 
constructed character and context in which different notions of blackness p 1 
made meaningful. Afiican American, black Atlantic and Afncan traditions 
do survive and elcist in popular forms and practices through which they are 
socially organized and made culturally meanuigful. But they are not as 
some neonationalists and Afrocentric advocates would have it, fiozen in 
time in some original f o m  to be preserved and revisited and resurrected as 
a source of authentic affirmation and guidance. (p. 15 1 ) 

What Gilroyys concept of the "Black Atlantic" does is to extend an 
understanding of the African diaspora and reuiforce the notion that culture is 
hybnd rather than absolute, as some Afiocentrics would pose. Such a process of 
cultural hybrïdity indicates a complex theoretical position, since it undermines any 
c l a h  of black Amencan culture as absolute, while also recognising that 
cornmonalties were developed historically between Africans of the diaspora 
Arguing that the ship was the vehicle of communication among blacks of the 
Diaspora during the nineteenth cenhiry, Gilroy (1 993) develops an analysis that 
"ships were the living means by which the points within that Atlantic world were 
joined . . . . [Tlhey need to be thought of as complex cultural and political units 
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rather than abstract embodiments of the triangular trade (pp. 16-1 7). Gilroy's work 
suggests that one should view the formation of culture as rhizomatic (Deluze), 
"routes" rather than "roots." Such an understanding of culture recognises the 
various ways in which culture is syncretic rather than absolute. 

However, while hybrïdisation is a useful concept, it should also be 
recognised that the concept of hybridity is itself problematic. While it fits within a 
theoretical paradigrn that is more tolerant of fluidity than futy,  it also reinforces 
and implies the meeting of distinct, separate, and homogenous cultures. Thus, 
within the confines of rny study, the students already b ~ g  hybrid cultures with 
them to any situation of social interaction. "The concept of hybridity is acceptable 
provided that it is recognised as a discursive device, a way of captunng cultural 
change by way of a mategic cut or temporary stabilisation of cultural categories" 
Parker, 1999, p. 71). 

Chapter Summary 

In concluding, this chapter has highlighted some of the main texts and 
theonsts who have influenced my thinking on the issues of cultural studies and 
blackness. Throughout the chapter I have indicated how cultural studies has 
developed within a specific field of study, namely British cultural studies, and 
consequently how other descriptors such as Black Cultural Studies have emerged 
as a subcategory within the overail descriptor. In some ways the latter is a social- 
historical overview of the ways in which cultural studies has oriented itself to the 
concepts of culture, and blackness. As well, throughout the study 1 draw on 
specific concepts discussed in this chapter to problematise my overall research 
project For example, in the study I draw on the concept of diaspora-as 
fragmentation, flexibility and movement-to problematise the concept of 
collectivity or collective identity and as a useful means of andysing the present day 
conditions of "late modernity" and pluralistic societies. 



Chapter 3 

Laying the Research Trail 

Human social lzye may be understood in ternrs of relations benveen individuals "movzng " in 
rime-space, Ilinking both action and context, and dr%f-en'ng contexts, with one another. Contem 

form "settings" of action, ~vhose qualilies agen& routinely drrnv upon in the course of 
orienting w h a ~  they do and whar they say to one another. (Giddens & Tumer, 198 7, p. 215) 

Introduction 

This chapter discusses the research process from conception of the original 
question of inquiry, through the coIIection of data, to the birth of the thesis. The 
discussion emphasises the theoretical, philosophical and ethical issues that arise while 
undertalaing research. As well, by examining the ways in which 1 carrïed out the 
research, this chapter presents a process of ccconsistency" or what Guba and Lincoln 
(198 1) describe as an audit trail. For them, an audit trail requires the 
investigatodresearcher "to describe in detail how data were collected, how categories 
were deriveci, and how decisions were made throughout the inquiry" (cited in 
Memam, 1988, p. 172). Where necessary, the narratives of the students and 
reflections fiom my research journal are drawn on to constnict an account of the study 
that highlights the joys as well as the problems encountered. 

Conception of the Research Question 

Delimitation of the Studv 

No study c m  totally represent the whole of an issue or present an 
understanding that is fmed once and for dl. As such, this study is a reflection of a 
specific group of African-Canadian students living in Alberta, Canada in 1998. The 
study cannot be said to represent the way in which dl self-identified bIack students 
use media to make meaning in their lives. Yet, although the findings are not 
generdisable across al1 Afncan-Canadian student populations in Canada, the 
experiences of the students can theoretically highlight the ways in which identity 
formation develops in relation to racialisation and media culture to form a complex 
and shifting web. The recognition of this shifting web of identity can aid in 
understanding differing social groups such as Afncan Canadians and lead to an 
understanding that reflects the nuances of the ways in which society operates in 
relation to its parts. 



The terminology used to descriie racialised groups is a contesteci a r a  This 
study of Anican-Canadian -dents recognises the complexity and multiplicity of the 
descriptor AfncanCanadian or black student Such a descnptor is not simply an 
identity; the term evokes differing subject positions that are refÎacted by ethnicity, 
gender, semai orientation, and class. As well, within the school context other student 
identities emerge and intenect with black to position them as "good student," or "bad 
student." It is for the latter reason that in presenting data 1 discuss not just their 
racialised identities but also slices of their lives that indicate the complexity of the 
category ccMkican-Canadian youth." Thus it should be remembered that as students, 
the participants' identities are constructed in relation to various institutional 
formations that operate to produce certain "social effectsy' of power. In using the 
descriptor Afncan Canadian, 1 draw on the work of George Ellion Clarke (1996), an 
African-Canadian social critic and writer who argues that the terni refers to: 

persons and expressive cultures, located in or derived fiorn Canada, 
possessing, to some degree, an ancestral connection to sub-Saharan Afnca. 
The phrase encompasses, then, recent immigrants to Canada fiom the United 
States, the Caribbean, South-Arnerica, and Afnca itself, as well as indigenous, 
African-descended community. (p. 1 18) 

It also needs to be noted that when scholars such as my self refer to groups of 
black students, we are refemng to a "representatioq" not necessady a material 
reality In using a simila. analysis to understand the relationship between feminism 
and essentialism, Angela McRobbie (1997) argues that: 

when feminists talk about women, this too is a representation. It does not 
automatically and unproblematically refer to and reflect a pre-existing matenal 
reality. Instead, it constructs and gives an identity to a social group who might 
have been known as ladies, girls, housewives, or mothers. Feminism creates a 
category of women which does not reflect a pre-existing reality so much as 
constitute a new reality. (p. 176) 

The term non-black deployed throughout the thesis refers to those students 
who were other than Afncan Canadian. Although 1 recognise the multiple social 
location and diversity of students homogenised by this term, it also reinforces the 
point that the experiences of black students are the focus of the study (Dei et al., 
1997). 

Early on in this study the decision was made to concentrate on students of 
African descent. This narrowing of referent has proved both advantageous and 
problematic. Constructing a specific group based on geo-historicaVpolitical and 
kinship categories has meant that other social groups within the school were not 



interviewe& This is to some extent problematic because if, as suggested by 
poststructuraIist literature, we form our identity in relation to c'others," then the black 
students identitied by this study form their identities not only in relation to media 
culture but also in relation to fellow students. Aithough the latter limitation of the 
study is recognised, nonetheless time constraints caused by institutional deadines 
mean that only Afiican-Canadian students are discussed, as opposed to the wide 
variety of racialised groups who make up the school population. Further, my study, 
unlike many concerning the educational experiences of Afiican students, does not 
identie what percentage of students might be failing or succeeding in the education 
system. While this might appear to undermine this study's direct usefiiiness to 
educators, the shidy does indicate the complexity of students' identity formation in 
relation to media culture and the ways in which negotiating such complexities c m  
intersect with their academic lives. As well, the study can give teachers an insight 
into the world in which the students live, and perhaps indicate the ways in which the 
cultural is important in terms of academic successl. This research takes account of 
Henry Giroux's (1 997) critique of ccmainstream educators." The basis of his critique 
is that 'kedded to the modernist infatuation with reason . . . Weyl have had little to 
Say about the affective investments that mobilise student identities or how the 
mobilisation of desire and the body is ïmplicated in the pedagogical regdations of 
schooling" (p. 14). It should also be noted that although media culture is the foci of 
discussion and music, music magazines, television, and films are highlighted in the 
interviews, newspaper consumption was not discussed directly nor the social relations 
of viewing videos at home. 

The Research Question - Conce~tion 

My orienting question is to understand the v&ety of ways in which students 
use media cdture to make meaning in their lives and to identifL with certain black 
subject positions. Such foms of "cultural analysis are, first and foremost, the 
eluciciation of. . . patterns of meanings, the interpretative explication of the meanings 
embodied in symbolic forms" (Thompson, 1990, p. 132). My specific research 
question thus emerges as: what ways do a group of Afncan-Canadian students 
make use of media culture to give rneaning to their sense of identity? In particdar, in 
what ways does US. media culture enable or constrain aspects of local black identity 
formation? 

The conceptualisation of my research question was the direct resdt of a 
previous project on the perceptions of schooling, peen, and popular culture arnong 
high school students in two Edmonton schools (Kelly, 1998). This latter project was 
exploratory in nature and revealed the importance of media culture in terms of 



meaning-malcïng within the students' lives. Although the focus of my initial 
exploratory research was black high school students and perceptions of their high 
school experiences, the study revealed that the boundaries between the school and the 
outside world were often blurred In particular, the world of media culture seemed to 
offer a point of "'border crossing" between school and the ccoutside" community 
(Giroux, 1997). Another impetus for the study was that at this specific historical 
juncture, youth culture is important among school students and paramount within this 
category is black youth culture. 

Selection of Method 

Since my research question is concerned with understanding the meaning- 
making of the students in relation to their identity and media culture, it was therefore 
important to find a method that was coherent with my research question: a 
methodology that seeks to be ideographic rather than nomothetic in emphasis- In 
other words, my emphasis is on using a qualitative framework to develop an 
understanding and interpretation of the ways in which students make rneanings in their 
lives rather than developing causal laws that can then be applied ahistorically to al1 
schools and social contexts, 

So what is qualitative research and what does it offer a researcher interested in 
c'understanding7' a research problem? AIthough often presented as in opposition to 
quantitative research, both theoretically and methodologically, the two paradigms do 
overlap at times and can complement each other empirically. Merriam and Simpson 
(1995) suggest that: 

. . . the key philosophical assmption upon which al1 types of qualitative 
research are based is the view that reality is constnicted by individuals in 
interaction with their social worlds. T'us, there are many "realities" rather 
than one, observable, measurable reality which is key to research based in the 
positivist paradigm. (p- 97) 

Such an understanding of qualitative research draws on syrnbolic interactionisrn and 
phenomenology (Mead, 1934; Schutz, 1972) for its philosophical orientations. The 
latter thus delineates qualitative research as processes that highlight how people 
constnict and interpret their worlds, and thus make sense of their lives. As Memam 
and Simpson (1995) argue: 

. . . the overall purposes of qualitative research are to achieve an understanding 
of how people make sense out of their lives, to delineate the process (rather 
than the outcome or product) of meaning-making, and to describe how people 
interpret what they experience. (p. 97) 



In a similar vein, Schwandt (1 994) posits that the goal of qualitative research 
cm be descrikd as "'an abiding concem, for understanding meaning, for grasping the 
actor's definition of a situation, for 'Verstehen"' (p. 1 18). However, although the 
importance of the students' definition of the situation is recognised, 1 also view with 
caution a paradigm that becomes "predicated on the empiricist's picture of social 
reality [and] omits sornething most important, namely, intersubjective, cornmon 
meanings-'ways of experiencing action in society which are expressed in the Ianguage 
and descriptions constitutive of institutions and practices"' (Taylor 1971/87, p. 75 
cited in Schwandt, 1994, p. 20). 

My research, although concemed with interpretation and meanings atûibuted 
to teIevisual and aurai texts, also tries to "avoid the reduction of meanings to 
fiee-floating discourses" or the "positivist irnperative of reducing them to structural 
variables" (Morrow, 1994, p. 294). Thus my readings led me to Thompson's (1990) 
Ideology andModern Culture and to adopt a "depth hermeneutic" fkmework as a 
methodological approach Thompson developed his fiamework fiom the work of Paul 
Ricouer whose purpose was to build on the work of Heidegger and Gadamer without 
abandoning methodological concem. However, Thompson distinguishes himself 
from Ricouer at those t h e s  where he "places too much emphasis on what he calls the 
semantic autouomy of the text and thus . . . abstracts too readily frorn the social- 
historical conditions in which texts, or analogues of texts, are produced and receiveb' 
(p. 278). 

This methodologîcal hmework allows me to understand the research 
participants' perspectives while at the same time king able to locate those 
perspectives within a wider political, socio-econornic and historical framework In 
many ways the fiamework offers a way to counteract relativism evident within 
interactionism, and offers a degree of depth to my research. Such a depth- 
hemeneutic framework consists of three phases. The first is related to the 
development of a social-historical understanding of cultural studies and c%lackness." 
The second phase involves analysis of the students' discourse as narrative; while the 
third can be seen as interpretatiodreinterpretation of previous social-historical and 
discourse analyses in relation to each other, 

For qualitative research, which aims to move away fiom positivist claims of 
neutrality and objectivity, issues such as validity and reliability have to be viewed in a 
different way. Traditional research uses intemal and extemal validity as indicators of 
the reliability. Often it is assumed that if the researcher adheres to a specific 



methodology, then the results garnered will represent the truth. In explaining this 
point M e r ,  Kinchelow & McLaren (1994) suggest that: 

. - . traditional research argues that the only way to produce valid information 
is through the application of rigorous research methodology, that is, one that 
follows a stnct set of objective procedures that separate researchers fiom those 
researched . . . . The pursuit of rigour then becomes the shortest path to 
validity. Rigour is a cornmitment to the established d e s  for conducting 
inquiry. (p.151) 

Kinchelow & McLaren (1994) would therefore rather use the descriptor of 
CCtnistworthiness because it signals a different set of assurnptions about research than 
does validity" (p. 15 1). Thus claims cm be said to be tnithfiil rather than truth. 
External validity-the extent to which findings can be generalised to other situations, 
has also been the source of much debate. Some authors suggest that we rnight use the 
term worLng hypotheses rather than "empirical generalisations." Such 
generalisations can be seen to reflect a situation ~ 4 t h  specific constructions in a 
paIticular context. Others argue that it is up to the consumer of the researcher to 
decide its generalisability rather than the researcher. 

This inability to draw up causal laws that c m  be automaticaily applied across 
research sites has been criticised by theorists who work within a more positivist 
framework and are concemed with the generalisability of interpretivist studies. 
However, advocates of qualitative interpretivist research counter the latter criticism 
with the argument that, "generalisability in interpretive studies . . . rests on the 
reader's ability to generalise personally to their own situations rather than on the 
researcher's generalising to populations larger than the sarnple used in the particular 
study" (McCutcheon, 198 1, p. 8). 

As well, theoretical contestation emerges around how to account for what, in 
more quantitative research projects, is hown as reliability. This issue of reiiability is 
problematic in social sciences, since human behaviour is not static and: 

. . . replication of qualitative research will not yield the same results, but this 
does not discredit the results of a particular çtudy; there can be nurnerous 
interpretations of the same data. The more important question for qualitative 
researchers is whether the results are consistent with the data collected. 
(Merriam & Simpson, 1995, p. 102) 

Among qualitative researchers, a variety of terms are used to indicate this 
orientation. They range fiom Guba and Lincoln's concept of c'consistencyy' to Patti 
Lather's (1991) cccredibility." Lather suggests that "if illuminating and resonant theory 
grounded in îrustworthy data is required, we must formulate self-corrective techniques 



that check the credibility of data, and minimise the distorting efiect of personal bias 
upon the iogic of evidence" (p. 66). As part of this process, she indicates four main 
concepts: biangdation, constmct validity, face validiîy, and catalytic validity. During 
the course of my research 1 attempted to integrate and make space for these concepts, 
with varying degrees of success. 

Triangulation involves the utilisation of research designs that seek counter 
patterns as well as convergence within the data. In this study triangulation of the data 
was via the use of different sources of data, administrators/teachers, as well as 
difTerent methods of collection (focus and individual). In effecf I interviewed a larger 
sample of students than used in the study so that I could get at a wider range of 
perspectives. Al1 of this was carried out against a background of existing theory, 
garnered in my literature search and my previous study. The ability to draw on 
existing literature and research enabled me to seek counter patterns as well as 
convergence within the data- In terms of construct validity, 1 attempted a constant 
dialogue between the theory, the participants' narrative, and myself This perspective 
is best captured by Foucault's comment that a demanding, prudent ccexperimental 
attitude is necessary; at every moment, step by step, one must confiont what one is 
thinking and saying, wîth what one is doing with what one is" (Foucault, cited in 
OYFarrell, 1989). This self-reflexivity involved uperating "within a conscious context 
of theory-building" (Lather, 1991, p. 67)' questioning what one's role is in relation to 
the theory we are exploring. 

Researcher Identitv-Lookinp; Within 

Unlike other research methodology, with qualitative research the prirnary 
instrument used for data collection and analysis is the researcher. As such, it is 
important to recognise the role that my own subject position plays in the construction 
of the research question and population, as well as the collection and analysis of the 
data. As Patti Lather (199 1) argues, formulation of a research question may reflect 
one's raced, classed and gender positions within society. To argue that value-free 
fachial research is possible in social sciences is to insist on a 'cfact/vaue dichotomy 
[which] simply drives values underground" (p. 5 1). However, this is not to suggest 
that there is an automatic alignment between a person's factual position and their 
value position Although the purpose of this study is to gain an understanding of the 
students who participated in the study, the study also involves the construction and 
formation of rny own identity as a researcher, academic, and black woman 

Positioning of myself as a black, middle-class, heterosexual woman with 
experiences of living as an immigrant in white-dominated societies recognises that 
knowledge and meanings are produced fiom a specific social and political 



understanding of the world We al1 have a standpoint h m  which we speak, even if 
we do not recognise it as suck Therefore subjectivity should not always be feared, for 
"subjectivity can be seen as virtuous, for it is the basis of researchers' making a 
distinctive contribution, one that results fiom the unique configuration of their 
personal qualities joined to the data that they have collected" (Pershkin, 1988, p. 55). 
Although explaining/reflectïng on such a standpoint and how 1 came to decide on this 
research question may reveal the filter through which my research on media culture 
and identity formation was constmcted, it does not provide a complete guide to the 
ernbedded bias that results from such a positioning. For postpositivists such as Patti 
Lather, the latter recognition of self in the research process goes a long way to 
undermine a nafie empiricisrn that makes the effort to leave subjective tacit 
knowledge out of the '%ontext of verification-" Thus, inquiry is increasingly 
recognised as a process whereby tacit (subjective) and prepositional (objective) 
knowledge are intenvoven and mutually idorming (Lather, 199 1, p. 66). 

As Denzin and Lincoln (1 994) argue, the researcher enters the research process 
firom "within a distinct interpretive community, which confïigures, in its speciai way, 
the multicultural, gendered components of the research act" (p. 11). The research 
process can be seen as having an effect not only on the subjects but also on the 
researcher. Gaining access to the school setting and the students serves to highlight a 
consistent tension among discourses of qualitative research, researcher subjectivity, 
and the demands that emerge nom the organisation and structure of schools. For 
c'gate-keepers'y to educationai settings, (i-e., Faculty of Education, the administrators, 
and teachers) research in schools should: be instrumentai, having a direct application 
to schools, produce a report within the school year, and should be in a language that is 
accessible to a non-sociologist. However, the latter can ai times be in tension with the 
expectations of a graduate student conducting inductive research, that develops slowly 
from the research process! 

Gestation of the Research Question(ethics 
proposal, gaining entry, selection of sample) 

Selection of Site/Gaining Entrv 

Previous to commencing the research project 1 had to undertake an ethics 
review, not only within my university department, but a is0  at the school board and 
school levels. The school board level consisted of a conversation with an official 
concenring the appropnateness of the research, how black students would be 
identifie4 and tales of caution about other such racialised research projects having 
encountered administrative difficulties. Often, gaining entry is dependent on the ways 



in which previous researchers in the field have conducted themselves. In this case, the 
board's cxperiences with other researchea undertaking research on Afncan Canadians 
came into play to evaluate my research project. Following a positive response fiom 
the school board, I then had to get approval fiom the school itself. This approval 
process involved sending my i n t e ~ e w  schedule for vetting as well as being 
intem-ewed by the vice-principal and principal. Because of the sensitivity of school 
administrators towards issues of race and identity, the school board and the school site 
for the research both had to vet my research questions and possible interpretations that 
the students might give them. There are problems carrying out research within 
schools since ofien the administration at the board and school level is reluctant to 
highlight issues of racialisation The cccolour-blind" and ofien well- rneaning attitude 
of teachers and administrators that prevails can become counterproductive. Such 
liberal notions of equality ignore the effects of racism and racialised identities 
(Chalmen, 1997). In terms of my research questionnaire, the main concem fiom the 
school was that the questions seemed to coerce the students into being negative 
towards the school: 

1. What is it like to attend this high school? 
Probes: How did you feel when it happened? 

What do you think was the cause? 
Has it happened to any one else? Can you give me an example? 
Think back. When is attending this high school a positive 
experience? When is attending this school not a positive expenence? 

Previous to entry into the "field" I kept a field journal of events, perspectives 
and other reflections. This journal proved useful in illustrating the research process, 
and encouraged a process of self-reflexivity during the varying stages of the research. 
The notes in my joumal can be categorised in four ways, following Laurel Richardson 
(1994). Below, she gives an explanation and example as to the insights that c m  be 
gained corn her method of categorisation: 

Observation notes (ON): These are as concrete and detailed as 1 am able to make 
them. 1 want to think of them as fairy accurate renditions of what 1 see, hear, feel, 
taste, and so on. 
- Meihudofogical noies (MN): These are messages to myseifregarding how to collect 
ccdaîa,*-who to talk to, what to Wear, when to phone, and so on. 1 write a lot of these 
because 1 like methods, and I iike to keep a process diary of my work. 

Theoretical notes 0: These are bunches, hypotheses, poststnicturalist connections, 
critiques of what 1 am doingtbinkinglseeing. I Iike writing these because they open up 
my text-my field note text-to alternative interpretations and a critical epistemological 
stance- It is a way of keeping me fiom being hooked on my "take" on reality. 
Personal notes (PN): These arc feelings statements about the research, the people 1 

am talking to, myseif doing the process, my doubts, my anxieties, my pleasures. 1 do 



no censoring here at di- I want ail my feelings out on paper because 1 Wce tbem and 
because 1 h o w  they are there anyway, affecting whathow 1 lay claim to knowing. 
Writing personal notes is a way for me to know rnyselfbetter, a way of using writing 
as a method of inqtiry into the self, (p. 526) 

At times, the reflexivity undertaken in the journal enabled insight into the ways 
in which representation of an identity was not static and linear, and was therefore 
problernatic. As part of an ongoing project I also kept newspapers clippings of items 
that referred to youth, media, racism, or racialisation, bought copies of magazines that 
the students read, listened to various genres of rap music, dance hall reggae, and 
watched various programs of XtendDaMx and RapCily. In line with of developing a 
social-historical analysis of c%lackness" in Alberta and Canada, 1 began to read and 
search through archives for magazines and newspapers that might give an inkling as to 
the ways in which cCasymmetries are systematic and relatively stable." The latîer 
analysis helps to elucidate the broader social context within which the students 
interact with media and form their identities. The pre-entry stage of research is a 
dual-edged process that involves seeking officia1 permission, while at the same time 
unofficially going through a process of identifying a school that might f i t  the research 
profile of my study. Although, theoretically, a number of schools fit such a profile, 
many schools were unwilling to participate in a project because of the topic of my 
research- As one principaI indicated, "1 like my students to think of themselves as the 
same." Such a colour-blind statement, while laudable on the surface, in actuality 
subscribes to a discourse that Virginia Chalmers (1997) identifies as "sameness with 
different colour" (p. 72). Although the principal wanted the students to be colour- 
blind, many of the students interviewed in th is  present study and in my previous 
research did not see themselves as colour-neutrd, either within or outside school. For 
the students, racialisation is a point of difference that cuts across the officia1 c'colour- 
blind" atmosphere of Canadian society aud schools that do not recognise the ways in 
which students corne to school with raced and classed selves. In the end, the decision 
on which school to use as a site for the generation of data was chosen for a varie@ of 
reasons. These reasons ranged fiom: it had sufficient number of students of African 
descent to enable me to select a sample in terms of class and ethnicity; I knew some of 
the teachers that worked there; and one of the administrators was willing to support 
my request for access2. 

Student Sample 

Since no officia1 records are kept as to the ethnic ongins of students, it was 
problematic to ascertain the percentage of black students who were enrolled in the 
school. 1 therefore initially relied on students' self-identification as king of Afncan 
descent in order to gather a subset of the Miican-Canadian students at an orientation 



meeting. Gaining access to the -dents was via a teacher who inforrned students 
about my research and the date of the orientation. On the &y of the orientation, 1 
provided lunch and drinks for those atîending. This proved a good incentive for some 
of the students, as one student indicates below, it was his primary reason for coming 
to the orientation meeting! At the meeting I identified who 1 was, what my research 
was about, and discussed the consent forms. 1 presented myself as a black researcher 
who was interested in media culture and how it afFected their lives. Those in 
attendance consisted of male and female students of Afncan descent, with family 
ancestry in the Caribbean, continental Afiica, and the United States. The students 
varied in age fiom 15-18 years old Whereas the 18-year-olds were able to sign their 
own consent forms, those students under 18 had to also obtain the consent of their 
parents. For the latter students 1 sent letters to parents explaining the research and 
requesting signed consent for their child to participate in the research (see Appendix). 
I used the orientation to discuss issues of ethics. In particular 1 stressed that any 
information provided would be confidentid and that in writing the thesis or any 
subsequent publication, their anonymity would be maintained As well I stressed that 
any student could wiîhdraw at any stage before, during, or after the research process. 

Following the orientation and while waiting for the consent foms to be 
returned, I visited the school a number of times to observe two school-based cultural 
events. The following extract fiom my research journal highlights, using 
Richardson's codes, the ways in which represeniation of cultures is always in relation 
to something else and that a specific reaàing of a social situation is always in context 
and cannot be guaranteed The school is laudable as it positions itself as multicultural 
and open to representations of students' cultures Ma  a festival of cultures. However, 
my journal queries such representations: 

Journal Emact.: Cucture Jamboree Wednesday 24 February 
Today 1 visited the school to watch the "Culrure Extravaganza, " an annual emphasis 
on national culture, At times the school attempts to ofer a public space wherein 
students "expet+ence" each other 's cultures. Various food stalls are set up in the 
school, and these displizys are varied and well supported by the students who mingle 
and buy a variety of dishes. As part of the festival, studenb also put on a dispfuy of 
various dances that are viewed as representative of their culture of "urigïm " (ON/ 
The rationale for this sharing of d u r e s  is based on the liberalpremise that by 
sharing, one is opening oneselfto a process of acceptance. However, what was 
interesting about the display was the way in which some cdures were represented via 
'Ifolk" culture, with representation based upon specijic ways of dressing, specijic 

forms of movement: a representation of a tradition, history, time and eflor~ For 
others, in this case the self-identijied black students. representation was much more 
probletnatic- How can black culture be represented? 1s if located within the continent 
ofArna? 1s it located in the US? Or ïs it not located anywhere? At times reinforces a 
hierarchy of culture in term of the ways in which "çulture " IS represented (770 



1 was purticularZy interested in the ways in whzch the sense of the "relarional" 
affected the reading of the cultures. 1 watched the Scottish dancers in relation ro an 
Afiican-Canadian group of girls: 
Observation Notes made on site: 
3d dance. Scottish dancers. Dressed in traditional Scottish hnce costume- 
waistcoat, kilt and leggings. The tence is choreographed, energetic, and looks 
professional, Well received by audience. Bagpipe music. 

a h c e  LF by a group of blackgirIi The music is sort of ?? traces oparibbean 
rhythm Five girls dressed in everyduy clothes, rones ro black and white. Some 
dressed in trousers, Capri pana or shorts, Moi@ moving and "winding. " The 
windingpart brings cheers. Also notice that some of black boys are barrueking and 
shouting commentî. particularly the Young man with the cane r o ~ i d  Wonder who he 
is? p" 

Collection of Data and Analysis 

Interviews - Focus moups 

I devised a focus route of questioning for the groups, which started from a 
general question and then moved to the specific and the sensitive (Krueger, 1988). 
Open-ended questions were used in both focus and individual interviews because they 
are "important when you want to determine the salience or importance of opinions to 
people, since people tend to mention those matters that are most important to them" 
(Plays, p. 173). As well, "it assumes that meanings, understandings and 
interpretations cannot be standardised: they cannot be o btained with a formal, fixe& 
choice questionnaire (Denzin, p. 1989, p. 42). As al1 students were willing, individual 
and focus i n t e ~ e w s  were tape-recorded so that al1 the comments and statements 
made by the participants were recorded. The importance of the latter can be found in 
Goode7s (1972) postulation that "the tape-recorded inteMew is a liberating infiuence 
on the interviewer because it pennits hidber]  to devote lüil attention to the 
respondent" (p. 253). 

Focus groups were held three times on a sex-specific basis during the lunch 
hour in a classroom at school. The rationale for organising the students into sex- 
specific grouping is that much of the Ilterature (Labov, 1973; Spender, 1982) 
indicates the ways in which gender construction can act as a powemù determinant of 
group activities. The focus groups were used pnmarily to orient myself to the students 
and to elicit emergent questions for the individual interviews. Following the retum of 
consent forms by those willing to partikipate, 1 arnuiged a first meeting of the sex- 
specific focus groups. At these focus group meetings 1 asked the students to fil1 out 
forms with their demographic details as well as an indication of academic history, 



their choices in music, and TV shows. As well, 1 developed a grid of the times and 
days various students were available. 

Most of the data gathered in the focus groups is not included in the data 
presented here but is instead used as a source of triangulation The exception to this 
was one male focus group that discussed gender relationships, and one female focus 
group discussion of gender and the step team. The rationale for the inclusion of the 
latter is to give an understanding of the discourses that emerge within focus groups. 
The focus groups that I conducted differ £tom others oriented to market research in 
that the students know the issue under discussion, and the participants are acquainted 
with each other through school. As a method, focus groups reveai the ways in which 
cornpeting discourses, in this case racialised, operate within a discursive space. An 
analysis of interaction within focus groups can reveal shared language on a topic, what 
was taken for granted, and what was asked for clarification. As well, it can elucidate 
the belief and myth about the topic, that are shared, taken for granted or challenged as 
those within the group use sources of information to justify Mews. Similarly, a group 
situation allows one to record the tone, voice, body language and degree of emotional 
engagement when the participants talk to each other. 

Interviews - Individual 

Although 1 inte~ewed more than twenty individual students, at least once, the 
fourteen students who fonned the focus of this study were interviewed at least twice, 
and often three times, for 45 minutes to one hour-and-a-half for each session. 
InteMews took place generally during the student's fkee/study periods, lunch how, or 
d e r  school. The after-school i n t e ~ e w s  were often longer and offered the chance for 
continuity of thought and ideas. In cornparison, lunchtirne sessions often seemed to 
be short, and required a period of reacquaintance as we tried to follow up on a point 
raised in the previous session. Further constraints in terms of tirne and space were 
imposed by the administrators, who requested that 1 i n t e ~ e w  the midents only on 
school prernises and not outside the school. The following extract fiom my field 
journal illustrates the difficulties of getting common times for the interviews: 

2&D ApriZ 
Arrived at schooI to wifness afight- m e  *dents stoud moud watching-to see what 

wouiü hppen. I rned tu intervene, but the two ymng men were graping each other tightiy. 
îïzey were oblivious to my pleas. Any way, 1 was suved because one of the aahinistrators 
intervene6vet-y eflectivefpby grabbing  hem both by the shoulder and feading them away. I 
wondered ij they receive îrmning on h m  to intervene infighis S h v  qrrire a fw of my research 
smdents waîching. Doreen lold me ihat Lungston was in the l i b r q  domg a project. 
Tmsswint was hangrhg by a wall-his u& serj: very pleasant. Arranged an interview and he 
suggests tha2 he will be moud on Wecates&xy. We shaiZ see. Went in Lo school d met 
Langston. He (4n,Iogrogrsed for the inconwnÏence. but he had to go to do aprqèct. Message 
fiom MelMn thar he um 't m& it on Mo- but rhat Tue- he 'If be arou~ad Joy came al 



the end of the &y IO let me k m  thai she laas aproject, ntaf 's theprob?em Inese kiak are, 
pite rightiy. busy with schoohvork 

As well as individual interviews with the students, I inteniewed two 
administrators and had several casual conversations with teachers in order to garner 
background information on the school. The latter proved usefbi, but the i n t e ~ e w s  
are not cited directly within the thesis, since 1 had not requested nor received 
permission from the board to interview teachers. Location of the student interviews 
was also of import. Once 1 had gained access to the school, the administrator who was 
my link with the school and the bureaucracy was supportive and allocated a classroom 
for focus group interviews and a small office within which I conduct moa of my 
individual i n t e ~ e w s  with students. Having a consistent location proved usefûl in that 
if students needea to find me to change an interview time or to discuss some issue of 
concern, they could do so easily. As well, the location was relatively private so that 
students could speak without being easily ove rhed  Location and timing of 
i n t e ~ e w s  are crucial agaia 

Research can be seen as an active and ongoing process during which both 
researcher and participants are called on to be self-reflective. This process of self- 
reflection reveals the ways in which the interview situation is not "objective" but 
becomes part of a process of making the self Often as researchers we forget such 
processes of self-reflection, preferring instead to think of participants as fked in tenns 
of selfanception and the information they give- For me, the self-reflexivify of the 
students was an important dimension to which some of them alluded. At times this 
self-reflection was related to the -dentsy positioning within the research process and 
how it affected their own subjectivity and sense of self: 

J :  So why didyou become involved in the projeet? Why didyou volunteet-? 
Geraid: For being interviewed? /yeah/ Cosyou asked me? 
J:  DugM That 's an interesting one for a man who doesn 't do what people ask? 
Geraid: Oh I don 't know. Ijusi thought iI wodd be interesting. Just to like see for 
myselfcos l i k  sometimes 1 think about rhings but 1 don 't reolly ralk about theni. So 
now Z can ralk about things- Khda give me a belter understanding of myself; too. 

For another participant, the i n t e ~ e w  sessions allowed a degree of reflection that 
enabled a degree of understanding to an issue: 

Langston: 1 like Stephen King. It 's kind of escape fiom the normal. Actualfy, the kind 
of books I read are almost the same. Like you just made me reaZ&e thut 

Or another student: 

Geraid: I on& realised that talking to you now. 



Or an extract fiom my journal: 

Afienvarh, Will came to tell me char Malcolm was alwuys talking back to teachers 
and giving them "lzp. " Volmteered that "ï don 't iike him myself ' "i don 't 
experience zhose zhings myse~rnaybe because 1 am m h d  " hterestingly enough the 
other student was also "mtzed" (Journal) 

Over the pst five years, as my experience with inte~ewing increased, I have 
moved away fiom a position that regards inte~ewing as extracting objective facts 
from objective subjects to a position that sees inte~ewing as more akin to generating 
data Peter Collins (1998), in supporting the need to move fiom viewing data as ""out 
therey7 waiting to be gathered, argues that many students of research initially view the 
interview as: 

a kind of smash and grab opportunity in which they have to accost some 
innocent bystander and relieve them of whatever useful "data7' they may have. 
They are aided and abeîted in their assumptions by texts which imply a 
"modei" interview in which inte~ewers extract objective facts from 
presumably objective subjects. (p. 2) 

For me, the interview is a process of interaction that involves not only the 
interviewee but also the inteniewer as part of a process of creating dialogue. The 
researcher is never absent f?om the process of inte~ewing, but instead is part of the 
created dialogue that becomes defined as "an interview." Thus, drawing on Collins 
(1998), the research process is one of generating data rather than c"relievingy7 the 
participant of data 

The i n t e ~ e w s  were semi-structureci, with all i n t e ~ e w s  taking on a differeat 
order in tems of the questioning route rather than stnictured with a fixed questioning 
route. in defining the differences between semi-stnictured and stnictured in te~ews,  I 
draw on Fontana and Frey (1994) who argue that: 

. . . [stnictured] aims at capturing precise data of codeable nature in order to 
explain behaviour within pre-estabIished categories, whereas the latter [semi- 
structured] is used in an attempt to understand the complex behaviour of 
members of society without Unposing any apriori categorisation that may 
lirnit the field of inquiry. (p. 366) 

Following Spradley and McCurdy (1972), four b d s  of intem-ew questions 
were used during the individual interviews: grand tour questions ("TeII me about 
yourself '); structurai questions; CcYou have listed two types of rap-are there any 
more?"); contrast questions CWhat are the differences between "nasty" girls and 



"nice" girls?"); attribute questions ("Teii me what 'acting black' is"). The initial 
interviews started with grand tour questions and then, as the interviews made progress, 
attriiute, contrast, and structural questions were deployed. An example of a contrast 
question can be seen in the following example: 

J: m a t  aboutyourfiiends? Do you tend to diess in a similor style or do you dress 
v e y  dxferenrly? 

It was interesting that in asking the students to compare both methods of 
generating data, most students preferred focus groups. As the following range of 
narratives indicate, focus groups were popular with both genders: 

"Cuz you codd see other peoples 'point of views. " 

'ïfyou can 't amver questions. some one else would a m e r  it. " 

or 
"Andyou could build offeach other 's ideas plus zfsome one says something it could 
bring bock a repressed thought. " 

Research Process 

As stated earlier, one's subject positioning c m  have an efTect on the research. 
My subject positions diverge in temis of age and religion from most students, and 
gender and class for others. Recognition of these differences is important because the 
ways in which the students identie me may well affect the ways in which rapport is 
established and the degree to which 1 am trusted. Although adolescence as a-stage of 
development is similar in Europe and North Amenca, there are differing socio- 
cultural discourses that temper and refine this development. Thus, the growth and 
changes in televisual communications has been signi ficant since my O wn adolescence. 

Attempting to build a rapport is important in terms of getting participants to 
feel a sense of trust and thus a willingness to discuss often-sensitive aspects of their 
personal lives. With some students this was achieved quite quickly, while with others 
trust was never Mly gained Another important aspect of this development of a 
context of trust is the ways in which we handle sexist, classist and homophobic 
comments made during the interviews. It is necessary to recognise that if we ask 
interviewees to share their lived experiences with us, and our research purpose is to 
develop an understanding of how they construct those lived experiences, then our 



reaction during the interview should not be combative in relation to rernarks that they 
make. Thus, when students made comments that were homophobic or sexist, my 
reaction to the comment was to use probes for M e r  clarification as to how they 
corne to position themselves in relation to or within such discourses. 

Timing of the intemiews varied from i n t e ~ e w e e  to inte~ewee,  and fiom 
one interview to another. Those interviews that were conducted at 8'07clock in the 
morning took on a difTerent dynamic in cornparison to those that took place at the 
end of the tiring day. As well, the length of interviews contributed to the 
development of a sense of rapport. Whereas the interviews conducted at lunch 
were often cut short, the interviews in the late aftemoon were not only longer, but 
also allowed for development of themes and greater use of probes. Ofien, due to 
the stress of interviewing, by the end of the school day I was tired. I found it 
sup i shg  that interviews where the student was reluctant to talk opedy were as 
mentally taxing as those interviews where the interviewee spoke at length about 
personal issues. For example, one interviewee in particular was so intense in tems 
of discussions deaiing with negative experiences and stmggles with issues of 
authority that 1 felt mentalIy drained after each session. However, with other 
sîudents interviews were livelier, with much laughter. The use of laughter during 
the interviemin its many forms (ironic, s a r c a s t i c m  important in both 
developing rapport and in revealing a sense of shared meanings and 
understandings. Illustrative of development of rapport the ability of the 
students to ask questions of me about the research question 1 had asked or about my 
own personal circumstances. While in mainstream research such "personal" 
questions to the i n t e ~ e w e r  would be defiected, I answered such questions. The 
issue of to what extent 1 was totally open in answering questions was made easy for 
me because the students, in deference to my position as an adult not well known to 
thern, did not cross the boundaries of polite social interaction They did not ask me 
questions about m y  sexuality, or my class, though they did ask about my religiosity 
and my own television-viewing habits. Perhaps the only time 1 wasn't forthcoming 
with information were the times when students made derogatory comments about 
mixed relationships. At such times I did not reveal that 1 my self am in a so-called 
mixed relationship. With other students, 1 offered this information if it was a part 
of the flow of conversation. Such a wilhgness to go "off task" can help to 
indicate to the interviewee that 1 was open to what Lather identifies as 
reciprocity-"give and take, a mutuai negotiation of meaning and power" (1 99 1, p. 
57). Lather suggests that interviews conducted in an interactive, dialogic manner 
that requires self-disclosure on the part of the researcher encourage reciprocity 
(1991, p. 60). Below are examples of development of such a rapport or reciprocity: 

J: Any questions you want fo ask me? 



Student: 1 had a question W%ot 's your goal here? What do you hope to achieve? 

An example f?om another transcript highlights how a student felt enough comfort 
during our dialogue to be able to pose questions to me in order to illustrate the 
points being made: 

Student: 1 disagree with the fact like, I was brozIght up reolly strict to believe Zike, 
Okay, in the Bible horv it says Me, "ï don 't know ifyou are familiar with the 
Bible? " 

At other times a sense of rapport was increased when 1 illustrated an understanding 
of youth culture to the interviewee rather than presenting myself as naive adult. At 
such times there was change in the tone of the i n t e ~ e w  as my knowledge was 
acknowledged: 

Student: Gisa is like a wise guy, the on& thing is iike a ,@ause] a couple of thent 
llke 
J:  Cappadonna? 
Student: Whew!! [surprised I h e w  rapper7s name] Cappadonna is wicked. His new 
CD is so. 

Sometimes expressions of naivity were important in geîtïng the participants to see 
themselves as having knowledge that was valuable to me-to see themselves as 
king "expertsy' on media culture. 

However, achieving rapport was not consistent across i n t e ~ e w s ,  and at times 
there was evidence of what Foucault describes as the "social effects of power." Such 
effects of power meant that the students adopted specific modes of behaviour 
(discursive practices) that produce d i f f e ~ g  types of student subjectivity. The latter 
indicated a relation of dominance and the extent to which the interview format was 
not as "open" and representative of an "insider" conversation as one might assume. 
Such modes of behaviour included: waiting to be given permission before leaving the 
interview room; removing a cap before participating in the interview, asking 
permission before illustrating a Song which included swear words. Al1 the latter 
practices indicate a censuring of the self and deferral to m y  authority and status as an 
adult within the school. The incidents also indicate that an emancipatory intent is no 
guarantee of an emancipatory outcome (Acker et al., 1983, p. 43 1). An example of 
this deference to authority can be seen in the following statement in which the student 
sought my permission before rapping a Song with "cuss" words: 

Student: 1 can use the words er ,@use] even the mss and t h a ~  /meah// OOkay, well . . . 

Or a comment about a student taken fkom my field joumai: 



"He regarc& niost of the males as ill disciplined Noticed he also defers to perceiwd 
au thor i~he  never enters the inner roonz rvhere I undertake the interviews unless he 
is invited " 

Student hterpretation of the Research Proiect 

Reasons for getting involved with the i n t e ~ e w s  reflect racialised 
understandings of the ways in which experiences of blackness have been 
marginalised. Such recognition of marginalisation afFects perception of the research 
project and willingness to becorne involved as a participant. For two of the 
participants their response reveals a raciaiised sense of self that intersects with their 
motivation to participate with the research project: 

J: Why did you get involved wzth this research project? 
Student: 'Cuz 1 wanted to help you out, not niany people are interested in black 
things. So when blackpeople come around I ahvays want to he@. 

At other times, the racialised response was student-initiated and highlighted not ody 
the racialised aspects of the research but also the ways in which such a project 
intersected with other social relations within school and discowses of blackness: 

Student 1 am kind a gtud rhat someone is doing Iike a sîudy, 1 think t k t  's kind a neat. 
Andyou are black too so that even makes it better. I am glad t h  everyone fellow 
studenls] is kind of co-operating, like came out, wanting to do it. 

For others, the reasons for getting involved with the research project were less 
altruistic! ! 

J: How didyou heur about the research? 
Student: Your research? 1 just heard about it the same day. I didn 't even knoiv what 
rvas going on till you started talking- 1 just heard that there was tike pizza. 

Throughout the inteniews, the questions posed highlighted the relationship 
between reception and production of meaning- To detect media receptivity, a dual 
process was used in discussing the various films and television programs watched by 
the shidents. For exarnple, some questions were open-ended, "Tell me about the 1st 
movie that you went to see at the cinema?" Other questions were more specific, 
referring to films in which the actors were predominantly black or the theme of the 
movie was about experiences of peoples of Afirican descent Overall, the foci of the 
questions were to tap into the representations within media culture discoune within 



the wider society. Among the films that fdl within this racidised category are: Soul 
Food. Boyz N Hood. Waiting to Exhale, Set it Ofand Arnistad 

Sexual Orientation 

As adolescents, issues of sexuality abound in the students' everyday 
experiences, as they position themselves to differing discourses of sexuality that are 
mediated by the television programs, music videos and films. With regard to sexual 
onentation, the film Set it O m v e d  to be a starting point in terms of such 
discussions. Ln the film, Queen Latifah, the popular rap singer, portrays a lesbian who 
lives openly with her partner. Although I had viewed and interpreted the film, 
previous to the interview, as one constructed to balance the male-dominated "hood 
films, 1 had rnissed the signïficance of the lesbian relationship in ternis of differing 
readings that have emerged fiom the film. Thus, when one student highlighted 
the relationship during an early interview, 1 was able to use this information as a cue 
in subsequent interviews with other students and to note how they position themselves 
in relation to the original student's comments. Responses varied. For some students, 
sexual orientation was not discussed in reference to the film. For others, it emerged 
during a process of evaiuation of the film. For those students who did not mention 
sexual orientation of the characters I would wait until discussions of the film had 
ended and then ask a direct question such as, "What did you think of the character 
portrayed by Queen Latifah? Issues of sexual orientation were M e r  explored by 
asking an open-ended question about the meaning of the word "batty man" 
Fomosexual]. 1 had overheard the use of the word in relation to one of the students in 
a focus group and was able to ask about its meaning and use among black students. 
Discourses relating to sexuality were M e r  explored via the terminologies and slurs 
used by the participanfi among themselves or during the intewiews- 

Musical preferences and tastes were aiso discussed in an open-ended manner, 
letting the individual students lead in terms of description and genre. Thus reggae, 
dance hall reggae, soca, and calypso, as well as rap, r&b and jazz were discussed In 
terms of probes, 1 was interested in the ways in which women rappers who use 
sexually explicit lyrics were received. 1 specifically asked the students their responses 
to the music of Li1 Kim and F o q  Brown, two women noted for their sexually explicit 
lyrics. I wanted to identiQ how gender intersects with the reception of sexudly 
explicit-lyrics. In terms of magazines, 1 again used a dual process of questioning. 1 
asked open-ended questions such as "Tell me about magazines that you read," as well 
as more specific probes such as "Tell me about which part of the magazine you read 
first?" To reinforce my understandings of the magazine reading habits of the students, 
1 aIso regularly hught and read The Source and Vibe, the prirnary magazines bought 
and discussed by the students (though not necessarily widely purchased). 



Data AnalysidWriting 

Generating Themes 

Although analysis is often seen as a separate stage fiom data collection, 1 
found that 1 began my analysis during the process of data collection This tentative 
analysis allowed the adjustment of my overall research question in relation to the 
empirical reality that 1 encountered, as well as the opportunity to explore tentative 
themes. For example, the following chart fiom my field journal illustrates the way in 
which 1 was trying to understand how rap music was viewed along a continuum: 

I Wu-Tang Pretty Boys jeweilexy I 
1 Dkty old Ba [talk about experience/emotions] 1 

Al1 interviews were audio-taped and later transcn'bed so that 1 would have 
direct access to the students' narratives. However, transcription proved a daunting 
task, as 1 had arnassed a large number of i n t e ~ e w s  pnmarily due to my decision to 
use a larger number of students to trimgdate my results. While 1 was at the research 
site 1 was unable to complete transcription of the tapes and fully develop a grounded 
theory as recornmended by ethnographers such as Spradley (1979). Instead, I listened 
to the recorded audio-tapes each day and then decided what areas 1 needed to focus on 
in consequent interviews. The research is not fùlly grounded theory in that a variety 
of huches were explored in subsequent i n t e ~ e w s  rather than adopting strong 
domains to then follow through. Upon leaving the field, 1 started to transcnbe a11 the 
tapes that 1 had collected. The latter was a the-consuming task that set my research 
back by several months because 1 transcribed al1 the intonations including pauses, 
Iaughter, etc. Once 1 had listenedi transcnid the tapes verbaîim, 1 narrowed d o m  
the number of participants who would fom the foci of my study. In making such 
choiczs, I used a method that rnight be more closely aligned with cccnterion sampling." 
Such a process is: 

. . . based on the delineation of the research problems and questions, and on 
the identification of empirical and theoretical factors considered to affect 
problem and questions, field workers develop a set of amibutes or dimensions 
that characterise a group or setting. (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984, p. 73) 

Having developed these attributes, 1 aimed for a subset of students who had 
family heritage in many parts of the Afncan diaspora (i.e. the continent of Afn'ca, the 
Caribbean and the United States). 1 chose these fourteen students because 1 had 



interviewed them at least twice and felt that there was a balance in tems of the data 
collected As well, 1 wanted a sample that reflected the continent of Afnca as well as 
its diaspora Although six of the selected students' had both parents with heritages in 
the Caribbean, many of the students were of a variety of mixed heritages. Two 
students were of mixed heritage fiom Europe and Afnca; one had mixed heritage fiom 
Afnca and the Caribbean; one had rnixed heritage from the Canbbean and Europe; 
and one had mYced =cm-Canadian settlers and Afncan heritage. Two had both 
parents fiom the continent, and one had both parents fiom the US. It should aIso be 
noted that in cornparison with the general numerical dominance of Jamaicans, they 
were under-represented among the students selected. In tems of gender balance, I 
chose seven girls and seven boys, and drew on their narratives to illustrate differing 
points. Not al1 students selected were represented within each theme discuçsed. 
Some students whose narratives fell within a theme were not highlighted because to 
do so would have led to their identification In subsequent transcription of the tapes, 1 
included the length of pauses in speech, interjections of speech between interviewer 
and interviewee, and run-on sentences, as well as where Iaughter took place. In 
presenting this data, 1 have chosen to omit much of the detailed transcription. As I see 
it, the purpose of the study is not to focus on linguistics but rather to analyze the ways 
in which students use speech as part of constructing a discourse. 

Initially, 1 searched through the data generated by the interviews with the 
fourteen students, coding for a number of themes. However, coding the data proved 
problematic in texms of getting universal themes that seemed to cohere across the 
participants. 1 thought that the problem lay within the construction of my research 
project; the ways in which 1 had focussed on individual students; or that my data 
generation had been inadequate. Thus, 1 retmed to the literature on research 
methodology (Spradley, 1979; Bogdan and Biklen, 1982; Goetz & Lecompte, 1984; 
Lather, 199 1; Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Thompson 1990) and another bout of reading. 
Following this reading, 1 concluded that perhaps the problematic nature of the data 
analysis Iay in my ambivalence towards the students and whether they were 
participants /'csubjects" of my research or whether they were "uiformants." The 
distinction between the latter is an important one in that it affects the focus one adopts 
towards one's data (Spradley, 1979). Whereas constructing the students as "subjects" 
indicates an emphasis on critique of the students' perspectives, constructions of my 
research subjects as "p~cipantsY7 implies that I am seeking to understand their 
experiences of the media fiom such perspectives. 

Searching ihrough the data for phrases and topics that emerge and then writing 
down these words and phrases to represent topics and patterns becarne the initial step 
of an ongoing process towards develophg coding categones. Also, according to the 
suggestions of Bogdan and Biklen (1982, pp. 156-162), 1 began to analyze my data 
using codes such as definition of the situation, process codes, event codes (Bogdan & 



Biklen, 1982). Whereas the latter codes proved usefùl to some degree, it still lefi my 
data scattered and too broad 1 then tumed to James Spradley's (1979) discussion and 
definition of cultural themes as 'bny cognitive principle, tacit or explicit, recurrent in 
a number of domains and seMng as a relationship among subsystems of cultural 
meaning" (p. 186). In particular, his discussion identified the ways in which thematic 
analysis allows access to "a holistic view of a culture or cultural scene." In the 
specific case of my research, the latter allowed me to crystallise and reorient the 
purpose of my research as: "A study of youth cultures among Afiican-Canadian hi& 
school students" and to develop subsidiary questions such as ''How do the students 
orient themselves to youth culture?" "How does orientation to specific forms of youth 
culture, especially those that emanate fkom the US, position the students in relation to 
discourses on identity." Of particular use to my analytic fkmework and 
reconceptualisation of my data was Spradley's (1 979) postulation that "'every culture, 
and every cultural scene, is more than a jumble of parts. It consists of a system of 
meaning that is integrated into some kind of larger pattern" (p. 186). While the latter 
indication of a larger pattern wodd seem to irnply unity, Spradley (1979) also urges 
caution in looking for one dl-encompassing theme within a study. He argues that a 
more likely scenario is that within data, a cultural scene will be integrated around a set 
of major themes and minor themes (p. 187). 

Some of these themes, such as "diasporan identity," emerged fiom my original 
focus and exïsting cultural studies literature. Others, such as "acting black,'' emerged 
nom analy sis of the students ' transcri pts. As Spradley (1 979) suggests: 

People do not express them easily, even though they h o w  the cultural 
principle and use it to organise their behaviour and interpret experience. 
Themes come to be taken for granted; they slip into that area of knowledge 
where people are not quite aware or seldom fhd the need to express what they 
know (p. 188) 

Throughout the process of transcription 1 decided that I wodd not use a 
computer program such as NIJD*ST. 1 manually coded the transcnpîs and then 
created computer files of narratives that reflected these developing themes. In using 
manual coding, 1 was able to gain a degree of farniliarïty with my data that rnight not 
have occurred had 1 assigned the coding to a qualitative program. 1 noted Coffey, 
Holbrook and Atkinson (1996) that: 

the categorisation of textual data and the use of computer software to search 
for them appear to render the general approach akin to standardised swey or 
experimental design procedures. In our view qualitative research is not 
enhanced by poor imitations of other research styles and traditions. Analytic 
procedures which appear rooted in standardised, often mechanistic, procedures 



are not substitute for genuinely cCgrounded" engagement with the data 
throughout the whole of the research procedures (7.6) 

The North-South representation was one theme that emerged. Another was 
how consû-ucting "the real" gives meaning to what is perceived as acceptable or 
unacceptable in the reception of media images and music. A topic within the 
narratives that becomes part of a theme is the way in which the students position 
themselves in relation to an "urban legend" conceming Tornmy Hilfiger. As well as 
tracing the individuals within the narratives, 1 also tracked each participant's 
narratives for similarities as well as differences in relation to topics and themes. The 
following illustrates the way in which a student positions himself in relation to a 
discourse of power in two different scenarios duruig two different interviews: 

Student: School? See thut 's just the big thing, i ihink because of rhat phiiosophy, 1 
think that's just my biggest problem in school, Cos Ifind myselflike Dause] when it 
cornes fo work or any thing in school. i just do if the way i want 20. Like that was the 
biggest problem in [Designl class. Like me and my [Designl teacher fo~ght  over 
every single assignment because 1 would uZways wunt to do il the ways 1 rvmt to do it 
and never the way he wanis to do it. 

Or fiom the same student in another interview: 

1 can 't blame the coach too much. Cos in everyfhing I do, I take it as an art. Like 1 am 
an artisr by nature. And if1 am playifig a gume, I'll love to do it nty wuy. And thar 's 
one thing rny coach diah 't ~ k e .  He wanted it to be dune his way. 

Thompson (1 990) afler Geetz, suggests that in terms of andysis of culture: 

what it requires is not so much the attitude of an analyst seeking to classify and 
quanti&, but rather the sensitivity of an interpreter seeking to discem patterns 
of meaning, to discriminate between shades of sense, and to render intelligible 
a way of life which is already meaningfut for those who live it. (p. 132) 

In analysing my data, I recognised that as categories of analysis, gender, race, 
sexuality and class are not merely variables to be manipulated by the analyst, or 
"differences" that rnight either be descnbed, subordinated to another variable, or set 
aside in order to generalise. Instead, race, class, sexuality, and gender are the 
fundamental hierarchies which create oppressive social relations, relations of 
inequality in which the subordination of one group constitutes and is the necessary 
condition for the privilege of another. Forms of oppression are neither separable nor 



"additive" but "interIocking7' "manifold and simultaneous" (Cm in Payne, 1996, p. 
-454). While we cm understand elements of race, class, and gender, we can only 
understand their effects in combination As Di11 and Zinn (1990) explain, "'they 
operate in complex and confounding ways," as each black woman "experiences the 
effects of these hierarchies and her location in them as a whole- She cannot divide her 
life into component parts and Say which status has the greatest impact at any given 
momenty' (cited in Payne, 1996, p. 454). Also usefiil for my analysis is Cameron 
McCarthy's (1 997) use of nonsynchrony whereby "'ïndividuals or groups, in their 
relation to their economic, political, and cultural institutions such as schools, do not 
share identical consciousness and express the same interests, needs or desires 'at the 
same point of tirne"' (Hicks 199 122 1, p. 547). McCarthy7s work helps to 
problematise my data so that rather than a uniform presentation of identity-in- 
formation, the data allows for a plurality of positions. As well, his work sensitises one 
as to how relations of class, gender, sexuality that intersect with the individual or the 
group through a complex pattern or b o t  c m  have contradictory effects even in sîmilar 
institutional settings such as the school. 

The use of open-ended interviews as the primary source of data allows one to 
analyse the collected statements as a fom of discourse. This variant of discourse 
analysis, draws on the work of Potier and Wetherell(1988) where the narratives of the 
students are regarded as a construction in which: 

Factual type description is meshed into explanation, and the whole package 
has an evaluative orientation. There is no way one could identiQ statements of 
fact, separate statements of explanation, and then statements offering the 
speaker's evaluation. The discourse works as a package-a searnless texture of 
talk. (p. 64) 

Such an understanding of discourse andysis ais0 recognises that people's talk 
will be oriented to Merent  goals such as explaining, persuading, and justifjang. Thus, 
context is important in terms of analysing discourse, and talk will change according to 
what the participant is doing. In trying tu elicit the meanings that the students 
attribute to their identity and the ways in which such meanings draw on media culture, 
1 also focus on the discourses used by the students. In adopting such a focus 1 
recognise that: 

people in lay talk have access to a compendium of different interpretative 
resources, which they blend together to produce a wide variety of different 
effects. When we examine the argumentative patterns in ordinary discourse 
we do not fmd, therefore, the focus that cornes nom the requirements of 
scientific accountability, nor the neat organisation which might be expected 
nom a person working nom a consistent set of beliefs and attitudes or a single 



mode1 of the world. M e r ,  what we see is fragmentation (Wetherell & Potter, 
1992, p. 92) 

Wetherell & Potter's work falls within what would be descnbed by Billig 
(1 997) as discursive or rhetorical psychology. Such a psychological focus becomes 
necessary "as studies move h m  the products themselves to the role that such 
products play in the lives of consumers." This is especially true for studies that seek 
to investigate the relations between audiences and media products. This latter 
understanding of discourse analysis is aligned in my study with Thompson's 
recommended analysis of narrative structure as the second phase of using a depth 
henneneutic framework For Thornpson (1990), such an analysis of narrative 
structure examines "the patterns, characters and roles which are comrnon to a set of 
narratives and which constitute a cornmon underlying ~tnicture'~ (p. 288). 

The themes highlighted by the research should be seen as only a fiagrnent of 
the students' lives, caphired momentarily, and contoured strongly by the socio- 
economic composition of those students who were willing to share aspects of their 
lives during the interviews. The understandings gamered fiom the research cannot be 
viewed as a "whole ûuth," but should instead be regarded as a mere fiagrnent. As 
Rich (1979) argues, "there is no 'the truth,' 'a truth7-tnith is not one thing, or even a 
system- It is an increasing complexity" (p. 187). Verification of the latter can be seen 
in the following two incidents that occurred during data generation. The first incident 
was in response to discussion of youth culture. One respondent, in reference to other 
participants in the research, suggested to me that, "those guys won't know nothing, 
they don? do nothing." Interestingly, his suggesiion of another student who ' a d  lots 
at the weekend" proved futile, since the potential participant was not willing to 
"share" his "week-end life. No doubt a very different perspective would have 
emerged had he "shared" his experiences with me. The second incident related again 
to lost perspectives. It refers to one of the students who took part in the early parts of 
the focus group but was involved in a violent incident out of school that resulted in 
him removing himself fiom schooL Thus, the research process has to recognise the 
complexity of the material reality of the students' lives: a complexity that we can only 
begin to understand with the use of multiple perspectives to generate and analyze the 
data. As Douglas Kellner (1995) argues: 

To get a fuller picture of cultural texts and social phenornena, one must 
therefore grasp a wide range of constituent elements of cultural texts and 
practices. To do this properly, one needs to draw on a spectrum of cntical 
methods, as some are better to grasp class, others to conceptualise gender and 
sexuality, and yet others to articulate race, myth and symbol, subliminal and 
latent dimensions of culture, and so on. (p. 97) 



The latter comment by Kellner was one of the reasons why depth hermeneutics 
as a methodological fiamework was attractive; it offered more than one lens thmugh 
which to read the lives of the students. Incorporating a social-histoncal analysis 
allows the study to move beyond a solely interpretivist lem in garnering the meanings 
that the students make in relation to the media, towards a position that recognises 
context and positionality in contouring rneaning. "A text is constituted by its interna1 
relations and its relations to its social-historical situation, and the more relations 
articulated in a critical reading, the better grasp of a text one may have" (Kellner, 
1995, p. 99). In light of Kellner's persuasive argument, 1 provide a synopsis in chapter 
4 of the social historical development of understandings of blackness within Alberta, 
the location of the study. 

As stated above, presentation of my data is affected by ethical concems with 
maintaining the anonymity of the students and the confidences in which they spoke 
to/with me. At times, concerns corne to the fore as a tension emerges between how 
much detail to reveal and how much to subsume about individual participants. For 
example, in ûying to explain the ways in which a student positions herself in relation 
to patrïarchy, should one also indicate such a positioning is affected by her negative 
view of her father. Or in order to highlight tensions and fragmentation within the 
group, should 1 identify where students have been critical about others. Ethnographers 
suggest that one way around the latter dilemma is to change the details of the 
participants, or details of an event. But if we do so to any great extent, then 
application of differing social categories c m  effect the ways in which the narrative is 
read and interpreted. As a partial solution to the latter, I decided that maintaining the 
anonymity of my participants would take precedence over providing contextual clues 
to strengthen my data. My work thus lacks in-depth individual biographies of the 
fourteen students under discussion. The issue of maintaining anonymity also affected 
the ways in which I presented my data When 1 first entered the research site, 1 was 
interested in conducting in-depth individual i n t e ~ e w s  to be presented as "life 
histones." However, I soon realised that because I was using one site and an easily- 
identifiable population, those involved in the research rnight be able to identiG each 
other. Because of the latter 1 decided that I wodd not construct my data as individual 
biographies but would instead use an approach that would abstract genemlities fiom 
particulars and examine the relational aspects of the data 

Another tension emerged around the writing up of the research findings and 
attempting to create a balance, if that is possible, between the perspectives of the 
participants and my own analysis and interpretation of their world The latter refers 
indirectly to the issue of fïnding an appropriate voice with which to present my data. 
For example, should 1 foreground my voice as interpretation or my voice as 
descnption? While it can be argued that interpretation and descnption are not 
diametrkally opposed, the achievernent of a delicate balance was challenging. As 
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Acker, Barry and Esseveld (1983) argue, "How do we explain the lives of others 
without violating their reality?" (p. 429). Also, in what ways can I take account of 
Patti Lather's (1986) concern with reducing exphnation solely to the intentions of the 
social actors: by taking into account the deep structures- psychoIogica1 and social, 
conscious and unconscious-that shape human experience and perceptions, without 
committing the sin of theoretical imposition? (p. 262). 

Once analysis was completed (to a degree, since no analysis is a final reading 
once and for dl), and writing had begun, then the study moved into the final stage of 
depth hermeneutic approach: namely, interpretatiodreinterpretation, During this 
final phase, interpretation proceeded by synthesis, or what Thompson (1990) identifies 
as "the creative construction of possible meanings" (p. 289). With the latter in mind, I 
have used the narratives of the students to directly illustrate the ways in which they 
use media culture to make meaning within their lives. Throughout the thesis 1 refer to 
the students as cCparticipants" to indicate that the students are participating within a 
process of data generation The descriptor is used in preference to "subjecf" or 
"respondent," both of which connote a different relationship between researcher and 
researched Further, 1 have assigned each student a pseudonym to be used when his or 
her narratives are cited- 



Chapter Summary 

In concluding, this chapter provided an audit trail that outlines how the study 
was undertaken. Using the narratives of the students as well as extracts fkom my field 
joumal, the chapter identified the ontological and epistemological difficulties 
encountered during the research process. In particular, a rationale was provided as to 
the choice of specific methods within a qualitative framework The use of a focus 
group and individual methods, and the dyn-CS of establishing rapport when using 
such methods, are discussed in detail. Relations of power emerge as an underlying 
theme within the research process: between participant and researcher and between 
researcher and administrators. The difficulties of adhering to one specific research 
mode1 during stages of analysis were also discussed, revealing how research in 
postpositivist times cannot be an "Immaculate Conception" built on one pure and rigid 
method As such, the chapter outlines a study that falls wi-thin a qualitative 
fiamework, draws on ethnographie research methods, and produces what might best 
be described as a form of critical ethnography. Throughout the study I attempt to link 
the orientation of my work to a critical cultural studies fhmework 1 use a depth 
hermeneutic fiamework, involving a critical cultural studies literature review, an 
analysis of the students' discourse via narrative structures, and a reinterpretation of the 
students' doxa using critical cultural shidies as an analytic tool. In particular, 1 take 
note of John Fiske's (1994) argument that 'kultural studies attempts to be multilevel 
in its methodology and in particular to explore the interface between the stnicturing 
conditions that determine our social experience and ways of living that people devise 
in them" (p. 197). 

In the next chapter, the thesis analyzes the students' discourse as narrative to 
ascertain the ways in which they relate to black identity as a collective identity. 



Notes 

L A Manchester Guardian Weekly article highlights the findings by researcher Tony SeweIi that bIack 
youth culture was to blarne for lack of academic success (HïnsiifF& Bright G-zmrdian WeekZy, p. 7, Aug 
24-30,2000). 

The importance of hawig some one, within the system, to speak about rny credibïility as a researcher 
was important. Thus a teacher involveci in previous research projects with me proved essential in my 
abiity to maintain a sense of credibiility with my potential research site. 

Hair that has been plaited close to the head in straight rows fiom fiont to back of the head. 



Chapter 4 

A Sense of Belonging 

m a t  is ot issue here is the recognition of the extraordinas, diversity of subjective 
positions, social experiences and cultural identities which compose the category "b lac~  " 
that is the recognition that "black" is essentidy a politicalfy and cxihrally constmed 

category, which cannot be grounded in a set of fmd îranscultural or transcendental racial 
categories and which therefore has no guarantees in Nature. (HaIl, 1988, p. 28) 

Introduction 

This chapter explores the students' narratives in order to understand their sense 
of belonging to a geographic region; their sense of place in the Canadian nation; and 
their sense of ccorigins." The students, as indicated by my discussion in chapter three, 
have links, via parents, with a variety of geographic backgrounds that span from the 
continent of Africa through to its diaspora in the Caribbean and North Amenca- 
Further, this section looks at individual conceptions of culture and identity as they 
relate to notions of the Afncan diaspora and black collective consciousness. As well, 
this chapter highlights the ways in which the students position themselves in relation 
to the diaspora and what Paul Gilroy identifies as a ccdynamics of remembrance and 
cornmernoration"-a positioning that can lead to a sense of consciousness not 
dependent upon a nation state for fulfilment. Use of such dynamics of remembrance 
wouid allow the students to use their experiences within a white-dominated society to 
articulate a sense of "blackness" and ccbelonging" that crosses geographic borders. 

The crossing of national borders implied by the students' narratives is enabled, 
to a certain extent, by the process of mediazation. This process, by which televisual 
and digital pulses cross the geographic boundaries of the nation state, affects the 
positioning of a black self in relation to Canadian society. The chapter identifies how 
black students draw on questions of origins, experiences, historical rnemory, and the 
influence of media culture, especially music, to enable construction of a common 
language full of symbolic rneaning. The complexity of the latter is captured by Paul 
Willis' (1990) staternent that: 

. . . often young black people are engaged in a doubly creative task. 
They are trying to negotiate what it means to be a black penon in a 
white culture at the same time as they are engaged in the same creative 
activities as their white peers. (p. 8) 



This chapter, in conjunction with chapters fhe  to nuie, provides the second 
phase of the 'cdepth-hermeneutics7y approach that studies ccsymbolic forms as complex 
symbolic constructions . . . which by virtue of their structurai features, are abie to, and 
daim to, represent something, signie something, say something about something7' 
(Thompson, 1990, p. 22). They highlight structural features, patterns and relations. 

However, before undertaking direct analysis of the students' narratives, 1 
would like to present, by way of background, the social context of the school site and 
a social historical o v e ~ e w  of the presence of Aflican-Canadians in Alberta 

School Climaie 

Although the school site is not the direct focus of study, it still rernains a 
common location within which the students interact and play out various identities. 
As such, the school acts as a site for discourses of style and music to meet and 
cornpete leading to the production of racialised, gendensed and sexualised identities. 
These social differences are recognised differently within the school environment with 
some differences being highlighted while others are denied or rnuted Schools are 
physically-bounded (walls, desks) institutions possessing distinct hierarchies and 
social structures, and roles, e.g. student, p ~ c i p a l ,  counsellor, classrmm teacher. It 
may be that schwls, through the ethic of cornpetition and selection, impose difference 
upon its students. Whereas racialised differences are denied and subsumed in officia1 
curriculums. Differences related to academic achievements are highlighted and 
reinforced. So it is that Carneron McCarthy's (1997) concept of nonsynchrony is 
useful here in identimg the ways in which students may coexist within a school 
environment but do not always share a sîmilar consciousness. Aithough the school 
would like to perceive students synchronously as having an identical consciousness as 
"'just students," the narratives indicate that they have racialised perceptions of 
themselves and others with whom they interact in school: 

J: So do you mix with people hem? Neah/ When you say Brown whaî do you mean? 
Doreen: Pakistani and Indian? 
JI Right, so thot 's what people tend to call them? 
Doreen: They call them brown. i don 't @ow] why. 
J:  So you have brown and you have black Wncrt else do  you have? 
Doreen: Whites, and like Orientals. 
J: Oh Orientals . And Orientals is? 
Doreen: That 's evelythingfiom like Asia. 

Part of this similarity in experiences is that for many students, high schools 
are institutions that they are coerced into attending. In particular, the Iink between 



schooling and certification provides a strong economic incentive for attending high 
school and thus king rewarded with a high school diploma. Life without such a high 
school diploma offers a dismal prospect economically. In this sense, the group of 
students inte~ewed were bighly motivated to succeed economically, although they 
ofien questioned the ways in which the school organiseci the curriculum and 
knowledge production As well, the built-in element of compulsion increasingly 
highlights how relations of power become sources of conflict within schools between 
teachers and students and students and students. 

In selecting a site, various factors came into play: the ethnic composition of 
the school; the willingness of the anministrators to allow me access; and the 
willingness of the students to participate in the study. The school is a large urban high 
school in Alberta with between 1500 and 2000 students, 15- 18 years old. It attracts 
students fiom a variety of ethnic groups, and is often descriied as multicultural. 
Geographically it is located in a southem part of the city where the population is a 
mixture of whitecollar and blue-collar workers. Many of the students who attend the 
school are the children of professionals who are upwardly mobile. They are atûacted 
to the school because of its acadernic reputation and its ability to transfer sîudents 
ont0 higher education. Arnong the students interviewed, this bias, in terms of socio- 
economic status, was evident, since many of the students came nom homes where 
parents had accessed pst-secondary education and where education was seen as a 
valuable tool for economic mobiliîy. As one student's narrative indicated, most of the 
students came fiom a similar economic strata: 

J: Similar economic starus? fiplain that a bit more. 
Denzil: Middle-class area- That big grey area of middle-class. 
J: You comider yourselfrniddle-clas? Hotu do you determine that? 
Denzil: Just compare yourselfto the people rvith more money Iguess. I don 't know. 
J: So you defirie yourserby comparing yourselfto? 
D d :  1 am not a truiler headl am not a mansion so I am a [inaudible] 

Students indicated that in tenns of school climate, and the numbers of black 
students, things had changed so that whereas a few years previously the school was 
exciting, with lots of black students, now their numbers were decreased: 

Etta- See [School] used to be the school talkd about ' C u  Iasf year we had even like 
some of the kids ,@auselfiam l u t  year. In the very begihning of the year ir was so 
good Even all-last year 1 think it was fùn. But al the very beginning there were so 
many people and then those people would get kicked out for sktpping. And so you 
never saw them again. But fhen there were still those regulam that ,@ause] it was so 
&ad 'cm all the grade 12 's and sîufl Then fhis year it 's like ,@ause] it 's ail righ 
[drop in energy-Jat toneJ 



The school has a variety of programs including a special academic Stream for 
students whose marks suggest that they will go on to pst-secondary institutions and 
university. Leon describes the differences between the academic and regular program: 

Leon: The on@ thing I see that 's direreni in [Academic Challenge] that 's probably 
d~~erentfiorn O ther things is that the teachers treat you dxferently. 
J: Oh in what way? 
Leon: Like they just think @ause]you are some kind of Einstein. /flou think so?// 
Yeah, They generally think students in [Academic Challenge] are very, very, hard 
working Maybe they are but that doesn 't pertain ro me. i am not that hard rvorking. 
And they just treat you like that. Like it 's not a big deal but, they just treat you 
dxferently. They say stuf'and they expect you to know if. They do stuff@azlse] Okay 
do this. Like I don 't have a problem with all chat- But I know it 's just o dxrerent 
mode because I heur dxferent srories. 

Thus the general student population is streamed into differing levels for their core 
subjects of English, mathematics, social sciences, and sciences at grades te- eleven, 
and twelve. Two of the students in t e~ewed  were part of this academic challenge 
program. 

Formal design regulates the physical and material experiences within the 
school. Physically, the school is laid out on one floor, with a central area within 
which students gather for social events. This student-defned space is located near to 
the school office and, as such, provides a "natural" opportunity for the teachers to 
cCgaze" on the students as they socialise; the school administrators are only a "call" 
away from any trouble that might erupt. Studenl themselves were not unaware of this 
possibility of being within a Bentham-type panoptican (Foucault, 1 977), even though 
partial. One student drew my attention to this when he described where he "hung out" 
when not in class, and why he choose such a location: 

Marcus: I don 't like tu chill. . . right in fiont of the office . . . i j u t  don 't like them 
[teachers] wutching alwqs talking to me about something . . . . If we stuy down there 
(by door] we can see them when they are coming. 

Corridors and lockers become focal points and sites where students mir and socialise. 
Often it is within these "fieer" social spaces that students feel most closely monitored 
and most often challenged. One student's narrative recalled such an incident of 
confiict in the corridors: 

MelMn: 1 am not causing like a big disturbance and then he[a teacher] is l i h  . . - 
You guys shouldn 't be in the hallways. L i k  he wasn 't even paying attention . . . 1 am 
like "Ok; well look Iam just going to rny Zocker to get rny SC@ And then he is like, 
"Why is she with you? "And I am like "Oh becouse we both are going tu my locker to 
get my stuff " But then he is like, "Oh you guys are causing. " I am Zih 'ZookI 've 



been in this hallway for about a minute and a halfbecause ofyou- I coufd have just 
went, did my Ziftle thirty-second thing got to rny l o c h  and took ofl But you have to 
stop in the miMe of the hallway. " And he is like "Oh b-u guys are ivanderïng all 
over the place. " I'm iike "Didyou just see whar I just did. - . then he is like "Oh are 
you gerting lippy with me or something? And he i. like "let 's go to the office" su 1 ,vas 
like "Ok let 's go to the office" ï was like "You want tu go ro the office and battle this 
we 'll go and battle this. " 

For some students, as described in the narrative above, this monitoring can result in 
admonishments as they challenge the authority of the school. As well, students are 
requested and expected to have an identification card that is created during the 
enrolment procedures at the beginning of the school y e z  The expectation is that 
students must cany this identification card at all times and to present it, on request, to 
staff. 

At lunch times, various CO-curricuiar activities, ranging from music through 
drama to athletics, are available for midents to phcipate in. However, among the 
students interviewed, few were invdved in school-initiated activities. The closest 
school-related activity was the "steptearn" îhat was organised by a group of girls 
inte~ewed during the study. Since the stepteam was not organised through a school 
club, many of the girls felt that it was not really a legitimate school club and therefore 
not under the control of the administration, The latter scenario highlights the issue of 
social control as it intersects with a racialised identity. For the girls interviewed, the 
ability to control who has access to the dance group was important, so that it could be 
defined as a group for black students. 

Sociologists in the US, UK, and Canada have fiequentiy identified the ways in 
which participation in school sports is often used to reinforce the symbolic 
representation of black males as concerned with a C'body'y rather than "mind" 
(Solomon, 1992). However, within this study, although many of the students were 
interested in sports, and seemed to have had successfut sports careen in their junior 
high years, many of those interviewed had IittIe involvement in high school sports. 
Observation of team photographs displayed in the schoot hallways suggests that only a 
smdl number of the Anican-Canadian students represented the school in organised 
sports. The following focus group narratives indicate the dynamics involved in the 
process of selection and rejection fiom sports teams. The perceived racialised 
dynamics to which the students allude is that black students are considered good at 
running but not for some of the other sports. 

Student 1: Schoof can ignore you for a year but then when truck cornes around 
Ce-proarl 
Student 2: We don 't get on the other teams, how corne at pack time you want us, 
vernale focus group) 



The reasons cited for this lack of involvement in school teams varied from prohibitive 
cost, to not king able to submit themselves to the discipline and requirernents of the 
sports coach. One interesting narrative presented by a young woman indicated that 
the gendered nature of school tearns was prohibitive: 

Sîudent: I'm not very good at joining sports tearns and sruff 'cuz mually it 's like 
@ause]; girls are girls boys are boys. I can 't work rvith girls. 
J: Can you not? 
Student: No- 1 try and like @ause]; OR boys get violent. But it 's to the point of where 
they push you. They shove you on the grouizd whafever? Girls are Iike going for your 
eyes, .. Abh really?//lik rhey thinkstupid things. Ifyou are on the field they scratch 
you. @ause]; It 's stupid Like the girls just go out su that they can scratch other girls 
ivhile fhey are playing //righU/ Like get the bal1 mvay and stuff@ame]; if 's s tupid 

Although the School Council was a student-based organisation with elected positions, 
none of the students interviewed were involved One student indicated that the 
organation lacked the ability to truly represent the students, as their role was confined 
to social activities, rather than representing the views of students to those in the 
education hierarchy: 

D e d :  No 1 found the shtdents don 't have nzuch rights in what goes on in the school. 
"You have to do this you have to learn this, and you have to Ieam that 's how if is. 

Don 't argue" 
J:  Su do you ihinkyou have a nght to have your voice heard? 
Student: Yeah 
J:  Ah, On rvhat bais? 
Denzil: We have to leam it I mean we are going to run the country when these people 
pass o n  m e n  these peopie retire. They may as well lisien to us. 

As noted above, few of the black students were involved in school-based clubs and 
organisations. This situation was not uniform for al1 ethnic or racialised groups, many 
of whom were represented in a variety of photographs on the school walls. 
The "hidden ciirriculum" (Jackson, 19781, through values, attitudes, or principles, 
implicitly conveyed to pupils by teachers, plays an important role in preparing 
students to adapt themselves to specific regimes of power (Foucault, 1980). Linked 
with Foucault's notion of regimes of power, the school seems to act as a site where 
disciplining of the self is an imporîant factor in producing specific schooled 
subjectivities. A student's ability to keep t h e  by arriving for school and lessons "on 
time" is inportant in enabling them to present/position themselves as "good" -dents. 
Attendance is also a part of producing this specific schooled subject Non-attendance 
c m  produce consequences that result in exclusion from school. The following 
narrative indicates the pressure that develops into a process of exclusion nom school: 



Wellpretty much I just didn 't lik do what 1 was supposed to do. Like pay attention to 
my schoolwork 'eu I don 't know High school was such a big world and then 1 j u t  
started meeting people like click, click, click And Zike l don 't know. Andpeople jwt 
leme me slack and then like . . .i rvouldn 't go to class. 1 wouldn 't do this and I'd visit 
people i'd Zike to be with and they were at drfferent schools or I'd do something 
during cZass or something. And like ,@ause] I j u t  didn 't go to cIass. And 1 didn 't get 
really kicked out- Weil Igot kicked out of Dause] a couple of classes and rhen I had 
the rest of them that i Zike make Iike a special appearance at every once and a whiZe. 

Dress style is important in ternis of aligning oneself with specific subjectivities 
and in complying with the expectations of the school authorities. As the school diary 
stated, '%lothing shouid be adequate for modesty, and must not be decorated with 
images or lettering that would be offensive to students, staff, or the public." Dress 
style, therefore, articulates with popular culture to produce subjectivîties and thus 
becomes an imporîant site for representation of ideology-Le. meaning in the name of 
power-as students cohere with or contest the various noms and values of schools and 
wider society. In ternis of discipline, the school booklet indicates clear niles that 
students shouid follow in order to show respect for authority. As one student 
indicated in his narrative, this process of rule following can be difficult when the 
authority of the teacher is not recognised: 

MelMn: I've go2 to put in like my info. Ifl don 'tput in my info, Zik then they are 
going to just keep on doing what they do. 'Cm most of the time gyou be like "Yeah, 
okyeah " 1 end up in Zike an uncomfortuble position where I am getting like even more 
angry. Because now fpa* I am moved to another tuble for something 1 didn 't do, 
which is actualy Iike saying to her [the teached Weh! you just gave me a kick in my 
back side why don 't you just do it again any rime you fiel like it. " instead I'm like 
Wey  look I am letting you know what i just did and 1 am putting down some ground 
rules becarrse ryyou don 't knoiv you better recognise this next time. 

Similarly with the foilowing student, a lack of respect for teachers can also result in 
"deviant" behaviour that challenges authorïty and discipline. In response to a question 
that asked him to identiQ what would make him respect a teacher, he replied: 

Gerald: Teachem that wodd act Iike they are my fiiend. . . . They know they are 
there to teach you but ut the same time rhey act Iike they are afiiend to you . . . . 
They don 't act like they are above you. Even though you know they are. That LF why 
you respect them When they act like they are a piend you respect them. And that 's 
whyyou will do what they say. But no! when they like ,@ause] act like they have 
higherpower to you. Tell you what to do, you have to take their orders. Thar 's when 1 
don 't respect them 



In those cases where d e  following was severely problematic, resulting in harm to 
others or self, a school community-based police officer was on hand to give advice 
and assistance, as well as oversee crime prevention programs. 

According to official educational policy, schools are neutral environrnents 
wherein the primary differences recogm-sed are academic; differences in relation to 
race, class, or sexuality are not recognised In some ways the latter is continuing the 
pattern set by founders of the education system, such as Egerton Ryerson, whereby the 
school was viewed as a place for cornmon experiences; a common place where 
difierences would be subsumed withùi an Anglo-dominant nom. Thus the school 
takes its mandate from Alberta Leaming, whose primary understandings are based on 
a multicultural fiamework, whereby schools are designated as consisting of students 
of various ethnic identities. This understanding of ethnicity is based upon a "'colour- 
blind" attitude where equality means that everyone is treated without recognition of 
differences. So it is that the racialised, gendered and sexualised discounes that 
students position themselves within are ignored1 (Kelly, 1998). 

Conîrary to the dominant "colour-blind" discourse of many educators in the 
school system, these students9 narratives also positioned them and others, at times, as 
racialised subjects. A few sîudents dluded to demarcation of areas according to 
racialised groups: 

Etta: Well like people consider that ,@ause] i guess in the Hexagon they have little 
corners which ifyou lookyou can see them Especially like fhey have a large East 
Indiun group. And @ause] the Orientals are never reully in the Heragon. 'Cm they 
actually have basically their own halhvay on that side of the school- They have what 
you cal1 [laugh] Chinatown . . . the whole hallivay is basically Oriental. You 'll notice 
if. if's really easy fo find .. .,@ause] That doesn 't bother me. Real&. Iguess it would 
intimihte you ifyou di&? know any one. 

Although these areas were rnarked and noted within the narratives, racialised 
boundaries were not perceived as being strictly policed, and several narratives allude 
to interaction taking place between different racialised groups. In positioning 
themselves as racialised subjects, they identified themselves as "black" and were, to 
varying degrees, conscious of blachess as a political category that could be mobilised 
and used to their advantage. Many of the students indicated that there had been a 
decrease in the number of black students attending the school, and with that decrease 
the dynamic within the black group had changed The implication of the latter in 
terms of the students9 school lives was that there was a decrease in the intm-group 
muùng, and in some ways group solidanty had been undennïned At issue also was 
the perceived attitude of the administraton who were regarded as c'policing" black 
sîudents' actions to such an extent that some students regarded one administrator as 
solely concemed with kding out "information" with regard to other black students. 





D e d :  Yeah, Iasked him [a teacher- "How come there is no blackpeople in 
history? " He is like "Oh 1 don 't know. I guess they didn 't do anything. " He said 
something along those lines. I was like f j u u s e ~ o k  of amazement] there 's got to be 
sornething, Su I just started doing research and found out a whole bunch of things. 
Like, like &ause] the Street ZIght and ail those things invented by a blackperson- 
Everything 

Or this student: 

Etta: Oh Gosh, Not in school. &ause] They never really go through that shrffr They 
really don 't have rnuch of anything black in the cumimlurn at all. They don 't even 
really consider it actually fyou want the honest tmth. 

This section of the chapter haç presented an overview of the social context and 
structures of the school through the narratives of the students. This type of social 
analysis is useful in providing a sense of the ways in which the students regard the 
school and authority. The next section will analyse the histoncal representation of 
peoples of Afncan descent in Alberta. Such an understanding will contextualise the 
circumstances for the reader and provide a background against which to read the 
narratives. 

African Canadian Presence in Aiberta 

This section examines how peoples of Afincan descent came to Alberîa and 
counters narratives that indicate a lack of representation in the Canadian mosaic. 
Starting with the largest group of pioneers, this section charts the pattern of 
immigration for peoples of African descent coming to the province. This immigration 
occurred in three major waves: 1905-1 9 1 1, fkom Oklahoma; late 1960s and 1 WOs, 
fiom the Caribbeaa; 1980s onwards, an increasing number of AfXcan students and 
refugees. 

Over the period 1905-19 12, various strategies were employed by the 
immigration authorities in order to discourage blacks fiom moving to the Canadian 
West fiom Oklahoma in the US.' Alberta was foremost among the provinces fighting 
to stem the flow of black immigrants. Official organisations in Edmonton, such as the 
Board of Trade and the Imperid Order Daughten of the Empire, gathered petitions of 
protest to send to Ottawa (Shepard, 1997). The reason for their disquiet was racism 
and a belief that blacks were unable to live peacefully together with whites. The 
dominant Anglo-Celtic groups viewed blacks as biologically unassimilateable. 

Analysis of newspapen, govemment documents, magazines, and political 
meetuigs during this period of immigration reveal differing and cornpethg racial 



discourses often intersecting with regional, gendered and political allegiances. The 
most consistent discourses drew on biological determinism and Social Darwinism to 
consû-uct Anglo-Celtics as biologically different from and superior to blacks. Through 
these discourses, the dominant white group constructed blacks and whites as binary 
oppsites. in thïs relation, whites were opposed to nature, while blacks, it was 
assumed, coincided with nature. Such a process naturalised and fixed differences 
between black and white by reducing the culture of black peoples to nature (Hall, 
1997). 

Such discursive practices played out through existing regionalised, classed, 
and gendered discourses. For exarnpk, addressing a "representative gathering" at the 
Conservative party club rooms in Edmonton, the following statement by M i  
Simrnonds of Leduc highlights how some white inhabitants encoded "race" within 
existing regional anirnosities and as part of a general response to non-preferred 
immigrants i.e. Chinese, Hindu, and blacks. In contrast, the preferred group consisted 
of northem Europeans who were easily assimilateable, of hardier stock, and likely to 
thrive in Canada's northem climate. For Simmonds, immigration should reflect 
personal rights, and individuals should be able to choose who they live with, Under no 
circumstance did he want his province to becorne "Black Alberta" via a black 
invasion, and as such he blamed the eastem-based Liberal govemment for being out of 
touch with western sentiments: 

1 can only see one way out of this difficulty . . . and this is to put the present 
governent out of power and bring in one who will listen to our pleas . . . . 
Way d o m  in Ottawa they do not think of the matter as senously as we do, and 
therefore the interest is lacking. (cited in Shepard, 1976, p. 107) 

Women were no less tainted with racism, and the Anglophile women's organisation 
Imperia1 Order Daughters of the Empire used arguments based on sexuality to protest 
black immigration and black male immigration in particular. Using stereotypes, black 
men were presented as a sexual threat to white women. 

Although responses of the prairie provinces to immigration varied, this was 
more by degree h n  scale. Most provinces were against black immigration on 
principle, whether from the United States or fiom the Caribbean. In 191 1, while the 
western boards of trade were petitioning the federal government to stop American 
blacks from taking up Canadian f m s  in Alberta and Saskatchewan, the Montreal 
HeraZd reporîed in rather militaristic tone that the 58 "dark-skinned" domestics fiom 
the Caribbean were considered the advance guard for others to follow. 

Those black immigrants who made it into Alberta between 1907 and 191 1 
formed the core of the early black settlers3. Between 190 1 and 19 1 1, Alberta's 
population increased 5.5 times, fiom 73,000 in 190 1 to 374,000 in 19 1 1. The 19 1 1 



census placed the numbers of blacks residing in Edmonton and Calgary at 208 and 72 
respectively These pioneers settled prharily into four isolated rural communities: 
Junkins (now Wildwood), Keystone (now Breton), Campsie near Barrhead, and 
Amber Valley, twenty miles fiom Athabasca (Carter, 198 1). Populated by groups who 
had fled persecution in Oklahoma, Arnber Valley was the longest-surviving Black 
community, with its own basebali team, its own school and its own church-a self- 
contained community. Of al1 immigrants who took out homesteads fiom 1905-1930, 
45 percent failed to complete the governent conditions that would give them title 
(Palmer, p. 107). However, black immigrants faced added pressures. According to 
Thakur (1988) and Palmer (1990, p. 84), the reason for the failure of most of these 
communities was a lack of infiastnictural developrnent, isolation on marginal lands, 
and racial discrimination. Many of the settlers retmed to Oklahoma The rest 
resettled in Calgary or Edmonton, leaving only a few settlers on the pioneer 
homesteads. This group remained the dominant black group in the province until the 
second wave arrived. 

Although the black settlers of Alberîa arrived in Canada at a later p e n d  than 
other blacks in Ontario and Nova Scotia, they noneîheless faced similar prejudices and 
stereotypes. Common understandings of race as a biological "fact7' and Social 
Darwinism were promoted in books, newspapen and magazines in order to question 
the suitability of blacks Wo the development of the highest sort of citizenship in 
Canada." Discourses of race constnrcted blacks as antithetical to the budding 
capitalist environs that dominant groups in Canada wanted to cultivate. Using 
binarism, blacks were posited as opposite to the thnvïng, hardy, and self-reliant 
northem Euopeans. Instead, they were perceived as "lacking," initiative with a 
"sense of humour and predisposition to a life of ease [that] render[s] his presence 
undesirable" (Cooke, 19 1 1, p. 1 1). For black women, stereotypes were gendered and 
racialised, as concern was expressed about the ability of such "unsuitable" bodies to 
produce future potential citizens who did not conform to conceptions of the 'Vltimate 
Canadian" bred of the %est stock that could be found in the world" (Cooke, 19 f 1, 
p. 1 1). 

As in other regions in Canada, the experiences of Alberta's black pioneen 
differed according to whether they settled in urban or rural areas. For those who were 
segregated fiom mainstream Canadians in self-contained rural black communities, the 
hanh realities of discrimination were often muted, as long as they stayed within their 
communities. For town dwellers that had to interact with whites on an ongoing basis, 
racism and discrimination were rnuch more of an everyday occurrence. However, 
political responses were still required. The Coloured Protective Association was 
formed in the early 1900s in Calgary in order to resist white racism. In the 1920s, 
organisations such as the Universal Negro Improvement Association were also active 
in the community, as was the Alberta Negro Colonisation and Settlement Society. 



Testament to community activity during the 1920s and 1930s is seen in the regular 
Edmonton Bulletin column entitled "Our Negro Citizens." The cultural /social 
occasions advertised and commented on were ofien organised through members of the 
Shiloh Baptist Church. In the late 1 WOs, the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, 
who were active in organising the CPR Porters, translated their fight for human rights 
beyond their workplace into other areas of employment and housing. Their fight for 
human rights in Calgary resulted in blacks being able to access employment in the 
public sector. These cultural/social groups provided a means of gening together and 
expressing cornmon concems, a process which enabled the development of black 
identity formation and group conxiousness. These groups encowaged a collective 
identity formation and enabled recognition that although they came from differing 
classed backgrounds, they had commonalities with regard to racisrn. As part of 
identity formation, a group cornes to identiQ itself by differentiating itself from 
others. Organised initially through churches, these groups allowed blacks to assert a 
degree of social agency not readily available in the wider, white-dorninated society. 
Within these organisations, women played a vital role in developing a sense of 
community. During the 1920s and 1930s, the major@ of women could expect that 
only domestic and senice work would be open to them. Thus black women were 
perceived as fitted to directed seMle roles as gwd domestics, children's nurses, or 
servants. 

This issue of gender and employment was highlighted by the next wave of 
immigration into Alberta during the late 1950s. These workers came directly from the 
Caribbean as domestic workers for white families. A f o r e m e r  to the present day 
live-in caregiver scheme, these women were regarded as cheap, expendable labour 
(Calliste, 1994). The economic exploitation of black women from the Caribbean who 
came to Alberta and Canada during the 1950s and 1960s as domestic workers 
illustrates the process of genderisation and racialisation of immigration policies. 
Ironically, the pnvate sphere of middle-class white women became the complex 
publidprivate sphere of work for black women domestics. The gendered, racialised, 
and ciassed policies of the Canadian state reveal that black women were seen as 
workers located outside their own homes. Despite the problematic nature of the 
domestic scheme, some women were able to challenge their genderedfracialised 
oppression by ushg the scheme for their own fulfihent Franche Govia (1987), on 
commenting on the domestic scheme argues that although exploitation was w d  in a 
variety of ways by women from the Caribbean: 

If Canada had hoped for a docile, passive group of unskilled women as 
domestic servants, it received quite a surprise. Educated women used the 
domestic scheme as the stepping stone into Canada Less-educated women 
used the scheme as the stepping stone to an education and job. (p. 19) 



Other groups of racialised women were mixed in terrns of class and ethnicity. There 
was no automatic aiignrnent between black and white women, and many white women 
were unable to recognise their part in oppression and the dominant ideologies that 
represented a woman's place as in the home. In contrast, oppression for black women 
was often m~ltidimensional~ with raced meanings operating through class, gender, and 
sexuality. 

With the relaxation and opening up of the immigration laws in 1962, and again 
in 1967, the Alberta black population was increased with immigrants from the 
Caribbean Islands such as Trinidad. This group added to earlier groups who had come 
fiom Oklahoma as domestics. Having experienced two earlier waves of immigration 
fiom the United and States fiorn the Can'bbean, Alberta received an increasing 
number of blacks with the relaxation of the immigration laws. 

Revisions of the Immigration Act that finalïy took place in 1962 and again in 
1967 were prompted not by any major desire by govemment and immigration 
authorities to M e r  develop a c'racially" pluralist society, but rather one that was 
based primarily upon economic expediency. The federal government realised that 
Canada would not be able to rely on its haditional source for skilled immigrants, 
namely, Europe. In Alberta, this Ioosening of the immigration laws coincided with a 
demand for skilled oilfield workers. The latter was the impetus for the second large- 
scale immigration of peoples of African descent to Alberta. Many of these worken 
brought skills learned in the oilfields of Trinidad ta the newly oil-rich province of 
Alberta. These workers from the Caribbean were later joined by students fiom the 
continent of Africa, anxious to make the most of an education at the University of 
Albe* In the 1980s and 1990s, these groups of diasporan blacks were joined by 
blacks fiom the continent of Afkica, fleeing war, or ûyhg to make a better life for 
themselves and their children According to 1996 census data, 24,9 15 blacks live in 
Alberta. Allowing for van-ations in the figures, this would translate to approximately 
2% of the population in both Edmonton and Calgaxy king black Of the black 
population living in Edmonton, 4,280 were bom in the Cmibbean and Bermuda, while 
6,620 were bom in Afnca (Black Women's Working Group, 2000; Statistics Canada, 
1996; Torczyner, 1997). 

This latest period of immigration was also marked by a political response of 
self-organisation Cultural groups such as the Canadian Black Organisation (CBO), 
and the National Black Coalition WC), provided a link with their homeland for 
many new immigrants. In the 1990s, as part of the broader socio-politicai changes 
within the black comrnunity, the CBO changed its name to Council of Canadiaas of 
AfXcan and Caribbean Heritage (CCACH) and in so doing, indicated clearly its 
recognition of the diasporan sense of communiiy. Thus CCACH offered a 
sociaVcuItural space where the continent could meet its diaspora Ironically, the 



influx of the newer immigrants fiom the Canibean and the continent served to 
subsume the early Anican-Canadian pioneers. Because of the numencal dominance 
of this new wave and the lack of knowledge of an earlier black presence in Alberta, 
there was little attempt made to be inclusive and build the community. BIacks fiom 
the Caribbean were often regarded as the universal for al1 blacks. Some groups also 
organised social groups based on pst nationality. Alongside the CBO, there were 
groups such as the Nigerian Association, Iamaican Association, and many othen. 
These varying groups reflect the diversity within both the city and the descnptor 
"black," 

The above historical overview situates the ways in which blackness can be 
understood in relation to the development of Alberta in the past century, because the 
way students understand themselves draws on this historical tradition. Student 
understandings are "contextualised social phenornena, they are produced, circulated 
and received within specific social-histoncal locations" (Thompson, 1990, p. 22). 
Futherrnore, Canadian traditions are located within the colonial relations of British 
and American domination and dependency. To adequately identiQ these 
understandings today means highlighting the pervasive influence of the American 
media on adolescent culture, bath in the way in wbich blackness is perceived within 
Alberta, and as it is positioned in relation to the global representations emanating fkom 
the US via Madison Avenue and Hollywood. 

This diverse population, a result of differing immigration patterns, was 
reflected in the student sample for the research. The percentage of black students in 
the high school fiom which the research sample is taken is dificult to ascertain 
because the school board does not identiQ its students on the basis of race or 
ethnicity. However, a safe estimate would be that the black student population is 
below two percent The 14 students intewiewed and discussed within this study corne 
fiom a variety of backgrounds in terms of ethnic ongins, with nine students havhg 
one or both parents who emigrated from one of the countries of the Caribbem 
Jamaica, Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago, and Guyana Five students have an 
affiliation with one of the corntries in Afiica. Also significant within the group were 
students who might be described as being of "mixed origins." This concept of origins 
is, however, problematic because it implies a biological-racial self, thus reuiforcing 
the concept of race. As a partial answer to this problem of classification, 1 have 
chosen to identi& such students as having "mixed parentage," whether that be in 
terms of "race," ethnicity, or continents. 

With the above contexhial and conceptual concerns satisfied, the chapter now 
analyses students' narratives with regard to how they position themselves in relation to 
each other as Anicans of the diaspora, and Canada as a nation My central point will 
be to arîiculate the ways in which the students perceive themselves in relation to 



Canadian nation and identity, family ancestry, and Afiican continent homeland Such 
a focus wil then enable me to constnict the ways in which the students relate to the 
Afiica and its diaspora The point of this chapter is to gain an understanding of the 
relationship and understanding of the diaspora and mtionaliw 

African-Canadian Identity 

While a wealth of literature exists on Canadian identity in terms of interethic 
relations (Isijaw, 1999; Elliot & Fleras, 1992), this chapter dwells on the political and 
problematic construction of identity-especially in relation to the concepts of ccnation'7 
and belonging. Similarly, psychological literature that constnicts black identity as 
fixe4 with a unified sense of self (Clarke & Clarke, 1939; 1947) is not explored 
because I wanted to highlight and focus on theorisation that would allow for fluidity in 
identity formation The starting point for this discussion is the link between the 
descriptors cLAfican" and ccCanadian" and the ways in which the students associate or 
disassociate themselves fiom the tems. Curent North Amencan theories categorise 
these students as m c a n -  Canadians in that at l es t  one parent is of Afiican descent. 
However, students do not necessarily comply with this categonsation Many of the 
narratives indicate that there is slippage in tems of self-identification, with black 
appearing as a more consistent point of identification than "Afncan" or "Canadian." 
In particular, 1 highlight the concept of nation in relation to the students' 
understanding of themselves a s  Canadians or other nationaiities. The rationale for this 
emphasis is that at times blacks can be regarded as a nation. The emphasis on 
Canadian and Afncan is a way of examining how the students place themselves in 
relation to other national identities. In using the concept of diaspora, 1 have the 
opportunity to examine the ways in whkh blackness is placed in relation to other 
identities, national and ethnic. Diasporan identity is a traditional identity, according 
to Hall: 

. . . diaspora offers a basis to reassess the idea of essential and absolute identity 
and offers a way to imagine a complex ecologicdly sophisticated and organic 
concept of identity than oflered by contending options of genealogy. A 
diasporan identity is a transnational identity. (Woodward, 1997, p. 339) 

The students see themselves in a myriad of ways in relation to Canada as a 
nation and Canadian as their identity: symbolic, continuous, translate4 and 
contextual. In terms of syrnbolic continuity, the students perceive nationalism as 
based upon certain syrnbols that have a lasting effect through time. For some students, 
they are Canadian by virtue of place of birth, and therefore identification with an 
origin outside Canada is a bureaucratic procedure. For others, identification is 
strongly aligned with one or another parental country of origin. Therefore it is not 



surprising that overall, the students' narratives displayed differing and often- 
ambivalent orientations towards the adoption of Afiican Canadian. For many, 
'cCanadian" is a contested term, an identification not easily made, and one that 
connotes white subjectivity (Schick, 1995)- Thus, it is difficult for those constructed 
wiîhin Canadian society as "'non-white7' and therefore "'Other" to position themselves, 
with ease, as Canadians. 

As a starting point for this data section, 1 highlight the links made by the 
students between identity, nation, ethnicity and belonging. In particular, I focus on 
the descriptors "'Afncan" and "Canadian" and the ways in which the students 
associate or disassociate thernselves fkom these tenns. This latter examination will 
then enable me to understand the ways in which a sense of belonging intersects and 
contours their identification with a national identity. Although in line with curent 
North Amencan theorkation I categorise the students as African-Canadians, in that 
at Ieast one parent is of Aiiican descent, this is not necessarily a categorisation with 
which the students themselves comply. Mary of the narratives indicate that there 
is a great deal of slippage in ternis of self-identification, with black appearing as a 
more consistent point of identification than M c a n  or Canadian. In particular, 1 
highlight the concept of nation in relation to the students' understanding of 
themselves as Canadians or other nationalities. 

The students see themselves in a myriad of ways in relation to Canada as a 
nation and Canadian as their identity. For many, "'Canadian" is a contested tenn, 
an identification not easily made, and one that connotes white subjectivity (Schick. 
1995). Thus it is difficult for those constructed within Canadian society as ""non- 
white" and therefore ccOther'7 to position themselves, with ease, as Canadian. In 
terms of this constmction of Canadian identity, Rinaldo Walcott (1997) argues that: 

the ""texhial accomplishment7' of Canadian multiculhiral policy has been the 
main focus for addressing the ways in which the Other is imagined or not 
imagined in the Canadian nation-state. The multicultural narrative is 
comtituted through a positioning of white Anglophone and Francophone 
Canadians as the founding peoples of the nation, with ""special" reference to 
Native Canadians. Al1 others exist and constitute the Canadian ethnic mix 
or multicultural character. Thus the colonising English and French are 
textually left intact as "real" Canadians while legislatisn is needed to 
imagine other folks as Canadian. (p. 79) 

This emphasis on "real" Canadians is explored in this chapter. The chapter 
also examines the students' orientation to the concept of diaspora How do they 
relate to each other as blacks, on what basis do they see themselves as unified, and 
on what basis do they make differentiation from each other. This examination of 



the ways in which they construct themselves as black helps to develop an analysis 
of how this sense of blackness relates to a sense of blackness constructed through 
the US media. 

Canadian ïdentiv as Svmbolic Continuity 

John HartIey (1 994) argues that: 

'Nation" is a relational term; like any sign, one nation consists in being what 
the others are not The concept belongs in fact to the realm of signification, 
not to any extemal referential world Nations have no essential or intrinsic 
properties; each is a discursive constmct whose identity consists in its 
ciifference from othen. (1994, p. 196) 

In this section of the thesis, 1 draw upon Hadey's dennition to explore the students' 
narratives in relation to the various nations wiîh which they c m  or cannot identiQ. In 
this way 1 can garner to what extent the students construct black identity as an 
"outemational project" rather than a singuiar construct contained by state boundaries 
(Gilroy, 1995). 

The narratives suggest that constructions of the self in relation to Canadian 
identity are intemvined with meanings that draw upon questions of origins, belonging, 
ccrootedness." This sense of rootedness, in particular, is aligned with perceptions of 
the Canadian nation and draws on history in order to construct and reconstruct certain 
symbolic representations. Such representaîïow, based on historical presence in 
Canada, then allow some Canadians to position themselves more easily than others in 
relation to these syrnbots- So it is that distinctions can be made and difEerences 
marked symbolically between those who can be represented as fully Canadian and 
those who are perceived as "other than" Canadian. 

The narratives highlight the way in which a discourse of historical continuity 
was also a factor in identiwg who could lay claim to a Canadian identity. The 
following narrative illustrates the complexity of the discourses that constnict the 
nation as historical continuity. In response to a question as to how easy it is to 
identiQ herself as Canadian, the following narrative emerged: 

Etta. Evetybudy that 's black is fium somewhere. We don 't o r i g ï ~ t e  fiom Canada I 
guess you could say. So t h  's whai they, Deople who ask] want fo know. Especially 
for a fact in Canada . . . most parents weten 't born hem . . . lsuppose in Arnerica 
people WOU& ' f  ask that question very much, well1 wonder? Because there have been 
generation, generutions, of bhckpeople there. 'Cu they had so many slaves lhere uIl 
along 



The above narrative highlights the tensions and ambivaience in such discourses of 
historicaI continuity and the ways in which Etta recognises that although she identifies 
a sense of historical rootedness as equivalent to c%elonging," such a correlation does 
not always occur, Thus her reference to the US as a place where peoples of Afncan 
descent have resided for a long tirne and therefore have a "rootedness" is then 
undennhed by her self-doubt as to whether such a question of belonging would be 
raised Her query underlies the problematic nature of defining a sense of belonging 
based on historical sarneness. Such a reading constnicts the concepts of E c a n  and 
Canadian as binary opposites, so that one cm be "either" "or" rather than both. Using 
the analogy of them/us enables a distinction to be made between Canada and the 
United States. As such, blacks are perceived as "rooted" in terms of the length of 
penod they have been in the United States, while in Canada it is a claim that some 
participants suggest cannot be made on behalf of those fiom either the continent of 
Africa or its diaspora. 

For Denzil, this "rootedness," represented via historical symbols, negates any 
presence of Afiican or black within the descriptor Canadian: 

Demil: I don 't see much of a black Canadian so much. 'Cm ifyou say Canadian? 
@ause] Wnat pops to mind fyou sqy Canadian? Its like Cunadian [deep voice], you 
see lumbeyacb and beavers ,@ouse] and canoes and igloos and s h c -  Like zhat CF 
what pops to mind when you heur [the word] Canadiaa There is no real black 
Canadian. l guess 

So it is that Denzil's account of Canadian identity as rooted in historical symbols 
supports an understanding of "culture as a homogening, unifjring force, authenticated 
by the originary pst, kept alive in the national tradition of the People" (Bhabha, 1994, 
p. 37). As well, such a positioning reinforces a perspective that the nation is 
constructed from a historical sameness and continuity-continuity constituted and 
reinforced by forgetfulness of a hybnd past 

This lack of symbolic representation of a b l a c W c a n  presence in 
representations of Canadian identity plays out in complex forms of identification 
within the narratives. A lack of concrete symbols such as dress, music, food or 
historicai association makes it problematic for black students to take on a Canadian 
identity. Aiso noticeable within the narratives is how adoption of an Afncan- 
Canadian identity is not undertaken in isolation but is ofien adopted or rejected in 
relation to other identities that might be available. The narratives imply that it is more 
difiicult to adopt an identity that is abstnict when faced with the pressure and allure of 
an identity that is aligned with more concrete symbols. For one student whose 
heritage included f i c a n s  with a long heritage in Canada, as well as Afiicans more 
recently from the continent, the importance of the relational in shaping meaning was 
evident in terms of identity formation. For her, the appeal of the concrete symbols 



associated with parenta1 heritage nom an Afncan country is heightened when 
compared to the muted nature of black representation arnong symbols identified with 
the descriptor Canadian. Thus, despite being proud of long family associations with 
Canada, the symbolic contouring within the farnily and within Canadian society in 
general encouraged a stronger identification with parental heritage on the continent: 

Merle: 1 just usually sa-  I'rn halfAFicarr, half-Ghanaian, halflike black Canadian, 
Like there is more things, like for example clothes and st@ rny - . . ,#ami&] has lots 
of Ghanaian clothes ut our home. But then you can 't really say like what 's black 
Canadian - . . so you kind of l i k  go towards - . . [the AfncanJ But ï still 
acknowledge that my . . . black Canadian [sidel, 

However, this problematic identification with Canada was not a uniform positioning 
for al1 the -dents. For Euda, such identification wiîh Canadian identity was made 
passible through a discourse of multiculturalism that stresses the present rather than 
history-a possible basis of claim to a Canadian identity- So in response to a question 
as to selfdescription the response was: 

Jeannette: Canadian because . . . the whole Canadian thing is multicuiturul 
J: f i t  is a Canadian? 
Jeannette: ï t  's a lot of things, white people aren 't just Canadian it 's any body who 
Iives here because il 's muftic11Itura1. 

Exwrience as Translation 

While the narratives identiQ the adoption of Canadian identity as problematic 
md not the source of easy identification, so too is the adoption of an Afiican identity 
problematic. Expenence emerges as an important aspect of the way in which 
diasporan students come to view thernselves in relation to the continent of Afnca. For 
students with Caribbean heritage, the narratives suggest that there is no ability to 
return to A€iica, the "source of origins." This problemating of a "return" is similar to 
a process identified by Homi Bhabha as an exploration of identities as 
transfomative processes in the interplay of history and politics. For Wayne, 
recognition of his diasporan experiences means that there is no simple identification 
with Mcan origins. Instead, he viewed himself as: 

BlackJamaican b u g h l  i know thaf my fore-parents are fiont Afiica, but i am a 
black Jamaicart, My m m  wasn 't born in Afiica, my dad w m  't born in Afirca. 1 was 
born in Jamazca. So i know t h t  my origins come j h n  Afica. But 1 am Q Jamaican 
black fpause] Carib bean Black 



What Wayne identifies is a discoune that recognes bis p s t  yet does not see an easy 
retum to that past As such, his origins on the continent are subsumed under his 
reflections on Jamaica, his last "port of call." In this context translation means: 

. . . those identity formations which cut across and intersect natural fiontiers 
and which are composed of people who have been dispersed forever fiom their 
homelands. Such people retain strong links wiîh their places of origin and their 
traditions, but they are without the illusion of a return to the past They bear 
upon them the traces of the particular cultures, traditions, languages and 
histories by which they were shaped. The difference is that they are not and 
never will be unified in the old sense, because they are irrevocably the product 
of several interloclàng histories and cultures. (Hall, 1992, p. 3 10) 

In a sirnilar vein, the folIowing student identified the problematic nature of 
"translation" and the difficulties of a straightforward identification with geographic 
area For Doreen, length of stay/rootedness outweighs identifications. It is difficult to 
identiQ with a mernosr and a past Afnca and yet also difficult to identiQ a Canadian 
present: 

D o r w  Oh ifpeopie cal1 me Aflcan I am like, "Oh I'mfiont [SL Lucia]" . . . I don 't 
l i k  to say Canada. 12's just a habit. And everybody ahvqs thinks you arefiom 
somewhere else too. 

As wiîh Doreen, Etta also indicates how the process of %mslation" affects her ability 
to adopt the subject position of Afncan Again, the US is drawn on as a counter 
position to explain the ways in which blackness is codified with rootedness: 

Eîta: Thar they are basically Anterican, but they are black Ifyou got as far back as 
your descendants. lfyou go back and back and back They are still American. And if 
you go realiy, really, far back then you will get Afncan. Mhereas with me, how would 
you put it. You don 't really consideryourseifto be Aflcan fyou have sontebody 
thut 's fiom the West Indies. 

What Etta is alluding to is the difference that results fkom a process of translation. 

This process of translation is evident in the students' narratives that highlight 
the ways in which ethnicity articulates with relations of power to highlight specific 
cultural differences withùi the black-identified group. This issue was evident in 
several references to intragroup differences that are smoothed over with humour and 
jokes: 

J: When you say it sometimes cornes up as a joke. fiplain t h  to me- 
Gerald: Like @use] like my group. Sày liùe fhere 's Afncans and say there f i  
Jmaicans and then fhere is Iike AJicans, fthey] like to make fin of each ofher. 



J: In what way? 
Gerdd: Like each other 's countties, Makejîîn ofAfi-ca and then they 'ZZ maki fin of 
Jamaica. 

Or in a sirnikir vein: 

Omar: It 's like, well 1 don 't knorv? Like to all the blackpeople. I think inside they 
reaie that that 's where they are. That 's where l i h  aZZ their roots are. Whether you are 
Jmnaican whatever you are. That 's where your rouis are- That 3, I think some 
Jumaicans fail to realise that. Fail? / Yeah. 'Cuz they always want to distance 
t h e d v e s  fiom A@icam. 
J: How do you see that? 
Omar: Well, fgause]phew, lot times. Like when rue ha4 even fit 's forfin, forjokes, 
Like I have a lot of Jamaicanj?ien&- And you get into these discussions where you 
start makingfun of each other 's cultures. Like, "Oh yeah you famaicans are always 
Jishing. " "You Africans are al~vays hunting and this and that" And so you like, you 
fail tu reale thar you are both the sume! That [the] only d~rerence between you two is 
rvhat part of the worldyou are standing on. 

Omar's narrative highlights the unity of blachess that is again based on the concept 
of histoncal origins, a consciousness that is ahistorical and pan-Africanist. 

Although Omar's narratives attempt to negate the process of translation and 
differences in order to achieve a sense of political unity based on biology, this notion 
of uniîy soon becomes problematic for students who declare themselves as black but 
who are of mixed hentage, Afincan and European. The following narratives indicate 
the problematic nature of a r e m  to Afn'ca for children with a hybrid identity, for 
them there is no automatic return and acceptance waiting on the continent. Saaka 
relays his initial reception on the continent: 

Saaka: I'd get teased a lot 'm. . . they knew 1 was d~rerent, AII they had to do was 
heur me taZk and to look at my skin, it was lighter than theirs so they knew I was 
d~ferent. l'd get teased a lot. A h  at the same tirne lot ofpeople could see 1 was 
d~ferent and want to be rny piend. But then lots of kids wouZd bug me too. 

Or this student, who also retumed to Afnca: 

Nelson: And they always cal1 me foreigner and stuflike that andl was like, I didn 't 
know what it meant at first. I asked them [aduItsJ? they are fike, "It means foreigner, 
don 't worry about it " and I go "Yes " [they said] "They are litzZe fi&, they don? 
know. " But. . .,@ause] evegone was good to me there. They were all very nice to me. 
Like the family name there is big. 

Adopting Afncan as a genera1 descnptor for those from the continent and 
those translated by the diaspora was problematic for one participant. For this student, 



peoples of Afncan descent are complicit in homogenising Afnca when such a 
descriptor is used too fieely. For him, one should identi* a specific country where 
one's heritage lies: 

Saaka: I don ' f  like when people Say. . . fhey are Afican- '"or counity irt Afiica are 
youji-om? " m e n  people ask me if1 am Afncan I go no I am Chadian. They ask 
"Where is that? " "'Afiëa " they go "Oooh. " No one knows anything abour Apica 
because it 's never taught. [Ir] is the biggest counîïy in Afica and no one canjànd it 
on a map. If 's like Anzericans flaugh] Americans don 't know anything about 
Canada, 

The latter narrative highlights the ways in which one can align one's self with 
discourses of subjugation through one's unwitting use of language. The namatives 
illustrate the ways in which peoples of Afncan descent can also corne to use and 
reinforce discourses that homogenise Afnca and represent it as a country rather than a 
continent with a vkety of cultures. 

Context and Identitv 

In a similar vein, the following extracts highlight the ways in which the 
discourses of identity change according to the context and the raced subject positions 
of the participants. For this student, identification is managed and performed4: 

J: Do you see yourself as Afiican or Canadian, or. . . West Indian, or Caribbean? 
Etta: What do 1 identzB with the mosz? /YeaiJ Wellfirst thing that pops into my head I 
guess must be 1 feel more like &farrinquaneJ When I am here in Canada,,lfeel that I 
am /ikturtiniqueJ than any thing else. To me fi am Canadion I identzfi with @use] 
to me like ident13 with like white people. /righvmBut if1 am in [Martinique] now 
,@ause] 1 am Canadian- Thar 's how it is. 'Cw they know that I am notjbm there. 
They ùnow whot family I'mfiom whatever. But I am born in Cam& so ï am 
Canadian. And for me il is a little different, because technically I am half- 
Afican . . . . But maybe I am biased with the whole thing. I do no& see myselfas an 
Afiicun. 

For this same student the situation is not straightforward It involves a process of self- 
reflection and, to sorne extent, double-consciousness as she reads the social situation 
to take account of the perceptions that the other person hm: 



J: You wouldn 't ca2lyourselfa Canadian? 
Etta: Not here 1 don 't suppose- Well I alivays go. . . . 'Cuz 1 crm born here so 1 don 't 
want to lead anyone [on$ Usually 1 say I am born here. But obviously my mum 's 
fiom [the CaribbeanJ 'Cm mually . . . that 's whal peuple are asking. Ifigured that 
out- 'Cuz they don 't expect ,@ause] tu hear that you are Canadian They just know 
what they wanr to hear. Like ~vhether you are born here or not, I've leamt that. 'Cuz 
sorne people always ask you. If I say, 'Oh I am Canadian? " they rvi2l say "oh well 
where are yourparents fiom Or something like ~hat, They ask you a Jirrther 
question So I usuuliy ahvays put in a one sentence. Depending on ivho it is. 
J: Who is if? 
Etta: It depends I guess Iike kause] 1 don 't know If a white person ask me normal& 
1 'd say @ause] 'Cuz Iguess normal& 1 do say I atn [CaribbeanJ 'Cu Canadian ro 
them ,lj?ause] nrost of them don 't understand what that nieans. But to a blackperson 
especiah'y ifihey are notjbm hem I rrsualiy tell them I am born here but where my 
mum 's fiom 'cuz that 's what they want to know. 

Context and ethnicity of  the audience can mod* this complex process of 
identification and negotiating of a descriptor. Thus, the need for collective identity 
and fragmentation of identity varies according to social situation. Euda's narratives 
below indicate when hgmentation of collective might be necessary and when she 
would not necessarily cal1 herself black: 

Euda- If 1 wos with a whole load of blackpeople I would then become a [Barbadian] 

These narratives also reveal a problematic positionhg resulting in specific 
discursive practices that Foucault identifies as 'iechnologïes of the self" This 
intertextual reading of identity and what it means to be Canadian in some ways 
supports a more open-ended pluralist definition of identity; one that changes 
according to context, a reflection of the intersubjective nature of interaction and 
identity: 

Wayne: There are variations Ïn al2 d~ferent kind ofrhings. LÏke ail direrenf rvalkr of 
lfe. 'Cuz the Caribbean blacks or the American blach, Canadian blacks, they are in 
a sense d~flerentjkorn the Afiiçan blucks. Ifyou look at their skin, their skin is much 
kind of darker. 

Thus, the above section of the chapter ascertains that context is important in 
determining whether the students constmct black identity as an "outernational 
project" or not. At times they regard black identity as a singular construct contained 
by state boundaries. At other times they do not (Gilroy, 1995). 



Relational Understanding and M-ngs of Blackness-A SI i~page Between US and 
Canada 

This lack of African-Canadian syrnbols becomes an important factor when 
placed in relation to the media definitions of Afncan Arnerican that the students were 
exposed to. The narratives indicate that the proximïty of the US to Canada, and the 
plethora of images of blackness that emanate Corn the US, corne to play a part in the 
ability of the students to define themselves Canadian. Thus Afncan h e r i c a n  was 
perceived by some students as an identification that was as relevant to their sense of 
self as that of Afncan Canadian. 

Often everyday meanings develop in relation to other cultural formations. As 
such, the nanatives ofien drew on the US in tems of defining the meanings and 
representations of blaclaiess and black identity that exist in Canadian society. For 
Denzil, the proximity of the United States resulted in some leakage of US-defined 
ccbiack" culture into what could be defined as black Canadian. At times this leakage 
cornes to defme other perceived black cuitural formations as subordinate to that of the 
US. Speaking about the influence of the country fiom which his family origùiated on 
the continent, Denzil suggests that it offers little in terms of understanding the 
meanings associated with blackness in Canada: 

J: Are there things about your Murn 's culture that you bring to being bluck? 
Denzil: There 's nothing about the culture. 'Cuz being black quote, unquote is being 
black Arnerican 
J: So is there a black-Canadian identity then? 
D d :  No, er ,@ause] m e n  you say Afican Arnerican it encompasses like black 
people in North Arnerica- 

However, in putting this latter perspective to Melvin, another student, a 
diEerent response was garnered. For him, there is a clear distinction drawn between 
Afncan-American and Afncan-Canadian identity, with representations of Canadian 
blackness being identified as more syncretic. In addition, Melvin calls on culture to 
reinforce the multicultural discourse dominant in Canada to both undentand meanings 
surrounding culture and to differentiate Canadian culture fiom the US. For him, it is 
the ability to mix with students fiom other racialised groups and the consequent 
construction of syncretic cultures that provides the "difference from" the US: 

J: Whar wouldyou rhink ifsomeone said ro you, " Well there isn 'r an Afican- 
Canodian culîure " . . . and that what we have here in Canada is Afican-American 
culture, " 
Melvin: Oh no, no. Well it 's just like there îs like ,@ause] Canadiun and American 
and ir  's all different. Andpeople leam d~fferentlyfiom dlxerenr environmenis. And 
h t  's how you lÏke mould and shape l i k  the culture. . . in dsrereenr places. Because 



you are going to reaci to d~rerent stufd~rerent ways- 'Cm I am sure chat 1 wouldn 't 
men be the same person 1 j 7  lived doivn in the States. 
J: You don 't think so? 
Melvin: No. My rnenulity ivouldprobably be d~fferent e s - a I I y  f 1  was I i k  meeting 
d~ferent people through the schools . . . Zik being black ,@ause] . . . 'Cm 1 know 
people fiom the States that just Zike . . . used zo just chi11 like with pure black 
people . . . - FVell 1 am not saying I didn 't do that before, [in school] but /ike 1 Iike 
still did chill with whomer. But ïhen they used to I i k  "cui~s off' Iike other races too 
and Ihey would aIways be Zik s~uflgoing offagainsi them. And Zik here I stitl 
Iike . . . go through and do whatever with every race. And they h d  a Zike single 
~hemselves out chat way. 

While another student, Gerald, agrees that there is a slippage between the 
signifiers &can American and Afiican Canadian, his narrative also goes on to 
specify that this slippage is primarily around youth culture: 

I can 't. 1 can 't r e d y  explain if. If's just Zike there is no. kause] to me 1 've never 
seen any thing chat 's Zike Afiican Canadiun. Like everything char black kids ident~fi 
with Dause] char I know about is Iike Afiican American- Like rap is Afiican 
American, al1 the movies you watch are Afiican Americun movies, clorhes you Wear, 
[the] styZes are Afiican America. Everything is likz American 

Thus, Gerald's identification with blackness is pnmarily through youth culhtre; a 
youth culture that is linked to the US. His recognition of youîh culture as  an important 
part of black identity is in line with recent theorkation of black youth culture. 
Although the identification of students as black would appear to be a genenc 
descriptor, the narratives indicate that the conception of black identity under 
discussion within the thesis is specifically a youth identity. This latter point was also 
evident in the way that Gerald constmcts blackness as related to dress style and youth 
culture: 

J: So give me an exumpe of someone who you think dresses black? On the.media or 
sornebody that you know? 
Gerald: AU the blackpeople except for people Zike old men. Lik  Denzil Washington- 
I always see him in sui& and stufl ZiRe basicaZZy anyone else, see Snoop. bohinting to 
The Source cover page on the table] that 's dressing bluck 

Or, the ways in which this young man asks me to elaborate and differentiate in 
tems of who 1 am referrïng to when 1 speak of black culture. 

Melvia: It all dependr. Like @ause]. . . you mean blackpeople as a whole? Or 
diferent age groups, or 
J: Oh right . . . . You would rnake a distinction then? Age groups then? The cuhre 
would be direrent for the youth rmher than the . . . 
MelMn: Yeah becaure . . .stiZl when you are Zik youngyou are not Zike down into 
nothing Zike deeper in Z@e. So you just Iike go with like the things chat everybody is 



into and stuff. . . that make the things that blackpeople are into. Like we talk the 
same and like you knout Iisten to our music and what not and "'do our thing. '" And 
like Z ant sure when you get like older it like cornes more visible rhat there is like 
d~rerent symbols and Zike d~ierent things that like represent ,@ause] your black 
d u r e .  But Iike, um, ils not really recognised to me at this moment- So Z'm still 
digging deeper in20 ire. Likz Z 've jwr begun. 

Also evident withio Melvin's narratives is how black identity is not an imate 
state of being but rather a social process of becoming, which is heavily infiuenced by 
peers. He represents himself as  o ou th" on the way to adopting a d i f f e ~ g  "black 
adult" identity based on differing meanings and symbols. The construction of identity 
indicated by the narratives is one that is open to change as one moves through 
adolescence and draws primarily on US-based youth culhire. This constniction of 
black identity through youth culture is the focus of analysis in chapters four and five 
of this thesis. 

Of relevance in both Gerald and Melvin7s narratives is the way that the 
narratives construct not just Afiican-Amencan identity as sirnilar to Afiican- 
Canadian, but specifically Afncan-Amencan youth identity. These similarities are 
recogned and weighted as part of a yearning for African-Arnerican youtb styles. In 
linking the two descripton with regard to black identity, it becomes evident that 
similarities between the two are based on consumption of specific youth style. Media 
culture, music and style in particular are identified as important markers of black 
identiîy. Frank's narratives give clarification of how he sees these two identities of 
black American and black Canadian as fluid in relation to each other: 

Frank: They like try ro do the same rhings. Everybody wan& fo do whar other people 
do. L i k  "rappers do this " then evetybody wam to do this. Zt 's Iike &use] want zo 
Iisten to rup ntusic and stuflike that. 

What is evident fiom the above presentation of student narratives is not only 
that African-Amencan youth culture is aligned with Miican-Canadian youth culture, 
but also the way in which some use black interchangeably with Afncan American and 
Afkican Canadian. "Black" is used in a way that makes the term interchangeable 
between those whose heritages are in ciifTering geographic areas, and reinforces 
slippage between sififiers AErican Canadian and f i c a n  Amencan The point of 
constancy that links these differing geographic areas would seem to be a conception of 
black identity that is linked with phenotype and age and a trace of historical memory 
as much as any thing else. Substantiation of my postuiation can be found in the 
following extract that self-evidently defmes hiphop as a black cultural form: 

Gerald: %ut basically il 's made up of blackpeople! 



Chapter Summary 

This chapter has highlighted the students' narratives in relation to sense of 
belonging in relation to Canada and the Afncan diaspom The narratives indicate that 
the students position themselves in terms of national identity as well as a black 
cu1tura.I identity. Context is important in tems of deciding which identity to 
highlight. However, this does not mean that their identities are fkee-floating and totdly 
decentred, Instead, the context affects which of their identities cornes to the fore- 
Many of the students view Canadian identity as linked with a sense of historical 
continu@ This highlighting of history is used to code Canadian identity with specific 
syrnbols. These syrnbols are then available for the students to align thernselves with- 
In tems of a sense of belonging to the diaspora, many students indicate a black 
identity that crosses, to some extent, national borders. There is lixnited unity in 
position, since various points of fiagmentation occur. In relation to the continent of 
Afnca, many students relay a process of translation whereby although they recogne 
Afnca as the site of their c'origins," many, especially those with strong links to the 
Caribbean, do not see it as a point of return Ofien the "last port of cali" is the point 
of return. 

In the next chapter, I continue with an indirect examination of the ways in 
which the students orient themselves to the Afncan diaspora. More directly, I lay out 
the common sites of identification that the students construct through their narratives. 
Such an emphasis in the chapter allows me to garner an understanding of how these 
youths perceive themselves in relation to their diasporan peers. Thus, I should be able 
to identi& the extent to which the diaspora is a viable concept in describing their 
expaïences. As well, the chapter highlights how music is used by some of the 
sîudents to differentiate themselves fiom others. 



No tes 

1 in a recent document produced by the Western Canadian ProtocoI cornmittee for social studies it was 
noticeable that while the document highiighted Charter goups such as Francophone and Anglophone, 
alongside Aboriginal students there was an erasure of racialidethnic identities under "Other." No 
mention was made as to the complex identity formation that students experience. 

The pioneers came as part of attempts to s d e  the West with immigrants from US& UK and Eastern 
Europe. 

[See Alberta: A New Hiaory by Howard Paimer (1990, p. 78) Edmonton: Hunig Publishers]. 

4 This idea of identity as performance is not new, and here 1 draw on Judith Butler's work on sexuai 
identity, wherein she suggests that gender identity is a performance-ccconstituting an identity, the 
identity that it is purporteci to be." (Butler, 1990, p.25). 



Cbapter 5 

Diaspora: A Collectiviîy 

Consciousness of diaspora mliation stuna5 opposed fo  the distinctively modem structures 
and modes ofpower orchestrated by the institutional complexity of nation-states, 

Diaspora identification exists outside oJ; and sometimes in opposition to, the political 
forms and codes of modern cifizenship. (Gilroy, 1997, p. 329) 

ln troduction 

This chapter will examine the ways in which the students regard themselves 
as sirnilar to and different from other bIacks, Through the students' discourse, their 
common sites of identification will be ascertained, As such their narratives 
highlight racialised experiences, and historical memory. In particdar, musical 
choice is examined as a resource for the production of symbolic meanings that are 
then used to produce or contest relations of dominance. 

Having seen the way in which the students view Afiican-Canadian identity 
as problematic, we can now look again at the nanatives and examine the ways in 
which a sense of ccsameness" gets played out in their everyday culture. By culture I 
mean Raymond Williams' sense of "culture as ordinary" and everyday. In other 
words, what is it within their everyday lives that the students constnrct as a site for 
common identification-a cornmonness that moves beyond phenotype, yet still 
allows them to refer to themselves as black. In exarnining this concept of 
"identification" more closely, we can note Katbryn Woodward's (1 997) postulation 
that it describes the process of identifling with others, either through lack of 
awareness of difference or separation" (p. 14). My examination is within a 
fiamework that can be identified as cultural politics, an attempt to recognise that 
culture operates within a political fiamework. 

Common Sites of Identification 

The comment by Gerald at the end of chapter four indicates that the colour 
of peoples desigmted as black is important in ternis of king  able to claim black 
identification. The body acts as a signifier to connote specific meanings as 
embodiment becomes linked to the ways in which boundaries are created around 
sameness. The narratives indicate that phenotype is an automatic signifier for 
blackness. Gilroy (1997) describes the rationale for such a state as: 



where separation, time and distance fkom the point of ongin or the centre of 
sovereignty complicate the symbolism of ethnic and national reproduction, 
anxieties over the boudaries and limits of sameness may lead people to seek 
security in the sanctity of embodied ciifference. (p. 333) 

Other narratives also highlight the problematic nature of defining black 
identity with phenotype- At times, the ability to be seen as black was not as 
straightforward as suggested by the body but was complicated by cultural 
understandings as well as lived experiences within a geographic region identified with 
blacks. The narratives reveal that at times, individuals were able to fkagment the 
sense of blackness as based solely on skin colour: 

Omar.- Oh even like, 1 consider like there is these two broihers they areporn Guyana. 
1 consider them black They look more brown. They speak ,@atois] fhings like zhat I 
comider them black. 

Because of their cultural expressions derived nom the Cariibean, those students 
whose heritage was on the Indian subcontinent via the Caribbean, the brothers were 
classified as black despite their phenotypic appearance. 

So how do the students' narratives construct students whose physical attributes 
rnight not cohere with a comrnon-sense understanding of a black, yet are of Afncan 
descent? For some students who have mixed heritage-one parent with European 
origins-passingheing accepted as black was not always automatic but was instead 
dependant on the extent to which their phenotype cohered with other dominant 
signifiers of blackness. If they did not look like the dominant representation of 
blackness, then their c l a h  to being 'olack might well have to be legitimated. One 
student who was of mixed heritage and whose appearance did not cohere with the 
predetermined conceptions of "black" indicated how he negotiated this social 
situation when interacting with a new group of black students: 

J:  So horv do you stake your daim then? 
Bob: i don 't, really- ljust ruait fthey s a y l  "You 're bluck" "Oh" I'll go "My dad is. " 
"Oh, Okay. " 

For Bob it, was a matter of waiting to be challenged and then laying out one's Afncan 
heritage. His basis of legitimation is bio-political, based on his father's M c a n  
heritage. 

Within other shidents' narratives, discourses on mixed-heritage students 
constmcted various formulations that drew on gender and parenting to identiQ the 
degree to which a mixed heritage student might identie with blackness. For Etta, the 
gender of the black-identified parent was a decisive factor in determinhg a child's 



psychological orientation towards a black self She describes how this process worked 
with a fi-iend: 

Etta- 1 knoiv she is halfby her skin colour, but IaZways thought o f  her as being black 
Because her mum is ... totaify [Caribbean]. Thut's hoiv she is raised, andyou can 
even see the attitude in her. Likejust the way she is. And like sometirnes, like a lot of 
halfpeople they turn out to be per=fectlyfine, not a problem, you know. They have no 
problem with Zike who they are whutever. But a for of cases they do have a problenz. 
They don 't know who to identrfi [witw And 1 see that most ifrhe guy ts black and the 
mum is white. 

However, the narratives of another student, Phyllis, who argued that the influence of 
her non-black mother was also important in enabling her to identie herself as black, 
indicated the problemtic nature of Etta's cornments: 

Phyllis: Ipaid attention to more of the b fack side. My mum has afways kind a pushed 
me to the black side //Right//Like she f i k s  the fact thar I acknowledge my white haVI 
don 't like ,@ausel; exclude her fiom anything you know. Like ~fmything 1 excfuded it 
ivouldrt 't be my mum, 

As well, embedded within Etta's narrative is an assumption that the mother is the 
prllnary caregiver and therefore more influentid in terms of the acquisition of a sense 
of self Such a view reinforces the idea that the transmission of culture is 
unproblematic. Little account is taken of the ways in which 
enculturation/socialisation is neither automatic nor predetermined but is, instead, 
intersected by relations of cIaçs, ethnicity and religion. 

Cross-racial Relations 

The Literature on identity indicates that as part of maintainhg a boundary, cross-raciai 
dating is often perceived as taboo, as muddling the binacy oppsite blacWwbite. Many of the 
students indicated that they did not have any concems about either themselves or others dating 
across racialised groups. This may have been a reflection of the number of students who were 
of mixed heritage, as one such student indicated: 

J :  mat about tensions? Does that ever create tensions berween drflerent ethnie 
groups? 
Denzil: Not rea& @use] OnZy the really ignorant kind of. . . stupidpeople "What 
are you doing? " Zike that. lt 's sooo backward ''l+%t are you doing with that white 
girl?" "What are you doing with thal Chinese girl" 



However, such an acceptance of cross-racial dating was not unmimous among 
the whole student popdation as indicated by the following narrative fkom the wider 
sample of students interviewed: 

Marcus: 1 am not bothered about dating them. But ivhen it cornes doivn to like 
seriousness, like the rest of my life, having a kid 1 have to take cure ox then that 's 
dsffereent . . . I'llgo for a blackgriL 
J: How is chat? 
Marcus: I can 't see my serwith a half-kid, straight mrZy huir, light complexion. 
Can 't see myselflke tha~  Get up in the morning with a white face beside me, can 't 
see t h a ~  

Marcus's narrative indicates that the positive response of other sîudents to rny 
questions might well have been with regard to ccdating" specifically rather than a long- 
tenn relationship. Despite claims that neither genders were concerned about cross- 
racial dating the young women indicated that if they did have a relationship across 
racialised groups, it wodd be noted and remarked upon by males. Males in r e m  
also indicated that girls were sensitive on such issues. What emerges is the way in 
which, in terms of gender, relations of both the young women and young men 
construct women in racialised ways that reinforce stereotypes of black women as 
"tough" and independent-minded, while white women are seen as ccs~R'  and easily 
manipulated The latter narratives are evident of one young woman's positionhg 
within such discourses: 

Euda: Black girls don 't take it . . . Ive speak our min& al/ the tirne. 

Often this cornparison is constructed in relation to other racialised groups of women. 
The following narrative reveais such genderised/racialised discourses at work: 

Doreen: As far as I am concerned girls thot are not black spoil [them], girlsfirn 
other races put out for blackguys and fhen they expect to get swf iorn  us whenever 
they corne bock Like they want evety single thing they want to buy them. And like 
listen, I am not one ofthose girls that go out und. - . . 

Or for another student: 

Eulyn: Well 1'll tell you rny perspective instead. . . . They ore um @ause] well 
they 're kind a du* right. In the sense t h t  rhey wilf do anything //uumph// for a 
guy right, And @ause] I don 't know. It 's hard to describe. 

What the latter does is to construct non-black women as passive, 
dumb/imocent, naïve, and in some ways hyperfeminine. If one places this 
constniction of non-black women in a binary relation, then black women emerge as 
assertive and street smart. Such racialised coristructions of gender cm also affect the 
ways in which young men represent themselves and young women as dating partners: 



Marcus: 'Cm mosr white girls are too easy to control . . . do ~vhatever you tell 
hem . . . blackgid she wiIl stand up for herself. . . she rvilZ not let anyone ~ v d k  mer 
her she jmr takes charge, 

Such an assessrnent of potential dating partners is an interesting one. Young men 
living in a patriarchal society with a preference for women who are perceived as 
"independent-mindecl," able to take charge-attributes not traditionally identified with 
the hyper-masculinity that they encounter in youth culture, is unexpected. 

The narratives indicate that although the majority of the sîudents exhibited a 
willingness to identie themselves as black, finding common signifiers of black 
identification and its representation in common everyday practices was ofken 
problernatic. While one student was able to identify symbots as a common source of 
identification, naming such symbols proved illusive: 

MelMn: Black culture? /Wh huW/ As in how blackpeople like ,fjause] have iike 
,@ause] symbols that like ~vould mean it 's their culture? /'ffeaW/ Ah yeah. I'm pretty 
sure. Yeah. What symbols it would be though 1 don 't know. 

Another student's narrative irnplied an identity that is ascnbed as much as 
achieved; a black identity that is detennined and constnicted by bureaucratic 
descriptors that are seemingly imposed extemally upon the self and without choice. In 
response to my question, "What does it mean to you to be black?": 

Gerald: 11 's the ~vay socieîy looks at you, not what you think ofyourselJ fiuse]. Thar 's 
how lsee someone being black Ifsociety thinks you are black then you are black You 
don? have a choice. 

Gerald's comments indicate there is a bureaucratic/political element that acts as a 
coercing influence in the construction of ethnic and racialised identity. The latter is 
similar to Isajiw's (1999) concept of "double boundaries," "those fiom within and 
those fiom without, self-identifjing and being identified by others7' (p. 176). In the 
present it is difficult to escape such categorisations, as the state hcreasingly cornes to 
recognise ''needs" on the basis of identities and social identities become more political 
(Gilroy, 1987). 

This recognition of black identity as constrained by political and bureaucratic 
practices, can also be seen in Omar's narratives: 

Omar: The easiest way to say is the thirtg that sepmtes itseIf'orn everybody else- 
'Cu= 1 think thar 's rvhat the blackpeople are trying to do. As much as al! the black 

people are saying Oh how we want equal righa They really want tu be separated 



fiorn eveybody else, They don 'r Iike it when otherpeopie are like, how you say 
@ause] like doing the same thing as they are . . - . That 's basically it. Il's like ivhat 
the French people are doing almost. 
J: Oh you thinkso? 
Omar: Yeah, rvell alrnost, It 's not to the point where it 's political- But almost- 

For Omar, black identity comects people through a desire on the part of blacks 
to be separate fiom oîhers, a desire orchestrated through music and language. Part of 
this desire to be separate is based on an understanding of culture as property and a 
social resource. Such an understanding of culture leads to a fear of any sharing that 
rnight dilute and consequentiy weaken culture as a resource. By inviting others to 
participate in one's culture, one also opens up the possibility of a social rejection: a 
rejection on the bais of being too s a g e  and exotic. Etta alludes to such a situation 
at another high school that she attended There, the construction of a white norm in 
terms of the students attending meant that other racialised students were thus 
constructed as ''other than" the norm. She explains her reluctance to share aspects of 
black culture such as stepping: 

Eîta: And it 's kind a like you feel kind a &muse] not ashamed, but like no one is 
going io appreciate, unyways 'cuz there is nobocjl there. CjMuse] That 's your kïnd or 
whatever- Like here it doesn 't really matter. 'Cuz everybod'y appreciates evetything. 
So there i& so many of eveybody else. You are already purî ox There if's like 
b u s e ]  if's almost al1 the same kind of shoiv. And ifsomething else d@erent cornes 
across. Everyone is like "Oh? " Because the majoriîy is white any ways. 

Omar articulates a similar point with regard to sharing black culture and experiences 
in general: 

Like sornetimes @ame]you are afiaid of what the other, the outsider is going to say 
about it. So you don 't want ony body io have a big image of what you believe in. So 
you jwt kind a distance itJiom otherpeople. You know ~ h e  îype of thing like that. But 
you always want them to like it. So in a sense you rvant them ro leam about it but you 
don 't wunt them to have a negative thought about it, So it 's like. I don 't know ,@ause] 
That 's all 1 can realiy say. Like you just don 't, you don 't ,@ause] it 's like your 
shelter. You don 't want people to like look at it and say, " Whar is this! This is 
rub6ish- You ivant ihem to say, "Yeah thar 's good I never knew. " 

Thus extemal, social factors, as well as intenial psycho-social factors, construct black 
identiîy. 

Historical Memory and Knowledge 



At times the students' identities becorne linked with a sense of histoncal 
memory and howkdge as a means towards developing a sense of black collectivity. 
One student made use of historical memory in order to suggest a unity in origins that 
is oken not recognised by those boni in the diaspora and fiom which they ofien try to 
distance themselves. For Omar, recognition of the Continent was a matter of respect: 

i t  2 kind of like AjFica is @ause] it 's ivhere its ' like most, like sorne people they realise 
t h  's their m e  roo& And then some people maybe do realise it but just distance 
themseZvesjFom it. Because 1 guess like the technology is not great. Like, for 
materidistic things, nothing like cultural or anything like thar it 's just materialistic. 
They say, "Oh 'cuz like Afica is not in the twentieth century yet, " They have most of 
the Third World nations in on there, shrfflike that. So people don 't wmtt to put 
themeives in the same class as that, See they rvant tu distance themselves. They 're 
"Oh in Jamaica we can get these Nike things or that. You can 't get that in Afiica. 
"'Oh fine" "Who cares? "You 're fiom there! " Your ancestors were bom there at 
one point in time- " So, 1 don 't know. People @ause] just don 't . . . appreciute the 
Land [Afica] as much as they should 1 would think Even me, Isometimes don % 

In other words, the development of technoIogy anci, through it, access to 
commodities becomes a marker of ccprogress" within the worldwide economic 
hierarchy, in which the continent of Afnca ranks low. Another student, Langston, did 
not share this perspective of historical memoy as unifjing; insteaci, he used histoncal 
memory of slavery to reveai differences in the experiences of those who were 
enslaved and those who remained on the continent. Further, in recognising such 
differences and comparïng the Afiican diaspora as the dislocation, he finds the 
knowledge of and about the continent more interesting: 

Langston: Like 1 knoiv about black American history, like I know everything basically, 
but it 's like 1 corne fiom a much more interesting view. Like w ~ l y  more interesring. 
Like Afiican hisros, is pretty interesring, like very interesting. Like the slave sh@s and 
bringingfiom Afica CO Arnerica where they worked as slaves until so, so, date. 
Lincoln fieed them and there ruas a civil war- 1 know all t h a ~  But where they came 
Pom? The stories behind them are really interesting. They have folk tales. 1 rvould 
have liked to Zive way back in those times. 

Or for Euiyn, this past has an effect on the present: 

Because when we were slaves, bock in the m. 1 mean, the stuffthat they put tcs 
through and then to say " Well it 's Okay you knoiu. It 's the past whatever don 't ivorry 
about" and if's kind of annoying. 

In another instance, histoncal memory and knowledge of black experiences becornes 
an important resource in the formation of black subjectivity and identity: 



D e d :  That 's a comrnon Zink in every blackperson- They feel, They feel for their 
slaves. They feel for everyone who fought for the civil rights and evet-ything 
J: So even though you haven 't experienced ityou stiZl fiel for thent? 
Denpl: Right. 'CL- without them, rvhere rvould 1 6e right norv? 1 tvouldprobably Be 
picking corn. Picking Cotton or something 

In continuing the narrative, he indicates the importance of parental influence, 
rather than biological essence in cultivating this sense of historical rnemory, black 
identification, and black consciousness. 

J: So how do you gain that understanding then? 
Denzil: My &(i, my father reallyput into my head He drilled it into my head I was 
Young, but. I did a lot of research on my o w ,  on black history [or] ruhatever. 

This idea of blackness as historical consciousness that leads to separation was 
also evident in the narratives of some students involved in a step team1 based at the 
school. For these sîudents, histoncal memory in conjunction with present-day 
racialised bodies were linked in order to become a source of power, to exclude those 
who were regarded as not being the bearers of such traces of racialised mernories. At 
times, historicai discourses are drawn on to give legitimacy and rneaning to the idea of 
blacks having a form of culhual practice that requires knowledge of black history in 
order to understand and fully participate. Culture is posed as experience and 
knowledge, as a thing, a cornmodity that is the basis of understanding and legitimacy: 

J: Fxplain to me again the bit about having white people on it? 
Eulyn: I just thi* fpaauiie] I don 't think they knorv enough about it to say that 
i: When you say "it " 
Eulyn: About the history behind it. 
J: . . . and they need fo know the history to be able to do it. 
Eulyn: Yeah. Andalso it 's our culture you know, It 'sfine ifyou want to watch if and 
stufl But if's something we can say we have, rve did it you know. 

In a similar vein another student saw black culture as the primary rationale of the 
group, as something that is rooted, that can be possessed and should not necessarily be 
shared with or imitated by non-blacks: 

Joy: That 's our mIhrre. I don 't Zike people trying to ger in it- 

Frorn Eulyn and Joy's narratives, we can see how a shared history becornes an 
important boundary marker of black collectivity. Participation of non-blacks in this 
specific black- identified activity is channelled and monitored on the rationale that not 
just an understanding is required but also a rootedness in a specific historical 
formation A sense of collective c%Iackness" is used to exclude those who do not 
possess such an understanding Eulyn's nanatives also suggest an understanding of 



culture that is supportive of Omar's critique of black culture as based upon 
maintaining a difference fiom mainstrearn culture. 

Maintaining a sense of collectivity through îhe unity of the step team was not 
always easy, and &en points of contestation emerged. Not all students supported this 
use of culture to maintain a difference h m  non-blacks. Another student, Euda, was 
more ambivalent about the social dynamics of exclusion based on a lack of knowledge 
of bIack experiences: 

Still a lot ofpeople don 'r have the courage to join . , . [the ciance pou - ]  1 think that 's 
Okay, if 's 'sot like I can do anything about it. So I don 't say anything. 

However, this sense of collective blackness was not just racialised, but also gendered, 
with none of the young black men involved in the activities of the group. The 
rationale for this hgrnentation of a perceived black activity dong gender lines was 
identified by one of the young women as due to issues of masculinity: 

5: Do the boys have anything to do ivith the step team? 
Etta- No. They would never have anyrhing ro do with ir. Thar 's how they are, 
"rough " that 's a better term for- "rough. " They are too "rough " to be on o step 
team. They 'd be too embarrussed Yeah we asked them. We begged couple of them. 
They are iike . . . they even iaughed 

Religion was also a point of contestation with regard to the step team 
providing a place for black unity. Many of the members of the team classified 
themselves as religious or as attending a church. At times, conflicts emerged between 
supporting church and supporting the step team. At such tunes one student identified 
that church was always given primary consideration. As she explains it, her religious 
filiation gave ber 

Eulyn: Stability &use] and ,@ause] it gives you something to look forward to, you 
know. Like a p p o s e  in lfe kind O$ 

However, for sorne religious denominations, public dancing and displaying the body 
was regarded as inappropriate. In the following narrative, Etta illustrates how she was 
able to use the portrayal of the step team as a b1acWAfnca.n-identified activity in order 
to quell fears of stepping as a morally inappropriate activity: 

Firsr she had o bigproblem with if. 1 wasn 't allowed to do it. But 1 tried to convince 
her that it 's not dancing. It 's just "stepping. " . . . but my mum final& got the idea 
that it was more Iike a Afiican history step thing Not "whining up " and srufflike 
thut. T h ,  she has a probiem with, same wirh Joanne 's mum. And t h t  's [another] 
problem zoo. Sorne of the girls stiU want to a& in reggae and SM And ifmy mum 
came andJoanne 's mum came we would be in this whoie lot of trouble. 



At other tirnes, historical memory was seen as irrelevant to the present in tems of 
collective identity- Instead, a memory of slavery was viewed as a tool to deny 
individual black responsibility and actionhnaction in the present day. Jdiet illustrates 
how, for her, collective history and memory is used negatively as a tool by blacks to 
block individual responsibility in the present: 

Juliet: L i k  corne on man get on with if. You know those people in the States. They 
get me vexed "Oh slmery this, slavety chat. " "Shut up! " It happened ages and 
thousan& centuries ago. Like get over it! 

For this studenî, collective memory does not outweigh individual responsibility. 
Blacks who have not achïeved success in education or the labour market are 
represented as MIy responsible for their own fate. As interviewer, 1 attempted to 
probe the students' answer by posing a M e r  question: 

J: Sornetimes il's d~#kult though, no? 
Juiiet: How is if dz#icuIt? Like corne on . . they are not rnaking it any better by just 
sitting down not doing anything. Wï~y don 't they try IO make a d~rerence and get up 
of their butt and go and try to get an education and a proper job? 1 don 't get i L  
Like don 't go on about it lsay. 
J: What about racism in the US? 
Jutiet: They tdk  about that too much roo, 
J: You thinkso? 
Juliet Yeah? //In whar way?// Maybe . . . 1 really think; 1 think everybody jmt need to 
get racism out of their head That 's my opinion, 1 think everybody needs to stop 
ihinking about if. And stop jumping to conclusions, 

For îhis student, the gap between history and consciousness is filled by a 
dominant economic discourse and negates the role of history. Histoncal memory and 
knowledge is used as a source of power in social relations, not just between black and 
white students as in the example of the dance group, but also in social interaction 
between black students. In the following narrative, one student identifies a feeling of 
isolation from the sense of community that can be developed around historical 
memory. For her, the variable that separates her from the black group is "knowledge" 
of black experiences. She descnbes her experiences at a social event: 

Eu&: lfelt uncomfortable because 1 tho~ght lhere wouZd be otherpeople there not 
just blackpeople. 1 feel intimidated when I am around all these people and they are 
liùe expecting me to know this and that. 1 know about my parent 'i culture but i don 't 
know like everything. 



Links in Everydav Emrience 

Some of the students regard identity as based on experiences that link 
individuals based on blachess. Some students, in recognising cornmonalties, used 
social descriptors rather than biological afi5nities in order to make links with other 
blacks. For Joy, cornmon experiences among blacks were ofken dependent on extemal 
forces and definitions: 

Joy: Calling each other names, you know @ause] racial names und stuff. . . and 
their opinions of like otherpeople are the same- They have gone through the same 
experiences that you have. Like the hair bit . , . . Or being called rucial names at 
school, rhut type of thing you knorv. Or @ause] yeah like the famiiy discipline. 
Thar 's the things I c m  look at @ause] and oh yes, dancing, liking the same music, 
going out, same kind of dressing same kind of style. Um fpuse] Same kind of guy 

- 

choice. All of fhat. 
Or 

D d :  There ore certain fhings that a blackpiend could identzfi with fhut your other 
p i e d  can 't. In r e m  of not getting a job, not getting a job because they won 't hire 
colouredpeople or whatever. Any kind of discrimination white people can 't really 
idenri3 with Life is harder ifyou 're coloured It 's tha  simple. 
J :  And that 's what you think gives you a contmorrality with other sort of coloured and 
blacks? 
Denzil: Anybody who basically isn *t blonde hair blue eyed, has if harder in Ife. 

Differing understandings of raced experiences means that some students are 
likely to choose, as confidants, those who are most likely to empathise with their 
experiences. As Denzil continues, at times differing racialised identities can 
undermine the process of  understanding: 

I have one fiiend thut 's very um &ause] not so much racist as he is a @a* what 's 
the word? @use] He 's, he 's kind of like he has to be eflcient, h m  to be this, hm  to 
be that, and kind of fhar 's the rvay it is and accept it kind ofthing. And he 'II aZways 
Say, well blackpeople are this. They lead the crime whatever, whatever. But he 
doesn 't talk about how if 's a product of the white man 'k govemment and aZl this stu8 
He neglects to see everything else. He is British, very proud of his Britishness. And 
so he is always talking about how great England is but he doesn '1,  . . . There are so 
many things that are not thut great about E n g M  

Thus the difficulty of some fiiends in recognising raced experiences within Canadian 
society can be compared to bel1 hooks's (1997) argument that the mainstream of 
society cc believe that al1 ways of looking that highlight difference subvert the liberal 
conviction that it is the asseaion of universal subjectivity (we are al1 just people) that 
will make racism disappear (p. 167). 



Music as a Resource of the Diaspora 

Throughout the narratives, various sources of commonality are called on in 
order to indicate the ways in which blackness as a cultural fom unifies the students. 
While such sources varied fiom food, strict parents, through to common dispositions 
on life, the most frequently-stated form of unity was that of music. This postulation 
with regard to the mifyùig force of music is not unknown among the discourses of 
blackness tbat circulate within white-dominated societies as a yard stick of authentic 
blackness. Paul Gilroy (1995), in discussing the relationship behveen music and 
cultural identity argues that: 

music dominates popular culture. It is central to [a] . . . consideration of 
cultural identity because of its global reach, and because it is repeatedly 
identified as a specid area of expressive culture that mysteriously embodies 
the inner essence of racial particularity." (p. 25) 

Although the narratives constnict music as a source of unification for black peoples of 
the Afncan diaspora and continent, the choice of music assigned to the category black 
drew primarily on genres that are regarded as having their origins in the f i c m  
diaspora rather than the continent. Thus r&b, jazz, rap, calypso, reggae and soca were 
al1 identified as signifying blackness in their musical forms. In the following 
narrative, Euda identifies her breadth of musical preferences: 

Etta: 1 like Usher, but 1 rvouldn 't like buy the CD 1 'd like tape it ofsome one. Uum, 1 
like . . . See to me, rap is good When Isay rap is good nzaybe it 's not a good thing. 
But 1 like rap. fjause] If it is not @ause] just straight rap. Like f i t  has like music. 
Like Mase is kind of a good rap because. - - it 's rap but his style, the way that. . . it 
has a kind cffow, it has to have a style. Ir depend on who is in il. And ir depenb on 
ifir 's one group, or more that one group. A And it doesn 't really natter either way just 
as long as it 's a good poup. I don 't like hard core rap. Nothing to it- 1 guess you 
could say? 1 l i h  rap like Mase. 1 like Foxy Brown is okay 'cuz then they have sznging 
and a rap, It 's good 'cuz it 's catchy as you could s q  Biggie was, I have to say his 
thug stuffwas really good And rvhen they feahrre a lot of artist and st* rhar 's cool, 
and PuflDadfy. 

Or as Phyllis indicates: 

Phylis: I can Zisten to almost anything. Jtrst usualZy iflarn going to Zisten to music by 
myselfthough it 's usually r&b or reggae. But f1 am going to go out somewhere I am 
kind a accepting. Like 1 am not verypic&. As long as there is music in my ear and 1 
have m y f n e d  ihere 1 am O&. 
J:  So R&B though, you said fyou were on your orvn did you say? 



PhyUs: Like ifir 's me and a couple offilen&, couple of my grilfiiends rvhatever, rue 
were jmt chilling and listen to r&b and stuff- 

Interestingly, very few students identified musical forms from the Afncan 
continent as of consistent importance in their listening repertoire. The following 
student's taste in music was not typical of the participant in the study: 

J :  m a t  music do you listen IO? 
Merle: Rap ofcourse. R&B. um ,$aue] Nigerian music, 1 love Nigerian music. It 's 
so moving. It 's like, you have your rap andyour r&b but then when it 's like um 
,@ause] Iike oz a Nigerian jùnction . . . . It is so fun 'cuz it 's like moving you know. 
It 's fast and 1 also like jazz. I Zike urn [l] 1 am not really into blues that much as jazz, 
but 1 really like jazz- And classicol helps me stu& 1 use it sometimes. But hardly. 

For students with heritages directly in the continent of Afnca, there was no automatic 
alignment with music fiom the continent as a whole or fiom the country where their 
parents were boni. Where access to genres associated with the continent were 
acknowledged, it was ofien via parents rather than the airwaves or digital pulses of 
mass media Thus, the spaces where the students had access to such music were often 
private rather than public. As one student revealed about a parent fÎom the continent: 

Toni: No he doesn 't listen to any music? Like he does sometimes. Like he has some 
tapes of. . . King Sonny Adeh, like some other Nigerian artists, but he doesn 't really 
Iisten to them. He will occasionally. Say like he has somefienh over he will like play 
[themJ 

Black music seems to be primarily fiom North America and the Caribbean, with few 
of the students being regular listeners of music from the continent: 

J: Do you ever Iisten tu musiccfiom continental Afiica? 
Omar.- Well rny parenis do. I listen to it- In the car, my &4 he plays a lot. Um 
@ause] I used to go to like, @ause] pot luckpurties with myparenls things like that. 
That 's whar they used to play. 1 listened IO that. I don 't listen to it by myselfbut when 
it 's there 1 do. 

Uniike rap, r&b, and reggae, music nom the M c a n  continent is limited in its 
general availability. In comparison to the numbers of students who could access rap 
and r&b and reggae via MucMiic or MTV on cable or satellite, or via audiotapes 
sent by relatives in the Caribbean, few mentioned any comparable public spaces 
within which they could access or consume music fiom the ~ontinent.~ As a result of 
this comparative lack of easy access of music fiom the continent, consumption is 
often confined to pnvate spaces of homes, cars, or ethnic-specific functions, rather 
than public spaces such as television and radio. One of the consequences of this lack 
of public space is that there is no consistent public dialogue among the students in 



relation to music fkom the continent Unlike reggae and rap, there is no community of 
supporters among the students to open a dialogue about music from the continent: to 
move its use fiom a private domain to a public domain. It may also be that these 
students do not consciously align cultural production within the continent as black, 
preferring to align blackness with production/reproduction within White-dominated 
societies. This ready willingness of youths fiom continental Afica to identiQ with 
North Amencan blackness is not new. Ibrahim's (200) research on Francophone- 
African youths in Ontario argues thaf 'ccontinental &cm youths finci themselves in 
a racially-conscious society that, wittingiy or unwittuigly, and through fused social 
mechanisms such as racia representations, asks them to fit raciaily somewhere" 
(p. 120)- 

"'Alternative" Stvle as Binarv 

One can argue that social order is often rnaintained through binary oppositions 
in the creation of "insiders" and c'outsiden," as well as through the construction of 
different categories within the social structure where symbolic systems and culture 
mediate classification. The narratives ilhstrate the use of binarism in tenns of 
organising and maintainhg a difference between black music and other types of 
music. Alternative music emerges in several narratives as a binary to black music, 
enabling a boundary as to what black music is and what it is not: 

Phyllis: Like the major@ ofpeople when they think of black music they think reggae, 
calypso- Um ,@use/ now even it k starring to be the "hiphop" and R&B und stuf 
like zhar //Right// You never see any body thinking Zike "alternative" or "heavy 
metal" or any thing 

With this recognition of alternative as M e r  than black music," the students were 
then able to make use of the t em in different ways in their everyday interaction This 
was most evident in their positing of alternative music as opposite to rap or other 
black-informed music in tenns of listening choice. In a similar vein, the following 
student, in discussing her choice of music, indicates a heavy base line as cornmon to 
her musical preferences and contrasts it with alternative music: 

Joy: And I don 't know. I am like I think 1 like u lot of îypes that are 
like kind of related to each other, a lot of them 1 like have heavy baseline. 
That rhythm and stufl And um 1 am not into that altemative smfi 

In this instance, just as certain genres of music were identified with black people or as 
'black music," so were other genres associateci with non-blacks. Of the various 
genres of music discussed, "alternative music" seemed to be the most consistently 
identified as non-black music. Aiternative music is presented as "'other" in some of 



the narratives. For some students, this process of using the term alternative as a code 
for "other than black" was consistent throughout their narratives. For example, Joyys 
narratives use alternative not only as  a relation against which to describe her musical 
preference for a heavy base line, but aIso to codify her reception of music videos. In 
discussing reception of music videos in geneml, she perceives alternative music as 
indecipherable, as nonsense, a binary opposite to rap and r&b videos: 

Joy: Some of the alternative music videos, It doesn 't really rnuk sense what they are 
doing It 's like, what is this? They will be doingsome unnecessas) things thatjit înto 
Iike the "new wave " style of music or something like that. It 's just nonsense or 
whatever? Some of their videos like the music 1 may not Iike ît bur some of the videos 
may Iike befirnny or rvharever. But the r&b and the rap stuflike rhat. The videos, 1 
am used to them so, I like them. 

Alternative music3 was seen as representative of a specific '%hite" lifestyle that was 
dominant among youth and in some of the city's schools. Etta, in discwing why she 
found one former school environment "totaily white and naive about blacks' 
experiences, drew on references to alternative music to indicate her isolation and 
dienation: 

Etta: They don 't get anything [about blackpeople] Things like that or things like. 
It k an "alfernative school. " Like a lot ofpeople there are like alternative. People 
are like kind a crazy. I con 't take that either. Alternative music and that, "Oh no" 1 
had to get out of there. 

In that alternative music was placed outside the nom of black music, its acceptance 
by a black student was thus indicative of other attitudes and values about the self The 
following narrative illustrates the way that students draw on conceptions of alternative 
music in order to indicate a sense of eclecticism and "opemess" to musical genres: 

G d d :  I like all kinds of M c  even alternative, even sorne rock & roll. I wouldn 'î 
buy rhe CDS but like I could stand the songs. 1 like the songs. 

Music is also used in order to codifjr and align individuals with groups 

Phyllis: But ifyou go by like groups as irt like ,@ad; which ones listen to "hip 
hop" and stuflike that and the other ones listen tu alternative andstufl Like 
alternatives dress kind a gmngy- They wear like the ri@ped up dirty clothes, this and 
thut. Weil they weren 't acrualiy dirty but they look like it by the way they Wear them. 
Then you have the kidi who listen CO "hiphop" Wear the big baggy jeans and the big 
tee shirt und always got tu Wear sporty sr@ Mke this and that all the gold and 
everything. 



This view of "alternative" as outside black-identified musical forms is used to code 
and give meaning to other areas of socid interaction, such as gender relations. For 
example, one young man initially defined a relationship with a young woman as 
unlikely, because whereas he identified with rap and reggae, the young woman was 
regarded as alternative in style and musical taste: 

MelMn: Like And like . . . she came along and like @ause] Out of any relationship, 1 
ivould have never thought that 1 would have I ike  hook up with her. 'Cm she was like 
a Iittle alternative girl you btoiv and listen to alternative stz# And Iike they have like 
a Iittle eyebrow ring and al1 of rhat nonsense Dause] and dyed hair this colour and 
that. 

Despite the construction of binary distinctions between the two musical genres, at 
times there is slippage. In the following narrative Melvin identifies a link between the 
two musical genres that indicates that they may not be totally polarised oppsites. He 
reveals how a friend who is "into alternative" can still appreciate rap via an 
appreciation of its cousin "ska" 

Melvia: I don 't know because al1 those altemotive people gor in the 'kh" rzght and 
then like that 's like a similar f o m  [ro reggae] So that 's how she got down into that. 

This recognition that alternative has some comection to reggae undermines the claims 
that the two genres are opposite, indicates instead that their histories are dialogical. 
Constructions of difference are social, and the distinctions that are made draw upon 
the social rather than any essence within the two musical genres. Positioning is more 
to do with identification and its social consequences for interaction rather than 
inherent differences- 

As with any study of human conduct, the participants did not unifody defke 
the term black While the students might highlight a sense of unity by adoption of the 
descriptor black, when the narratives were analysed such uni@ was found to be 
tentative rather than definite, cultural rather than biologicdIy essential. Aithough 
those outside and within the group might well ascribe the term black as an identity, 
black identity was something that had to be worked at by the black students; it was as 
much achieved as ascribed. Wbile some students identified themselves in essentialist 
ways, there was no C'naturai" or essentialist unity in the ways in which the students 
perceived themselves. 

Nationality intersects musical choices identified as black and thus fiagments 
any primordial claims of black homogeneity. Musical identifications emerge as an 



important point of contestation in terms of perceived collective nature of black 
identity- 

Used in differing ways for maintainhg intra group differences, some students 
draw on musical choices as a means to identiw themselves as similar to or different 
fkom their black peen and other racialised and social groups. For students whose 
parental origins are in the Caribbean, soca and calypso were identified as listening 
choices alongside reggae and rap. Reggae aiso had appeal to other students whose 
parental backgrounds were not in the Caribbean but who interacted with peers from 
the Caribbem. However, it was problematic to ident* these Canibbean variants as 
musical genres adopted by al1 black students. As thk student indicates with regard to 
reggae as listening choice: 

PhyUis: 1 ivould say ir would have ro depend Because most Aflican people 1 ralk to 
don 't Iike reggae- ///Oh reaZZy?// Then you tdk  ro a lot ofpeoplefi.om the islands, 
and rhey don 'r Zike any rhing thar Aflcuns do either. So ir ivould depend on where 
you arefiorn? Because @ause/; mostpeople idenrifi with reggae, calypso, this and 
thar. Right? 

Although reggae was identified within some student narratives as a form of 
black music, there was no uniform or easy acceptance of this musical fom by al1 
black students. Students identified themselves in general with reggae, as well as with 
individual artists such as Buj u Banton, Mad Cobra, Shabbah Ranks, Beenie Man, 
Bounty Killer, and Red Rat. Although students designated their choices as just 
"reggae," in actuality the latter artists are aligned with a subgenera of reggae, namely 
dancehall. Dancehall reggae has developed most extensively in Jamaica, where 
according to Nelson George, "dance hall is so dominant . . . that indigenous hiphop 
groups on the island have little chance to blossom" (p. 205). Although not ofien 
acknowledged, in ternis of lwcs and contents dancehall and rap share similar 
orientations towards gender and violence.' Stephens (1998) argues that: 

this 'new' reggae was a type of "low7' cultural production that was much more 
diEcult to aestheticise than Marley's music. The crude lyrics tend to be 
mainly about gun culturey sexuality, and "slackness," and were expressed in a 
thick Jarnaican patois that is extremely difficult for an American audience, 
white or black, to decipher. This was also a more threatening form of reggae 
music for white audiences because it could not be removed fiom the very live 
black bodies who produced, consumed and enjoyed it in the rituai spaces of 
dance hall. (p. 162) 

In discussing reggae, Michelle Stephens (1 998) argues that reggae as a genre 
has become a site of contestation in North Amenca She M e r  argues that symbolic 



of this tension has been the way in which reggae musician Bob Marley has been 
commodified during the 1990s as a CCnaturai" mystical figure wïth universal appeal 
across race: a reading that negates his more radical "roots" and cccdture" positioning. 
For Stephens (1998), dance hall reggae has emerged as "a very different contender for 
Marley's throne," with a strong challenge to the direction which modern reggae was 
taking (p. 16 1). In some of the narratives this contestation was evident, as Marley was 
regarded as much more universal and open in tems of access regardless of national 
heritage, while dance-hall lyrics were much more difficuit to access and had to be 
worked at. 

One student, Melvin, identified hirnself specifically with dance hall reggae 
rather than other subgenera of reggae. His narratives reveal not only his linking of 
dance-hall reggae with gangsta rap but also the ways in which music is a symbolic 
social prwess. In the following narrative, Melvin discusses what he perceived as the 
sirnilarities and the differences between "inspirational" reggae, rap, and dance-hall 
reggae: 

J: Dance hall? So ivhat 's alance-hall reggae? 
Melvin: Well, the other reggae is like more cornmon, but the contenfi pretty much 
dzrer. 
J:  m a t  ' s the dlference between dance hall reggae and the other reggae. 
Melvin: Well, most of the other reggae is more like mZtural andpolirical, Wtile if 
still has a bit ofpolitical in &nce hall too but it 's like. The type 1 am lÏs fening to is 
like kind a "gangsta reggae " 
J: The equivalent of "g angsta rap? " So what does that talk about then? 
Melvin: Well, pretty much all the sarne stufllike "gangsta rap " talks about. Zt talks 
about guns, um violence, so and so forth.' 

To some extent, Melvin identifies how dance hall reggae may well evoke 
similar responses arnong those who listened to gangsta rap. Other students also 
identie the ways in which reggae, as a genre, is similar to gangsta rap. Bilt whereas 
Melvin saw such content as unproblematic, for the following student the lyn'cs, when 
deciphered, were problematic: 

Doreen: But some of the s w t h e y  are singing is just purejiith. And they play if like 
on the TVand evetything. But they suy a whole bunch of nastiness on the thing, 
because people don 't know what they are singing except for Jmaicam. Who can 
understand the reggae you know. But as for everybody else, they are talkingpure fike 
nastfness on the rhing. They are talking about genitah and everything. And people 
don 't undersiand it 'tut they are talking so fast and you know they have their accents 
and everything 

This unacceptability of some reggae lyrics was also seen in the wider focus groups, as 
one participant indicated: 



Roy: My ntum doesn 't really let me fisten to new reggae. 'CL* she rhinks it 's like 
garbage. But She likes the ofd-time stuflike Bob Marley. 
5: What would she see as new reggae? 
Roy: Like the dubbingpar , . , I think Iike the way they talk and she alivays ttiink that 
my head ik like alrvays focussing on rhat. 
J: And what would she Zike youa headfoctrssed on? 
Roy: On school dght now. 

Below, Gerald's narratives indicate similarities between reggae and rap, not just in 
relation to guns but also with regard to the performer's construction of sexudity. In 
discussing se& orientation his narratives suggest: 

Gerald: l t  's in Zike lots of songs. LOB of rap songs, [O& of reggae son= Like hoiv it 's 
bad and not acceptable. And u::m. 1 don 't know. We still accept it though, 

The type of black maIe identity constnicted through reggae is one that is heterosexual. 
In 1992, Buju Banton's homophobic lyrics in "Boom Bye Bye" caused a controversy, 
as did Shabba Ranks' comment of support that, "God created Adam and Eve not 
Adam and Steve." Chang and Chen (1998) argue that: 

the rnilitantly anti-homosexual attitude of Jamaicans, men and women alike, is 
startling . . . . Indeed, a 1996 poll indicated that 96 percent of Jamaicans were 
against hornosexual relationships king legalised. The dance hall is full of 
songs condemniag homosexuality and no stage show goes without at least one 
ringing condemation which inevitably draws a huge chorus of approval fiom 
the crowd (p. 204) 

As well as indicating the ways in which musical genres are seen as 
overlapping, the latter narrative also draws attention to the ways in which language, 
i.e., patois, hgments the perceived uni@ of black identity. For those students whose 
parents were born on the continent of Afnca or in North America and who were not 
familiar with patois spoken in the Caribbean, rap lyrics were presented as more 
accessible than those of reggae. However, the latter explanaiion begs the question as 
to whether it was the language that is not accessible or whether the reason that rap is 
more accessible is as a result of its wide access to audiences via the 
telecommunications industry. in conïrast, soca, calypso, or reggae, to a lesser extenf 
is much less widely distributed via mediazation and the proliferation of cable 
networks. 



Dominance of Jarnaicans-Microphvsics of wwer 

What Foucault terms relations of power are evident throughout the students' 
narratives. Aithough on the whole the students would see themselves as living within 
a society dominated by European-Canadian culture7 îhïs was not the only point of 
domination experienced. Aiso evident was a contesting of the ways in which Jamaica 
and a Jamaican identity subsumed identities associated with the ccsmaUer77 islands in 
the Caribbean. Jarnaica and Jamaicans are often taken to represent the universal in 
terms of Caribbean experiences and the meanings of Caribbean blackness. The 
following midents, whose parental heritages are nom one of the smaller Caribbean 
Islands, reveal how Jarnaican identity becomes intertwined with power relations to 
fiagrnent not only the black identification, but also the Caribbean identification: 

Eulyn: They just . . , for one they think Iike ,@ause] rheir island is the best island and 
theyjusr portray themselves really dzflereenrly. In Cana&, the Jamaicum thirrk that 
&auseJyou know that rhey are hor stufl- But 1 was tord back in Jmaica they are 
nothing like that. They are nice calm people, ,@ause] And [in Canada] they are really 
loud too. 

Or for another student: 

Etta- So they [non-Caribbean block- don 't understand much about West Indians like 
rhey have no idea. They 've never been to [Barbados] or [Grenadal before. We had 
ro like explain ro rhem- Ofcourse rhey have heard of Jamaica- They ul\vays heur 
about Jamaica [said wirh sarcasmJ 

At times, this issue of Jamaicans representing the universal in terms of black 
experiences in Alberta and Canada is generalised to other social situations. In this 
instance the issue concems what type of dance group might represent ccblackness" and 
if such a group would be able to represent d i f f e ~ g  f o m  of black dance such as 
calypso: 

Doreen: But I wouldn 't pur Jamaicans because I don 'r rhink they understand it. 'Cuz 
you know how they think they are better than everybody else. Like i wouldn 't pur 
Jamaicam in, no seriously 1 wouïdn 1 

As stated earlier, the Caniean is a complex formation of islands that often 
becomes subsumed under the identity of Jamaica. However, as Winston James (1996) 
argues, "divided by the distance of the sea-the distance between Port of Spain 
(Trinidad) and Kingston (lamaica) is equivaient to that from London to Moscow7' (p. 
156). One of the primary rnechanisms for promoting Jamaica as a universal rather 
than a particular island within the Caribbean is commercialisation of reggae music 



especially via representations of Bob Marley. This latter discourse is evident within 
several narratives as is the consequent positioning of smaller Caribbean islands with 
genres of music other than reggae. By consurning different genres of music the 
students align themselves with different Caribbean islands. This syrnbolic 
representation of Jamaica with reggae and other islands with calypso or soca is active 
among many students, whether born in the Caribbean or not: 

Eulyn: Probably? Yeah- Like 1 think of reggae as Jamaican and calypo gers into 
like hause] all the other countries down in the Caribbean- //uumpW/ I don 't really 
relate Calypso ivith Jumuicanr. I dort 't relate, yeah they Iisten to it they all lister1 to it, 
But it 's just not the first thing that cornes zo mind 

Or as another sttident whose heritage is in the Caribbean indicated: 

MireUe: Reggae ,@ause] I would say rnostly Jamaican, 1 would associate it with 
Jamaica. 1 ~vould listen to it. Mostly reggae l think about Jamaicans. And l think 
calypso or soca ivith someivhere like Trinidad, Like wzth smaller islands like 
Trinidad The small islanak I ~vould say. 

Although reggae was presented as a popular genre of music, there were also 
demarcations in musical choices made between Jamaica and other Caribbean islands. 
In some cases, a strong adherence to genres of island music other than reggae was 
used as a marker, serving the dual purpose of indicating nonalignment with Jamaica as 
well as an alignment with "small islands." Thus, some students who wanted to 
maintain a distinction between themselves and the larger Caribbean island of Jarnaica 
aligned themselves more specifically with music such as soca and calypso from the 
ccsmail islands." Such musical choices were also an o p p o h t y  to reinforce parental 
heritage and culture from these other islands. The student below identifies how she 
makes this distinction. For her, the affiliation with calypso was also a way of marking 
difference from the 'large is1and"-Jarnaica: 

Etta: You know what? 1 think halfthe reason why 1 on& like calypso is because 
Calypso identifes more with the small islanh. 

While some of the above narratives position reggae as more pleasurable in 
terms of beat, other aspects of its construction make its adoption by al1 black students 
problernatic. In comparing reggae to rap, the latter was regarded as a more d o r d y -  
accessible fom of music in comparison to the more heavily patois-laden reggae. As 
discussed above, dance-hall reggae that has become pupdar over the p s t  decade 
offers more dense lyrics than the inspirational "reggae" associated with Bob Marley. 
The following narratives illustrate the'ways in which the discourse surroundhg Bob 
&ley has placed bis music wîthin a different cultural space to that of recent 
subgenres: 



Doreen: He is a good singer. Lots ofpeople like Bob Marley too . . - but he doesn 't 
sing . . . like in the clance hall, you know those dance hall reggae? //Oh? // That 's 
Marley] just so deep and it 's made just for the parties, and then there is reggae, 
they 've got some reggae chat's like Christian . - . yeah @ause] like . . - some circle 
people and they have reggae that 's like for religiom things. Then they have reggae 
fhat 's just for l i k  dance hall like for youth, you know, Jtst to make them "go off' and 
iike have fin at parties and And chat's the reggae I Zike . - - like that one that 
you can "go off:'' 'Cu it just gers you hyped whatever righr But Bob Marley fjause] 
he sings Iike good sons  and he isn 't singing if Iike where you cannot understandyou 
know- He sings fike regular I(Iiause]you could sing along with I Iike him though. 

Doreen's narrative illustrates a positionhg of dance hall reggae that identifies it with 
the descriptor "youth" rather than "aduIt" and illustrates the ways in which pleasure 
intersects receptivity. 

Reception of dance hall reggae by the wider group of black students was 
M e r  complicated by language use. In particular, for students whose families were 
not from Jamaica or the Caribbean, translating the cryptic patois used in reggae songs 
was at tirnes problematic. However, some were able to overcome this difficulty if 
they had access to fnends who were familjar with patois and could translate the lyrics: 

Omar: I am not Jamaican. So I just listen to the songs. i can 't even understand rvhat 
fhey are saying //yeahL/ But I Zike the way it sounds, you ruant to move, you want to 
dance to if and things like t h a ~  I can relate more to . . . like r&b than I can to reggae. 
J: How is thar? 
Omar: Reggae will be harder. It k just that 1 can 't understand what they are saying! 
J: Because of the patois? 
Omar: Yeah, 1 don 't know what they are saying? Igot like, Igot, I wouldn 't say a lot, 
but i have enough Jamaican fiieds to understand some of it. Like if they are talking 
Zik I know, I knorv for sure thar rhere is one reggae Song ihat I knorv ait the wora3 îo. 
And rhen pretty much the rest of them 1 can 't even hear anything. 

Or another student whose heritage is in North Arnerica and the continent of Afkica: 

Merle: ProbabZy 'au I have quite a few Jamaican fiiendr. So they speak round me 
then i am like really? So I start to understand it. But my brother and my sister they 
knorv it like &use]  they know if. Like sometimes I will be like, "what? " and they will 
know what they are saying. Like my brother is reaiiy good And he con put on the 
voice and everyîhing. 

Or Frank, whose heritage is in North America: 



Frank: Oh I 've hearà it. 1 can 't understand it so I don 't liiten to. They ahvays make 
fun ofme. "Ney you can 't understund that either " dong, dong dong, chat 's what if 
sounds like. 
J: 1s it similar to gangsta or some thing like that? Or is it thatyou don 't even know 
Frank Don 't even know, 
J: Do you iisten to regular reggae? /No// You don '1 do that either. 
Frank: Well I like it but ijust don 't, I can ' f  understand it, If I am listening, I am 
listening to the beat or nying to get a word out of it- ''1 heard t h  one!" 

Although the latter two narrative highlight how the patois used in reggae is not 
received uniformly, and tends to hgment any perceived sense of homogenous black 
cultural formation, nonetheless social interaction that takes place among the shidents 
still provides oppominity for developing a sense of collectivity around musical 
choices. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter has analysed the ways in which the students orient themselves in 
relation to a collective black identity. This identification as black is accomplished in 
various ways through understanding the self in relation to Canadian identity and in 
relation to other blacks in the diaspora and the continent. There is some evidence of 
the development of an ccoutemational" consciousness-a consciousness not aligned 
with the boundedness of the Canadian State. For many of the students with Caribbean 
heritage this consciousness is one related to identification with 'blackness" rather than 
to the continent of Afnca. There is for these students with Caribbean heritage no 
sense of a return to an "origin" represented by Afica Any sense of a return that is 
envisaged is to the last "port of call." As Gilroy (1997) observes, "the memories of 
slavery are hard to maintain when the rupture of immigration intemenes" (p. 336). It 
is a Caribbean "culture" that they align themselves with and which they see as giving 
meaning to their identity. They make use of musical formations such as reggae, 
calypso, and soca in order to identifj. more closely with the Caribbean. 

The narratives highlight how construction of a black group identity is shaped 
by media culture in general and more specificdy by a hegemonic US culture. It is 
worth noting that this media culture is one that is referenced by the descriptor c'youth'y 
This US youth culture constnicts symbols that the students then have available for 
collective and individual identity formation In tems of identification with each 
other, youth culture provides an avenue through which students with heritage from the 
continent of Afnca, the Carïbbean as well as North America cm communicate. Using 
this conception of youth culture, the nea  chapter will analyse the students' narratives 



to ascertain if and how African Canadian students receive US hiphop cultural 
products such as music. 



Notes 

- 

1 Stepping is a rhythmic hand clapping and foot stomping performance. 

Minister Faust has a radio program which plays music fiom the continent. The national award- 
winning The Terrordome M a  All-Worid News Radio, The Terrordorne Afnca ALI-World Interne 
News Service, and The Phantom Pyramid. His programmes broadcast on FM 88.9 the University of 
Alberta's radio station. 

3 Alfernafive is the term used in 1960s to refer to UK and US underground or counterculture 
perfonners - While punk in the 1970s was c l d y  alternative, the present scene builds on punk- 
Aiternative label appiied in 80s and 90s to p n g e  bands. ~ïrvana-encornpasses wllege rock, rap 
trash, metal and industriai]. 

4 Stephens suggests that in 1988 when U. S. DJ. Red Alert began playing dancehail music; he was 
"perhaps the first hiphop radio DJ. to achowledge stylistic links between the two genres" 
(Stephens, 1996, p.270). 

5 Gilroy argues that the SM in reggae towards violent lyrïcs can be related to the "consolidation of 
Seaga's regime and the consequent militarisation of ghetto We" (1987/91, p. 188). 



Chapter 6 

Music & Regimes of Representation 

In a mass-rnediated image culture, it is representations that help constifute an individual 's 
viav of the world, sense ofpersonal identity and gender, Iaying out of style and WestyZe. 

(1Yellner. 1995, p. 60) 

Introduction Chapten Six -Nine 

As indicated in chapters four and five, American youth culture is seen as a 
prirnary source of identification-as the very blackest culture-the one that provides the 
rneasure on which al1 othen can be evaluated (Gilroy, 2000, p. 18 1). It is this 
identification with black-Amencan youth culture that is at the forefiont of analysis in 
this chapter and the consequent two chapters. 1 try to indicate the various ways in 
which media contours understandings of black identity as represented by and through 
youth culture. This latter exploration takes place via an analysis of the student' 
narratives in relation to youth culturai texts such as films, music, and music videos 
that are consumed. Of import is this distancing between the site of production and 
consumption of rap, what Giddens (1984) identifies as "spacedistauciation~ As well, 
the three data chapten identi& how representation works intertextually to contour 
meaning via regimes of representation. Such representations offer students a potential 
source for identification, as well as for the production and reproduction of cultural 
forms. Within the data chapters, questions of receptivity are posed as to how the 
students receive youth cultural forms, and how these foms intersect gender, econornic 
status, sexuality, and parental authority. 

Representations are not constructed in isolation, but ofien work in relation to 
other social formations in order to develop what Stuart Hall (1997) identifies as a 
"regime of representation." The films that are watched, the magazines that are read, 
and the music that is listened to offer an insight into the ways in which students are 
able to create meanings from the varying media representations that they encounter. 
In speaking more specifically of music, Negus (1997) indicates the importance of such 
cultural forms when he suggests that a "sense of identity is created out of and across 
the processes whereby people are connected together through and with music" (p. 
133). In a similar way, Negus' postulation conceming social connections can be 
extended into the areas of magazine consumption, television viewing, and adoption of 
dress styles. 

Language is the means of communication. It is via language that these 
students corne to constnict and know the world This coming to "know" the wor1à"- 
how we recognise it as having a reality external to the self-becomes an important 
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mediating force in tems of how the students place themselves in relation to media 
texts that highlight blacloiess. By analyzing the narratives of the students, 1 explore 
media culture and the ways that students position themselves in relation to the cuItura.1 
representations of blackness that such youth cultures provoke in the everyday lives of 
the students. In order to ascertain the meanings that the students give to the youth 
culture that they encounter, one has to analyze the interactional process and the 
subject positions that are produced. Demin (1989) argues that as such: 

. . . meaning is biographical, emotional, and felt in the streams of 
experience of the person Locating meaning in the interaction involves 
uncovering how a penon emotionally and biographically fits an experience 
into their emerging, unfolding definitions of self. It is assumed that this is done 
through the production of personal experience and self-stories. Meaning is 
anchored in the stories persons tell about themselves. (p. 62) 

In presenting my data in this chapter, 1 draw on themes across media genres in 
recognition of the intertextual way that these discourses of representation are worked 
through by the students. I concentrate on those narratives through which the students 
construct musical preference. 1 try to ascertain if Gerald's comment (end of chapter 5) 
is correct with regard to the influence of Afican-American culture on Afncan 
Canadians. Concentrating on the relationship between Canada and US will reveal 
how these national formations operate as sites of production and how they shape the 
students consumption of their products. Al1 of the latter should tell me something 
about the students' identities, what they align themselves with, and how. 1 draw on 
mediazation to help me theorise my way through the narratives with regard to what is 
an aspect of econornic globalisation. Finally, cultural theonsts have recently begun to 
recognise the role that pleasure plays in interpellating people into subject positions. 
With that 1 attempt to trace the use of their phrase "gohg oE" I start my discursive 
analysis of their narratives with an oveMew of the sociopolitical placing of black 
youth culture, and the hiphop phenornenon. 



Black Youth Culture 

Over the past twenty years youth culture in general, and North American black 
youth culture in particular, has been dominateci by the social formation of hip-hop 
culture. As a cultural formation, hiphop consists of the intertextual retationships 
between rap, graffiti, and break dancing'. Aithough over the past few years the 
influence of granlti and break dancing has waned, they were, in the early stages of this 
cultural phenornena, thnving aspects of hiphop's formation Perkins (1996) suggests 
that the decline of break dancing was a consequence of corporate America's raid on 
hiphop culture, alongside the growth of video medium that replaced "authentic break 
dancers" with "'video hos,' ' fly girls' and 'fly boys"' (p. 14). 

Hiphop as a cultural fonn developed in the 1970s fiom a combination of 
African America, Caribbean and Latino sources. Although its origins are associateci 
solely with the Afiican-Amencan cornmunity in the New York Bronx, its "roots" and 
ccroutes" are much more complex. As Nelson George (1998)descnbes the process: 

. . . one of the prevailing assumptions about hiphop is that it was, at some 
early moment, solely African-Amencan created, owned, controlled, and 
consumed. It's an appeahg origin myth-but the evidence just isn't there to 
support it. Start with who "inventeci" hiphop: in its days as an evolving street 
culture, Latino dancers and tastemakers-later internationally known as 
breakers-were integral to its evolution because of the synergy between what 
the mobile DJs played and what excited the breakers. Also, Caribbean culture 
clearly uiformed hiphop's Holy Trinity-AfXka Bambaataa, Grandmaster 
Flash, and Kool Herc. Two of them, Flash and Herc, were either bom in the 
Caribbean or had close relatives fiom there. In Barn's case, non-Arnerican 
black music had been essentid to his aesthetic. (p. 57) 

Social, economic, and political factors were also at play in the US during the 
early years of the cultural formation of hiphop. In support of the latter, Tricia Rose 
(1994) argues that much of this early development of hiphop was undertaken against 
the backdrop of a "pst-industrial city . . . that shaped their cultural terrain¶ access to 
space, materials and power9* (p. 34). In analysing the narratives of the students, it 
becomes evident that the youth culture, as indicted in chapter three, consumed and 
produced by the students, derives primarily fkom the United States, or is heavily 
infiuenced by the US and hiphop. 

Bearing in mind the powerful influence of youth culture (Willis, 1990; 
Hebdige, 1979; 1988; Rose, 1994; Walcott, 1995) on adolescents, this dominance of 
US cultural products is interesting when placed in a relation to a new geographic 
location, namely, Canada. In tems of access to representations of blackness that the 
students couid either identiQ with or contesf the US media would seem to exert a 



hegemonic hold over such conceptions in North Amerïca and the Afncan diaspora 
This dominance of the US was alluded to either directly or indirectly in many of the 
narratives, as illustrated in chapter three. As Gerald suggested in response to my 
query as to how he accounts for the dominance of US media culture: 

Gerald: *Cm they are number one. 
5: Nurnber one? 
Gerald: They are like the most poweqîd. AIl the movies, all the music, cornes Forn 
there. 

Gerald's comments provide a starting point for this chapter's and the 
consequent two chapters' analysis as the students' narratives in relation to music and 
movies are highlighted to ascertain the extent to which his comrnents correspond with 
the lived experiences of the students under discussion. 1 try to highiight 'Yegimes of 
representation," what Stuart Ha11 (1997) identifies as the "the whole repertoire of 
imagery and visual effects through which 'ciifference' is represented at any one 
historical moment7' (p. 232). As such, one c m  identify how representations of 
blackness gain meaning when they are read in context, against or in connection with 
other media forms. 



Rap Music-Constructions of Blackness Reception and Appro~nation 

With the decline of break dancing and to some extent graffiti, rap music has 
corne to symbolise the growth and longevity of hiphop. At times, rap as a genre has 
achieved almost mythic proportions in terms of its supposed ability to cause social 
havoc and moral mayhem with youths in the United States and beyond Development 
of groups such as the Pareats Music Resource Centre (PMRC), founded by Democrat 
Al Gore's wife Tipper, were important landmarks in the public construction of a 
"moral panicm3 about the sexually explicit and violent nature of rap Iyrics. The 
PMRC's subsequent 1984 victory in getting the music industry to apply sticker ratings 
for obscenity only served to reinforce the heightened sense of danger and possible 
moral corruption associated with the genre. Rap also received two other very public 
ccoutings" which helped to align it as subversive and harmful to mainstream society. 
The first was the public denouncement by Bill Clinton, during his presidential 
carnpaign in 1992, of female rapper Sister Souljah for cccalling on black people to kill 
whites." Critics saw Clinton's actions as a political rather than moral indictment. For 
many, his response was m d a c t u r e d  to "reach out to the white Americans who 
thought the Democratic party would always cater to its highly-visibly gadfly, Jesse 
Jackson, and the 'special interest group9-black folks-he represented" (George, 1998, 
p. 173). The second ccouting9' was the very public legal trial of rap group 2 Lnte Crew 
for their misogynist and lewd lyrics on A s  N q  as They Wunna Be. Banned as 
obscene by a judge in Florida, the record's lyrics were defended by academic Henry 
Louis Gates as representative of a code of Wack public howledge." Gates argued: 

2 Live Crew is engaged in heavy-handed parody, turning the stereotypes of 
black and white American culture on their heads. These young artists are 
acting out, to lively dance music, a parodic exaggeration of the age-old 
stereotypes of the oversexed black female and male. n e i r  exuberant use of 
hyperbole (phantasmagonc sexual organs, for example) undermines-for 
anyone fluent in black cultural codes-a too literal-minded hearing of the lyrics. 
(New York Times, June 19, 1990) 

Not everyone in the African Amencan community welcomed Gates' 
pronouncements, and many criticised the underlying essentialism and sexism in his 
statements (hwks, 1994; Baker Jr., 1993). Nelson George in his book Hiphop 
Amerzca challenges this public construction of rap as a socially and morally 
degenerate art fom linked inherentiy and solely with the Afiican-American 
community. For George (1999), rap and the wider hiphop culture is not so alien nom 
mainstream US values. Instead, he cautions that: 

It is also essential to understand that the values that underpin much h i p h o p  
materÏalism, brand consciousness, gun iconography, and antiintellec-tualism- 
are very much by-products of the larger American culture. Despite the 
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c'dangerous" edge of so much hiphop cdture, al1 of its most dishirbing themes 
are rooted in this country' s dyshctional values. Anti-Semitism, racism, 
vioIence and sexism are hardly unique to rap stars but are the most sinister 
aspects of the national character. (p. xiii) 

As discussed in chapter five, ''Diaspora as Collecti~ity,~~ the students' 
repertoire of music listening ranged from soca, reggae, r&b, to mp. However, since 
rap has been the most dominant discourse, during the 1980's and beyond, linking 
music and black identity in North Arnerica, this chapter highlights that specific genre 
as the focus of analysis. As well, within presentday Canadian society there is an 
existing common sense discourse that positions rap as synonymous with black identity 
and that consumption of mp music is an inherent aspect of blackness and cultural 
formation. Thus, the students narratives are analyzed in relation to the ways in which 
they access and position themselves within the various discourses surroarnding the 
production and reception of rap music. 

It is evident fiom the narratives that reception of rap music, as constnicted by 
and through the narratives, is a complex entity that is filtered not only by 
identification with blackness, gender and sexuality, but also through the production of 
pleasure, as well as access to economic resource. For those students who had part- 
time jobs, or whose parents or care givers are classified as k i n g  within higher socio- 
economic groups, ready access to money was an important variable in the ability to 
purchase differing genres of music. Thus the students' ability to constanly access, 
purchase and consume rap compact discs or cassette tapes was constrained by various 
socio-economic factors. As youths, not yet independent adults, many of the students 
did not have readily-available access to economic resources that could be diverted into 
purchashg music. At times this lack of resources led to creative ways to access music 
without draining resources. The following narrative reveals one innovative way in 
which students are able to maintain knowledge of musical genres withùi econornic 
Iimits: 

J :  So where do you get the CDS, are they fairly available in the shops? 
Gerald: You can buy them at any music store. But ,@zuse] when I buy lois of my CDS 
I buy them second hand 'Cu they are only like $6 1 how the store. They have lots of 
CDs. So I jmt go through them and I muallyfind a couple of CDS thar I like thar I 
pay like five buch for. Imtead of going to the store andpayingfiifieen Like they 
might be a few month outdated, like maybe they came out a feu months ago and theil 
some one got sick of it and sold !hem to the store. But I usuul&_find a couple of CDS 
thar I like. 



As well, those students whose access to fuiancial resources was limited, tended 
tu draw on alternative social resources such as fnends or siblings in order to consume 
or gain access to differing genres of music. Taping and sharing of music thus 
becomes an important mechanism for circurnventing the economic constraints placed 
on these students and a way to increase music consumption. Taping of music 
occurred across al1 genres, nom rap, through reggae to Christian gospel. The 
following student descnies the various ways in which music that is produced outside 
Canada gets disseminated across Canada: 

Omar: Like some people they have fiiends that [ive in . . New York. , , where the 
music cornes out nmv and then it gets sent down here to them. And then . - . they 
make copies of it and then it gers around, people heur it andyou are like "Who is 
this? " and you find out and you go to the store and then you look for it or Iike on 
MuchMusic, even sometinres "RupCity. " You listen to that andyou fike the song and 
you find ouf the artist. You go or, pherv, Dause] somebody iravels sontewhere and 
gels some new music, then they corne bock here and listen to it. Like if 's al/ over the 
place. 

For Mirelle. her brother was a primary source of access to and sharing of recorded rap 
music: 

Mirelie: 1 listen to rap. My brocher is mostly into rap, so lpick it up fiom him. 

Melvin's important source for access to new music was his friend [Robert]. In 
response to a question as to when he fïrst encountered his favourite group of the 
moment, he replied: 

Through rnyfiiend [Robert]. . . [Robert] had a tape, and he was playing it for me. 
And then I like Iistened to it. And 1 heard him and 1 was like "Oh he sounds bac4 " 
and so 1 just taped the Song o fo f  him and then 1 listened to it, and he had like a 
whole bunch of [the group songs. So 1 tapd ail those oflof him. 

Omar, Melvin and Mirelle's narratives above identiQ the complexities of 
gaining access to d i f f e ~ g  sources and genres of music, and the ways in which peers, 
family members, and others are important in mediating such reception of music. Such 
a social process highlights the ways in which musical tastes can, consequently, be 
contoured by interaction with sibling and peers. As well, such sharing provides 
opportunity for the development of individual aesthetic tastes that articulate with 
collective orientations. This process of "sharing" provides opportunities for 
reinforcing social interaction and exchange, and increases the influence of music 
beyond those students who can &ord to regularly purchase CDS. So for students who 
have siblings, the access to music is greater than would otherwise be the case. 
Students who had family and fnends in other countries were also a source for gaining 
access to and expanding the listening repertoire of al1 students. 



It is also noteworthy that the narratives reveal how consumption, Le., liking 
and listening to music, does not always cohere with purchasing habits. Tricia Rose 
(1994) verifies the latter when, in accounting for the greater number of rap sales to 
middle-class white youths in the US, she argues that "black teen rap consumen have a 
higher 'pass-dong rate,' that is, the rate at which one purchased product is shared 
among consumers" (p. 8). For Eita, consumption of rap music was contoured not just 
by sharing with sibiings, but also because she preferred visual to aural repetitiveness 
of rap: 

Etta: For rap 1 Zike Mase. As much as 1 Zisten to it /don 't buy a lot of CDS and tapes. 
J: What do you buy then? 
Etta- Idon 't really buy any CDS and tapes. Mainly because [my brother] buys a lot 
of them so 1 jtîst borrow them . . . . Number two, as much as 1 fike to listen to it. " Why 
don 't 1 buy a lot? Maybe it CF the money. 1 wouZdsooner tape it ofl One of the 
things, 1 Zike watching things. i Iike to watch music videos more than just listen to it. 
Andl like reggae more than rap because rap can get vety repetitive. 

There are a variety of venues through which çhidents can access music 
associated with youth culture. Space and location are important in providing a 
structure for students to listen to rap and other musical genres. The narratives indicate 
that hall parties and teen clubs provide such semi-public spaces where rap music can 
be accessed These semi-public spaces can become sites for the expression of specific 
types of social formations.' However, as Gerald identifies, youth social venues were 
not fully "open" to al1 genres of music, and certain venues become associated with 
specific genres: 

At a reggae party they 'fl just play pure reggae, buf ifit 's jmf Zike @ause] Zike an 
average hallparty . . . they wilZplqy mostly hip-hop, some reggae. Probably some 
r&b. Like a club Dause] they 'Ilplay depends what club. Like sorne clubs are 
drxerent. Like CIub Megamh, they play like hiphop and reggae. And [other] 
dmrent clubs that Iike play "techno, " some rap. 

Even in social spaces dorninated by youths, there is a degree of censure to 
types of music that are perceived as appropnate. Social spaces become racialised at 
times, a process that is mediated by identification with different genres of music. 
Phyllis' narratives details the ways in which even the descriptor "'hall party" does not 
represent uniforrnity in musical taste: 

J :  Tell me about the mirsic you coufdget at a hallparty. 
Phyllis: It depenh. Like ifyou are going to a black hall para you are going 
to find a lot of reggae, 'hip-hop " u m  [pause], r&b d stt@ But ifyou go ro 
like, say, an Oriental, party, you are going ro hear n for ojlke "techno, " some 
rap [pause] you know like the odd reggae song that 's been t m e d  into 



"techno" or sornething. Sometimes you like it but usualfy it 's kinda hmd to 
mix them all together. 'CE fike k a m e ]  when you have a hullparty, you make 
sure like a whole bunch of like dzfferent groups, it 's like they iry and play 
"techno" and then you get dl the black kzds sitting there going "Boo shut it 
ofi  shut it ofl" Then they play a bwzch of reggae, and then you get all the 
other kia's go ing "Bo0 shut it oJZ " 

Not al1 students were able to access youth cultural foms to the same extent 
and degree. While Phyllis' latter narratives might indicate the importance of a black 
hall party. this access was not uniform among al1 black students. As Mirelle 
illustrates, parental authority was often a factor in mediating access to different music 
genres available via hail parties. Here she constructs how she views hall parties: 

Actuali', my rnum doesn 'î let me go to hall parties. Only like when [parne] it 
wasn 't men a hallpurty, it was myfriend's birthday par9 she had in a hall- 
M j  m m  doem 't like hall parties, because anyone cornes in, chere is no 
secari@, anything c m  h a p p  Alcohol can be served there, and it doesn 't 
matter the age. 'Cuz it k in a hall or something. So my m m  doesn *t really like 
that. But she will Zef me go to Iike teen things at fike clubs or sornething. But 
not too much 

In continuing her narratives. Mirelle seeks to rationalise an adherence to 
parental authority by representing going out as not somethuig to be often undertaken. 
In this way conformity becomes rationalised as individual choice rather than an 
imposition of parental authority-a sense of Foucault's technologies of the self: 

i don 'Z rnind thnr though. 'Cta. um, 1 don 't like going out too much 'cuz then you 
don 't ,@ause] um, you don 't see the value in it- Like when 1 hurdly went and Igot to 
go 1 'd be Iike, "Oh my gosh I got to go, I got to go- " And 1 had a lot offin- But then 
when you go too much if gels boring and it 's the sarne old thing 

Parental authority acts as an important mediator in allowing access to music. As 
Merle's narratives indicate, one's age as well as the lyrics of the song are important 
factors in being able to access rap music in the home. In speaking of her parents she 
suggested that: 

They don *t Iike that nasty stufl Then again 1 don 't realZy Iike get a lot of it. Like a lot 
of my own CDS they are like muse] sîufthat 's clean. But like my brother, since he 
is older, he will get whatever he wank And they don 't really say anything. M y  mum 
is just like fpaw "don 't Zisten to k t .  " "Ok m m  " Just don 't play it around them, 
that is. That 's kin& bad, but it 's true, ifyou want to btow the truth. [mutual 
laughterj. Like the other &y, if 's firnny, my brother had ,@ause] there is a CD in my 
room, andl ,vas about tu listen to it. Thank God 1 wasn 't listening tu if already. My 
m m  saw the case and it said on if "explicit lyrics. "She is liùe "Are you listening to 



this? " Isaid "No mum - - . of course not. Ijust keep these CDS for Lynford] in my 
room. " 

Doreen's narratives, like Merle's, indicate the influence of parents and the censoring 
of music for certain family members: 

1 like r&b, some rap is al2 right, but too rnuch srvears so. hause] Oh reggae is good 
too. Everybody in our house listen to the same thing. Yeah. Like myparenrs Iisten to 
like . . . all r&b, and my &d thinh rap is al2 right, and he watches it too. Like some 
dqys 1 corne home, my &d rS sitting dorun watching RapCity and smfl So everybody 
ZrStens to rhe exact same thing in our house. Like even . . . those that have nvearing 
and stug As long as my brother isn 't around Ive are allowed to play it or 
whatever . , . . It depends what type of music though, Ive can 't have "mother rhis, 
mother t h t ,  " But we can listen to rap, and my &d like he knows all that s t u+  1 
don? know why, I don 't know horu, and he just knows all of rhu~ He just kno~vs al2 of 
char? My mum and my &d are like singing along with the music. 

Music & Pleasure 

The ways in which meaning gets represented in music are not just with regard 
to the content of the lyrics. The beaîs and combinations thereof aiso corne to evoke 
pleasure and subjectivisation As John Storey (1996) argues: 

the pleasure of music is not the pleasure of the representation of something 
that has happened elsewhere (a reflection of meaning) but the pleasure of what 
is being made (the making and materiality of meaning). The pleasure and 
power of popular music is not in the performance emotion but in the emotion 
of performance. @p. 106-7) 

Social theorists suggest that in hegemonic and counter-hegemonic stmggles, the 
production and regdation of desire, are as important as the construction of meaning. 
The ways in which the body becomes both the subject and object of pleasure are 
important. 

The narratives construct rap into differing subgenres, such as positive, 
hardcore gangsta, and lovers. As Phyllis outlines: 

Wu-Tang and like fpause]; let me hink here, Old Di* Bastani They are like hard 
core rap. They are kinda like hard core rap. They are like srreef rap kinda thing. 
They take like things that have happened in their Iives. L ik  seeirtg theirjFiends ger 
shot. Or something bad happening they take it andput it in a Song and they kind of 
express how they feel through the song. Then you have Iike LL Cool J.  He is like the 
"lover rap " kind of thing. He goes on about "Oh yeah, Isaw you af  the bus stop" 
and this and char whatever. And he talks about girls and all char, Then in the middle 
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you kinda have PUffDaddy where he kinda like tukes, like he kinda takes his feelings 
fiom /ike Zovingsonteone and like feelings fiorn like someone getting hurti 

For some students, rap lyrics were positive in the sense that they were a source of 
leanÿng about self, society and blackness. For Omar this learning was related to the 
controversial use of the word "nigga" by some rappers: 

J :  So how do you feel about that? About the use of the word? 
Omar: Like using the word "nigga? " l t  's almost-it 's exactly rvhat he says. They say 
in the Song that people just use* lot of blackpeople just use it as like nothing- And 
that 's the way I am too. 1 Iistened to it, I ' m  like yeah, I'rn like that too. We don 't l i k  
pay attention to what the word is for. Like they say through the Song is that rve got to 
think about what the word ivas origïi1uIIy usedfor. People are like, blackpeople noiv 
they just use il amund the community like it 's nothing. Like who cares, it 's just a 
rvord But they are trying to say wellyou 've got to think like what was this word used 
for? m a t  does it mean? Look in the dictionary, it meam dumb, stupid al1 those 
things. So that 's rvhat they are rrying to say. 
Students' identification with specific subgenres signifies something about the 

perception of self One student indkated that for him the message in the rap Song was 
important, and that his ability to hear a message made a distinction between him and 
some of his fiiends: 

D d :  have afewfFiends, most of them they don 't listen to rap the same reason that 
I listen to rap. The same rvay 1 listen to rap. They listen to rap because they like the 
music. They don 't hear a message. They just hear the words. And they go "They 
rhyme huh huh huh. " 

hterestingly, Denzil's distinction between those who are able to hear the message 
within a rap Song and those who are not was based not only on racialised 
understandings, but was also intersected by class. The importance of conveying a 
message with rap was epitomised by several narratives that drew on Wu-Tang Clan as 
representative of a rap group that had messages within their lyrics. Nelson George 
(1998) reveals îhat: 

[AlJthough they in fact corne fiom Staten Island, its nine members c l a h  to 
belong to an ancient and secret sect searchùlg for a coherent vision, the Wu- 
Tang have used their interest in Asian action movies to inject a sense of the 
mystical into hiphop. (George, 106) 

Students who identified with Wu-Tang's lyrics were aligned with a variety of rap 
genres. In the following narrative, Melvin, who aligns himself with gangsta rap, 
identifies the rise and fa11 of the group: 

Wu-Tang? @ause] 1 love Wu-Tang. //Do you?// Yecrh. Wu-Tang is probably the best 
group that came out @ause/ - . - it 's so sad that they went down like so quick And 
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the reason they did? 1 feel, 1 don 't know, is because of PufDad@, who took away 
their thing. 'Cuz @ause] okay, Wu-Tang came out with 36 Chambers- And 36 
Chambers is "wicked " Every MC in Wu-Tang has got some sort of d~ffereenr like 
style chat like allput tugether sounàs go04 you know. Like the Riza, he is a like 
philosophisingguy, kind of iike a prophet Mefhod, Method talh about his own 
thfng- Plus he has got the voice and the lyrics. Giza is like a wise guy, the only thing 
is Zike a @ause] a couple of them fike //Cappadonna?// avhew Cappudonna is wicked 
His new CD is so . - . , 

Noticeable withùi the narratives is the way in which the critiques of 
mainstrearn rapper PufYDaddy cohere with other discourses evident in other areas of 
the thesis. For Omar, a fan of message rap, Wu-Tang was credited with having 'deep 
messages," a group that requires reflection: 

Omar: Ir's like some h@-hop arrist, they 'll say something andyou just hear it, yeah 
you hear iL But then afier, it takes me like a long tirne to understand the meaning 
behind it. //Right/ There is like, the reason why everybody likes Wu-Tang . - . they 
have like ,@ause] like seriously deep message in their music. //Real&?// Like ~yyou 
pay attention to what they are saying Like of course some of it is Zike what everybody 
is, stereotypes like ')euh they are just swearing they are just singing aIl this. " Some 
of it is true like that. But seriously, ifsome people look some time and listened to 
exact& what they are saying in the messages. it might take jhem a lot of time, but if 
they had the patience, they 'd start to Iike it too. They 'd start to appreciate it. 

The way in which this shident's narrative identified Wu-Tang as "open" to any 
racialised or social group was interesting: 

Doreen: They have been populur. They 're like popular with every race. They are one 
of those groups, you know they arie Z i k  popfur with every race. They are like popular 
avith Iike skaters, I i k  they are popular with the heay rnetal people too. 1 don 't know 
how but ,@ause] 'cuz the music they sing. Like it mhes, Zike you could listen to 
@ause] Zike a party and everything and it soundr good But then you go to like 
fpause] like you could go l i k  say [tofihite people or whatever, and then you 'II like 
hear them [istening to the tune. And you are like "Ho&, " because the way they sing 
@ause] its jwt like . . . &use] they sing the song @ause] for everybo& not jus1 for 
blackpeople, Some people just sing songs for blackpeople and st@ 

Lyrics are an important part of accessing pleasure. Often this pleasure is 
contained not just within the words themselves but rather is evoked in the 
performance of  the song/rap. It draws on aspects such as the "'grain of the voice," the 
body of the voice, as it sings. As Storey (1996) suggests, ' C ~ ~ r d s  are sounds we can 
feel before they are statements to understand" (p. 106). The narratives below identiQ 
how, for Melvin, the voice of the rapper c'calls" him, in an almost Althusserian sense 
of interpellation: 



His voice that caught me- Like caught me out, . . i don 't know. 1 don 't know how fo 
explain it, i t  's like a child's high-pitched voice- But like hause] the content rvas just 
different. So it just something to do with the feelings in me- So Ijwt lisrened to him 
i don 't see Iike that many people listening to it- So 1 kinda@st like keep it to myself. 

The narratives also illustrate how acquisition of the distinctive, in this case lmowledge 
of a little-known rapper, can become a comrnodity increased by its scarcity. The 
importance of voice in evoking pleasure is not confined to rap, but is also evident in 
the other students' responses to other genres of  music. Mirelle indicates her attraction 
to/identification with jazz perfonners: 

Wynton Marsalk 1 like 60th ppes. i mualiy Iike the jazz singer voice. The jazz 
singer voices, 'cuz they are all sofill- And the ~vay they Iike @ause] fhey 'Il change 
@ause] "double de boo bop, "something like rhat- And if sounds nice but also when 
you jus! heur the insrrumenfi, Iike the saxophone or the tnrnrpet or something. The 
drums are fin& nice !oo. 

One narrative suggests that it is not only the lyrics and "grain of voice" that were the 
source of identification, but that the appeal of differing genres was related to stages of 
adolescence. For Phylfis, as students got older, the ability of hardcore/gangsta rap to 
generate an identification faded: 

Phyliis: I think it 's just a phase. Like everybody ,@ause] even kids that 1 talk to out of 
junior high-now they are going through the phase where if 's hard-core rap- Like 
Ming people, and raping your girlfiiend, and shooting up your mum, and this and 
rhat you know. Andyou get to high school and if '3 kir& like well, you know @ause]; 
that's over rvilh. And it geis like the sofr rap. L i k  LL Cool Jand like Foxy Brown- 
They are kindu considered like sofi rap andJiy-2 and s f u i  you knorv. So it 's kin& 
like a loi ofpople listen to that now. 

Phyllis' allusion to hard and sofî rap highlights the issue of the misogyny and 
profanity contained and promoted by gangsta and hard-core rap musicians. Rap has 
been severely critiqued (hooks, 1992; George 1999) for its construction of gender 
relations, both in tems of its support for women rappers and its use of misogynist 
language in hard core and gangsta rap. In tems of support for women rappers, many 
of the narratives indicated that women rappers were listened to and appreciated by 
both genders: 

b a r :  Uh! The beats and the lyrics. v i t  's aafeme rapper andshe has good beurs 
and she has good lyrics, 1 'Il Iisren io her. If she doesn 't, 1 won '2 listen to her. 1 don 't 
realty care. 
J. What about l&rics? 
Omar: m a t  ntakes good lyrics? Like, a lot of the things. FKhaiyou Say, the way it 
sounh, the wayyoupresent if, the rvay itflows. Like i f i f jbws with the bears, then it 



sounds good But ifyou, Iike, ifthe beat is going one way and you are singing 
another , . . then I can 't stand it Thar 's busically it on female rappers. 

A variety of female rappers were identified, especially Da Brat, Yo Yo, Missy Elliott, 
Queen Latifah, Mis Pen, Mia X, Sait N. Peppa. The students' narratives reveal a 
cornplex positioning in terms of the ways in which gender is constructed and 
represented in rap music and Mdeos. Women rappen are identified as ofien 
constnicting their rap in relation to male rappers7 lyrics, i-e., addressing their 
misogyny. As Omar's narrative indicates, when discussing Queen Latifah: 

Queen Latvah, she is Iike ,@ause] the last CD I have of hem she is just basically, like, 
she was just talking about how she doesn 't like it when, I don 't know, the same 
situation when gqzs are talking about girls- It 's just Iike she is taZking about guys. In 
the way she, her perspective. And that 's basically al1 it was about. I didn 't see too 
much outside of that. She had a Song about a guy where she rvas taking about a guy 
who was cheating on her. She had a Song where she was talking about a guy who 
went jjmw who wenr too far trying to impress her. She had a Song where she had 
,@ause] she was talking about a guy who was like @ u H  disrespecting hep. 

Other wornen rappers were identified with tryïng to outdo gangsta rappen by 
adopting a "bad girl" attitude based on explicit sex Nelson George (1998) suggests 
that : 

Foxy Brown and Lil' Kim took Salt-N-Pepa's formula, made it more explicit, 
dropped in designer reference (Foxy favours Dolce & Gabbana, Kim sports 
Versace), and sold themselves as aggressive sex objects of desire. Whether 
they se11 themselves as sex kitten or demanding lovers, the truth is neither of 
these MCs has truiy explored in her music the complexity of being a young 
black woman in the 90s+ertainly not with the nuance or insight the subject 
demands." (p. 1 85) 

However, various social relations intersected this projection and reception of 
sexually explicit lyrics. One young male explains his listening preferences: 

G d d :  I donPt really listen to her too much but whenever 1 heur @ause] she is 
always like rapping about sex ,@ause] Every time, that 's all she ever raps about. 
Like every time I've heard her. 
J: What about Foxy Brown? 
Gerald: I've Iistened to her, but 1 don 't really like her either. //Right// 1 think she is 
like the same as Li2 Kim 
J: So you are not interested in sex? 
Gerald: No. That 's all they rap about. Like thut's Iike their whole concept. Just that. 
J: Whereas other rappers? 
Gerald: Yeah l i k  they could have that too, but like it 's not al1 they will rap about But 
for rhose MO, that 's Iike ail I ever heur them rupping !hem about. 



In cornparing Li1 Kim with Queen Latifah, Mireiie indicates that the clifference is based on 
respect: 

Mirelle: No. 1 think they are d~rerent, Queen Latifah has more respect, And rhen 
Lil Kim is . . , not as @ause] she doesn 't show respect. Well rnaybe she like @ause]. 
In her lyrics it '.Y not respect. [laugv 

Similarly, Joy compares Li1 Kim with other women rappers in tems of lyrics: 

They are not as nasty. Like Queen Latifh, usuully doesn 't ta& kin& like that. MC 
Lyre, it kinda goes MC Lyte is not bad at all, 1 don 't think Sometimes she can be 
nasty, l i k  swear and sr@ But she is not nearly as bad as like Lil Kim. It 's not 
always about sex, sex, sex And same with Yoyo. Yoyo is usually like, she likes like a 
party scene, like duncing, Thar 's what she will talk abour and s t u -  but not , . . . 

For another student, Li1 Kim was again seen as a rapper whose lyrics were "nasty" and 
limited to rhyming about sex: 

J: You said her Zyrics were nasty? What do you mean by nasty? What does she 
rap about? 
Omar: She is iike, she is pure like, you can tell a hundredpercent of her mind is 
on s a  //Oh righL// And. . - money too- She likes money. So @use]youpur 
those two together and you start talking about that, Mer a whiie you gel nasty. 
Thar 's the w q  she is. 
J: m e n  you say nasty, you rnean? fiplain a bit more to me. 
Omar: You jtlst imagine what she is saying You are like "Oh, oh what ïs that? " 
You know, like she 'II say sornething and you ï l  imagine it and you 'II be, "Uw. " 
Thar 's sick 

For Melvin, Li1 Kim compared unfavourably with another female gangsta 
rapper, Mia X, not just in terms of lyrics. He draws on gendered discourse to link 
creativity and physical appearance: 

Melvin: Miu XJiorn No Limit. And she is like pretfy much a female gangsta rap 
artist. And she talks about like being Zike pretty muçh down with l ik  whatever. Like 
her crew is going to do. So like she is like a female @auseJ Like Lii Kim goes offon 
that a little bit 100, but like @ause] it 's more overpowering like. The less attractive 
the rapper is, like that jëmale rapper, the bette? their Zyrics are- So thut's what 
happens. 

The narratives above indicate the ways in which gendered discourses are used in order 
to present a n o m  against which Li1 Kim is wmtructed as outside the nom. It is also 
interesting the way that some of these young men, in particular, listen to gangsta rap, 
yet do not see it as particuiarly "nasty." 



Reception of gangsta lyrics varied not just on the basis of gender but also in 
tems of religiosity. Such use of rniscigynist lyrics in gangsta and hard-core lyrics 
emerges as a point of tension within the narratives. For Langston, use of such tems as 
"bitch" is acceptable because it refiects women that exist outside their constructions 
in rap records: 

Okay, Zike there is this Song by Tu Pac @ause] like the title of the song is Wonder 
Whv thev Cull vou Birch? You hem that and you think it 's probably some 
derogatory rem, derogatory rap about women . . . , But in this rap he talks 
about afiiend Like this girl is hispiend and she is the kind of girl that you 
know sleeps around Like the song is "Do you wonder why rhey call you 
bitch? Ir 's because you sleep around so much, Al1 you ever think about is 
nioney-you try to get romantic to get their money. And rhat 's why they caIl 
you bitch. " Thaf 's rvhat the Song is about, 1 think that 's enlightening. It is 
m e ,  if 's sad but it is truc, 

J: You rhink it is tme! 
Langston: No, like some women are like that you know. 
J: Have you met any wonten Iike rhat? /Meah!// Hove you? //YeaW/ Where have 
you met those? 
Langston: Evepvhere, they are everywhere . . . Iknow a couple. Like afiiend of 
mine, what 's his natne? [JoJ right. Like rhis girl came înto his house, like she is a 
fiend of afiiend She came to his house and stole like, she robbed him blind She 
took his pager, look his money, ran away. m a t  are you going to refer ro that wonian 
as? Like I have a fiiend [John], like he ruas ~vith a girl who open& confessed that she 
is only there for his money. Like I know a couple of girls who have sex Zike every d q .  
Like girls like that-rvhat couldyou call them? 

Within the women's nmtives, such misogynist tenns and profanities were not as 
acceptable. The foilowing young woman indicates why she positioned Old Dirty Basfard as 
unacceptable: 

J:  So whar is it about OZd Ditty Bastard that makes him hard core? 
Eulyn: Um, he swears like every second word //Oh reaZ&// Jllst some of the things 
he t a h  about. it seems pointless. You know already. You don 't need t ~ y o u  know, 
J: Real& whar sort of things? 
Edyn: Like basically the stufthat happens in the States, about al2 the killings and 
gangs and ail rhar kind of szufl. 
J: Andyou thinkyou know al1 about that all ready. /Mmuph// How do you know 
al1 about that then? 
Eulyn: 'Cuz if's evephere, you know- It 's in the movies, it 's on rhe TV: 

The result of the latter, within the narratives, seems to be a contouring of the 
reception of rap genres that students identie with. This descnptor in general was 
açsociated with love as well as women. The foltowing student positions himself as 
not particularly lMng "soft" music, such as the Blackstreet, because of its 
perceived repetitiveness: 



Langston: There 's a lot of love going about- So f p a w  it 's nothing new . . - - It 's 
pst  the same old, same old Like a good song but Dause] jwt &ause] it 's not 
that 1 am prejudiced against "sofi music- " Sofi music is good But everybody 
does it. %t sparkr my interest is what is dzrerent. 

On a continuum defined by "hard rap" at one end and "soft rap" at the 
other, WiIl Smith consistentiy occupied the "soft" category of rap. As such, he was 
more acceptable to some students who wanted to dissociate themselves fkom hader 
forms of rap that consist of swearing and disrespect of women As a choice in 
terrns of rappers, the narratives below give an example of the ways in which he was 
positioned by some of the young women. As indicated in Eulyn's narrative above, 
there was littie new to discover in 0DB7s music. It was predictable. In contrast, 
Eulyn and other young women viewed Will Smith much more favourably: 

Eulyn: He is d~rerentfiom everybody else. He is old style. And he has even said 
himselfthat he doesn 't like to, bause] he doesn 't l i k  the way, um, other rappers 
demean their own women and stu-Iike that so he doesn 't ,@ause] do things like 
that. 

Beats in Music 

ûriginally, hip-hop consisteci of the beats created by the DJ, before the addition of 
an MC rapper on mike. In relation to the study, the narratives reveal that white beat is 
important, students also indicate a need for variety. This beat is still important in helping 
students dif3erentiate between different genres of music. Perkins identifies three waves of 
hip-hop that have washsd over North America. The fht wave is related to the initial 
growth of hiphop, when the beat was most important. Break dancers fïiIed in at the beat in 
the records, while the MC taiked into the mike. Groups such a Kurtis Blow and the Furious 
Five and Afdca Bambaataa are the most noted here. The second wave of rap can be pinned 
to the early 1980s. Perkins (1996) suggests that: 

the new personalities of the second wave-Run DMC, L. L. Cool J, and Kool Moe 
Dee and Big Daddy Kane-epitomised a combination of street style and musical 
niinimalisrn. More than any other single group or force, Run-D.M.C. catapulted rap 
into the mainStream (p. 15) 

Although Run-D.M.C. became the biggest crossover into the maiastream, they were also a 
band whose merga of "black urban street sound and siîck pop overlay" was alignecl as much 
with rock music as any other form of music. Nelson George (1998), in tracing the group's 
lineage, suggested that: 

Starting with "Rock Boxn produced by Simmons with Lany Smith, Run-D.M.C. was 
promoted as a rock band.' There was a rebellious, nonconformist attitude in rap 
that Russell saw as analogous to the rock attitude he experienced hanging out 



at punk clubs like the Mudd Club, Hurrah's, and the Peppermint Lounge in 
Manhattan. (p. 65) 

P e r h '  third wave encompasses the growth of gangsta rap, which has come to 
eclipse more politicaI message rap. 

At times, the beats c m  make a difference in tems of reception. In the 
following narrative, Omar positions Tribe CaIled @est as preferable to Wu-Tang 

J: Oh right So what makes a Tribe CalM Quest yow fmowiteI where as Wu- 
Tangyou appreciate bat not necessarily? 
Omar: They h e  every thing. With Wu-Tang, 1 like whal they are saying but 
sometimes the beats that they have, I don 't know, 1 don 't really like them that 
much Or I don 't Zike hem, but after a while you are Iike "Eh. this is not 
bad " But when its Tribe Called Quest, pretty much everything they have ever 
put out I've Iiked 1 like the beats the lyrics, Iike they don 't, Me Tribe Called 
Quest is like one of the actual few groups that never talh about. . . being hard 
core and violent. gangstu?// They are sfrictly positive. They ore 
cornpZetely far uway fiom being gangsta- Iney ore jm stricrly spititunl. 

Several students, primarily females with Caribbean heritage, indicated that 
they preferred the beat of reggae or calypso to that of rap, the main advantage being 
that one could move one's body to the bat .  This differentiation may be due to the 
sample chosen, in that for many of the women, in contrast to the young men, the 
Caribbean was their geographic area of alignment. In the following narrative, Mirelle 
indicates a rationale for her preference: 

J: So why wouldyou prefer calypso over rap? 
Mirelle: CuIypso is more @ause] enjoyable to listen to. More dancey . . . . You can 't 
dance to rap. Rap is more you bob your head Andyou jus2 shake your shoulder, l i k  
you move, you don '2 really dance and stu$ 
J: So with calypso then? 
Mirele: You can Iike move your body, relax. dance. It 's more ,@ause]. . . I could 
move more 20 it, 

As indicated by the narratives, the beats, lyrics and grain of voice can evoke pleasure 
in the listener, and at tirnes, this pleasure seems heightened when al1 components 
come together. This coming together with heightened pleasure was captured in the 
students' narratives by the phrase "going off." For those moments of collective 
behaviour, the "plaisir" and enjoyment can be seen as linked to the ways in which one 
shares an emotional experience. Melvin describes the sense ofpleasure, that going off 
entails: 



1 can 't s a -  I realIy feel like any thing. 'Cu music doesn 't Mecf me that much, 11 
makes me feel happy, If 1 hear like some guy with a good beat and then like ,@ause] I 
like the lyrics, "1 go o f '  and then his voice, it 's just like gets me excited and 1 like get 
all hyperactive and st@ 

Repeated across the narratives, the phrase 'going off' was used in a variety of 
settings. In recent pst-structuralist literature (Gilroy, 200; Foucault, 1984; Butler, 
1993), the body has been identified as a site of meaning, as a fonn of language that 
plays a role in the politics of representation. The way in which the body interacts with 
the sound of music cornes to be represented as a sign of pleasure or displeasure. The 
metaphor '"going off7 is used in a varïety of ways to describe and explain the 
emotional elements aîtached to listening to music. OAen going off was experienced in 
relation to others, in a dance hall, but it codd also be experienced while listening 
alone on a headset. It also implies a way of acting that is reliant upon previous 
knowledge and experience of a song. In some ways, it implies a social knowledge and 
familiarity that can lead to heightened pleasure. 

For another student, Doreen, her narratives indicate that going off c m  be a 
collective as well as individual experience. Here, the ""going off' is a sign of collective 
appreciation: 

J: I notice that when they touch the floor people go "Eeh. " Or cheer or something. 
Why is t h t?  
Doreen: You know, because it just looks good ,@ause] right- Like when you touch the 
floor and stufl. . . I think it gels into it more, 1 know when 1 was in my dance group 
everybody would always "go o f '  when you touch the floor. It 's just a rhing in videos 
~ a ~ y o u  see them in videos. 

Another student also identifies the collective social element in "going oE" 

J: m a t  sort of songs do you think that people "go offto? " 
Mirelle: Songs that are common that evetybody kno~vs or rhey have heard before. 
Like when they heard it before it 's more, it clicks with them, "that 's my sons " To me, 
ifit 's a new tune that 1 don 't really know, 1 have to catch the tune. Then 1 can pick up 
the beat and dance to it. But songs that I usually hear then I'd be tike 'Y know that 
song. And I can "go 08" 

For Omar, it was one specific Song in particular that was able to conjure up the 
process of going off: 

Omar: Uuh fpuse] Ok it 's like there 's this Mobb Deep song. II 's just like 
,@ause] 1 like the way everything goes. The beais and the lyrics and the way like 
everything is put together ,@me] 1 J ~ I  like it. Every tirne I listen to it. 1 just like 
you know, like I have to sing to it type of thing like that. That 's one of them. Jmt 
Me, I don 't know. The way everything just coma together in the song it mak i  



like you know. You know how some songsyou like em- because the beat is good 
And some songs you appreciate, because the lyrics they are like you knorv, they 
make you think And when those rwo corne togetheryou just like go 08- 

Going off crosses genres fiom rap to reggae to soca The following narratives 
describe in detail how specific songs that are known create this sense of exuberance 
when listening to reggae: 

J: So give me an example of a reggae group or a reggae Song that you can go offtu- 
Doreen: 007. Paugh] "Who am i? " 
J :  Who am l? Who perfonns that? 
Doreen: Bounty Killa @ause] No! i t  's Beenie Man, Beenie man. 
J:  And you really Iike that? Mat  is it ïhat getr you ofthen? 
Doreen: Oh my goudness. Okay- Now l starred talking about that song i want to 
hear it. No that song it 's just the how the DJ like ,@use] mixes the @ause] mixes the 
tape and then everybody knows rvhat 's coming on  Right- 'Cuz horv the base star& 
off: 'Cuz everybody is like "Whoo, " Everybody~icst jumps on the floor with their 
ban&nna in theii han4 and then they start swaying it. Likes it gets you hyped 
Whenever like @ause]you know what song hypes up people when it *s Calypso. 
hause] Big Tmck Have you heard it? 

Discourses of the Real 

The narratives indicate a discoune which positions genuine rap as based upon 
"real" expenences in life and therefor more "authentic" than rap, which is based upon 
fantasy-a genre that is geared to a mainsîream market and is produced purely for 
sales. The latter is illustrated in the following narrative that creates a binary between 
main stream rap: between rnainstream rap and authentic rap. 

Eufyn: But there is the other mainstrearn rap that's just out there to sel2 . . - . They 
rap about someïhing which noboày has ever experienced in their Zzfe. They 'II say 
something like, "Oh 1 have a car that 1 blew up yesterday. " Yeah, they jus1 talk about 
unrealistic things; you know they talk about things that people want to heur. Like 
"Oh II have so many women in my house, - - 1 drink champagne. Imake this amount 
of rnoney, 1 wear Rolexes, I wear big gold chaim, you how. They talk about stuff like 
t h a ~  Everybody wants to hear "oh" everybody is kin& crazy about this Hollywood 
thing. And t h t  's what commercial rap is. The maimream stug thai 's the kinà of 
thing that you hem everyday. 
J. And "me" rap? 
Langston: T m  rap is just @ause] the expression of one 3 se& You expressyoume& 
your I i f e .  Many, many artists would say that rap is the greatest fonn of self- 
expression. Ir is the one fom, the one form of music t h t  the artist baw in evety 
Song in his album is telling you about his personal experiences. 



This construction of rap is also seen in Tricia Rose's argument that "rappers 
speak with the voice of personal experience, taking on the identity of the observer or 
narrator (1994, p. 2). For another student, the understanding of the "real" seerns to 
cohere with the above student's interpretation of what is ' b e "  rap in that it deals with 
personal experiences. This linking of the real and true in order to elevate certain 
foms of rap can also be seen in dominant discourses of rap in the US. Perkins (1996) 
argues that: 

within the daily street reality of urban culture, black and Latino youth practice 
the value system of being "tme to the game." Being "real" and true revolve 
around the concept of authenticity, not fakery. Public Enemy's rap "Don't 
Believe the Hype" celebrates the essence of being "real": "the book of the New 
School rap game/ Wnters treat me like Coltrane insane / Yes to them, but to 
me 1 am a different kind /WeYre brothers of the same mind /unblind." (p. 35) 

It is this ability to draw on personal experiences that makes the rap Song more 
credible: 

J: m a t  is it you like about Master P? 
Frank: He hm a really good style to it. How he goes, he says stufthat can be relared 
to real 11Ye- Likefiom previous experiences and sr@ He just got a new album out 
called "*Master P., The Lie is Done. " He is in the nav Source. He is the feature 
article in the new Source. 

When asked to be more specific on what he saw as "real," he indicated that: 

Frank: He used to be like a dmg dealer. And a gangbanger, and one of his brothers 
die4 got killed So a lot of his songs are ahuays about his brother and how his 
brother died 

Realism was seen as something that could be verified by cornparison with the matenal 
world: 

J: Can you? So what about the violence then? 
Omar: Sometimes it goes too fur, but when you, when you put ir down to scale, i r  's 
like "Yeah, that happem. " That type of stt@happens. Someboùy is like, somebody 
goes, loses control over some 'et thar 's stupid like you know, like money. Like when 
Iast year Marcus gor shot mer @ause] rracksuiis or whatever the hell it was, it was 
like sîupid And so rhere is violence here. And some of the other stu-they talk about. 
Like girls talking about guys and guys taking about girls, you are like 'yeah" that 
happens. 
J. So it relates ro your everyday life. 
Omar: Like me, it 's not evety aby. But I know people who do have that everydizy life. 



This understanding of realisrn is akin to John Storey's (1996) concept of empiricist 
rea1ism whereby "a text is considered realist to the extent it adequately reflects that 
which exists outside itseif" (p. 18). 

Old School v New SchooI 

Rapping can be viewed as a form of storytelling that makes use of rhyming and 
rhythm to produce narratives, often about personal accomplishments. Originally, they 
were based in the 1970s and early 1980s on raps and rhymes that were backed by 
musical samples to enhance their appeal at parties and cornmuniîy venues. The sound 
and construction of rap is very different in the present &y. As with al1 cultural 
formations, rap has adopted and adapted itself over the years so that as we enter the 
twenty-first century, a uniform definition of this social phenornenon becomes 
problernatic. William E. Perkins suggests that there are three waves to hiphop, and 
that within those waves various subgenres can be identified This periodisation of rap 
appears within the students' narratives as a space of contestation that allows them to 
position themselves in relation to discourses that surround the descriptors "old school" 
or ccmainstream rap." Such dualism becomes symbolic as the students negotiate 
meanings in relation to the "real." 

Further, it is no surprise to find that within the student narratives, rap is 
represented as anything but a homogenous genre, revealing instead a variety of 
subgenres that are important in terms of contouring subjectivity and identities. In line 
with this reading of rap as cornplex., Weisband (1995, p. 413) indicates five genres of 
rap that are drawn on in our analysis of the students' narratives: 

i) gangsta -machisrno in orientation and includes gang violence drugs and the 
mistreatment and abuse of women ofien with explicit or semai lyrics [e.g. 
Snoop and Ice T] heavy base is prominent; ii) hardcore-focuses on serious 
political messages aimed at the black community as a whole [Public Enemy]; 
iii) reggae rap-raggu or Jamaican raggdstinctive reggae style beat and 
rhythm with the lyrics spoken rather than sung [Snow]; iv) female rap-female 
vocalist emphasising gender solidarity a d o r  power over men. Strong beat, 
heavy bass [Salt N Pepa]; v) East Coast or Daisy Age rapused to describe 
music of De Ln Soul-mellow sound drawing on Doo Wop 1960s Sou1 and 
Funk. [PMDawn, A Tribe Called Quest] 

These five genres indicate the complexity of rap music and undermine any attempt to 
view it as homogeneous. Further, this complexity continues into the lives of the 
students as they identify with aspects of different genres in the construction of 
subjectivities-alignments that allow them to Say something about themselves. 



As Rose (1994) argues, rap draws its energy fiom the rapper's personal style, 
skilfid use of words, and a reading of multiple social contexts. It also needs to tell a 
story to have a narrative thread. With the nanatives, the issue of realism emerges as 
important and affects the positioning of self in relation to such a discourse (George, 
1998). Lyrics corne to define genres of rap so that some forms of rap become 
constructed as message rap (Wu-Tang) gangsta rap (Snoop) political rap (Public 
Enemy). 

In making distinction between the lwcs of gangsta rap and PuffDaddy7s more 
"p1aya"-oriented lyrics, Melvin constructs the following narratives. For him gangsta 
rap involves: 

Melvin: They Zik expand their sruffto a whole Zike dixerent areas chat they do, 
,@ause] Like the building and. i don 't know, whatever dmg they are slangihg. About 
just plain O Z .  Ihuggrng like going out and doing whatever, and yeah, rhey iaZk about 
the ntoney they rnake, And they talk about like um Zike killing ofwomen and doing 
this nonsense and that- And, er, like pretty much chat 's how it goes. But Zike Pu$- 
D a m  and hem- They talk about Io& to a certain extent on@ to sound like they are 
hard you know . . . but pretty much it 3 just about rnoney and the gi?k 

Periodisation was also drawn on in order to compare the past with the present 
and thus define the "real." Using this process of differentiation, the "past" was used 
to represent an ideal that is then posited in contrast to the "present." Positionhg rap 
styles of the c'pastyy and "present" as binary opposite thus allows present-&y rap to be 
represented as "the other," and thus outside the boundaries of the self For the 
following student, rap was not an attractive genre and was no longer "real" when 
compared to an earlier era of rap music production For him, the subject position of 
Christian contests a reading of present-day rap lyncs as "respectful" and congruent 
with his own life experiences. It is not a source with which he codd idenw or draw 
inspiration. For him, present day rap is a 'fantasy': 

Wayne: I don? reallj get if- Some of the times 1 can 't even heur what they are saying. 
Like mosr of their words are nor . . . it doesn 't encourage you, it doesn 't do you no 
good wharever. Like MC Hammer, MC Hamrner was a more respectfir! rapper 
because he rups reality and sr@ But those boys are jrrst going on with their 
foolishness. 

Ironically, this latter alignrnent of the " r d "  with MC Hammer goes 
against the grain of other narratives that position Hammer's commercially successfd 
songs as "sofi rap." Rap cntic Emest Men  Perkins (1996) suggests that the "Hammer 
style might be compared to painting by number-a how-to formula lacking creativity, 
onginality and spontaneity" (p. 3 8). 

At times periodisation and genre become intemKined with discourses of reality 
and comrnodification The narratives suggest that the tension between "rap as reality" 



and "rap as a commodity" is being played out symbolically via the persona of Puff 
Daddy, a.k.a, Sean PuffY Combs. In what can be seen as a classic discourse, i-e., 
strongly- bounded statement that constmcts ways of understanding and being, PufT 
Daddy, more than others, is constmcted as symbolic of rap's move towards the 
mainstream via his recycled hits. Such a discourse of blame can be traced not just in 
the students' narratives but also in the magazines that they read, such as The Source, 
as well as more recently in generai newspapers articles6. It might be that Pd@ was 
the c'crossover'y into mainstream and as such did for capitalism what whites could not 
do-since their "aura" of authenticity was always debatable. 

In the following narrative, the sîudent identifies his alignment with the "old 
school," and assigns Puff Daddy as "new" rap. When asked which End of rappen he 
likes, he gives the following response: 

D d :  AZl kind of rappers. Wu-Tang is like rny foundarion. 1 like West Side 
Connection They also have go04 ,ljuuse] theyflow well and ever-ything. KRS -One. 
Al1 the older, ail the old school guys. Cool Moe Dee, Curtis BIow and al! those guys, 
they are all "old school. " 
J: m o  are the new school? 
D e d :  PuffDaùdy. 

For another student, it was PuffDaddy7s lyrics that were seen as lacking in realism 
and concentrating purely on his material possessions, in contrat to a rapper such as 
Master P.': 

Frank: Lot of rappers rap about ,@ause] just whatever, and it doesn 't appeal to me 
Zike, "Oh yeuh. same O, same o. " Like PrffDaddy and them, I like them, but alZ they 
rap about practically is horv much money they have, what kind of cars they drive, it 's 
like "who cares? *' 
J: So why is t h r  not interesting for you? 'Cm is that not whot he has? 
Frank: Well it is interesring to me a little bit, but I don 't find it as ,@ause] as 1 don 'r 
Zike it as much as I like Master P. 's I guess. 
J: Does Master P., just talk about himselfor &es . . . 
Frank: He talks about everyrhing, blackpeople, His one Song "Blizck and White" he 
says, '"y is Tommy Hiwger discriminating on usI but I understand it because bluck 
people don 'c buy black-owned clothes. " Then he goes offand he talks 'bout how they 
killed Martin Luther King and all kinds of s iuf l ik  thai. 

At times PuffDaddy7s b a t s  were also challenged in the students' narratives: 

It k the same with PvffDanh, //Pt@Daddy // Well about the b e a ~  thinejwt like 
how he takes l i k  hi&fi.om the '80s and makes if sound so cray and like takes like old 
school beats that Zike everyone Zike heurd before and then like . . . a lot of like 
nostalgia like . . . and all this nonsense, andpeople star? reminiscing and like 
listening to the beats again Thar's ail he does is making money o fo f  recycled beurs. 



Discourses of commodification that emerge within the narratives highlight the 
ways in which blackness as a signifier articulates within a wider capitalist economic 
structure to produce racialised meanings in relation to rap. Keith Negus (1996) argues 
that the music production and consumption is a business based upon a profit margin, 
and should be understood as a commercial enterprise driven by the profit margin (p. 
37). Thus any understanding of rap music has to take into account that music 
production is not purely a matter of aesthetics. It becomes part of a wider capitalist 
production, something to make money firom. As such, production of rap becomes 
intertwined with racialised and aesthetic meanings that lead to positioning on issues 
that rnight, on the sdace,  be perceived as not related. Interestingly, a positioning of 
selves in relation to discourses of appropriation and commodification took place 
primarily in relation to rap. Few of the narratives reveal a critique of the ways in 
which other genres of black-identified music, such as reggae, jazz or r&b, have k e n  
cornmodified by corporate capitaiism. Nelson George, Afncan Amencan music critic 
argues that: 

. . . white-dominated industry has instituted the conglomerate control of black 
music and that the pressure to c'crossover'7 . . . has forced performers to rnodify 
their music to became acceptable to white audiences. This crossover is at times 
perceived as weakening the links of African Amencan rappers with their 
authentic musical selves. A dilution of their. (1998 ) 

It is by this luiking of blackness and authenticity that hiphop and rap has been 
able to capture the sign of blaclaiess as fixed As hooks (1992) argues, a host of black 
men in the public domain '%lindly exploit the commodification of blackness and the 
concomitant exotification of phallocentnc black mascuiinity" (p. 102). 

At thes ,  discourses of commodification link with realism to position rappers 
as "real" or not For the following student, the issues of commodification are played 
out across the physical bodies of rap artists. Discourses of biology and aesthetics 
become uitemwied and racialised so that subjection of the student to such discourses 
produces the social effect of constraining her listening choices. In this case, he finds it 
dificult to listen to rap music produced by a white artist. In response to a direct 
question as to whether white people rapping was a way of sharhg culture, the 
following narratives emerged: 

Frank: It S not s b i n g  it really, but it 's trying tu. But people just don 't allow if. 
They won 't accept i!. Most people won 't /flou don 't think so?/ No. Like remember 
when Vanilla lice came out, he war afl popular. When people find out he is white, 



everybody is like "oh" [subdued] then they stopped taZking- 1 med to sing him aZZ the 
rime, andfinully I stopped rapping him. And that 's how it was- 

Again, Frank's andysis identifies Vanilla Ices as non-black and therefore not 
authentichot real. The narratives also indicate the ways in which social pressure and 
other discursive practices can operate to discipline the subject within a specific 
discourse. As an example of the public discoune surrounding the acceptability of 
Vanilla Ice as a rapper, we can note the following rap pemed by Del Tha Funkee 
Homosapien in response to "Ice" mania "Ice is cool, but I can't stand 
Vanilla/Because he takes a style and tries to mock it/l\in7t nuthin' personal GBut 1 am 
kinda into chocolate" (Perkins, 1996, p. 36). In questionhg Frank more closely, he 
drew on an econornic discome with traces of black nationalisrn, to highlight the 
material position of blacks as an economically-disadvantaged group: 

Frank: Yeah just 'cut he is white. 
J: So what is it about white then? 
Frank: Itzs just like [ pause] 1 don't know- 1 guess. No body has the Cpause] 
J :  So what is it that makes a black rapper dxfferenf fiont a white rapper? 
Frank: l guess 'cuz you are like tying to support him and you be like Dause] Iguess 
youfeel thar could be an opportuniry for a bIuckperson to have a goodposition or 
get some money or somethi~g or something But when you see it 's a white person, 
your rvhole perspective jus t changes, 1 don 't know rvhy. //Oh really? //I don 't know 
why. But l rentember. I'd be embarrassed to sing and dance afier 1 found that 
Vanilla Ice was white. 

For Frank, rap is a symbolic form that has what John Thompson (1990) defines as 
economic value, " the value that symbolic forms acquire by virtue of k ing  offered for 
exchange in a market." He continues, "when symbolic forms are subjected to 
economic valorisation, they become commodities . . . symbolic goods which c m  be 
bought, sold or otherwise exchanged in a market" (p. 13). In this instance, the rappers 
can be perceived as selling "reality"their experiences of poverty and violence. This 
ability to commodi@ experiences can also be seen in the ways in which it is easier for 
some bodies to be accepted as authentic rappers, while others are not. The following 
narratives identifjr how, for Omar, listening to and identimg with white rappers is a 
complex process that illustrates the economic intersections of race and class with 
political and economic unity. For him, this process of commodification was racialised 
with the definition of 'cauthentic" black musical styles tied into "exchange value" 
within the larger white cornmunity. For Omar, a rapper7s experiences are an 
economic commodity that can be sold: 

Wefl the thing about rap is kinda dixerent. Weil, actuaIly any type of music. Country 
music even- You know how there is a stereotype that a country music singer has to 
/ive in the countgt Rop singer ,@ause] h m  to be black If 's not Ijxruse]people take 
the stereotype too fur, it t just ~ h e  fact that rap music is about ,@use] like pause] zzz 



oh how can 1 expluin it? hause] talking about what you he. So ,@ause] then, the 
remon that most of the rappers are black is 'cur it ~vas created like say of the like say 
New York wherever, 1 think it was created in New York But that 's where most of the 
violent things that happen-that 's where rhey are, That 's why rap music is so violent 
nowu&ys. But that 's tvhy the rap culture is like that, became that LF what those black 
people are experiencing, So for somebody to cornefiom outside to make their own 
seIl out of it, it 's like @uuse]you are wing to steal what they orvn. You hotu- So 
you probabiy woulrin 't take to, you probably wouldn 't Zike ir too much. So that 's the 
~vay Ijeel about i~ The reason blackpeople want to keep rap to themselves Ïs 
because it CF something that they all relate ro with thernsehes- And it 's nor like there 
aren 't white rappers. 

This alignment of  specific signifiers with specific types of music in order to 
codie such musical representations as authentic is not unique to rap. It can also be 
seen in other genres of music. Sim (1998) explains this social process as one in 
which: 
"authenticity" can be seen to be constructed as one more style: values of truth and 
authenticity will be set up in the dress codes and style of singing of performers (folk 
singers do not Wear pin-sûipe suits), perhaps in the instruments they play (for 
example, acoustic instruments tend to signifi such values better that electronic 
instruments) (p. 142). 

As Omar continues his narratives, he also highlights that it is possible for other 
ethnic and racialised rappers to become in some sense "reai": 

Omar: There are a lot of white rappers. Btrt the reason thut hey are accepted is 
because they go rhrough the same shrff: 
J: Right. So there are some white rappers that are accepted /&ah. // Such as? 
Omar: There is this guy called Milk Bone. Came out a while ago. 1 k e n  't 
J: Culled what? /MilkBond/ well that 's a good name for a white rapper. 
Omar: 1 don 't know. He war out awhile ago. 1 forgot And there is a lot of like 
Spanish ruppers too. Like Spanish Harlem. You ever heard of Spanish Harlem? 
//Yeah// Like there is Cubans, Cuban Lynx, stufflke that. Rap isn 't jmt black Zt 's 
just that to be able to rap in that, to be able to bejirlly appreciated as a rupper, by all 
dzrerent, by ail the rap industry, you should live the lge that you are talking about. 
So like to try und take itfiom anyvhere outside of that l@e is just Zike stealing a 
buby 's candy or something. 
J :  So it 's the lzre? // YeaW that makes it what it is. 
Omar: Ir's 'au everyone around the rap community can relate to what 's being said 
So ifsorne urban kid wiîh a whole bunch of money tries to rap for no reason, it 's just 
like "Wiwt you doing? You frying to steal ours. Like this is ours, leave it alone. 

Omar's narrative constructs lived experience as paramouut, in tems of being "real"; a 
positioning fiom which it is then possible to extrapolate that if white rappers "rap" 
about their experiences, then they might be acceptable to blacks. However, 



"experience" is not an "'open" concept that allows easy adoption by rniddle class white 
rappers, since the strength of the discourse lies in the recalling of experiences of 
poverty, violence, and gender relations. In the following narrative, class is constxucted 
as a variable that can cut across racialised experiences and thus problernatise the 
reception of rap: 

Denzil: Getting the message is not being black, it 's just gerring the message is more 
personal. Nothing to do with the colour you are. 'Cuz 1 guess that zyyou were a poor 
kid growing, a white kid growing up poor, i guess you could hear the same message if 
you rvanfed to. It 's ifyou want to hear the message or no?. i t  's why you Iisten to the 
music 1 guess. 

William Perkins (1996) positions himself in a similar way to the latter 
narrative. For him it is possible for white rappers to be seen as "real." He argues that 
3* Bass, now defunct, eamed "the acceptance and praise of black rappers . . . 
[Clomposed of two Brooklyn kids, MC Search and Prime Minister Pete Nice, who 
staked a daim to the black urban male style" (1996, p. 39). Perkins continues: 3* 
Bass's attitude and rap style were shaped and nurtured by the cultural codes of black 
masculinity. Brash and speedy, rap was their way out, as they recalled in "Product of 
the Environment": 

In the heart of the city, you was bom and bred 
You grew up smart or you wound up dead 
And your savior was a rhyme and a beat 
in a rap group 

A modem day production of the city street. (1996, p. 36) 

Thus, as a genre rap music has a value tbat can be traded on the wider 
economic market Although on the surface the tension is around authenticity, M e r  
analysis of the discourse suggests that what is for sale is the expexience of blacks-a 
heightened representation that attempts to become defined as the "real." This 
definition of the real also acts back upon itself as a stereotype. The very images of 
phallocentric black masculinity that are glorified and celebrated in rap music, videos, 
and m o v k  are the representations that evoked when white supremacists seek to gain 
public acceptance and support for genocidal assault on black men, particularly youth 
(hooks 1992, p. 109). 



Chapter Summary 

This chapter has examined the music consumption of the students. In response 
to Gerald's comment at the end of the chapter five, that Afiican-American culture is 
the dominant culture in Canada, I have examined the students' narratives to ascertain 
what sorts of cultural forrns they identiQ with, purchase, and listen to. The narratives 
reveal that the students position themselves in relation to what they identi& as black 
music. On closer examination of the descriptor black music, it seems to be performed 
by peoples of Afican descent and, in terms of production, based in the US. Although 
there was a stronger musical identification by the young women, with music 
associated with the 'csrnall" islands in the Caribbean as opposed to the "bigy7 island of 
Jamaica, most of the music was produced in the United States. 

In terms of music genres, r&b and rap were the most mentioned. The 
narratives indicate that fiom gangsta thorough to '%off7 or lovers, the students 
consume al1 genres of rap, fiom "message" to "'gangsta." Misogyny is explored 
through their narratives, to indicate how they place themselves in relation to and 
through various rnisogynist phrases that they use during social interaction 1 am 
developing an understanding not only of how the students relate to rap but also how 
they code a musical genre whose main point of cornmodification is selling 
experiences vicariously. My analysis of the phnise "going off reveals it to be a site of 
pleasure that students can achieve through participation in music. By participation, 1 
mean listening or dancing. This state of "joyYy or 'Wiss" can also be achieved 
individually or collectively. 

Beat of the music is important to those who listen to rap, as are the lyrics. 
Many of the students indicate that it is the lyrics and the way that they relay a story 
that catch their attention in terms of listening. in tems of ascertaining what symbolic 
meanings are produced though rap, 1 analyze their narratives and how they transfer 
phrases and codes fiom music to their everyday lives (see chapter 1 1). Beat also 
captures the self when listening to dance hall reggae. A much heavier beat than that 
associated with Bob Marley's more "spiritual" reggae, dance hall is similar to gangsta 
rap in that both genres draw their legitimacy f?om relaying their experiences within 
specific geographic and social locations. Students fiom the Caribbean consumed this 
musical form most fùlly, although some students with no links to Jamaica or the 
Caribbean claimed that the heavy patois in which the l@cs are delivered prevented 
fiil1 consumption. 

In tems of my overall thesis, the data presented will help me identie how rap 
is used in the evexyday lives of the students, especially with regard to relations of 
domination. As well, I ~IY to ascertain how rap that is produced in Canada is 
consumed in relation to cultural foms produced in the US. 
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In the ne- chapter, I w i l  analyse the h d  genre of films and place it in 
relation to Set it O z  a fernale rebuttal of the hood genre. As well, I analyse the 
midents' narratives in relation to representations of blackness. 



Notes 

1 ... 
-'Breakin' \,.as a set of specinc dance moves done on pIaygrounds and club dance floors in the late 1970s 

and early 1980s; form twists and spins, headstands, and elaborately orchestratai footwork to the standard 
individual dance mcves of " 'top rockin' and up-rockid." (Perhs ,  p.15) 

2 Tricia Rose's book BIack Noise (1994) provides a usefixi analynS of the emergence of hip-hop and it 
cuftural implications. in particular Chapter 2 "'AH Aboard the Night Train'-Flow, Layering and 
Rupture in Postindustrial New York" gives a good political and economic anaipis of the development 
of hip-hop. 

3 Stanley Cohen in his book Folk Devils and Moral Panics d e k  a mord panic as "a condition episode, 
person or group ofpersons emerges to becorne defined as a threat to societ. values and interests" (p.9) 

4 
Angela McRobbie's work on dance hail culture in the U.K. is usefid in anaiyhg the ways such 

locations operate as sites for social formations. 

in Rick Rubin, Simmons found a partner wbo shared his vision of  "rap as rock" Rubin 'ieduced" 
rap tracb, moving the music away tiom the R&B that supported K h  Blow and the Furious Five to 
a hard, stark aura1 assault wiîh the antecedents in ACIDC's "Ba& in Black" and Bi@ Squier's 'The 
Big Beat" (George, 1998, pp.65-66). 

6 L a q -  McShane in an Edmonton Journal article on January 25,2000 suggests that many anti-Puf@ 
websites are prevdent According to the article Pu.€@ was the "king of rap crossing over into the 
mainstrearn" (Edmonton Jour@ 25 January 2000 Cl). 

7 This alignment of hip-hop wiîh overt synbois of capitalism are not musual within the genre. " ~ i p -  
hop is the only art form that celebrates capitalism openiy.. .- Rap's unabashed materialkm 
distinguishes it sharply from some of the dominant musical genres of p s t  centurytury" "ïhese gq-s are 
so reai, th- brag about money," says Def Jam's Simmons. They don% regret getting a Coca-Cola 
deal- They brag about a Coca-cola deal (Farley, Feb 8* 1999:47)- 

8 Rose (1994) argues that the importance of authenticity, via black lived eiyperiences, to reception of rap 
w r s  higbiighted by the Vanilla Ice's embeliîshment of bis past to include esperiences of growing up with 
Aûican Americans. 



Chapter 7 

Films and Regimes of Representation 

Films are not necessariiy good because biackpeople make them. They are nor necessarily 
'right-on ' by virîue of the fact t h t  they deal wifh the black aperience. (WiIIiamson, 1996, p. 

1 73) 

Introduction 

As stated in chapter six, representations connect rneaning and language to 
culture. They are an essential part of the process by which rneaning is produced and 
exchanged. As with the rap music genre discussed in the previous chapter, we can 
analyse the students' narratives to see the ways in which they perceive and receive 
various representations of blachess via film te&. Like rap music, films are part of 
that visual repertoire through which "difference" and blachess are represented at this 
historical moment. They are part of a racialized regime of representation. In this 
chapter, 1 analyse the students' reception of the c'hood" movie genre. The rationale for 
the latter is that the phrase "the hood" has become a powemil signifier in present-day 
youth culture. It has developed consequent symbolic meanings that extend beyond the 
pleasure, or not, of watching the movies. 1 also discuss music videos as populariseci 
on TV programs such as RapCity- 

Films 

The students' narratives indicate that no commercialIy-produced films 
portraying the lived experiences of Afncan Canadians had been viewed by any of the 
students interviewed. This may well be due primarily to a lack of easy access to such 
Canadian produced films as Rude, or Sou2 Survivor. In w m  paring distribution 
patterns, both these films are not as widely distributed or as accessible to the public as 
other, more mainstream films. As well, the US economic dominance of the Canadian 
film industq via multimedia giants constrains the Canadian film indu- in general as 
it stmggles to maintain a distinctive sense of self under the deluge of output from the 
United States. In fact, large media corporations control the films they make available 
for viewing and thus structure the choices that are made available to students. 
Nthough the National Film Board of Canada has produced docurnentary films such as 
The Rond Taken or Speak If! ,  highlighting the lived expenences of Afncan Canadians, 
none of these films are discussed within the students' narratives. 



Other films, classified as mainstrearn in the sense that they are watched by a 
larger segment of the population and are distributed more widely by large media 
corporations, are enjoyed by the students, despite such films' lack of overt black 
experiences wïthin the plot. Among the variety of mainstream films cited in the 
students' narratives were Titanic, Face Ofl  Donnie Brasco and Braveheart. It is 
important to recognise that although discussion entails the students' reception of 
specific film texts, this reception takes place within a socio-economic structure 
contoured by globalized capitalisml. 

During the i n t e ~ e w s  a variety of films was discussed, either in response to 
open- ended questions, or more focussed questions initiated by the interviewer to elicit 
the reception of specific film texts. These discussions of films were undertaken in 
order to raise issues of receptivity in general and, more specifically, to discuss 
receptivity intertextually to discourses of blackness. Among the films discussed were 
Ser if 0; Sou[ Food. BOF N the Hood, Menace II Society, Amistud Waiting fo 
Exhale, Being a Piaya ' and Booty Caii, a variety of genres reflecting gender, 
sexuality, and racialized themes. 

With regard to the latter films, the narratives highiight how issues of 
representations become linked with questions of "reality" in t ems  of the porîrayal of 
Afkican Amencan experiences. In particular, the hood films evoked narratives that 
indicated a theoretical tension hinged on whether the constructed reality was mimetic 
of an extemai reality that exists in the US. Joy's narratives lay out an understanding 
of the genre and its consequent influence on North Arnencan youth culture: 

Bow N rhe Hood ,vas go04 so ,vas Menace IISocietv. And then rhere was like ail 
rhose kinda movies rhat kindafolloived it. But  boy^ N the Hood was like rharjirst one 
thar came out where like i r  was by John Singleton- Thar was kin& l i k  the first one 
that like the reason rhat rnovie did so good and why 1 think a lot ofpeople Ziked it was 
because it was like a new idea. Just like when AZiens f ist  came out. They like srarted 
that idea, and it was %ad " But then when people keep îrying to copy it and make-it 
gets kinda repetitious. It 's like the idea is done, tired I r ' s  tired Our. Leave it. 

For many students, the constructions of black youths' lives in the US, as 
porîrayed in films such as Boyz Nthe Hood, and Menace ZISocie& were perceived as 
congruent with the "real" conditions that Young, black Amencans encountered. 

As Gerald indicates when speaking of Boy= Nthe Huod 

G d d :  K h r  ach~aPty happened is whar actualiy happens in the Sfares. 

Or, as Joy reveals: 



Bovt N the Hood rvas a very good movie, 1 liked it- It was sa4 but phot's how they 
have it down there- It was like realistic in some aspects, like the shootings and stufl- 
Like there 's a lot of drive-by shootings down there, and I think that when that movie 
came out it rvas like it kind a shorved the public this isn 't a pretty scene. 

In a similar vein, Etta's narratives highlight the movies as good and realistic, thus 
enabling a sympathetic identification with black Americans: 

Etta: They are good movies. They are saii 1 think it 's realistic. It 's sad More goes 
on there [in rhe US] than rvhat Ive really know. We don 't live in the States, rue don 't 
live in chose areas, and we don 't really see. Thing is, when you see rhem lots of 
people say "Oh these are gangstas and st@ " They don 't redise that these people 
felt that this is the only choice that they have. They don 't knorv the background. Or 
the ~yhole st0t-y. Lot ofpeople put them dorvn- And look down on them And I 
supposed chat you can for what they do, but they don 't make much of-even in the 
States to help. 

So it is that for Denzil the hood films were a source of knowledge, an eye-opener 
about the real United States, even if at times he saw the constructions as prone to 
exaggeration: 

They 're, they 're good movies. They are eye-opening especially For] white America. 
They go, "That 's what it 's really like? " And a lot of times it is. But some movies go a 
bit overboard Like its good to take a little bit of realism into it. But they are jmt 
rrying to put al2 the sorrow and all the bad things that can happen in the hood into 
two hours and four minutes or whatever- So rhey are good movies; they can be 
almost educational. Yeah, they are good movies- 1 like them- 1 don 't watch them for 
the sake of watching the movie. I watch them for something else. 

As he continues to elaborate on the "something else" for which he watches such films, 
Denzil indicates a degree of ambivalence in terms of his identification. He recognises 
that he cannot know fûlly what life is like in these b e r  city areas: 

Jmt like, i don 't know, identification, Something like that. Just to see what 's going 
on. 'Cuz 1 don 't, obviously. 1 don 't [ive there, so I don 't know whar it 's totally like. 
And at the sanre time that 's not a very good way to try and identrfi-through a screen. 
You should go and live there. But 1 wouldn 't want to. 

For Phyllis, identification of realism within the film also led to ambivalence and the 
need to make a distinction between Canadian experiences and experiences in the US. 

Phyllis: 1 guess, Iguess for an American, like black teen, it 'd be almost accurate. 'Cuz 
thut 's Iike an everyahy p m  of life for them. L ik  a lot of them live in the projecrs and 
stuft: //Right/ Like maybe that is an everyhy part of life. But for someone like me, 
that's nof. So Iguess for them it would be more realistic. 



Not al1 students see the representation of inner city Iife in Boyz Nthe Hood as 
realistic. For Langston, the film's portrayal of the lives of black youths was h y  
rather than real. In response to a request to elaborate on his use of fiiany: 

Funny peculiar and "ha, ha" sometimes. When you look ar something chat you have 
absolutely no idea ivhy it 's happening, it 's funny to you rit's real to you. it wouldn 't 
be finny. m e n  1 watched it, it wasn 't real tu me, So it wasfùnny, it was like "oh 
good novie " It )vas a sud ending. Didn 't make me cty or nothing. It \vas just, oh, 
sud the guy had to die when he ivas about to leme. It ivas nothing big. 

For another student, Omar, lived experiences were important in deciding on the degree 
of realism portrayed in Boyr N the Hood 

I've never grown up in fhe ghetto, so i can 't tell you ivhether it 3 realistic or not. But 
Jiom what you see in statistics and stuflike chat. it ' s probably !me. 

For him, other empirical evidence was necessary to substantiate the degree of realisrn 
in the genre. 

What is evident by its absence in the narratives and the hood films, is that the 
black identity constructed by and through these discussions is a male black identity. 
The experiences highlighted within many of the hood genre are very much a 
masculinist interpretation of black life in the US. Although the terni black is used as a 
universal descriptor for the characters in the movies, the experiences that are 
highlighted are very much those of young males. Such masculinist orientations have 
been noted by cultural critics such as hooks (1992) and Mercer (1994), both of whom 
have suggested that male-cenîred genres such as Boy= Nthe Ho04 Menace II Society, 
Juice, etc. offer primarily masculinkt and sexist portrayals of women. Women are 
constnicted solely as sexual objects and nurturers-there as background for the males 
to play out their roles. Furiher, Canadian theorist Rinaldo Walcott (1 997) argues, "in 
these narratives of blackness, black women, gays, lesbians, and anyone who does not 
toe the line of narrowlydefined blackness are considered unimportant'' (p. 124). This 
consequent and consistent enisure of women and gays not only reinforces the 
constructions of blackness as male and heterosexual but also contours understandings 
of reality. When analysed, it was noticeable that many of the narratives referred to, 
and linked discourses of reality and the real with representations of lived experiences 
of black youths in the imer city. In ternis of giving meanhg to various texts, this issue 
of reality was important. If linked with black identity, it allows us to analyse how the 
films that the students watch constmct blackness. 

This concept of reality"becomes important in defining the acceptability of 
f ih ic  texts for the students and is most evident in their assessrnent and reception of 



films such as Set if Os Placing the student's narratives on Set it offin relation to the 
more male- centred films in the genre highlights many of the tensions aIIuded to by 
Walcott (1997), above Such relational analysis is important, since viewers often 
placed genres of film and television programs in relation to each other by viewen. As 
Tony Thwaites et al., (1994) argue, such an emphasis on genre is important because: 

In addition to counteracting any tendency to treat individual texts in isolation 
fkom others, an ernphasis on genre can also help to counteract the 
homogenisation of the medium which is widespread in relation to the mass 
media, where it is common, for instance, to find assertions about "'the effects 
of television," regardless of such important considerations as genre. (p. 92) 

Set il CR in contrast to male-centred, films portrays four female fiends who live in 
the ghetto and are trying to survive economically. The story deals with the ways in 
which economic circumstances drive the women to rob a bank where one of them was 
previously ernployed. The story attempts to present itself as a more woman-centred 
response to the more male-dominateci hood film genre. Its representations, read 
connotatively, can be viewed as an attempt to stymie criticism that hood films portray 
women as epi-phenomenal to the main action within the a s ,  i-e., as objects rather 
than subjects. 

Although the conditions of inner city experiences represented via masculinist 
"hood" films were acceptable as "real' representations, in Set it 0fi the experiences 
of fou. young women living in the inner city, was open to much more scrutiny as to its 
realism. Tthis questioning of the realism of Set ir Off highlights the ways in which 
discounes of black youth culture have positioned black men and black women 
digerently rvithin a genderized discourse. The students who discussed the film 
positioned themselves in a variety of ways, but for many, the representation of women 
within the film was not seen as congruent with "gender reality" and achÿil experience: 

Etta: l t  was go04 actuully. Uh, that was kind of sud It was not r e d y  that realistic. 
But it was and it wasn 'L 

Or for Gerald: 

Yes. The story line was Zike kind of hard to believe, like it could happen so. 
J: How do you think it w m  hard to believe? 
Gerald: ' C u  Iike four girls robbing a bank It 's just a hard thing to believe. 
J: How is that? 
Gerald: 1 don 't know. 'Cuz if's probably never happened before. 
J: How corne? 
Gerald: Just probably never happened You wouldn 't think of like four women 
robbing a bank and getiing mvay with it. You just wouldn 'f rhink it rvould happen. 
But it could happen, so . . . . 



Or for Omar: 

Robbing a bank is not something you see a lot of ladies doing, So 1 think that 's rvhar 
that movie was supposed to be. 1 don 't think there is any thing like any tme meaning 
of Z i f e  to if. 

For Frank, the representations of wornen were incongruent with representations of 
women that he had encountered: 

1 Ziked it. But i thought it  vas fake. 'cuzfirst of ulZ, 1 couldn 't see Queen Lat~yah as a 
Zesbian. And then four women like that wouldn 't have the seljlesteern to do th t .  If's  
not possible. 

For Gerald, this incongniitty between 'chown reality" and filmic representation did not 
affect enjoyment of the film which, in cornparison to BOF Nthe Ho04 was rated as 
better. As he explains: 

It was just like-l don 't know why i Iiked it, it was just Iike a better film 1 guess, better 
production and everything. The film was just better. To me, at le as^ 

Unlike other students who like congru@ between their known reality and the 
representation on film, Gerald found that the gap between the representation of his 
known reality and the filmic representation made the film more interesthg The 
pleasure for him is that the film goes against the grain of other films within the genre. 

Gerald: That they put women that were like bad that would rob a bankjust made it 
more interesling. 

Although Gerald's narratives might imply a gendered receptivity of Set it OA; 
it was not a reception based on binary opposites, of male interpretation versus female 
interpretation. Many of the young women's narratives d s o  indicate incongruity 
between their known reality and the filmic representation: 

Mireue: 1 thoughr it was pretfy jokey. Four women ny to rob a bank 
J: How is t h  jokey? 
Mirelle: No! jokey, but lik kind of like, um, I i k  kind of "'woody "? 1 don 't know. 1 
thought if was a good movie, pemonully, bu! if's just like any other movie when rhey 
want !O rob a bunk; Iguess. 

Highlighting differences is an important aspect in tems of meaning making and in 
making a distinction between categones. Eulyn highlighted various ciifferences within 
the genre of hood films: 



Eulyn: Compared to Bovz N the Hood, it 's not as "rough " Iguess. Because there was 
l ik ,  three of them rvere just girls who lived in like say a bad area. But they had like 
education, stuflike that, except for a couple of them. Compared to B o n  N 
theHood, where there rvmn 't much education around 

The above narrative, whde constmcting black women as educated, relationally 
constmcts black men as uneducated and, consequently, reinforces a sense of the 
importance of education in terms of making black women economically mobile 
and able to escape the imer city. The representations of black male identity are 
linked with uneducated roughness. Female identity is regarded as soft, despite the 
criminal activity undertaken within the film. 

This positioning of black male identity as difTerent fiom and more 
disadvantaged than black female identity is also evident in Mirelle's narratives. 
For her, gendered and raced aspects were factors used to differentiate between the 
two interpretations and constructions of meaning: 

Mirelle: Yeah. 1 think thar moïie is diflerent from the rest of them. 'CE it could 
be Zike four white women robbing a bank; and rhey get caught the same way, and 
like one survives and. - . . 
J: But you rhink that Menace \vas d~rerent. Couldn 't it be just four white guys? 
Mireue: It would be d~flerent, 'cuzs 1 rhink, I've never reallypictured white guys 
growing up in a hood kind of thing- I know some of them grow hard and rough in 
dlferent-but not the way blackpeopfe- like made as i fhey grau up with the 
hardest kind of thing. They gray up to live, like a rough l~ye. Tough, hard Zrfe. 

The construction of black identity within these youth-cultural products is one that 
orchestrates black male experience of the world through a more consistently 
racialized lens than that of black fernales. Etta's narratives highlight this 
predominance of black male experiences when, in discwing a scene in Set zt OA; 
she uses the male experiences in the film discuss the experiences of blacks in both 
Toronto and the US: 

Remernber how they set him up? And the police jtrsr shot him down just Zike that? 
Things like rhot do happen now and then. Even in Toronto, Zike fyou read, rhey 
hadproblems with it once in mvhile where they want people to check into rhings. 
'Cuz they don 'r think rhere is any reason for them to be M e d  And when it gets 
that high, like percentuge geb that high, Zike talking about the papers, sonietirnes 1 
wonder myselfwhy a surteen-year-oZd kid would jur kilf. 1 can 't see them being 
that much of a threat. Like sometimes it is true, they are. But when the 
percentages get t h ~ t  high, as opposed to other races especidy, 1 begiir to wonder. 

The way that gender becomes subsumed to racialized meanings, that black women 
are represented as having more experiences in common with white women than 
black men have with white men, is also attendant wiîhin these narratives. Within 



the narratives, class as a social relation is erased and replaced by an overernphasis 
on black masculinity as a signifier for disadvantaged Such understandings of 
oppression as a hierarchy can be traçed to other discourses that are interna1 and 
external to the black- defmed community (hooks, 1992). It is a contourkg of 
meanings that positions black men as more disadvantaged than black wornen. 
What is also interesting is the way that in terms of identification, there is no clear 
gender demarcation. Both the young women and men adhere with a discourse of 
black male disadvantage in relation to females. 

The narratives also highlight the ways in which films such as Set ifoffare 
polysemic-capabIe of signimg multiple meanings. Whereas interpretations of 
reality and male identity rnight cohere within some narratives, interpretations by the 
students can also collide as they fil1 in textual spaces or leave gaps b u g h  which 
meaning can develop. The automatic acceptance of blachess and black identity 
represented through media images thus becomes much more problematic. In speaking 
of the reception of films, Manthia Diawara (1996) argues that "every narration places 
the spectator in a position of agency; race, class, and sexual relations influence the 
way in which this subjecthood is filled by the spectator" (p. 293). 1 would add to 
Diawara's set of relations, religious beliefs. Thus Eulyn, whose narrative position her 
as religious, drew on such discourses to give meanings to the film Set zt Off- 
meanings that the in t e~ewer  had overlooked For Eulyn the most glaring 
representation in the film was the portrayal of rap musician Queen Latifah as a 
lesbian2; sexuality rather than gender was a primary factor in her critique of the films 
realism. Positionîng herself within a fundamentalist religious discourse contested her 
ability to accept lesbians as "natural." For her Set it Ofwas problematic: 

Eulyn: I didn $ 1  di& 't rea& e n t y  it [the film]- 
J: Why was t h t ?  
Edyn: Because of Queen Latifah. 
J: Oh she was the one with the car? 
Eulyn: Yeah. She was porfrayng a lesbian. That 's rvhy I didrr 't like it. 
J: Oh didn 'tyou? How was fhat? 
Eulyn: Because like she was actually portraying a lesbian, you know whaf 1 mean. 
J:  She was acting out the part? 
EuIyn: Thar 's what I mean? 
J :  Explain a bit more. 
Eulyn: W%y 1 di& 't Zike if? //YeaW/ it 'sjusf wrong. 1 don 't think if 's supposed ro be 
like that. And it 's just the sfory was all kind ofpoin fless. Cos they ail gef shot . . . And 
then she goes sornewhere and she is running the streeb for the rest of her Iife with 
money. What 's that? 

However, Mirelle, whose narratives overlooked the sexuality of Queen Latifah's 
character was willing, when asked directly, to accept Latifah's positioning as a lesbian 



in the film and identified different sexual orientations a s  part of portraying "reality'' 
and "natural" life: 

Mirelle: I guess they were just trying to portroy like everybody had their natural Ive. 
Like one la* was stmggling. trying to take cure of her brozher. One had a young kid 
trying to raise her up on her own and she w m  like any other one of them- She rvas a 
lesbian, 

In response to a query conceming how she reconciled her religious beIiefs with such 
an openness to differing sexual orientations she responded with a qualifier: 

I think that 's wrong. Like I don 't believe in it kind of thing but I woddn 't judge them 
because I mean you just don 't judge people by ifthut 's how they are then 1 guess 1 
am not going to like clop for them but I am not going to Me put them dotvn kind of 
thing 

In this instance, Muelle's response indicates the existence of competing discourses 
around the issue of sexual orientation Whereas her religious upbringing would 
suggest that lesbianism is 'wrong" other more liberal discourses of equality compete 
with such an understanding to produce an "ambivalence" in her response. 

For Gerald, the ability to make a distinction between Queen Latifah's portraya1 
of a lesbian on screen and her off-screen personae as heterosexual enabled an 
acceptance of the film: 

Gerald: 1 thznk she is a good actor in iL She just did a good job of acting. . . . 1 don 't 
knotv it $vas kind of.. . Zike cos she ,vas gay and everything. If's kind of l i k  nasty. But 
like she . . . still did a good job of acting. 

Yet, in contrat, Frank found that his ability to differentiate Queen Latifah's offscreen 
personae fiom her role made the film even Iess acceptable: 

Ah,.. couldn 't stand if- . . -1  can 't imagine her Iike zhat. So rhar LF why I like couldn 't 
stand that. And that 's Zike a stupid fhing to add to the movie. Whaz rvas the point? 

Omar's narratives constnict the addition of a lesbian character in the most receptive 
terms: 

It 's nor Iike it doesn 't happen, There 's a lor of lesbians out there. And she was black 
foo.. .. It 's, . . . pafl of ordina y IlTe. But that 's another aspect of life too so you can 't 
hare ir ... It 's what happem. 

As well the students' narratives used the hood films relationally, to give 
meaning to other film genres and to constnict what wodd be an ideal representation 
of blackness. Thus Joy highlights in relation to hood films and the more recent genre 



of youth comedy sex films such as Booty Call or Being a Playa? What wodd be an 
ideal type of representaîion of blacks within a movie?: 

One thing that I would like to see with a black movie is that it 's not always about the 
shooting or something like that, but you know how you see a lot of white people, they 
always play in like movies like not necessariiy an action movie but dramas, like we 
SM have some &amas right, buf I mean like even siories to do with corporate 
America- But I'd like to see blackpeople pur into that position. Something away 
fiom the shootirzg and the sex. Something total& dzzerenr, but just with blackpeople. 
Thar's what I would like to see. 'Cu white people do that. You see them with a 

whole bunch of movies, and people don 't say nothing. 

Zn a sirnila vein, Doreen's narrative constructs Soul Food as more positive in relation 
to the hood movies: 

I think it made them lookgood Because you knoiv, you see some like, "Okoy, I'll be 
nrthless. " You knoiv, "gangsta" movies-I really don'r Iike that type of movies 
because they make blackpeople, they don 't lookgood Like 1 don 't like it ut all. 
Because they make it look and like, I knoiv that nmybe like ivhen some white people 
see that movie or what ever, they 'd be like "Oh blackpeople are just out to killpeople 
now, " stufflike that. I don 't like movies like that. because there is roo much Ming, 
too much swearing. I don 't like to see movies like rhat. 

While the hood films were often discussed in ternis of their representation of black 
life in US inner cities, other films, such as Soul Food, and Waiting to Exhaie, were 
constmcted as able to represent the experiences of al1 women or families, not just 
black women and black families. Sou2 Food highlights an &canaAmencan family, 
and Waiting ro Exhale highlights the often-negative experiences of Anican-Amencan 
women with Afncan- Amencan men Phyllis, in discussing Wuiting fo Exhale, 
explains the universality of experiences represented: 

Okny, let me explain, It doesn 't just portray like black women. 'Cuz not only black 
women have those problems. You know, like everybody has those problems. 
Everybody is in love with someone, but they just can 't have them. Sometimes ir 
happens. 

Or, for Langston discussing the same film: 

Yeoh, it was a good movie. It was a m e  s toy  Not like, probably wusn 't a real-life 
story, but it was hue. It  vas realistic, 
J: Wnich bits were redistic? 
Langston: You know, Iik the woman with her man leaving her. 

In ascertaining the meanings of hood films as constructed in the narratives of the 
students, one fin& that the US-mediated representations of black youth culture are not 



automatically and passively connimed by black youths in Alberta Instead, meanings 
are constmcted in varying ways that ofien intersect with not just gender and race, but 
also sexudity. 

Television & Music Videos 

Rap music videos offer a third aspect of the repertoire of imagery and visual 
effects through which difference and blaclmess are represented in the lives of the 
students. Again, rap music, reception is highlighted to indicate the ways in which 
students position themselves in relation to the visuai texts and thus secure certain 
subject positions. These televisual texts are against a background where Canadian 
television is subsumed by US television productions. Representation of blacks on 
Canadian television programs is scant, and exploration of these narratives is through 
television programs created for an audience in the United States. As one student 
argued, there are 'hot many Canadian prograns, and they are not very popular.3" 
nius, representation of black experiences should be recognised as Afncan Amencan. 

The narratives indicate that TV watching occurs for a variety of reasons. For 
some students, it is an activity to be undertaken when nothing else is available. For 
others, it is a pleasurable experience not to be missed Reception of tetevision texts 
varied across and between genres and was often dependent upon the type of program 
and the social use to which such a text could be put. Soap operas such as Young & 
Restks, ER and Days of Our LNes were, according to the narratives of the young 
wornen in particular, programs not to be missed. The structuring of the latter as 
serials contoured their receptivity- Such programs were seen as both unpredictable 
and predictable. Such a position of ambiguity often adds to the appeal of such genres 
as "multiple enigmas are initiated, developed and resolved at different rates, and so 
the viewer's cwiosity is in constant state of arousd" (Gillespie, 1995, p. 16 1). While 
Gillespie's postulation holds tnie for many students, some students indicated that they 
have learned the formula for this genre. It has becorne predictable to such an extent 
that it no longer causes a c'constant state of arousal." 

It is also interesting to note the degree of ambivalence in terrns of the students' 
responses to television. Unlike the common-sense understandings within society, 
which stereotypes students as passive "dupes" "sucking up the dross" of television, the 
students narratives were actually quite specific about what they liked to watch. Ofteq 
demands created by part-the work or school work acted as constraining 
circumstances in their ability to watch television fieely. In many ways the narratives 
suggest that television per se, no longer offers an attraction as it perhaps did for an 
earlier generation of youth. Several of the narratives construct television as a medium 



that could be "'taken'' or "1efY'- a choice that intersects with the development of media 
technology. 

Phyllis: 1 don 't sit ut home and watch TK Like people like sit on a couch and 
vegetare and ivatch movies and st@ Lik yeah, 1 may do that on a rveekend when 1 
have nothing else better to do. 

Or 
Melvin: 1 don 't know. 1 rvarch TV because like ifthere 's nothing else fo do, I 'II watch 
TK Othenuise, I'll like even play video games or go out and play basketball or 
something. 

Or 
Frank: 1 enjoy computers- 1 enjoy computers, Iike most people rvatch TV; I'll be on 
the cornputer. I I i k  making programs or making web pages, shrflike that, 

Past experiences of other rnediums become part of the process of choice through 
which rneanings of pleasure become identified with leisure activities. For one student, 
whose access to television was limited as a child, reading was perceived as a much 
more satisfactory medium than television. 

Etta: My mum doesn 't believe in watching TV: So we never had a TY; so both my 
sister and L rve kind ofjmt always, always used to read Like if was actually a habit. 
But now 1 have like my own TV; since like 1 ivork or whatever. So now I read less. 
But I still like to read I actually like reading better than watching Tl< Because TV; 
you ùind of get rired andyou are just sitting there because there is nothing else to do. 
But fyou get caught in a good book. . . . 

The students narratives show that they watched a vanety of television 
programs ranging fiom Anican-American sit-coms, such as Fresh Prince, Cosby 
Days, and Keenen Ivory Wayan's Living Coiuur. A few students noted that the 
number of programs centring on the lived experiences of f i c m  Americans had 
decreased recently in comparison to a few years ago4. There may be some empirical 
verification to this observation since recently, the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) has argued that the networks are not using 
black actors in prominent sitcoms (Haynes, 1999). Since many sitcoms are repeated 
year after year, some students still watch older programmes such as Fresh Prince of 
Bel Air. In discussing the impact of shows such as Fresh Prince of Bel Air or The 
Jeflemns, Gray (1995) argues that they should be regarded as pluralist rather than 
assimilationist. His argument rests on the bais that "what makes these shows 
pluralist and therefore different fiom the assimilationist shows is their explicit 
recognition of race (blackness) as the basis of cultural difference (expressed as 
separation) as a feature of US society (p. 87). 



The three programs watched by most students were Jerry Springer, Rap City, 
and Seinfeld. Interestingly, Seinfield was classed as a "show about nothing." This 
representation of the show as "about nothing7' rnay well draw on the dominant media 
discourse and hype about the show. It is interesting because, as a show about nothing, 
it is not located consistently within a workplace, or family, or school-traditional sites 
for location of "sitcoms," as well as sites that define status of the individuals involved 
in the on-screen interaction. Jerry Springer, a CctaIk" show that consists of more fights 
and expletives than ''tal4" highlighted discourses on the constnicted nature of realism 
in the program. Of the thee programs, only Rap City has consistent representations of 
blackness, and therefore, for the purposes of this thesis, only narratives highlighting 
this program are presented. 

RapCity, unlike many of the programs that the students watch, is a 
Canadian product of the growing sophistication of satellite and television cable 
communication technology. In response to this thnist of late capitalism and 
technological opening up of Canadian borders, media mogul Moses ~nairne2 
founded the MucWmic television channel in 1984 to play nonstop music videos in 
a similar way to its US sister, Music TeleVision 06. This enthusiasm to 
communicate back and forth beyond state borders is reinforced by a general culture 
of globalization and corporate capitalism. The latter can be seen as an example of 
the ways in which corporate capital is able to stretch geographic boundaries of the 
nation state to align more profitably with corporate structures, and thus support the 
ideology of globalization. TV stations such as MucMwic enable the rest of the 
world to be inculcated into a world of youth culture in general, and hip-hop in 
particular. The following narratives reveal the choices of programs made with 
regard to Muc~z ( s i c :  

Phyiiis: Thar's mainly what 1 watch. 1 watch Much Music a lot. 

For Melvin, RapCity was his main choice in viewing the MuchMtlsic channel: 

Well, like ifRup City is on, I'll Zik [watcw the station Much Music, but like if 
RapCity is not on, no- 'Cuz they don 't even like play rap on ir- That 's prerty much 
the on& stufI want to see unless they 've got Iike a reggae video on or something. 

The two MucMmic programs discussed were RapCity and XtendDaMix. 
RapCity. by far the most referenced of the two programs plays pnmarily rap videos, 
while DaMLx concentrates on r&b and reggae. Although Master T., a young 
African of the diaspora, produces the two programmes in Canada, many of the 
music videos that are played originate in the United States. However, despite the 
strong flavour of US produced music, RopCty provided the most publicly- 



accessible venue for Canadian rappers. As Gerald outlines, in response to a 
question as to how he heard about Canadian rappers Rascalz and Chocolair: 

Gerald: TV; watching RapCiîy. 

nius, Canada and the rest of the rest of the digitdiy-accessible world was 
incdcated into the culture of hiphop7. As an offshoot of rap music, music videos 
have become an important means of mediating images of youth culture. These 
images of dress style act as a form of layering that shapes representations of 
blackness in Canada Rinaldo Walcott, (1996) identifies the importance of music 
videos for expanding the ability of music to project certain meanings and images: 

The addition of image to music greatly expands the range of possible 
messages that may be conveyed by a pop Song. Standing as it does at the 
intersection between popular music, cinema and television, music video is a 
unique manifestation of popular culture that demands a corresponding 
flexibility of approach in its analysis. (p. 8) 

Music videos, when read intertextually reinforce representations constnicted 
via rap music, i-e., they reinforce a dominant image of black masculinity. In 
particular, music videos constnict and reinforce the image of the "authentic" rapper as 
an Afiican- American male rather than an Afîrican-Canadian, male or female. Such 
linking is undertaken by focussing on specific signifiers during the playing of music 
videos. The males in the video's foreground are often placed in relation to specific 
backgrounds, with fnends: a positioning that identifies thern as being in the hood. 
Tricia Rose (1994) haç noted this placement in music videos and argues that: 

Nothing is more central to rap's music Mdeo narratives than situating the 
rapper in his or her milieu and among one's crew or posse. Uniike heavy 
metal videos, for example, which often use dnunatic Iive concert footage, and 
the concert stage as the core location, rap music videos are set on buses, 
subways, in abandoned buildings, and almost always in black urban imer city 
locations . . .When I asked seasoned music video director Kevin Bray what 
comprised the three most important themes in rap video, his immediate 
response was, 'Tosse, pose and posse." (p. 10) 

In the following narrative, Langston identifies the ways in which Mdeos are 
constructed around an array of signifies that reinforce rap's main thematic concems 
of "locatedness" and identification with the hood: 

Two thirds of the videos that rappers do show don 't have anything to do wirh 
the sung they actuaZly are singing aboui. Like sornetimes, Zike you rnight heur a Song 



about-like sometimes they do go togethet- Lik i f i f  's not a story. r i t  's about a 
rapper saying sornething Iike "Oh yeah, 1 am rich, " they are going to show big 
houses. If it 's a rapper saying something about wornen, they are going tu have a lot 
of ladies in there- But then again, there is a theme to the story. Like somerimes they 
just go stupid and just put any thing there. Sometimes the videos jtst an expression. 
It 's more of a celebration most of the rime. Like videos, two-thirds of the rimes, were 
just a celebration ox you know, " WelZ 1 made it this fur all my fien&, all myJi.iends 
corne into my video. Just show up. " And they wiIl be talkïng about something totally 
different. 

For Doreen, rap music videos, construction of gender, beauty, and desire are 
highlighted Her narratives identiQ the ways in which co~i~tructions of beauty and 
desire are often contoured by the relationship between the production of a video text 
and its reception. For her, male reception of videos and construction of desire are 
mediated by: 

Doreen: The videos are good I just watch the videos for the dancing. 
J: What about the ways in which the women are portrayed? 
Doreen: teeth] LL Cool J.  I don 't like hotv he acts in like those videos. 'Cuz he 
always gets some girl in some Zittle piece of clothes. That ain 't covering anything, 
okay?. Andyou know what gefs me ntad? Girls in videos, right? Acîually it doesn 't 
matter. Okq, the girl Iike a person who is famous, could be the ugliest person, and 
the girl is ugly and you see all these things. There might be a girl in our school who 
looks like her, right, and they look exact& alike. But because she [the girl on video] 
is famous, everyboe thinb she is so sueet, And the girl in our school is calle4 "she 
is a dog and she is ugly. " 1 am like, why are you guys talking that way though. And 
they think that every blackgirl they see in the video is so pretty. Just because like she 
is in a video. She could be the fartesr, like, ugliest girl, whatever, and they stiIl think 
she is pre tty just because she IS on TL? I &n 't get that. 

In the above narrative, Doreen describes how music videos evoke meanings through 
interaction between video text and reader. Constructions of beauty draw on the 
glarnour of the medium to contour women in certain sexualized ways, moving them 
from the category of ordinary to the extraordinary and exotic. Doreen's narrative also 
indicates an awareness of what Shiart Hall identifies as "preferred readings" in the 
construction of a video text. She was able to identifjr the construction of a male gaze 
in music videos and how specific sipifiers connote specific meanings. Her narrative 
challenges the automatic accessing of a specific reading of the video text and, instead, 
indicates that she negotiates between preferred and oppositional meanings (Hall 
1980). She indicates the gendered codes that are constnicted within music videos: 

J: So you can tell when it's a video made for a guy? 
Doreen: Yeah!! Wnen you see pure girls standrng up there, like jiggling up their 
booties in the screen. And you know when its for girls when you see some guy 



pouring ivater down himself[laughJ That 's the girl bit, "cool ofl" All these guys 
like singing mostly slow songs. Like guys singrng you know it 's for girls. Like it 's so 
obviozrs. 

At tirnes, reading music videos as gender coded extends into everyday lived 
experiences as explanation of social relations. In the following narrative, Melvin 
accounts for an acquaintance's dress style as a reflection of representations garnered 
through music videos. In response to a question on why he sees another student as 
identimng with music videos, Melvin identifies how videos reinforce women as 
sexual objects and the social consequemes of identification with such representations: 

Oh, it al1 depends like rvhat kind of videos Iike, um, she jmt dresses like, o h y ?  'Cuz 
there is East Coast and there is West Coast rap. And Zike pretfy much there 's more 
rap, but thut 's what separated them. And the east coast ones Wear sort of buggy jeans 
and s r e  with little like shirts that corne up to tizere [rnidrzn and then big jmkekr 
sometimes, othenvise they are like holding up ivtth something. And like that 's what 
she is, like she is dressed like a mixture of both- Because the West Coast girl, they 
pretty much come out like half-naked WÏth everything Iike hanging out. They come 
with like G strings and stu-like. Thar 's what she 'ZZ be sporting. Like rvarm rveather, 
too- Shorts that like Fisses teeth] all that nonsense and big shoes. 

As well, music videos were recorded, thus delaying M e r  the space-distanciation 
between production and reception. The differing ways in which the video can be 
viewed evoking emotions repeatedly are evident within Merle's narrative. 

Oh I watch them all the tirne [laughj. 1 have to go bty if. Thank you for reminding 
me. 1 have to go buy myselfa new tape. I record them because we have a stereo 
system in our family room. So when it cornes on, ive put on the slrper b a s  You mm 
it up on the speakers, because if's on both sides and it soundr su good And then you 
just go back Ifyou don 't have that Song on tape, you c m  Iisten to if on ~ h e  TV: And 
I don 't know, 1 like if- You just see them and then they will be ivearing new styles or 
something. Girls wilZ get their hair . . . it will be like "Oh 1 Iike her hairsryle, do my 
hair like that. Things like that. It 's justfUn- 

The narratives identify RupClty as an important source for images of blackness. 
News reports and reality TV programs, such as Cops. c m  also be identified as part of 
a regime of representations that contour understanding of black youth culture. Phyllis 
identifies such a link between Cops, a reality crime show, and overrepresentation of 
blacks as cnminals. In a sarcastic tone, she identifies what she leamed about blacks 
on TV: 

Phyllis: Unless you are going to get into, like the "'Caps " thing whatever. Then they 
show like every black case there is going. 



However, for Omar, other ccpositive'~ representations of bIackness exist on TV to 
contest those of Cops: 

Ifyou choose to rvatch all the bad stujJyou can do that. So you can learn just about 
any thing. Like there 's shows like "Ceps" [laughj. Halfthe people they catch are 
blackr. So i& like "Oh, okay. Iguess all the blackpeople are crooh. " And then you 
can watch another show like, pheiv, "?Vhat's that?" There used to be a whole bunch 
of shows. Like the "Cosbv FamiIvL" even. You 'd be iike 'c~vhoa, blackpeople ore 
nice, " you ùnow, rvell behaved, ~ihztever. So you can /eam anything. 

Even the more ccfactual" news programs emerge within the narratives as conveying 
racialized codes (Koza, 1994). Thus, presentation of the news is read intertextuaIly in 
conjunction with and in relation to other existing discourses and texts that flow within 
society. Eulyn highlights how this process of intertextual coding works for her when 
watchine/listening to the local news: 

Eulyn: But I guess, um, they jus2 show the negarive stuff; really, 
J: You thinkso? /Wh huW/ Give me an example. 
Eulyn: Like we P l a c w  are murderers, and robbers, and all that kind of stu$ 
J: And this is on the news? 
Eulyn: 'Cm like ifsomeone, like with that stuffthat happened with Valley High- It 
was a black kid who stabbed the guy. It wasn 't Zike, fifi t a s  a white person, 1 am 
sure they wouldn 't have said any thing. 
J: Oh, did they say it was a black kid? //YeaW/ ffow would the [ n w  have dealt 
with ir then? m a t  would they have said? 
Eulyn: Theyprobably would have said, "Oh there was a stobbing at Valley High 
between, you know, kick or whatever. 

This narrative also illustrates the ways in which meaning accumulates across different 
texts "'where one image refers to another, or has its meaning altered by being 'read' in 
the context of other images" (Hall, 1997, p. 232). Such an intertextual reading also 
draws on the unsaid, the absence/presence, to give meaning to a social situation. In 
continuing our interview, Eulyn expands on how she uses absencelpresence of 
racialïzed signifiers ta "understand" the context of a news item: 

Eulyn: Well, p s t  of aZ2, when I hear something I am alwuys thinking, "Oh pleose 
don 't let them be black " And then when 1 don 't hear anything I am Zike, "Oh they 
are probably not, then, " 
J: So what sort of things? 
Eulyn: There is a bank robbery, or sorneone held up at Mac 'S. 

Edyn is identifjmg what John Fiske (1987) describes as the relationship between 
negativity, "othemess7" and power. As Storey sees it: 



There is, of course, a co~ec t ion  between elitism and negativity; the positive 
or "normal" actions of elite people will often be reported whereas those 
without social power are considered newsworîhy only when their actions are 
disruptive or deviant In representing the dominant as perîorming positive 
actions and the subordhate as performing deviant or negative ones, the news is 
engaging in the sarne ideological pmctices as fictional television (Fiske, pp. 
285-6) 

Chapter Summary 

The chapter analysed the narratives Uitertextually, highlighting the ways in 
which the meanings of images are read in relation to each other. The narratives 
suggest that the youth culture that the students encounter represents blackness via 
regimes of representation Reception and consurnption of magazines, movies, and 
music videos draw heavily on US-based youth culture and other racialized and 
gendered discourses that exkt within society. This access to predominantly US youth 
culture adds up to a hegemonic representation of blackness for these Canadian youths 
of Afncan descent. In some ways, the students' narratives reveal a disjuncture in 
experiences that Anthony Giddens (1990) identifies as "locally situated expressions of 
distanciated relations" (p. 109). By this he means that the students encounter cultural 
formations that place them in connection with an Afican-American youth culture 
which is not directly aligned with Canadian experiences. Across the varying forms of 
youth culture discussed, hip-hop was perhaps the most significant cultural fom and 
presents a varie@ of symbols through which meanings can be constructeci. A 
racialized regime of representation was highlighted to reveai how representations of 
biackness in films, rap music, and music videos reinforce the Iived experiences of 
A£rican Americaos as representative and universal of blackness withia the diaspora. 

In looking at the hood f ihs in conjunction with hiphop culture, the narratives 
construct a specific representation of black youth identity that highlights male 
heterosexual identity. As with dl discounes active within society, this gendered and 
racialized discourse operates intertextually as students draw on other diswurses 
within society to make certain meanings intelligible. 

The next chapter will analyse the ways in which regimes of representation 
produce dress styles and the consequent use to which the students put such style. 



Notes 

Refer to Thompson, 1990 chapter 4 "Culturai Transmission and Mass Communicationn for a mherent 
discussion of the growth of the media industry as a "specinc historical process that accompanied the rise 
of modem societies" (p. 163). 

Queen Latifah, one of the mon Muaitial wornen rappers in the US, noted for her womanin song 
"who are they calling bitch?" that urges young women to question labeIs such as "ho" and "bitchn as 
f3equently used by male rappers. 

FoUowing the collection of data a new drama series based on the experiences of young blacks in 
Toronto was aired on Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. These prograrns were not discussed. 

This Iack of television programs with black lead charaners would seem to be correct in that when 1 last 
Ïntenriewed students in 1994 references were made to many more new series for highlighting black 
c haracters. 

"Moses Znairner is also CO-founder, president and executive pmducer of Toronto's radical and popular 
and independent television station Citytv (1 972) MusiquePlus (1986) and MusiMax (1 997) Bravo 
Canada's NewStyleArtsChannel(1995(. In 1998 he founded MuchMore Music. 
wtt~://www-chumcitv/bios/moses.html 1 1/3/00). 

Znaimer7s ornpany Chum Ltd., is aiso responsïble for contirnihg this process of borderaossing with 
the expansion of his vidomusic channels into the Latin Amencan market. (RDS data base Ac& 
1830340). 

' in 1988 M T V  moved across the Atlantic to form MTV Europe. in 1991 MTV Asia was formed. 



Chapter 8 

Riding the 66PufS Train" 

p e ]  - - - inhabit a photogruphic aural and televisual culture in ivhich the proliferation of 
photographie and electronicaliy produced images and soundr serves ro actively produce 
knowledge and identifies within particular sets of ideological and social practices, 
(Groux, 1993. p. 19) 

Introduction 

Chapter seven presented the ways in which the students encountered youth 
culture and films as part of a racialised regime of representation. This chapter 
analyses the various ways that the students consume and produce youth cultural 
formations and meaning through dress style. The chapter outlines the ways in 
which youth culture is often embedded within relations of power. Student 
narratives illustrate various ways in which their reception of media gets translated 
into everyday, material existence. Further, the chapter illustrates the everyday uses 
to which the students put their knowledge of dress style and music in order to 
produce an understanding of urban space: by linking ideology and consumption; as 
well as problematising the tension between "space-distanciation" and 
representations of blachess. The narratives illushate how use is made of youth 
culture to reinforce a binarism that evokes a sense of "them7' and "us," self and 
"other." Finally, the chapter outlines the way in which ideology, i-e., discourse in 
the name of power, operates to shape the relations of consumption and 
commodification. Such a focus reveals the nuanced ways in which the mass media 
can act as a system of knowledge and power, reproducing and maintaining relations 
of domination dong lines of race, class, gender, and semai orientation It reveals 
"how the meaning mobilised by mas-mediated symbolic forms is understood and 
appraised by the individuals who, in the course of their eveqday routines receive 
media messages and incorporate them into their lives" (Thompson, 1990, p. 24). 

OAen dress style becomes the point around which much of this meaning- 
making and syrnbolic construction of knowledge takes place. As Hall & Jefferson 
(1975) reveal: 

Despite their visibility, things simply appropriated and worn (or listened to) 
do not make a style. What makes a style is the activity of stylization-the 
active organisation of objects with activities and outlooks, which produce 



an organised groupidentity in the form and shape of a coherent and 
distinctive way of c'being-in-the-world." (p. 54) 

It is evident in this thesis that language structures and creates the process of 
understanding and interpretation that the students share. Such a shared linguistic 
understanding allows the students to construct a common past and projected futures 
@enzin, 1989, p. 72). A comrnon sense use of phrases, such as "North/ South," 
"acting black," or "being a playa," indicate the appropriation and use of media 
language in the students' everyday Iives. This chapter will examine magazines and 
their construction of style, and explore how they are put to use by the students to 
CO&@ their everyday iives. 

Magazines 

Magazines are the third and final aspect of youth culture exarnined to ascertain 
the ways in which media act as a repertoire of imagery and visual effects through 
which "difference" and blackness are represented during the late twentieWearly 
twenty-first centuries. A wide spectnim of US-based magazines, ranging nom the 
more generai Ebony and Jet, through Spots Ilhstrated to rapspecific The Source and 
Vibel, were read, although not always purchased by the students: 

Student 1 : Sporfi Illusrrated and stuft: The Source, Mostly 1 look for the basketball 
articles. 
Student 2: Shoes. 
Student 1: Some rimes the clothes, and sometimes I wilZ go for the car magazines. 
(Eom group. males) 

In particular, the narratives reveal that the latter two hiphop culture magazines, The 
Source and Vibe, are widely read One student indicated the nuanced ciifferences 
between the two magazines: 

Doreen: Actually, qit CF about rappers, you have to go to The Source. If it 's about 
r&b and all that stufl then Vïbe is Zike good And they 've got good clothes in the 
Source. But ifyou are looking for clothes, Isuggest look in The Source because they 
have good clothes. Al! those rappers are advertising their clothes in there, 
advertising their shoes and all that stu8 

These US-produced magazines are also drawn on to provide understanding and give 
meaning to rap in Canadian society. Both these monthly glossy magazines, in 
conjunction with music video representations, reinforce the construction of "authentic 
rap" for Afncan Americans. These two magazines are equated by many students with 



possessing "the deep" knowledge about rap and r&b, and are seen as somehow more 
authentic than others, especially when defined in relation to Canadian rap magazines: 

Melvin: The Source, me-there 's more, 1 just can 't rernernber. The other ones-they 
mighr be like Cana& based magazines of rap. But the deep ones thaf you would 
actually go and look into zyyou rvanted information are like Source artd like Vibe. 

Access to US-baçed magazines emerges as part of a double process in the 
consumption and the development of preferred readings. As with many issues of 
social relations in Canadian society, meaning is constructed in relation to the US. 
Firsf the consumption of rap information in The Sourcd and Vibe reinforces the US 
position as the source of ccauthentic" knowledge and, at the same tirne, de-legitimates 
Canadian sources. As a result, Canadian rap music is seen as imitative rather than 
innovative, mimetic ratber than "cauthentic." The following narrative reveals a view 
of Canadian rap as cclacking'7 both numerically and qualitatively: 

Doreen: No offence. Canadian music such, man. //If does?// Yeah. Oh corne on, 
ihere is like-like nothing. There is only one player Iike thar whole group ge& like five 
groups, and they made like one whole video. You must have seen it on Much Music. 
It 's like on alZ the time. 

As the narratives make clear, representations of rap are those based on 
experiences in the US. The magazines bought by African Canadians reinforce and 
promote specific types of knowledge as more authentic than others. Reading is part of 
a social process. For some of the students, t a h g  about and exchanghg magazines 
provides not only opportunity for social discourse but aiso acts as a mechanism for 
reinforcing the importance and symbolism of particuiar magazines as authentic 
representations. nirough ccschool tallc" and interaction at school, magazines becorne 
an important means of transmission for what Haii calls "cregïrnes of representation." 

J: So tell me a bit about The Source, Vibe, d Jet. 
Denzil: They are aZZ basically the m e  in that they bring rap news. Most& 
thal 's what 1 read it fir. And you see new clothes and new k i r  and st@ 

In reference to The Source magazines that her male pers  read, Mirelle says: 

Mirelle: Source 'cuz [iw mostly on the rap artists and stuz so they [moles] want to 
know whar 's going on- What 's the latest rnlrsic coming ouf. 

Mirelle's comment identifying The Source as a space" is echoed in Doreen's 
narratives. For Doreen, the magazine provides information for guys, while allowing 
her to objectiQ male bodies: 



Doreen: Iread Vïbe. i like Yibe- Ebony is my fmourite- Thar CF my fmourite 
magazine. I used tu get Jet. but 1 don 't think they sell if in Edmonton anymore. 
J :  That 's rvhat sonleone else said to me- 
Doreen: 1 like The Source lots too. Thut's like a guy magazine, Like all those guys 
read t h a ~  i just get it for the pictures. 
J: Piciures of what? 
Doreen- Of those blackguys in there. Like some of them are good 
J: Are they? So what do you do with rhem? 
Doreen: My whole room is like, covered with them. 

Doreen is alluding to the polysemic nature of the texts and, in this case, the way in 
which meaning is never fixed but is open to interpretation. White she identifies The 
Source as a "male space," she is also able to claim it as a space for the female gaze. 
AIthough this gendered receptivity was not expressed within all the narratives, it 
highiights the important role that such magazines play in the representations of 
masculinity, as well as the contouring of gender identification. However, not al1 
female students were able to publicly gaze on black male bodies. In the following 
narrative, one student indicates how her mother responded to her display of pictures of 
a male singer on her bedroom wall: 

If Iput one poster up t h t  she doesn 't like, she will rip it o s  She has done if before . 
She will rip it ofl It doesn 't matter ifi! 's Q good one. Maybe I was in a phase where i 
thought [!he singed ruas jus! really nice ro have on my waIL I f  was s d  little one 
though, right. 1 just put three here and three rhere. it was nice- Looked nice. There 
was no background or any thing, jursr [the singerl, I came back home, they were all 
o fmy  wuIl- She took them ofl. 

Although both magazines are discussed in the students' narratives, The Source 
seems to be more popular, especially with the young mea Nelson George (1998) 
supports this postulation about the popdarity of The Source. He argues that in 1997, 
the magazine's relevance and vitality were confirmed when it sold more copies via 
news stands than any other music periodical in Arnerica, averaging 3 17,369 copies 
per issue, compared to Rolling Stone's 169,625. The Source continues on because it 
represents a keepit-real alternative to the glossy, photo-driven coverage that has 
defined Yibe" (pp. 71-2). 

In the narratives, The Source and Vibe were sites for the îransmission of 
cultural meanings and understandings in relation to music and style associated with 
black youths. Interestingly, a number of the student narratives indicate that although 
they read the magazines, they did not purchase them. A variety of reasons were given 
for this anomaly. For one student, age was a factor in buying magazines, since one of 
the attractions of a 'Yeen" magazine was that it enabled identification with an older 



group and signified a certain kind of self. Thus she identifies how the purchase of 
magazines changes with adolescence and perceptions of the self: 

Phyllis : 1 don 't read nrany magazines really. 1 used to read like a lot of: like, wlzen 
you are a kid you go through like a teeny-bopper stage whelz you read like Dot 
magazijze and da da da maguzine, wlratever nzagazine. kind of stupid Arzd then, I 
don 't know. Like just the Zittle stufllike that 1 used to read. But now 1 don 't really 
read much. Once in a while 1 read Zike Seventeen, or I read YM. Sonretintes 1 will pick 
up a bop magazine because 1 wiZZ see someone, like a singer 1 like, orr tlr ere. 

Other students see magazines as too expensive. It is less expensive to browse through 
a friend's copy or thurnb through a copy on the music stand. As Eulyn explains: 

Idon 't know- Ijust think it 's a $vaste of tinie because yozt are going to read it once 
and then thzt 's it. //Oh right// So it S betterjust to read abozlr it for free. Therr you 
don 't have to worry abozrt it. 

Although many narratives suggest that they did not purchase magazines, they 
were nonetheless still influenced by the contents via social interaction and exchange 
with peers and siblings. Tricia Rose (1994) in support of the latter indicates that: 

The Source 's "pass-along rate" is approximately 1 purchase for every 11-1 5 
readers. According to Bernard, [an editor at n e  Source] this rate is at least 
three to four times higher than the average magazine industry pass-dong rate. 
It is conceivable, then, that a similar pas-along rate exists arnong rap music 
CD and cassette consumption, especially among consumers with less 
disposable income. (p. 8) 

For Wayne, it was neither age nor cost that was prohibitive but, rather, his religious 
belief that made reading or purchashg magazines with 'korldly tmths" highly 
problematic and thus having nothing to interest him. In response to my question 
conceming his magazine reading, he gave the following response: 

Wayne: 1 don 't read magazines [annoyed]. 
J: Doyou lookthrough thenz? 
Wayne: Not unless 1 have an assignment. 
J: How is  that then? 
Wayne: There 3 nothing ttiat interests nie. 

At other times, students' receptions of magazine articles about rappers were coded as 
exarnples of "reality" in the US: a reality that although brutalised, can be translated as 
positive. Such articles reinforce the American dream of "making it." 



Doreen: WeU, it goes Iike this . . . . Yotï krow what I Iike to see thozigh, like about that 
magazine. How they are talking about how they were al1 likepoor and eveqdzir~g and 
it S like their dreanz conies through, becazise they got a Il néh after, and Zike evevbody 
loves theni np. And they are Zike-ntake pure nrortey and everythirtg. 1 Zike to see that 
m e  of s tuf  because LI S "real. " Like 1 stop and thirzk, "1 reaZIy feel bad for people iii 

the ghetto, Iike 1 really do, " 

Consuming Stvle 

Magazine consumption is an important part of youth culture and is 
instrumental in developing a sense of style and offering a point of identification. The 
latter can be illustrated by Gerald's comments with regard to an advertisement in The 
Source: 

Gerald: Yeah, like we don 't get that kind of stzrff like in Canada. [poirr ring to picttrre 
of shoes in The Sorrrce] Like Lrrgz, like if we cozrld, we wozrld ivear those too. 
J: Lugz did you say? Wtat are those? 
Gerald: You can 't buy it. It S a îype of rianie brarzd for a type of shes.  You can 't bzry 
that stufl here. 

Gerald's narrative leads us into the area of dress style and the ways that youth style is 
developed among the students. Without doubt, hip-hop style is and has been the most 
influential among students and youths across North Arnenca and beyond. The 
importance of dress style can be seen in Paul Willis7 (1993) comments that "clothes, 
like musical tastes, are an indication of the cultural" identities and leisure orientations 
of different groups of young people." In texms of this study, his comments would 
hold hue, as the narratives position students within and in relation to discourses of 
style. 

As the narratives reveal, hip-hop style and culture is not just a matter of 
purchasing or accessing magazines, listening to the music, or watching films and 
music videos. It is not just about consumption, it is also about production. It is about 
presenting a self It is this presentation of the body that becomes important in 
signifjmg specific meanings and identities through dress style. Stephens (1996) 
argues that "within hip-hop subculture . . . the styles and material culture of the 
subculture have been central to identity formation. That goes for the wearing of fake 
gold chahs called 'dope-ropes,' oversized casual pants, the X Cap, to the high-top- 
fade hair cut, and other hip-hop manifestations" @. 197). Throughout the narratives, 
consumption of hip-hop culture was not automatic nor uniform, but was intersected by 
time availability, gender, and socio-economic status. For some students, adherence to 
the latest dress style and the latest foms of rap music was problematic, thus 
consumption was often partial: 



Gerald: Like Iam rzot really into hip-hop that much. Jtlst like, not as much as nrost of 
myfnends are, Like I don 't know how much time they spend Iistening to it or 
watching it or reading, but 1 don 't really have that much tinte to spend on it. So 1 
don 't knoru. Like Ilove the nruric, but I;ntjust not like into ir as much as rhey are. 

Or 
Etta: Don 't get me [wongJ, 1 like Il@-hop and stufllike that, but people-that 's their 
life- People that actirally do the killing and stzrfllike that is because they feel nraybe 
that 's almost their identity. People that couldn 't get past the stniggles of being black, 
Iguess. Thiizgs like that bother them. 

What these two latter narratives illustrate is that hip-hop is a cultural foxmation that 
requires knowledge and cultural understanding of the everyday expenences of those 
who are directly involved in the production. 

As the narratives illustrate, comrnon-sense understandings of the students 
construct hip-hop as a black cultural formation, where the signifiers "bIack style" and 
'liip-hop" are interchangeable. Although the students dressed in a variety of ways not 
necessarïly identified with being black, it is clear fkom the narratives that the 
representations students draw on for inspiration have much in common with hip-hop 
culture, ofien with a personal inflection. Some of the students referred to dressing in 
'%aggy style" or having a "sporty style7' as black, while others were cautious in 
generalising about a comection. Throughout the narratives, the dress style that the 
students were cognisant of, and identified with, was one mediated by music magazines 
and music videos. Gerald struggles to articulate this point of connection between style 
and black identity: 

J :  So how wozild sorneone who is black dress? 
Gerald: Well there are exceptions. Blackpeople do11 't dress, but like, I don 't know, 
Iike tlze trame bands  t h  you wear, the slioes you 'd wear, the way you 'd Wear it. It 3 
Iike the styles that you 'd have. 

Or: 
Phyliis: Kind a Iike a sporty style, Iguess. The trackpants al2 the tinre and the Nike 
shirts and werything. 

Or Meivin, in reflecting back on his dress style: 

Melvin: Like the baggy cIotJm. Istill Wear baggy clothes. Just for Iike cornfort. Like 
baggy clothes, the like, jeans, like how would you say? Ok, when Exhaust e s t  came 
in. Like Exhaust jeans. I used to Iike sport those al1 the time. And Iike, the gold. I 
used to wear, 1 used tu have gold. 

And he continues: 



Actzcally, you always have tu have like nice shoes. Cos everybody, man, there S all 
these people 1 don 't men knoiv where they get their money from, but they 've got Iike a 
million ofpairs of like Nike th3 and all. And yeah like Iused to, Me, dress in all those 
shoes too. And like get all the nice new branak 

Gerald's, Phyllis' and Melvin's narratives are consistent in identifying black dress 
style with consumption of designer Iabels such as Nike. 

The narratives indicate that dress style is often developed through reception of 
media images of rappers and r&b singers: 

Gerald: Oh Ikïnda see that the way we dress, we try to imitate people like Snoop and 
like other rappers. 
J: Such as? 
Gerald: Method Man. 
k Who? m a t  does he looklike? What does he dress like? 
Gerald: 1 don 't know rfhe changes his styles. Like, basically fie was] the f i s t  one 
that I seerr to Wear those like, you know, those fishemen ltats with the rinr around 
thern? It 's Sike a cap and it has iike a n-m going ail the way rozrnd. 

Or as Melvin's narratives highlight, there is a close, if not direct relationship between 
rap music and hip-hop dress styles: 

J :  Where did you see if? 
Student: Oh, they pretty ntuch al1 have to corne down to nzrisic. To rap, so you wortld 
see this on W. Anything-dress, everything that conies down pretty much comes front 
rap. Any one who says it doesn 't-it comes straight down man. 

As one student's narrative reveals, at times this link between a rap musician and a 
personal dress style involves not just a process of reception but also a process of 
production-the taking on of a style and making it one's own. The following narrative 
illustrates how a student identifies with the hairstyles of Buster Rhymes, and Snoop 
Dogg. But it is an identification that is partial, as he changes aspects of the style to 
make it different: 

Dogg carne in with his comrows like, then I got that. And 1 kindo sfuck with that for a 
whiZe. And then when you see Buster Rlzpes  going ofwith like his crazy hait- going 
aZl over the place. Even though he 's got dreah or whatever. Ijust like, do my haïr all 
c r q .  

One of the female students talks about d e r i h g  a basic style from a singer and 
individualising it: 



Ifsomething looh  good, 171 Wear it. Andput a hat to it or for nry rzailpolïsh the same 
colour, make-tcp the same kind ofl dtrerent tlrings Iike tlrat. I'ZZ Iike add nry Zittle tortch 
on it to make it me, 

Although identification is made with rappers, this identification is not total and 
complete. 

Style as a Relation of Power 

Youth style is an indication of stahis and power. Dress style is an important 
resource that is usec! in combination with other attributes to define and construct 
specific identities and ways of presenting the self. It is a way of giving social meaning 
to the body. Inteitwined with this understanding of dress style as giving meaning to 
the body are issues of geographic location and economic dominance: Edmonton in 
relation to Toronto, and Toronto in relation to the US. Edmonton was often seen as 
disadvantaged in terms of receiving and producing the latest fashion trends. One 
student who had lived in the US indicates this point: 

J :  You have the latest clothes? So how do you know it S the latest? 
Delroy: Because you know what everybody else wears, "Okay, I Ihaven 't seen that 
yet. " Like this FUBUshirt. //Yeah//My brother bozight me this for ClinSmas. 
Nobody else had realiy seen one of tliose before, but tlzey are starting to conze here 
now. 
J: Oh 1 see, ngii t. So you tiiink the US is definitely ahead. 
Delroy: Yeah, we got it. We get everything ahead. 

The narratives indicate that the degree of prestige of a given dress style is 
relateci to its location within or near to the US. Students allude to the ways in which 
dress styles are difised into different geographic areas in Canada. Style in Toronto 
was seen as a reworking of the styles in the US and were rated more highly than dress 
sQle in "dry" Edmonton. The following narrative highlights such a hierarchy: 

Doreen: They dress good. I%ey kinda dress like them [singers in magazines] 
sonletimes too. But the States h m  way better clothes and so does Toronto. Toronto 
has wicked ciothes. Here. Ican put it this way. Ithink Edmonton-it kinda such  in a 
way. Because evetybody 's style Iike was in Toronto Zast year, is Zike [onlyl rzow 
coniing down here. 

In some ways, innovativeness in dress style in Edmonton was contoured by an existing 
relation of dominance between Canada and the US, especiaIly as represented in and 
through the consistent production and location of media culture in the US. The 
following narrative substantiates Doreen's latter point with regard to the importance of 



of the US and the influence of New York, in particular, on the ways in which youth 
fashion becomes coded as stylish or not. In response to a query as to peer response to 
a different dress style that, he adopted Gerald suggested: 

People just like looked at me. Like my fiiends say things, that's wicked and s t u i  but 
people never really corne up to me and say any thing. Because they didn 't know, like 
for all they know, it could be like something neivfiom Zike New York So rhey 
wouldn 't have just corne up to me and started "'dissing " it like, 'Y Ah that 's dry, " and 
the next thingyou know rhey tum on TVand iik Method Man is wearing it or 
something. So they don 't say anything. 

As well, US style shapes connimption patterns and availability of certain consumer 
items in Edmonton. Frank describes this tension between dernand and consurnption: 

Frank: WeZl recentij, everybody was asking ut Champs for FUBU; 'cur it 's always in 
Zike The Source, you know what The Source is? So if's always, aall the latest clothes 
are advertised in The Source mually. So then people would see it and then they 
would askfor it here. And Champs sfarted getting if 'CU all the Champs in iike 
Houston have them already. 
J:  m a t  's Champs? 
Frank: Thar 's like a sports store, like shoes and stufl- 

Style was also read intersubjectively in relation to peen. One could be 
considered outdated by the extent to which others had access to a simiIar dress style. 
Being stylish is a complex manoeuvre requiring knowledge of both the local and the 
global, or more specifically, the US fashion market. Again, Doreen's narrative 
indicates that time and timing were important in terms of maintaking a sense of being 
fashionable. So if one had an outfit h t  refïected a new style, then it was best to 
reinforce that sense of the "exclusiveness" and its consequent scarcity value by 
wearing that outfit to indicate a sense of the difference and the unobtainable. The 
following narrative shows how to shop and maintain a sense of the unique tlïat evokes 
a sense of desire in the "other." 

Doreen: Know whatyou have to do? You have to go in like totully dz%flerent stores 
and buy one shirt there andpants there, then you bring it all together, andyou 
match it up. Because ifyou go andyou buy a whole outjit, like you know, Stitches 
in West Edmonton Mall. m o u  go in the= evey guy, evetybotj) in this whole 
entire school, like goes and shops ar Stitches, so you have your South Pole, you 
have your Mecca, and alZ that st@ Everybody has it, and you can 't buy like an 
ou@? in rhere without seeing like six or severt garIs. You see how big this school 
is? Lik fifty girls might have rhar ou@ And when you go out tu the clubs or 
whaf ever, when we have like Teen N . t s  or something, man you see like more 
than ten, twenty girls wearingyour clothes. Oh you can 't go ro those places. Like 



you shouldgo and buy something at one store, and then you walk to the other one 
so nobody can have whal you have. 

Thus, being fashionable was dependent upon maintaining a distinctive 
sense of self, wMe not being totally outside the "norms" of dress style. However, 
to be unique was not necessarily stylish, as Gerald's narrative suggests: 

if1 like it, ifi like the way they are dressing I 'ZZ dress like them If 1 don 'r, 
then 1 won 1 Plus you can see things like when you are shopping and sr@ 1fyou 
see somefhing like no one else h a  it. You don 't want to get it. 1 am nor saying like 
I see what everyone dresses like, like 1 want to be like everyone. But just like sort 
of like it 's like guidelines kind of: Like I wouldn 't like, evetyone how they wear 
jeans, I ~vouldn 7 go and Wear like spandex ponts and try fo start my new style or 
something. Like 1'11 still wear the jeans, but try to get something that no one else 
has. 

Or as Langston, who perceives himself as stylish, indicates, fear of straying beyond 
the "nom" acts as a form of social control on others: 

Like it 's the k-ind of thing- You see people Wear it. Like you suw people wear it on 
TK But it 's like people don 't have the . . . - This is what 1 think Like people are 
scared to corne up and do it ihemelves, And when someone does it, it 's like okay, 
it 's accepted So you go ahead and do it- 

So adoption of style also represents a relations of power between different 
geopolitical areas as well as between peers. 

As the cornmodification of hiphop has increased during the 1980s and 
'90s, so has the economic cost of maintaining a certain style. The narratives 
outline how keeping "in style" was an expensive business for the students. Many 
of the clothes associated with more recent -hop style are part of a growth in 
consumerism within youth culture. This growth3 can be linked to white designers' 
development of hiphop related style. R. Jemal Stephens (1996) argues that &er 
initially ignoring hiphop: 

. . . established white designers expressed an interest in hiphop clothing. 
These designers include Tommy Hilfiger, Polo, Guess, Girbaud, Naut iq  
Versace, and Marc Buchanan, Many now use rappers in their 
advextisements for leather jackets and jeans. In the shoe Wear market, 
white designers who initially rejected opporhinities to market and prornote 
their products in The Source have jumped on the bandwagon as well. (p. 
200) 



Phyllis outlines how a designer label increases the cost of being stylish: 

Phyllis: Oh yeuh. Ifi was to get this shirt without the Nike check or anything on it, 1 
probabIy could have got if for $20, but this one is Iike Igot it on sale for $45 and if 's  
ac f ual price rvas $1 00. 

This process of cornmodification is based on the cultural economy of taste, where the 
decision to purchase is based on cultural value. Storey regards the latter as indicative 
that: "consumption, in this sense is an active, creative and productive process, 
concerned with pleasure, identity and the production of meaning" (p. 198). 

Wiîh the expense of maintaining a hiphoprelated dress style cornes the 
necessity to increase economic resources. For some students, part-time jobs or parents 
were used to finance access to such patterns of consumption: 

Melvin: 1 ha4 actuaIIy, no serious job. But Iike a paper job. Like delivering for the 
[Journal], and 1 used to muke money ofthut. And then I didflyers, and my paren ïs 
would buy 
nie stuffoor like special [occasions] like my birthday or Christmas or something. 

Or Langston: 

My mum, she gives me clothes. And she gives me money. 1 do gel a job, rvell not 
really job, do this for somebody, do that for somebody. 

The lack of direct access to econornic resources alluded to by Langston meant that for 
financially dependent students, parents become important in mediating the student's 
ability to consume dress styles related to hiphop. For one student, parents buying his 
cloîhes meant that he was unable to fully subscribe to a hiphop style: 

Omar: It used IO be, Iike I used to dress to be able to like suy r'ike 1 am part of the 
hiphop crowd 
J: So what didyou dress like when you were part of the hip-hop group? 
Omar: 1 tried 1 tried If didn 't work out. //Di& *t il?// 1 can go on, like my mom 
buys my sru-  She even bought my stuflback then. She wasn % she wasn 't realiy into 
that Fiphop s t yw right- So I tried but never iike, 1 had iike some tight jeans in 
grade 7 und I felf uncornfortable tvearing that smfl Nol because of the way it look& 
but it justjêit uncornforrable. Su, as 1 grew olcier, I got more money to buy for myseij 
and Istarted to like buy jeans Jike that were more comfortablyfitting. But I rvas stiil 
thinking of what other people would think 1 look like. 

Omar's narrative makes clear that for some students, consumption of hiphop style 
was often partial rather than full. His narrative also alludes to the importance of style 



in terms of generating a sense of acceptance by peers. As such, the narratives 
reinforce how style is as much for public consumption as for private pleasure. 

Performing style 

Public spaces such as school, clubs, and social events were the locus for 
articulahg identity through dress style. As the students indicate, male dress style is 
constantly undergoing changes. The following student identifies the ways in which 
the school provides a site that reflects those changes: 

Omar: It 's 'snd of changing. It used to be big, big, big clothes and sneakers and the 
hat and wvhat not. But now it 's hndu changing into like rhe, what-you-call-it, the 
preppy styles. Or whatever. 1 wouldn 't say its changed to char. But like there are 
some people ~vho are like experimenring or whatever you ivant ro cal2 il- Like with the 
boots, rhe rolled- up jeans, and like the dress shirt and al1 like that. 
J: Rolled up jeans? 
Omar: Oh, like not ro lled up. Like you know, like, instead of rvhere 'd 1 see it? 
J: Tumed up ut rhe bottom, and the dress shirt. 
Omar: There are some people who will come to school. i know blackpeople who rvill 
come to school dressed like that. It 3 just, if 's jusr anyrhing rhat 's kind of merent. 

Or, as Phyllis identified, socio-economic status was now much more evident in youth 
style: 

Like for some of the grrys here. Before it ,vas like rhe lower and baggieryou could 
weor your panfi, rhe "cook"you were. Like the more boxers you were showing, it 
,vas the better. Now, ir  's the nicer clorhes you Wear, the better you are. Lik ifyou 
are wearing a Polo or the Gucci or the Tommy Hilfiger, rhen you are alright. Like 
baggier clothes, like people are coming out of that now. 

Interestingly, the explanation for thîs change in dress style was attnbuted to 
changes in youth culture in generd, and rapper PuffDaddyYs influence in particular, 
as style arnong the males moved towards a more "smooth" look: 

Melvin: ActuaIIy, that 's m e .  If you walk down the hallivay righr now, you could see 
like /Wilq srandittg on one side of the huil. And he 'd be like all like his nice preppy 
type shirr and like his jacket and his glasses. 

One mident who saw M D a d d y  as representing ccsmwth" dress style contrasted his 
own dress style as "dressing rough." In his narratives he identifies how the term 
operates to describe dress style: 

Langstoa: "Rough. " It 's just an expression. Rough, 1 look good, I look rough. I 
could be dressed in a suit and l'll thinkllook rough. Just as long as you lookgood 



But rhere is also the otherpart of sayingyou look rough. You kncw when you clms~fi 
yourselfin conaary 20 Say, the way aprep dresses. You say I look rough, he is a 
prep. Just a diffeerence because you are dressed in dlyerent clothes- Like fhey Wear 
nice button -up shirts, and 1 am wearing a T-shirt- Or 1 am wearing a big sweater 
with a zip down, or he is wearing a hat, I am wearing a bandanna or I am wearing a 
stocking. He is wearing boots and 1 am wearing nrnners. He is wearing loose Ftring 
jeans. I am wearing baggy jeans. 

At times, this presentation of self through style at school becomes intertwined 
with issues of motivation, as well as connotation of a type of academic self In 
particular, a certain style of âress identifies an individual as "cool" or not: 

Like, obviousij people who aren 't cool don 't care, or else rhey would rv and be cool 
and they 'd be "cool. " And everyone would jmt be cool, iguess. But somerintes 1 con 
see like people who jrrst total& don 't care if they are cool or nor. They just care about 
l i k  going ro school. Doing their best. Going home. doing rheir hornewo& sfudying. 
don 'r care what they look l i k  They don? care ~vhar rhey do after school. Just care 
abouf that [schoolworkj- So like 1 can see how rhey think But I don 't thinkl can ever 
fhink Iike that. Sometimes I wish I di4 but like I couldn 't jus2 change and siarr 
thinking l i k  that- Sometimes I wished !hat was the on& way lïke I was ever broughr 
up-to fhink like that. But ir 's not so. 

The cool identity referred to is contrasted to and often used to differentiate oneself 
fiom geeks or nerds who were constructeci as "just caring about school" rather than 
what they look like. For Melvin, this process of differentiation began early in his 
school life: 

Melvin: Junior high, when I was in grade 7,1 was, 1 guess you could say I M~US a little 
geek I never thought 1 was. But 1 was, you know. I grress if  's because I used to like 
dress diflerentiy to everyone else. 

Gender was an intervening factor in presentation of dress style. Within the 
narratives of a few of the female students, there is an indication that style was used to 
present differing senses of self This differing presentation of selves indicates that 
style was used inconsistently as a means to evoke differing meanings in differing 
contexts. At times, one dressed in a totally different way. 

Phyiiis: Describe my dress style? Thot 's a hara one. I think it jusr dependr on my 
&y. Like someiimes I can be kind of dressy, but yei other dàys 1 can be like jllst 
gmnge or else I can be right in the middfe. 

Or as Joy identifie4 with regard to dressing like women rappers on videos, dressing 
allows the representation of differing-gendered selves, a mix and match, between 
"ferninineYi and "bad girl": 



Joy: That LF a hard question. A's like some of them dress the sume ~vay.  Actuaily, 1 
notice [ivith] what all of my Iittle cmv, we Iike, one day we wilI go I i k  kind of like 
%ad girl syle, " and then another day we wil2 go kind of like "nice and ferninine, " 
whatever. [laugh] Like kind of dressed up, rve always "mix an match" Iike that. 1 
think it 's kind of sinrzilar [to singers] but just diyerent clothes. But we are like what 
they [women rappers] are wearing zoo. 

The ability to produce a sense of self through dress style is, however, conditioned by 
prevailing normative standards. As Denzil indicates, if women Wear what they want 
and show off their bodies then: 

That 's fine. But then ihey shouidn 'Z compfain about guys starïng ar them or hiifzng on 
them or anyihing Iike that because basicafly they are asking for it, If they dress like 
that to get urtention, then they are going to gel attention. 

Another student's narrative indicates an awareness of such normative discourses that 
shape style. She identifies how desire to imitate the dress of the women represented 
on music videos is limited by gender expectaîions rather than king "open." A young 
woman indicates how she is subjected to expectations of gender and femininity: 

Doreen: On m o u  see the gids in those videos have like shorts and aZl thar st@ 
You know the Spice Girls? //Yeah// You know the blackspice girl, you know how she 
wears those Puughl long, long dresses, and they have Zike the biggest slit coming up. 
b o t s  wilh hot panfi and evetything? //Oh yeah.15 I remember I used to be Iike, "Oh 
that 's nice, 1 want fhem. " But 1 am Me, "Oh no you don % " But I am jusf saying 1 
want them, but I don 't think he 'd Iik [mind me wearind them. But I know when 1 got 
it I am that type ofperson VI gel something iight. And 1 go to a Party, I 'm Iike, '7 
shouldn 't have worn ihis " und Paul 's like "?Vhy not? " Igo, "You shouZd know. l feel 
so weird about my body- " 

Doreen's narrative reveals the tension between collective noms and individual desire: 
noms that are reidorced by the expectation of the male gaze and meanings that are 
produced therein. It is a disciplining of the self, what Foucault (1988) would identiQ 
as "technologies of the self," a process that: 

. . . pemiits individuals to effect by their own means to, with the help of 
othen, a certain number of operations on their own bodies and souls, thoughts, 
conduct and way of being, so as to transform themselves in order to attain a 
certain state of happiness, purity, wisdorn, perfection or immorality. (p. 18) 

In some narratives, dress style within the school was also identified with 
parîicular racialised groups. The narratives indicate that students from specific 
ethnicfracialised groups could be identified through certain ways of dressing: 



PhyUis: Ifyou are going by l ih  races, Iguess you could say a white kid usualiy, the 
average white kid that you see around, wears Iike the per$ectjil jeans- I don 't hmv,  
they just k s  dzflereent fiom Like they don 't wear the big baggy pan& as the 
black k ih  d a  Then you have the Orientais, who Wear their hair short and they have 
two ban@ coming down o f  ihe side of their face, and they al1 dye their hair Iike 
d~rerent colours al1 the tinte. 

For one student, not only is there a racialised link between clothing and identity, but 
the very ways of presenting the body through style heighten a form of black 
rnasculinity that other males cannot achieve. ln response to a question on the 
existence of black style, she affirms the Iinks between black style and designer IabeI, 
as well as the ways in which clothing can constnict and reinforce desire: 

Doreen: Okqy. Weil. As for the guys, it 's like rhe nice, like Fila or Nike mnners. Or 
like they 've got the boots, right? But for some reason Oriental guys dress one certain 
ivay, nght? But when the black g u ~ s  wear that style, it makes it look totally berter. 
Anything a black guy wears, they make it look better, for some reason I don 't know 
what it is, And l think black guys look so good in white jeans. I don 't know- They 
just look good Like eveything they Wear, Like, they 've got like their baggy jeans, 
they have cor4 they 've gor their Nike, they go2 their Fila, Adidas. No, biackguys 
don 't wear Adidas, corne tu think of i~ Not many of them do. Adidas is like kinda for 
natives. 

This construction and contouring of desire was not confined to females, but as the 
narrative of one young man indicates, dress style was an integral part of attracting the 
female gaze: 

Melvin: 1 used to dress up in al1 the latest fa&- I'd like be one of Tommys, [[Hilfigerj 
al1 this smfl But now 1 just lih, 1 jus! throiv on whatever. I don 't even car&- I don 't 
even have any one to impress any more. 
J: So who were you impressing before then? 
Melvin: Well, if was pretty much like pursuing girls. 
J: Oh reuiZy? That 's your main f o w  of dressing? 
Melvin: Oh yeah! [laugh]. You got tu like look good or else the girls are just going to 
be like, oh they '11 be like "Forget about him. " So then 1 was like shutting my 
So I could like show the girls. But then, 1 don 't know, pretty nluch now I feel chat f am 
marrie4 so I can just like "chill. " Go round with rny bel& hanging out. 

This student's narratives construct style as something related to age and development. 
For him, getting older was marked by less emphasis on consumption of designer 
labels-a position which might well be influenced by his long-term relationship with 
his girlfiend- 

For young blacks, males and females, the way hair is shaped and styled may be 
seen as both an individual expression of the self and as the embodiment of soeiety's 
noms, conventions and expectations (Mercer, 1994, p. 100). The following student 



narrative iterates the ways in which adoption of a specific haïrstyle can act as a 
signifier for other meanings not always intended. In this case, the signifier is 
translated and slides into a sign of cccoolness" that draws upon codes and meanings 
evoked by the rap group Onyx: 

%ut I had rny whole head "Fro " And like everyone [at school] said that I Iooked like 
a geek; and I was like maybe Ishould jmt cut it down short 'Cuz I didn 't want to lzke 
look like anything. No, no, [thot 's wrongJ I started like, i cut it short, right? And i 
keep like the top a ZiMe bit higher. And I ~vunted him to frim down like the sides and 
the back And then &y accident he shaved a ba l .  spot, right? So I,  then like I shaved 
ofthe sides and the back and then, 1 don 't know. I was ail of a d e n  cool. Every 
one liked the style- '"So cool. " 1 was just walking amund I was like "Hey! " Then, 
like 1 shaved offmy hair because, I don 't knmv, that was the thing going through too. 
1 think it ,vas the tinte of Onyx. The rap group. And they rvere al/ bal4 and they 
were like the big thing. And then, so 1 like shaved o f m y  hair. 

For another student, it was his father who, using a gendered discourse, was most 
influential in detennining his hairstyle-a style that cohered with presentation of a 
mainsiream masculine seW 

J: Your dad, then, thinks that you should look more conservative? 
Dennl: Yeah. He doesn 't like, well he doesn 't want me &O worry a lot about my hair. 
He thinks that's kind ox like "girls worry about their hair, " he says. "Only girls 
ivorry about their hair " [grfdeep voice] "On& girls do this and on& girls do that. " 
and so he said "Your haïr grows ihis way easiest, so do if like this. " And I have 
always had it like that. He made me do it like that, so 1 keep it like that. 

Another student felt hair was a way of creating different styles and presenting a 
different sense of self: 

Langston: Yeah. i had brai& really long brai&- Like when Ipulled it doivn, it used 
to stretch that long. The thing i s  thar like Igrew my haïr in the first place, to ny 
something d@erent with my hair. 'Cuz I had been cutting it all my tif. Zr 's like Igrmv 
it, had tiny brai& all over my head I used to have comrows. I used to style the 
cornrows. Imtead of going al1 the ruay bac4 I could have them go fonvard 
Sometimes I had designs in my headfiorn corn rows. Afkt a white if just go f boring 
so I cut it 08 

These students' comments concur with Dick Hebdige's postulation that style is 
not just the expression of class location, it is a signiQing system, cornmunicating both 
cultural identity and cultural difference. Youth subcultures communkate their 
distance identity and their cultural difference fiom and in opposition to peer, parent 
and dominant cultures through a politics of style (Storey, 1996, p. 120). This politics 
of style is evident in the following narrative, as the student identifies the ways in 



which dress style is very much about representation. It is not an incoherent practice. 
It is something to be worked a t  As well, he identifies how adherence to a specific 
style is no longer part of his repertoire: 

hfelvin: Previously? 1 ,vas Me, I have like accual& a certain amount of clothes that i 
use for the tveekend And like 1 ivouldrr 't wear them during the week If ~vould be 
something thnt I'd corne out iviltt at the week-end And like sometimes, zoo, I'd like go 
out and buy something to Iike go zo some parrty or something. Like ifir was someihing 
big i 'd go out and get sonething, But Zike othenuise, prerty much, 1 have like a 
certain set of clothes that i wouldn 't wear. . . Zik these would be rny Fricùrypanty. 
And I'd have a Frihy  shirt, unless I'd already done gone to like some party with the 
sume people on Fri&y before, so lhat i've go! to like change 20 my Saturdby stt& 

AIthough dress style is often presented as innocent of power, it is anything but. 
Certain d e s  about style were evident in the narratives. As indicated by Doreen 
above, style has various meanings attached by peer groups. The wearing of fashion 
had unwritten niles. Not anyone could Wear anything, anywhere. The discussion of 
'cstyle'7 in the sense of fashion and clothes is an important part of identification with, 
and presenting of one's self as, black It is a way of marking and differentiating the 
body that is constnicted through an intercomected series of hierarchical systems of 
race, class, gender, sexuality, and religion 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter has examined the ways in which hiphop magazines are 
consurned by the sîudents and the ways in which these consumption patterns help to 
develop a sense of style. Location is important to being stylish and in enabling access 
to certain styles. However, Edmonton's geographic location makes being stylish 
problematic. As one student indicated, Edmonton is ccdry." Desire for US products is 
generated through the magazines the students read and music videos that are played on 
programs such as Rap City Two main hiphop magazines are read, The Source and 
Vibe. School is thus an important site for displayhg one's dress style, and producing 
social meanings. In analysing the growth in production of mass designer fashions 
such as Tornrny Hilfiger, it is evident that specific discourses and ideologies are 
operating in and on consumption patterns. Coded within the students' narratives on 
dress style is a linking with rap and periodisation. Puff Daddy is perceived as a 
"playa" because he raps about his money and women, ratber than "keeping it real" and 
rapping about experiences in the "hood" His dress style is seen as a reflection of his 
nonidentification with the h d .  This coding of drws style through music was 
translated to the school site and was M e r  w d  to categorise peers. Also evident is 
the way that the descriptors cccwl" and "nerds" are based partly on dress style that 
then gets coded with other practices to produce specific school identities. 



The Source is identified as a male space, for young men to access the "real" 
howledge on rap. This conception of real howledge becomes anchored in US 
rappers and, consequently, operates as a code to delegitimate Canadian rappers' daim 
to authenticity. 

in the next chapter, 'Vrban Legend," 1 illustrate the ways in which discourses 
and ideologies are given symbolic meaning during everyday experiences. By 
examining the way that discounes work, 1 should be able to gain a greater 
understanding of  how the tension between structure and agency piays out in the 
students' lives. 



Notes 

Harvard student Jon Schecter and David Mayes dong with h k a n  Arnerican Ed Young started The 
Source in 2988. Foliowing a failed bid to buy The Source. Qunicy Jones and Time Wamer created Vibe. 

The Source represents East Coast: RapPages represents West Coast. (Stephens, 1996, p-268)- 

Ifone examines copies of The Source and Vibe, one can easily attest to the dominance of white 
designers such as Nautica and Nike 

- 



Chapter 9 

Urban Legend 

Thanks to Adobe Phofoshop und similar image-processing technologies, skin tones can be 
more easily manipulated than the indelibly marked rnusculalures thaf seil the sweated and 
brandedproducrs of Tommy Hilfiger, Calvin Hein, TimberZand, and Guess in the glossy 

pages ofovergromdpblicatiom Iike VIbe and The Source that tru& wideiy in aspects of 
black culture but are not primari& addressed to any black reading public. (Gilroy, 2000, p. 

23) 

Introduction 

Having outlined the ways in which style is consumed and displayed by the 
students, this chapter moves on to analyse how the students make use of youth culture 
to organise their experiences. Three main topics emerge in the narratives: a 
racialized urban legend related to style: division of urban space based on style; and the 
ways in which black identity, through style, becomes identified as "acting." These 
topics illustrate the ways that identity is both symbolic and social and show how "the 
struggle to assert different identities has material causes and consequences" 
(Woodward, 1997, p. 10). The ways in which the students use binarisrn to generate 
meaning are evident throughout this section. 07Sullivan, Hartley et al., (1 994) argue 
that such binaries are a "feature of culture, not nature; they are the product of a 
signimg system, and function to structure our perceptions of the naturd and social 
world into order and meaning" (p. 30). 

Urban Legend 

One of the most important aspects of mediazation is the extension of 
information and howledge to individuals and communities who because of 
geography, time or distance would not have had access previously. Mediated 
interaction means that first- hand experience is not as readily available to ver@ and 
validate experiences. The following section highlights how an "urban legend" affects 
students' ability to relate to certain black-identified subject positions. Leonard Stem, 
in an Edmonton Jourml article, defines urban legends as '%ose astonishing, amusing 
and sometimes scary storîes that are told and retold around the world, the individual 
details of which may Vary dependhg on local circumstances-the one constant element 
being that the stories are passed off as truc" (Stem, March 12,2000, E8). Such a 
"legend" was evident in the "Tornmy Hilfiger is a Racist" stories that emerged from 



the narratives of the students. Such a story provides an interesting example of the 
ways in which discourses of the "real" and the "'unreal" can collide. Although the 
story has been challenged and identified as inaccurate nonetheless, through racialized 
and econornic discourses, the story produces certain social effects, via subjectivities. 

The discourses at work reveal an ideological tension between a position that 
supports ccblackness," and a positioning of one's self as "stylish." The purpose of the 
ensuing discussion is not to ven@ or dispute the students' narratives, but rather to 
look at the ways in which the students come to accept, or not, the "legend," and also 
to look at how they link it to other discourses in order to identify, and position 
themselves as specific subjects. In many ways, the discursive practices evoked by the 
legend iliusîrate the power of discourse and the ways in which discourses have 
material effects as, at times, the edges of "reality" and email generated "cyber- 
reality" become blurred. The narratives reveai what O'SdIivan et al., describe as 
ccideoIogical struggle between discourses": between (Iegitimated, nahualised) black 
consciousness and (emergent? marginalised) laissez-faire attitude. Students' 
awareness of these emergent patriarchal discourses exists alongside traces of the 
previous discourses. So the narratives, in himghting this urban legend, illustrate the 
ways in which discourses slip and slide. 

This specific urban legend is interesting because it is based on comments that 
Hilfiger allegedly made on the Oprah Winfrey Show. According to the legend, 
Hilfiger's racist remark was that, "Blacks and Asians don? look good in my clothes." 
Despite the fact that it is possible to ver@ that the comment was never rnadc, its 
continued currency is a testimony to the power of such legends to operate as 'ctruth." 
The nmatives reveal the ways in which this legend draws on discourses of dress style 
and consumerism as well as a politicised identification with being black. 

Within Eulyn's narrative, below, the pleasure of dressing in Tommy Hilfiger is 
subsumed to perceptions of herself as black Her actions illustrate what Smith (1 988) 
identifies as the 'csimultaneous operation of agency and subjugation" (p. 132). She 
perceives herself as free nom the ideology of consumerism while at the same tirne 
accepting the ideology of Black Consciousness: 

J: Hme you ever wom Tommy Hilfiger? //nuh huW/ ffow come? 
EuIyn: Well, 1 alwuys say, Tommy HiZ, Tommy is for "wiggers. " Because he is a 
racist. So @ausel I wouldn 't Wear his sm# 
J: So what didyou think when you h e a d  that, und what happened qFer that? 
Eulyn: Well, 1 just rhought, well, obviously, lyhe thinks that way, well then you how.  
1 am not going to spend my money fo support him 
J: Didyou used to buy his clothes before that? 
Eulyn: Some of them 
J :  So you made a conscious decision Didyou talkabout it as a group, asfiiends? 



Edyn- Yeah Sorne of them are just ignorant. They jmt think " WeZl, oh no, he didn 't 
say rha~ " Or "they look if out of contexf or something. '" 
J: So not everyone said "Oh I a m  not buying his clothes he is a racist. " 
Eulyn: And they will say "Oh, if 's so nice though. " 

For Eulyn, as her comments make clear, her consciousness as black makes wearing 
this specific brand of designer clothes unacceptable. Her peers, in contrast, are 
portrayed as either ignorant of such C'tnith," or are compromised by their desire for 
style. 

For Etta, the 'uth" of the legend was legitimated by reference to ber fiends 
who claim to have seen the program in question: 

Etta: No. Fimt of ail, basiculty, it 's too expensive. Second of a 4  I've heard a lot of 
things about him. Very bad ]Have you?// Oh yeah- When he was on Op& he 
said that blackpeople don 't Zookgood in his clothes. //Oh right// Didyou see thut 
show? /No // I never smv that show, but 1 acfuaZly heurd Iike a lot ofpeople like 
[Gloria] and that saw it, so 1 believe them. Things like that I don 't understand i 
think it 's almost stupid ofpeople to buy his clozhes af ir  that. 

The result for Etta is that available economic resources, reinforced by a politicised 
identification with blackness, dictate that Hilfiger's clothes are not for her. 

Another student cites economic factors to account for fris action, and 
reinforces them with racialised meanings: 

DenziI: 1 don 't rvear Tommy HiZJger It 's too expensive, and he is kind of a 
racist too. So 1 heard. So, 1 can 't afford it, so 1 am not going to Wear if anyway. 

For another student, the availability of economic resources was not as important a 
comtra.int on his purchase of clothing as the ostensible racist comment in response to 
a question on buying Tommy Hilfiger style: 

Frank: Nor any more. 1 used to. 
J :  Did you? And what made you stop? 
Frank: m e n  ï found out like what he said about blackpeople, 1 mvitched over to 
Nautica. 
J: To where? /XVautica// So you switched over deliberutely? // YeaW You though t of 
that, and thought, 'Y am not wearing that? " 
Frank: Yeah, lots ofpopte h e  switched over, achraIiy. 

Fra& unlike both Etta and Denzil, was not limited by economic resources. His 
narrative indicates the ways in which socio-economic circurnstances can contour 
racialised undentandings. While Etta and Denzil drew primady on an economic 



argument supported by racialised reasoning to support their rejection of Hilfiger 
designs, Frank was able to abandon Hilfiger and move ont0 a simiiar high status 
designer. He could be consciously black and stylish. 

Phyilis' narrative uidicates that the urban legend has produced matenal effects, 
making Hilfiger clothes a less-desirable consumer item than other designer labels: 

J: That 's very expensive. 1s there much in terms ofpeople stealing cfothes? 
Phyllis: Used to be. With Tommy Wipger it wm really bad A lot ofpeople were 
stealing Tommy Hiffiger. Because their shirts were going for Zike ; $200, $150. And 
even though it was like a T- shirt, it was l i k  150 bucks. And it was like, Y'll jwt 
steal it. " And now nobody really cares because Tommy Hi@ger is iosing so rnuch 
business. Especially since that whole thing when he said "Well, 1 don 't lik-e 'niggers ' 
and 'chinks ' and this and that, " He Iost so much business, and then he had tu make a 
public apology, and all his prices went down because so many people stopped buying. 

The following narratives reveal how, when discomes collide, the positioning 
in terms of subjectivity is unpredictable. Unlike other narratives above, this student's 
orientations to the discourse move between positions identified as individual and 
collective. In response to a direct question on the issue of Tomrny Hilfiger, the 
following narrative emerged: 

J:  Did you hear about the controversy with Tommy Hilfiger and cornmenîs he made 
about Chinese and blacks wearing his clothes? 
Melvin: Like how he is racist or whatever? /fleaWL 1 heard that, but like Ialso smv 
thut somewhere rvritten that iike he was happy that blackpeople were M n g  his 
clo fhes because, fike 1 forger, some nonsense- I dich 't puy much attention to it. But 
yeuh, 1 heard about all thut. 
J:  Did it affect you and weuring his clothes or buying if? //No// Tell me why not? . 
Melvin: There is always somelhing going on. Like Tommy Hi1 is a racist. Snupple is 
owned by the KKK, Same rvith l i k ,  what kind of shoes? Doc Martens were like sonze 
f i k  they were Nazi skinheads or something. People ran that and like, iforget, Nike 
hus got it 's story about how theypaidpeople like huo cenu a year. Khatever. I don? 
even know. II  doesn 't affect me either which way Like i'm sure. weZf, everybody has 
got to get paid somehow, rvhoever they are. Ifind those racist guys quite interesting 
anyways, like all the clan people. Like on Jerry [Springer], too, they are al! 
interesting. And ifthey 've go! to make a dollar by doing something in order to ma& 
their dollm . . . . I don 't support their view, but l can support their clothes. 1 am sure 
//Real&?// they are saying "Hey, blackpeople cunnot buy this you know, yah de &h 
de. " If blackpeople are going to sport their geur ami lookgood in it then hey! Then 
we might as weZZ make you mua!, irtstead of like steering away fiom ÏL  

For this student, consideration of style outweighed other ideological considerations. 
The ability to display a fashionable self evoked a sense of pleasure that codd be 
turned back upon itself. It could be represented as a challenge and resistance to 



Hilfiger's perceived racinn. Using coasumerism as a point of resistance, Tommy 
Hilfiger's views are negated by m e r  consumption and increase in sales for Hilfiger. 
This student, using consumerism as resistance, was able to consume without 
subscniing to the ideological orientations attached to Hilfiger. This narrative, unlike 
others, highlights the contested nature of the urban legend Interestingly, it is not the 
cCtnith" of the legend that he draws on to legitimate his position. M e r ,  he presents 
himself as resisting Hilfiger's racism. 

At times, dress style is able to ovemde racialized allegiances, as individual 
desire outweighs the collective black consciousness: 

Melvin: Yeah. I I '  sport his gear, 1 have no problem with that. Su like rj'I met the 
man, Tommy Hilfiger. and he is like "Yeah, 1 don 't want you rvearing my clothes, 
because you are black " and he starfi calhg me names and all this, then I ivould 
knock him out- And that rvould 6e the end of the story. But otherwise, 1 know i'rn 
never going to meet hirn- And like 1 do want to look nice every once and whik So I'ZZ 
wear his clothes. 

Another student identified the ways in which the boycott on Tommy Elilfiger's 
clothes was short lived, and how arguments surrounding the boycott could reposition 
students as resisting racist meanings while consuming Hilfiger style: 

Phyk:  Oh yeah, everybody tulked about it. Everybody stopped rvearing Tornrny 
Hilfigr for awhile. And then everybody like thought, everybody thought about it and 
rhey 're like, " Why would1 stop wearing it. If 1 Iike it I am going to wear i! anyway. 
So they bought it and they thought well, ifhe came to Edmonton-oh well, he is going 
to get pissed off: Too bad kind of thing. And then he ended up coming back to make 
apublic apology. So evetyone ivas kind a Zike well, okay, ~rvhaever. 
L- So diiiyou believe hispublic aplogy? 
Phylls: No. No. Even though he izas got oriental and bhck rnodels and all this sa& 
whatever. You con 't just change jmt because your line of clothing stops selling. Your 
mind j'ust doesn 't go, "Oh. " 

For some, the urban legend was drawn on to reinforce existing tastes: 

Langston: Some people don 't care. Like I don 't realiy care. It 's just that I don 't [ike 
Tommy Hilfigeer. And it jwt give me more reason not to. 

Langston's narratives indicate that discourses often uperate with and through other 
discourses that shape the relations of power. Sirnilarly, Wayne, in usùig two 
discourses, draws on a normative discourse of religion in order to position himself as 
against consumerism-HiEger included For Wayne, Hilfiger's clothes were perceived 
as symbolic of consumerism and ccworldly goods7' and, as such, incongruent with a 



sense of a religious self As he sees the situation, Kilfiger is part of connimerism, 
which is part of a craving for worldly goods, in opposition to a spintual craving: 

Wayne: I don 't hme uny Tommy Hipger- 1 am not the kind ofperson that goes for 
name &rand 1 jusr go for c a s d  Wear. No name brandr. Still good clothes. you 
knorv. Zt 's jmt the Nike check thut makes the p&e su higk And Iike there 's some Nike 
Shoes Iike for 200 whot mer, whatever dotZan- Andyou can taùe 200 whatever, 
whatever, dolhrs and btry ar Zemt four shoes. So tell me, which one is bette?? 

NortWSouth-EasüWest: "We're Not Really Like the Restn 

Introduction 

This section examines the ways in which the students use style and regime of 
representation to code urban space. This coding is based on socio-economic status. 
Student comments weave classificatory systems through which meaning becomes 
comtructed. One such example concemed the issue of urban space and emerged in 
the use of the metaphor 'North /South-" 

Z 
Geographic location in Edmonton emerges in the narratives as an important 

signifier of difference, a difference that fragments conceptions of a unified black 
collectivity. I have drawn on the following theme to highlight the ways in which one 
cannot think in terms of a homogenous black group, and to identiQ the ways in which 
media culture plays a role in helping to classi@ fellow blacks as "different from." 
What the discourse reveals is the binaries Norîhside and Southside, in which each 
category is defined in relation to its difference from the "other." The comments 
illustrate the ways in which racialised subjugation c m o t  be viewed ody in binary 
texms. Subjugation operates within racialized groups. This understanding also 
indicates that power is not just top down and one-dimeosional but is more cornplex. 

As well, style and fashion become linked with the ways in which we corne to 
give meaning to specific situations. The narratives suggest that the students draw on 
media images and youth culture in order to make sense and mark off an "cother'7 who, 
in many ways, looks like themselves. For Kathryn Woodward (1997): 

This marking of difference takes place both through the symbolic systems of 
representation and through forms of socid exclusion Identity then is not the 
opposite of but depends on difference. In social relations, this form of 
symbolic and social difference is established, at least in part through the 
operation of what are called classificatory systems. A classificatory system 
applies a principle of difference to a population in such a way as to be able to 



divide them and al1 their characteristics into at least two opposing groups; 
ushem self /other. Each culture has its own way of classimg the worlbby 
means of classificatory system culture gives us the means by which to make 
sense of the world (p. 28) 

The following section reveals how some of the students create a binary 
between ciifFering areas of the city, using media culture and dress style to symbolise 
difference. These narratives reveal what can be identified as a discursive formation, 
since in many ways they "refer to the same object, share the same style and . . . 
support a strategy . . . a cornmon institutional, administrative or political drift" (cited 
in Hall, 1997, p. 45). Further, if we analyse these matives  as discourse, rather than 
to prove their "truth," we can instead examine when and how the discourses are 
mobilised and used during social interaction. As discourses, they illustrate how 
"every discourse is part of a discursive complex; it is locked in an intricate web of 
practices, bearing in muid that every practice is by definition both discursive and 
material" (He~ques,  Hoiiow, et al., 1984, p. 106). 

The students' comments indicate that urban space is clearly demarcated 
through the descriptors "Northside" and "Southside." Joy's narrative links the 
Nortbside with the number of black people living there, as well as an exotification of 
the males, resulting in an ambivalence that generates an appeal of the "other." 

Joy: On the Northside it seems like there are more blackpeople. but 1 am not quite 
sure about that. But 1 think so. The people don 't . . . it seems more like there are 
bet ter-looking guys down there. It 's like, "Yeah, let 's go to the Northside! " 
[conspiritory] But then, also, like some of those blackguys down there are slack too. 
They are like nasQ So, I don 't know, but it 's still Iike the North side! [whispered] 

He is a Norfhside guy. " ~ O C L  " Thar means he is fine, or something. So I don 't 
know. It 'sfirnny, it 's sojirnny how these things-1 don 't even know holv it originated 
Pom, but it just happened I Ïke  that. And usually people Porn the Northside think they 
are all bad They think they are al2 tough and luhatever. So i don 't know. 

For another student, who also identified the West End as a specific social space, the 
Northside is compared and classified most negatively: 

J: Oh really! There 's a distinction? 
Eulyn: The West end is like the soft side of the ci& Then you hme Southside, which 
is like in between. And then the Norrh Side is just like "the hood " 

The students varied as to the extent to which they thought there was an ongoing 
dispute, based on symbolic differences, between the north and the south sides of the 
city. For the following student, the differences between north and south sides of the 
city were no longer issues of dispute: 



Mirelle: That, too, is like before like long ago, that ued to be a big thing-Northside, 
Southside- Now 1 think it 's more calmed down, It 's not big no more. 

Another student's narratives reveal a different picture: 

Doreen: You knort, the Northside and Southside have beefs too. Did those guys talk 
about it? Southside guys and ~her&elh~always have prob l e m  with the guys in 
Newtown. For what reason? It k just so dmb.  

Some students, even if they saw the dispute as in the past, could still identify specific 
social descriptions related to dress and style that characterised North/South. My 
response of incredulity did not deter Melvin fiom attempting to present a rationale and 
bais for the differentiation: 

J:  Corne on Melvin! It 's not in the water. 
Melvin: No, no. I am serious, acrually, 'Cu. it was kind of weird A lof of them were 
taller. And on the Northside you have like a rvhole bunch of like the short guys. It 
just happened like that. And there is a whole lot of explunation Plus they dress 
dlferently, They talk d~flerentfy to a certain extent. Like I don 't even know how 
anybocjr talks any more. 
J: So tell me, how did they used to tdk? 
Melvin: 1 don 't know. They tulk drflerentlyflom the rvay Ive talked 1 don 't know 'cuz 
I can 't remember how 1 used to talk 'Cu my Iingo has like changed like so much, 
They used to use like drfferent rvords and s t f l  It 's not so much like how they 
pronounce things or anything It 5 just like there are dferent words to explain 
diflerent sr@ And then Ive 'd like use like different words to explain direrent stuff. It 
rvasn 't nothing like too big. 

The latter also reinforces the ways in which speech, argot, and slang are always 
important in identirjing differences fiom and in reinforcing social bomdaries. In this 
instance, a specific argot-"they speak like thaty' and "'we speak like this7'-is identified 
with a geographic area, reinforcing differences. Throughout the narratives there was a 
degree of coherence in terms of geographic alignment and the descripton Northside 
and Southside. Specific schools were seen as part of communities included in these 
geographic areas: 

J:  You mentioned North side and South side. That 's conle up a lot- ln  terms of these 
intewiews, whaî rvouldyou say was the Northside? 
Melvin: Pretîy much Nautown. ' C u  that 's where like, 1 don 't know, most of the 
black guys that whoever, like Newtown and Stadium, Iike they were like, 'cur a lot of 
blackpeople chat like used to do whatever like came fiom around there. 

A student who identifies a dichotomous north and south distinction then has to specify 
and narrow the area in order to include family and fiiends and to avoid cognitive 



dissonance. Other factors, such as social compositions, are drawn on to make even 
finer distinctions within the geographic areas. 

Etta: But mostly I am thinking Newtoivn area, 'Cuz Iike ifyou are talking about like 
~eodowdd& ~owerbrooks, where my murn 's @en& live. and their kidr, that 's 
direrent. Because it 's a d~rerent kind of atmosphere. It 's kind of like like a 
Crysialclear direrent kind of neighbourhood And it 's not a bluck neighbourhood 
It 's just rvhatever. How would you put if? Even though it 's the Northside, I don 't 
really comider that. I'm jusr thinking Newtown. 

For one student who had Iived on the Northside, the rivaIry was still very much in 
existence: 

J: So ~vhar obout the  rival^ beîween Northside and Southside? 
Student: Childish. Little kick Like, no seriously like, when we got here, ive didn 't 
have a problem with Southside- One thing ihat 1 notice is ihat they do a lot of things 
differentfiorn the way rve do. They act direpent and îreat people direrent. Like they 
have some very stupid ways of acting. Like just like yesterdqy rvhen we rvere talking 
about the code of &ring blah, blah, blah- Like I conle down here. 1 have a girlpiend 
that lives on the south side. They gel mad W y  wouldyou get ntad? They are not al1 
there. That 's not the way it is. It 's not big rivalry or nothing. L ik  I don 't have an 
outstandingproblem with them. It 's just that we are diffemt. And they feel so 
[cockyl about themselves. You ger into an argument with them and they say 
something stupid like, " Well you corne fiom Northside and Northside is a slum. " 

This latter student's narrative includes a conception of gender relations that aligns 
young women as objects, with males, in terms of urban space. To "date" across 
spatially-defined borders was to transgress a taboo built on the Northside/Southside 
distinction. This student's narrative illustrates how knowledge/power operates to 
enable or constrain behaviour. The noted bad behaviour of a young man was 
explained by one young woman as attributable to his place of residency. Living on the 
Northside was sufficient explanation for "bad" behaviour. Using descriptors based on 
popular hood movies allows access to a language through which communication of 
meaning can take place: 

Euiyn: He lived on the north side fou, so fhere you go. 
J: Oh? What does that ntean? 
Eulyn: Thar's like, the hood-Edmonton 's hood They want to be like the States. 

This particular distinction of Northside/Southside draws on the language of 
hiphop culture and rap music to explain and develop a classificatory system to 
account for the differences in dress and to make comparisons. Melvin extends this 
distinction, alluding to differences in hiphop culture: 



MeIvin: And Zike most of the people f?om the south side had like baZd headr. They ali 
had haïr- We hod 6aZd heads. They ~vould like Wear like biggerjackets with like 
toques and si& and tue rvould like wear smaller jackers and like some fomr of a hat 
or like a visor. Then like they 'd dress darker. We 'd dress brighfer, this type of thing 
It 's kind oflike we were West [Coasl] and fhey ivere Iike East Coast. It 's l i h  that. 

Here Melvin echoes the distinctions/rivalries drawn in the rap music world during the 
1990s between the East Coast and West ~ o a s z  

m e r  discursive practices are associated with this classificatory system of 
North/South. The narrative of one student indicates that student dress on the 
Northside haç tended to maintain the same 'baggy" style, while the Southside boys are 
"riding the '%leekery7 Pm train": 

Melvin: They kind of like stuck fo their guns you knotv. They are still the same. And 
they Zike dress the same and do tvhatever the same. And then like most of the guys 
fiom The Southside are like riding the "Pm Train. " And they are the ones that are 
dressed up like thar. Actually that 's true. Ifyou walkdown the hallway right now, you 
could see like /X?iu standing on one side of the hall. And he 'd be like al2 like his nice 
preppy-&pe shirt and like h i .  jacket and his glasses. And 1 don 't know fyou saw 
[ChuckJ Like say [Chuck] he 'd be like wearing his baggy pane and his like jacket 
and his haïr braided up. 

This reference to 'LPuffy" draws attention to the hiphop artist Puff Daddy as a 
trendsetter who is leading a change in dress style, away fiom the previous "authentic" 
hip-hop towards a slicker, more commercial representation. There is a view among 
some, as indicted in chapter six, that PufYDaddy symbolises of the decline of 
c'authentic" rap. Part of being able to distinguish one's self fiom "them" is also 
forming a sense of "us." The following example illustrates the way in which gendered 
discounes come to be used in order to make a distinction. Although the student is 
reluctant to name the Noribide as deficient, nonetheless a sense of deficiency 
emerges to reinforce "difference" and to bolster the position of the Southside. Here 
Southside girls are seen as somehow "nicer," easier to get along with: 

Etta: The Southside is pre tty good because the girls here like Iguess you can see we 
al1 &nd of like a lot of the same views, but I am not sure you wouldfind that 
eveyvhere else in evet-y other school. 1 think there is a diFerence between-a lot of 
people say, well, Northside they say is a rougher side. 

For some students who mixed regularly with youths who lived in other areas of the 
city, the marking of such urban space via differences seemed irrelevant .us for 
Omar, experiences of different areas of the city, and his friendships that extend 
beyond his own bounded geographic area of the Southside prevent him fiom seeing 
the two sides of the city as binary oppsites. For him, having niends on both sides of 
the city and to mix fieely enabled him to problematize the North /Sou& dichotomy: 



Omar: 'Cuz like people fight over the stupidest things. Like you 're fiom the North 
side, I amfi.om the Southside, you suck And they will actually almosrjight over that 
just because you live on one side of the ciîy- Me, like 1 said. I know a lot ofpeople. i 
h o i v  people fiom the Northside. I knoiv people fiom the Southside. i know people 
fiom the WesfEnd There are some people in the south side that don? ruant to knoiv 
peoplefiorn the Northside just because fhey [ive- And iïùe 1 have slept over atfiend's 
houses on the Northside. i've slept over aifien&' houses in the WesrEnd and the 
Southside. So for me, when it gets to chat type of rhing, 1 am usually the person, 1 am 
eirher a) the person rhat 'lI say "Ya Ieave it alone " or b) 1'll just watch it 'cuz 1 don 't 
want CO get into this. So ils gotten to the point where I look al it sometimes and say, 
"This is stupid 1 am leaving. " 

Why, when the black population is so small, there should be a need to make a 
distinction between differing geographic regions of the city and urban space is an 
interesting question. Although any answer c m  only be speculative and tentative, it 
may be that relations of domination are at work While, on a denotative level, the 
discussion is about dîffering geographic areas of the city, at the comotaîive level, the 
narratives above draw on signs of socio-economic status. The use of specific 
signifiers that draw on media images is usefid in that it produces and reproduces codes 
that represent socio-economic status- Exposure to differing foms of media culture 
enables the students to have access to a common language that exemplifies what 
Saussure tems "langue." Evidence that it is sociwconomic status that is being 
displaced can be seen in the ways that the students draw on specific classed signifiers 
in their earlier narratives. This use of the term hood draws on the code constmcted 
through the hood movies such as Boyr Nthe Hood, Sugor Hill, Menace II Society. 
The term acts as an anchor (Barthes, 1977) for the preferred meanings that are evoked 
through its use. Thus when hood is applied to a geographic area, the comotative 
second level of meanings emerges. This coding and anchoring of meaning enables 
the students to consequently develop a cornmon-sense understanding of those 
designated as Northsiders. So Noorthsider males corne to be viewed, self-+videntially, 
s "rough." 

Student: People on the Southside rhink jmt because they [ive on the Southside, they 
think they are rich or richer than people on the Northside. But they don 't understand 
that people on the Northside, just because they live on the Northside doesn 't mean 
they are nor rich. 



"Acting Black" 

For this section of the chapter, 1 would like to highlight two discourses, the 
first based on black consciousness movement; the second based on youth culture. 
Highlighting these discourses illustrates the ways in which the students orient 
themselves to and within the discourses, as well as the ways in which they use the 
discourses in their everyday lives. 

As discussed in chapter four, since the 1920s the black consciousness 
movement has conceptualised black identity as based on technologies of the self that 
draw on knowledge of black lived experiences. Etta's narrative on blaclaiess indicates 
a black identity aligned with this latter sense of consciousness. For her, being black 
involves a specific presentation of self: 

Etta: You mean Iike horv some people view some people, like even ifthey are black 
they 'II say, "Oh he doesrr 't act black" or something Zik thut? Okay, rvell, 1 think 
being black is I i k e  beingproud of rvho you are. Proud of who your people ore foo. 
Proud ofyour culture. You are not ashamed of being black BasicalZy that 's a& 1 
think 

Etta's narrative identifies two differing ways of k i n g  black. In one sense, blackness 
is based on physical appearance. In another sense, blackness is not just phenotype but 
also a state of consciousness. One is either proud or ashamed of being black It 
would be possible for one to be defined as black by physical appearance, but then to 
be consequently identifie4 by behaviour, as not "acting black." Being black involves 
meeting certain behavioural expectations that position an individual as an "authentic 
black" This distinction between consciousness, or a lack thereof, is evident in the 
Black Nationalist discourse of the 1920's and I96Oys. Mercer (1 994) argues that these 
discourses of black nationalism, such as Marcus Garvey's ""aiways acknowledge that 
racism works by encouraging the devaluation of blackness by black subjects 'and that a 
recentring sense of pride was a prerequisite for a politics of resistance and 
con~truction'~ (p. 103). 

Style, as a representation of a black identity, depends on evoking disclosures of 
authenticity. These discourses of authenticity and consciousness were evident in 
students' discussions of black consciousness style and were evoked most powerfully 
over the narratives of hair. For three of the young women, the issue of perfonning an 
authentic black self arose fiom a discussion with a mutual acquaintance. For them, 
the ways ui which they Wear their hair does not in itself imply a particular 
identification with representation of being black": 



Eulyn: I don 't know But he said one time that all blackgirls sel1 out to their own 
race, because we straighten our hair or Ive Wear brai&, and mean to say that ive are 
not happy with the way Ive are, so Ive want to look white. 'Cu that's attractive or 
something 
J: So what do you think of that? 
Edyn: I don 't think that 's true. 
J: Do you not? What wouldyou see os a "sellout "? 
Eulyn: Um, sellout, um . . , 
J :  Or is there no such thing foryou? 
Eulyn: No, there is such a thing. A4Maybe someone l i k  a blackperson who didn 't 
really know who they are. So they go like sqy to the white race or something. Put us 
down and stufflike rhat. You know Because they are not really [blackj. 

Such narratives reveal that histoncal traces remain of an earlier 1960's discourse that 
links presentation of hair with a consciousness of king black In the 1960s, Black 
Nationaiism drew on eariier fomulations than Garvey's, and linked them to Franz 
Fanon's work and "'his systematic fiamework for political analysis of racial 
hegemonies at the level of black subjectivity" (Mercer, 1994, p. 103). Within this 
discourse on black identity, care of hair became syrnbolic, socially and politically, and 
stmightened hair was seen as a reflection of "psychic inferiorization." 

Through more recent representations in the media, and youth culture in 
general, haïr colour has become an open sigdsignifier of blachess. The following 
student's narrative bears the traces of Black Nationalist discourse and suggests that 
blackness is opposite to "whiteness." As such, blonde hais is seen as outside the nom 
of what one might identify as black: 

Melvin: Like you can straighten your hair ifyou rvant to like. But, like, keep it the 
colour it is- 
J: Hoiv do you come to that? 
Melvin : 1 don 't know, if 's just like something that 's always in my head Like if1 see 
like, you know, Demolition Man, no, Media Man, how they hcrve like al2 those kick 
And everybod~hey alZ have their bleached blonde hair. Ijust think ir looks stupid 
Liùe no motter, evetyone can say "Oh, he Ioob good with blonde hair" or "She look 
good with blonde hair, " I'm like, "No. " They al1 Iookgood with black hair, or they 
al2 look good with their na tural colour hair. 

In this instance, the narratives reveal an oppositional reading of the media text. This 
student closes down an attempt by certain rap artist to open up the signifier "black." 
This also indicates that there is no passive acceptance of what is represented within 
media culture. Discourse of authenticity and discourses of p l d t y  collide within the 
discursive space of style and fashion: 



"'Acting black" was not always related to a sense of pnde. For some it was a 
product of youth culture. One student's idea of "'acting black" as a young person is 
identified not so much by what it is as what it is not: 

D d :  If's more jmt talking. 1 don 't know if's just like. Ifyou act black; most of the 
white people are going to thinkyou are stupid EspecialZy adul~s. They think he is 
jus[, "He doesn 't know what he is talking about. " So you have to act somewhat 
mature in rhot sense. Yeah, maitire, basically. That 3 rvhat 1 think is not acting black 
For a kid For an adolescent, I don 't know 1 haven 't experienced acting black as an 
ad& ye. so I don 't know Daugh] . 

Denzil's narrative identifies "acting black" as k i n g  negatively assessed by white 
adults. Acting black is seen as a performance, as not acting ''natwal." The 
following narrative explicitly disthgui-shes acting "black" from acting "naturai": 

J: This young man then, is he one of these. who sees hirnselfas a North American in 
the "hood? " 
Euiyn: Well, that 's hoiv he portrays himself: He mightn 't want to corne across Zik 
that but. . - . 
.i: So tell me some of the ways rhm you couldjust look andsay, "Yeah, He is trying to 
be in the hood " 
Eulyn: / don 't kno~v, if's just you know they don 't act themselves. They are nor just 
natural reaI4. 'Cuz people in the States-it 's nafural for thern ru be Zik that because 
they grow up in that environment. But there 's nothing thar drastic here. 

Eulyn's understanding of black identity is one that is related to hood films. As well, 
she alludes to geographic location as important in tems of acting black. The specific 
representation of blackness that she identifies as based on experiences in the US. 
Such a sense of blackness is not necessarily dependent upon a consciousness of self or 
a sense of pride. 

Since this sense of blackness is based on experiences in the US, it becomes 
evident that to live in Canada is problematic in terms of identification. There is a 
sense of geographically-bounded blackness. As several narratives in chapters three 
and four indicate, blacks in Canada were perceived as yearning to be black American. 
Joy also alludes to the way in which some youths in Canada align themselves with the 
experiences in American inner cities portrayed in many of the hood films: 

Joy: You see some of the kiak up here, ~hey want ro have a ghetto and SZ@ But the 
people down there, ifthey hud a chance to get out of there, they 'd go. They don 't want 
to be in thar kind ofenvironment, 

Another student comments on a male niend in Edmonton who had adopted this 
identification with the US imer ciîy: 



Student: Yeah. You are like, "corne on, you know you are living in Edmonton, K4y 
are you ttying tu go on flaugw? You know Edmonton is dry. So Zeave il alone. Like, 
1 hate to hear those guys. Like 1 remember this one guy, Iike myf)iend, mncent] he 
is Zike, "Oh yeah man, ive shot this guy the other aby. " l am like, " m a t  movie are 
you watching? " Like .i told him, Like ~vhotever. Ir seems like they read that 
magazine [The Source1 and they conte back and fhey 're, "You knoiv what happened 
to me, me, me- " 1 am like, '" Wharever, shut up- " 
J :  So how would someone who is imitating that, someone like this Vincent, how would 
they behave? 
Studerit- Like ''Yeah nmn, and 1 capped him this way and he boxed me chat rvay and 
Ive gor in this bigfight man, and afer that rue smoked a spl~fl" i am like, whatever. 
Like they are so dull. 

For this student there is a direct link between media representations and the identity 
adopted by her fnend Eîîa makes a similar observation: 

Mind you, 1 know Canada is d~fferent than the States. But people here still do that. 
//Do they?// Yeah- Nor Zike the wqy-they don 't have the ghetto und everything Zike 
that. They imitote, and they to imitate the States- It 's not as much as the ~ v u y  they 
dress, But they try to act rough or ivhatever. 

In these discourses, acting black is linked to constructions of an authentic black youth 
identity that is "rooted" in the US. Several students discuss the way in which young 
black males in particular identifL with representations of blackness on music videos, 
or films. Some see this direct identification with US images as problematic. For 
hem, Canadian "locationyy dirninishes the ability to be ccauthentic." The following 
student sees public exposure to US rap music videos resulting in a cross-border 
affiliation that is not necessarily beneflcial to Afncan Canadians. Here the suggestion 
is that for some youths, "thinking" and "beùig" become conflated as they watch and 
then act like the images that they view: 

D e d :  The bluck community here. They act like we see on MTV: We see rap videos 
and we go, 'Oh, we should act like thor. " 1 don '1 see why. Those guys act Ziùe thai 
because they Zive in the Stutes, and that 's what it 's Zike in the States. But here it 's 
d~flerent. 

For Denzil, being black was a product of experiences within specific geographic 
location. 

Video representations are held accountable for the ways in which certain black 
males behaved This video-based representation of "acting black" is rooted in a US 
cclocation," and is not consistent with the Canadian reality. 



Although the student narratives generally attributed "acting black" and the 
negative effects of watching music videos prirnarity to males, a similar analysis of 
consumption and production was used to explain the sexually explicit behaviour of 
one young woman: 

Melvin: She jus2 like siaried like geîting like, same thing- She started listening io rap. 
Starzed dressing like she ivas one of those girls on the rup video, and nïnv she is all 
over the ciîy She is like, man, she is crazy. 

The narratives also indicate that the abiIity to act black well enough to be 
accepted, as "one of us," requires certain signifiers, one of which is a dark skin. 
Wearing the right clothes, speaking with a specific inflection, or argot, and "Wking 
the walk" are not enough to make a legitimate c l a h  to being black. This raises the 
question of whether those classified as "white" can act black. The students often 
discussed non-black students who tried to "act black." In such cases, students spoke 
of their white fnends who attempted to perform blackness as lacking a "true" self and 
attempting to align themselves with blacks in order to gain a sense of self Black 
phenotype was an important part of being able to perform a black identity. For 
students who were not of Anican descent, it was problematic to take on a black 
identity. Demil's comments illustrate this view that students who attempted to take 
on a black identity via dress, speech, and walk were ûyïng to "fi11 a lack" in their 
lives: 

Denzil: He has no personality wha~oever He is a manifestation of everyone else 's 
ideas, everyone else 's feelings, everyone else 's emotions, everyone else 's opinions. 
He has no personulity. No opinion of his own. 
J: So he acïs black to try to take one. 
Denzil: Yeah. He a m  black 'CU he thinkr irs "cool. " 

Gerald, another student, identifies the problems of nonblacks taking on a black 
identity as represented by media culture: 

Gerald: Like he would talk like he was black 
J: Oh Isee, and that 's why you thought it w m  't. So what was it about it that made 
you think; "That 's just fake, " or "he is putting it on? " 
Gerald: Thar 1 don 't like? //uh huW 'Cru he is WalaysianJ 
1: Su you think chat ifyou are not black andyou are trying to talk black then . - . ? 
Gerald: Ir 's like obvious, like you are trying. 1 don 't even think ~a lays iam]  liked 
him. &CaIaysian]peopIe like they 'd lookat him and they would laugh. 

Gerald's objection to such identification is based on an understanding of 
blackness that is essentidist, wherein biology determines behaviour and culture. The 
young Malaysian man was viewed as imitative, not original. Melvin's narrative, 



below, alludes to a fnend of European descent as tacking originality in terms of 
presentation of sel£: 

Pretîy much. He is no1 origihal. Ir's Zike everybody who is there, he like rakes an idea 
fiom them and like daps it onro himself: Like there used to be a thing where, like rvirh 
us, or tvhatever. You can 't get the sante clothes as wifh anyone else right? And Iike 
chat was the thing rhar like staried to hurr him like because like-ifsorneone would get 
something he would get the same thing. You know- //Oh righl// And then like, and 
then 1 forget, we joined up with somebody in the group. And then they are like, 
"Yeah, well, wharever, donit dress like this and this and that. So fhen he started like 
losing his origrhdiiy and startedflying offin a dzreerent direction. Well, he never had 
if, but like um he like tried to get it kind of and still like maintain his dressing like the 
rest of us. And like [sol he could be l i k  accepred But 1 don 't know. He was kind of 
losing it. 

In some ways, blackness as a performances way of actinewas seen as part of 
the repertoire of styles available to students fiom the continent and the h c a n  
Diaspora The narratives highlight that such performances were often equated with 
black youths, primarily males, who seemed to adopt and make hyper visible the dress 
style, slang and wak associated with hiphop and US youth cultures. 

Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, the students' narratives make clear that style is paramount in 
their presentation of self. The chapter highlights that dress style is not just about 
wearing clothes in the right combination, but it is also important to their identity as 
blacks. The students' narratives reveal that traces of the 1960s Black Nationalist 
ideology/discourse is still evident in terms of presentation of thernselves. Contesting 
such discourses are more recent understandings of blackness that are based on media 
representations. Ideology-meaning in the name of power-also becomes intertwined 
with style, when the students use style to identi@ themselves as authentically black. 
Ideology and style are again evident in terms of the ways in which the narratives corne 
to divide urban space into Northside and Southside in ways that are aligned with style 
and socio-economic status. 

In the following chapter, 1 will reinterpret the students' doxa, highlighted in 
chapters four to nine. Further, 1 will revisit my cultural studies literature, the 
historicai section on Alberta, and the students' perspectives on school climate, with 
regard to the key concepts identified in chapter one, and the socio-histoncal andysis 
of racialization in Canadian socieîy. 



Notes 

The intemet site Urban legend and /folklore that is organized by David Emery, provides a 
thorough refiitation of the nunor conceming Tommy Hilfiger (2 1/10/99). 

An issue of the Edmonton Journal categorizes the geographic areas mentioned by the students. In 
the article (October 24, 1999 E9) (Brawsing through our multitude of m d s )  reporter Ric Dolphin 
ailudes to socio-economic/classed dimension of the differing malls in relation to their geographic 
location, In many ways his descriptions of the malls' demography are sunilar to binarism used by 
the students in their categorization of Northside/Southside. Thus Dolphin suggests that "{South 
Mali) "positions itself as a slightly upper-middle class wornen's fashion destination". . ,whiie for 
"(North MaIl) it is uncertain whether any of the rumored high end American contenders for a 
vacated store- Maceys, BIoomingdales' or Nordstrom-would feel at home in this very middle- 
class neck of the woods." {North )Mal1 sales are not particularly high in this blue collar north 
eastern mall" 

3 Cherryfields is an area in the Southside. Newtown is a designated as part of the Northside- 

4 Meadowdale and Castiebrook are "nice" area on the Northside Crystd clear is a higher 
socioeconomic area on the Southside. 

The east and West Coast see themselves as producing different sounds in rap music and having 
different dress styles. Durhg the late 1990s the anirnosity between the two coasts was signified by 
the rivalry between two rappers; Bigger Smalls, and TuPac Shakur. It is speculated that the death 
of these two men was as a result of this rivahy. 



Chapter 10 

Borrowed Blackness 

Imaginary bluchess ïs beingprojected outwards, facelessly, us the meam to 
orchesirate a rmIy global market in leisure products and as the centrepiece of a nav, 

corporateiy directed version ofyourh culture centred not on music as and ifs antediluvian 
rituals but upon visuality, icons, images. (Gilroy, 2000, p. 270) 

Introduction 

The earlier chapters of this thesis focus on what Thompson (1990) identifies as 
symbolic culture. By this he means, "the patterns of meanings embodied in symbolic 
forrns, including actions, utterances and meaningful objects of various lcinds, by virîue 
of which individuals communicate with one another and share their experiences, 
conceptions and beliefs" (p. 132). In this chapter, 1 draw on various themes such as 
"borrowed blackness," to interpretlreinterpret the students' narratives presented in 
chapters fou. to nine in relation to cultural formation and black identification. The 
chosen themes draw on a variety of identifications that the students rnake during their 
lives. Some of these themes relate to their sense of being black, while others relate to 
gender, sexuality and age. The source for this symbolic culture is youth culture. This 
is a generation of youth that cannot remember a time without televisual images and 
the consequences of living widiin an age of electronic media. Thus media culture 
offers not just sites of pleasure, but also a source for what Paul Willis (1990) identifies 
as symbolic creativity. His use of the term entails: 

[the] extraordinary symbolic creativity of the multitude of ways in which 
young people use, humanise, decorate and invest meanings within their 
common and immediate life spaces and social practices - personal styles and 
choice of clothes; selective and active use of music, TV, magazines; 
decoration of bedrooms; the rituals of romance and subcdtural styles; the 
style, banter and drama of fkiendship groups. (p. 6) 

It is within this social space of syrnbolic activity that this chapter of the thesis 
attempts to identiQ the ways in which students receive and appropnate media culture. 
As Hall observes, media are the key mechanisms for centraiising culhual power, a 
social process that is achieved via cultural reception and the articulation of ideology 
into social formation. In terms of explaining or accounîing for relations of domination 
my use of ideology is a cautious one in the light of recent poststructuralists 
retheorisation. 1 do not view ideology as tied directly to the economic mode of 
production, instead my use of ideology is in line with the interpretation of John 



Thompson (1 990) and Derek Layder (1994). For Layder it is a "notion of ideology in 
which systems of ideas are employed in ways which attempt to justify or rationalise 
foms of domination and make them seem natural and eternal" (p. 106). The latter 
definition also allows me to use discourses as a means of explaining how power works 
in and through the students. 

Borrowed Blackness-Diasporan Identities 

Although, as indicated in chapters four and five, the students consbuct a sense 
of, transnational, diasporan blackness, this sense of blackness is one that is influenced 
by understandings of symbolic f m s  constmcted via youth culture in the United 
States. Relations of domination are evident in the ways in tvhich the US cornes to 
represent a sense of blackness within the lives of the students. Such a placing of 
Afncan American cultural formation within the Canadian context means that in some 
ways the African Amencan discourses of blackness seem to dominate in an almost 
hegemonic sense wherein Canadian identity is often interpreted in relation to her US 
counterpart. This phenomenon is not new, Andre AIexis (1995), in his article 
'l30rrowed Blackness," has alluded to the complex relationship and importance of the 
US in the lives of e c a n  Canadians. For him black American identity is portrayed as 
a universal identity for al1 blacks. He argues M e r  that: 

Canada is often invisible in Amencan writing, black Canada even more so, and 
it seems to me that black Canadians react to that invisibility in at least two 
ways. One way is to assume that we are al1 included in definitions of 'New 
World A£iica9' reality, that Canada is Amenca (but pianissimo) and that bel1 
hooks and Derrick Bell are speaking about (louder) versions of our 
experiences. The other way is by trying to sing, dance or write Canada for 
ourselves, to define our own terrain and situation. (p. 17, original emphasis) 

Looking specifically at Toronto, Alexis argues that intellectudly there is a 
strong alignment with the United States and that blacks are concephialised by 
mainstream Canadians as a recent phenomenon fiom the United States which has 
crept North or emigrated fiom Anica. This tension in terms of the projection of US 
experiences ont0 Canada is also evident in discussions of Canadian Iiterary criticism. 
As George Elliott Clarke (1996) reveals: 

. . . denials of what 1 term Afr-ican Canadianite illuminate the dynarnic 
dilemnia of Afncan Canadian culture. Euro-Canadian critics consider it as 
Other, while Atncan American (and Caribbean) critics read it - unabashedly - 
as extensions of their own. To complicate matters M e r ,  m c a n  Canadians 
utilise Afiican-Amencan texts and histoncal cultural icons to define their own 



experiences (a fact which cm seduce the unwary in to believing that no 
uniquely Afncan-Canadian perspective exists). (p. 57) 

This belief that no uniquely African-Canadian experiences exist c m  be seen in the 
ways in which students orient themselves to an m c a n  Canadian identity. For some 
students, the lack of recognition of a historicd presence of blackness within Canada 
reuiforces the sense of blackness as ccother-" Even for those students whose ancestry 
is in Canada it is difficult to identiQ any symbolic representation within Canadian 
society with which they c m  align themselves. Thus for sorne students Canadian 
identity is not readily available, and citizenship does not translate into a national 
identity. 

Theonst Benedict Anderson argues that rather than being imate such identities 
are imagined through specific symbols h t  are constructed in relation to the nation, 
and that as such it is more than a political entity it also produces meanings, a system 
of cultural representation (Hall, 199 1, p. 292). Barker (1 999), argues that: 

National identities are a constitutive representation of shared experiences and 
history tord thorough stories, literature, popular culture and of course 
television . . . . Such narratives emphasise the traditions and continuity of the 
nation as being "in the nature of things", though they may be ''inventes' 
traditions including the foundational myth of collective origins. (p. 68) 

Barker's myth of collective ongins seems to have stymied the students in terms of 
how they position themselves in relation to, or within, a specific discourse on national 
identity. Within the narratives, the conception of a national Canadian identity is 
constructed as problematic for the sîudents. There is no smooth transition fiom being 
officia1 citizens of Canada to an acceptance of such a national identity. For students, 
such as Etta and Doreen in chapters four and five, a national identity is consû-ucted 
through discourses on historical origins and roots. As Henry Giroux (1996) argues: 

National identity has al1 too often been forged within popular memory as a 
discourse that too neatly links nations, culture, and citizenship in a seamiess 
and unproblematic unity. Invoking claims to the past in which the politics of 
remembering and forgetting work powerfiilly to legitimate a notion of national 
belonging that "constmcts the nation as an ethnically homogenous object. (p. 
189) 

The ways that the students identifjr, or not, with a specific national identity is 
reIated to context as well as the availability of symbolic representations with which 
they can identiQ. Thus taking on identification with Jamaica, or Trinidad varies 
according to the racialised identity of the questioner as well as the geographic context 
of the social exchange. While the latter fluidity in identification might subscribe to 



Hall's evocation that "identities are about becoming7' such variability in identification 
does not imply a totally decentred sense of self While "pst modem politics of 
temporary alliances, partial identities, is attractive as against the dyed-in-the-wool 
prej udice and exclusions of xenophobia, racism and sexism; al1 iances and affinities 
mark sorne degree of ongoing identity and cornmitment, however provisional" (A 
Glossary of Feminist Theory, 1997, p. 125). These provisional alliances and afEnities 
among the students, like identification, was also dependent upon context so that while 
at times they regarded themselves as bIack at other times a national identity related to 
geographic location would emerge as a suffix and qualifier of their blackness. Often 
these national identities emerge at times when a relation of dominance is most 
evident. For example, in chapter five, the ways in which some young women whose 
ancestries are located in islands other than Jamaica indicated a closer alignment with 
differing genres of Caribbean music to make a distinction between themselves and 
Jamaicans. Thus these young women's identification with genres such as soca and 
calypso, as opposed to reggae indicated a daerence fiom Jamaica The narratives 
indicate that this tension between Jamaica and other smaller Caribbean islands is 
attributed, as one Jamaican student suggested, to "our cornrntmity is popular.. .its 
more well-known." This dominance of Jamaican identity in Canada is based on 
media construction and hyper visibility of Jamaicans, the size of population in relation 
to other islands, as well as the popularisation of reggae since the 1970s. 

This relation of dominance is not just between students with Caribbean 
ancestry, M e r  intra black distinctions are also evident within the data as students 
identify how the use of jokes displaces tensions between the different national groups. 
Such tensions seem to be based on the common sense understandings of Africa and 

the Caribbean constnicted through discourses in wider society. Many of these 
discourses construct Afnca in particular as "backward" and a "nation" lacking in 
technology and consumer goods. Within a few students' narratives, youth culture is 
drawn on in order to code such jokes and contour meanings around discussions of 
"Africa" and "development" The latter process is illustrated in chapter four, where 
one student identifies how access to consumer goods such as Tike" is equated with 
modemity and thus links development to a North American context. In opposite to 
the laîter position, Afnca is posited as lacking in consumer goods, a "lack" which is 
consequently used to position it as "not modem." Such an understanding of the 
e c a n  continent in some ways reflects the existing relations of dominance within 
society, regardless of the students' identification as black. The laiter understanding 
also identifies that there is no automatic alignment between black identity and Africa. 
It would therefore be difficult to align the students consistently with what Paul Gilroy 

(1995) calls: 

. . . a diasporan consciousness, in which identity is focussed less on equalising, 
proto-democratic force of common territory and more on the social dynamics 



of remembrance and cornmernoration defined by a strong sense of the dangers 
involved in the forgetting the location of origin and the process of 
dispersai. (p. 3 18) 

Mocentrics such as Molefi Kete Asante (1 989) argue that "regardless of our 
various complexions and degrees of consciousness we are, by virtue of commitments, 
history, and convictions, an M c a n  peopley7 (p. 27). While Afrocentrics would see 
the site of origins of d l  these students as the continent of Afnca, in acîuality many 
students recognise that they have undergone a process of c?ranslation77 (Bhabha, 
1994). Their identity is more hybrid than fixed historically. For the students with 
Cariibean ancestry, a retum to the past was a retum to the Canbbean. There is no 
sense of a return to m c a  as the spiritual home of blacks. Wayne, in chapter four, 
recognises that he has a past familial connection with the continent, but he perceives 
no tangible cultural links that would position him as Anican Jamaica, his last port of 
c d ,  is a society within which public recognition of African roots has always been 
contested As a colony of Britain, Jamaica was a primary site for the dissemination 
and reproduction of racist discourses on f i c a  Racialisation and production of the 
"other" was active throughout al1 segments of society. Jan Pieterse (1992), in 
analysing these discourses, illustrates his case with reference to Edward Long, a 
questionable nineteenth-century scientific authority on African slaves. Long's basic 
argument was that: 

European and bl ack do not belong to the sarne species. Black children like 
animals matured more rapidly than whites; mulattos in his view were infertile- 
a belief widely held at that time . . . . Long divided the genus homo into îhree 
categories: Europeans and other humans, blacks, and orangutam. (p. 41) 

It is hardly surprising that discursive formations of the hierarchy of races 
should also be active within slave and colonised societies. Subjugation of an Anican 
presence was, historically, a part of the dominant discourse arnong Jamaicans of 
Afncan descent. This negation of an Afncan ancestry remained until the 1960s, with 
the growth and rise of the Black Power movement in the US, and the consequent 
growth in acceptance of Rastafarians in the 1970s through popularity of the music and 
personality of Bob Marley. Stuart Hall's article "Culturai Identity and Cinematic 
Representation" identifies how Jamaica has more recently claimed a sense of 
blackness. In his childhood this was not evident As he recalls, "aithough almost 
everyone around me was some shade of brown or black (Anica "Speaks''!), I never 
once heard a single person refer to themselves or others as, in sorne way, as having 
been at some time in the pst, Afncan" (1996, p. 216). 

For those students bom in Afiica, or whose heritage is more recently fiom the 
Afiican continent, identification with the continent was more readily accepted 



However, this identification was hybridised and in line with other stiidents of the 
diaspora. They also strongly identified with hiphop cdture. This is not surprising in 
that such identification offers the possibility of an immediate sense of community 
(Ibrahim, 2000). These students with close familial links to the continent seem not to 
use music or dress style as a source of identification with countrïes in Afnca 
However, it aiso cannot be read that they were totally assimilated into Canadian 
society, since they may well draw on other sources and resources to give meaning to 
an African identity. 

A number of the students were of mixed heritage but defined as black. For 
these students, an actual r e m  to the continent did not bring automatic acceptame. 
They were recopised as "diasporan" and not &cm; cultural markers such as 
language and colour revealed that they were "translated" m c a n s  (Bhabha, 1994). 
Hall's conception of black identity as operating dong vectors of sameness and 
difference coheres with the ways in which the students constructed their identities. 
These intragroup differences were not evident at al1 tirnes but tended to emerge during 
social situations that highlight a tension between individual identity and group 
identity. Although this identification of a black/national self through different 
consumption patterns was primarily among the young women, 1 would urge caution in 
attributing this difference as due only to gender, since non-Jamaican, but Caribbean, 
girls were overrepresented in the sample. 

While the student narratives constructed blacks as a group with a plurality of 
identities, they also indicated that "black music" was a cornmon source of 
identification The descriptor black music is itself, however, highly problernatic. As 
Keith Negus (1996) argues: 

It is out of.  . . struggles, arising nom unequal relations of economic and 
cultural power, that black music has been made. Black music has become an 
important category because of conditions of oppression, segregation ànd 
ghettoisation and due to the way that a particular population has had to live 
and make meaning within and across "racialised boundaries" (Anthias and 
Yuval-Davis, 1992). While there is racism, social segregation and economic 
inequality, the term "black music" will continue to have resonance as a 
signifier of a culture created out of these experiences. (p. 1 12) 

Negus's comrnents, interestingly, undermine many ccessentialist" claims to 
purity, in terms of music creation, while also questioning a direct association between 
skin colour and musical genre. This problematisation is also illustrated in student 
narratives, which draw on discourses of purity, while revealing identification with a 
plurality of black-identified musical genres such as r&b, rap, reggae, soca, and 
calypso. As forms of music created primady by people who identiQ themselves as 



black, it rnight be more accurate to use a plural descriptor for black music, thus 
emphasising its hetercgeneous rather than homogenous construction. The similarities 
îhat exist within these musical forms are social as much as stylistic, since the musical 
genres created by blacks arise out of diEering social contexts. Where the musical 
genres identified by the students cross and intenect, such cultural crossings can be 
amibuted to a movement of humaas through a process of migration and immi*gration. 
This is evident in the musical choices identified by the students, where musical genres 
such as rap and reggae are cultural formations that draw on areas of a Black Atlantic 
(Gilroy, 1993) An understanding of black-identified music as purely static and fixed 
within a geographic region becomes problematic when one notes the concrete ways in 
which musical genres draw on a variety of Black Atlantic infiuences. Much- 
acclaimed Jamaican dance hall singer Beenie Man, who has managed to transfer his 
skills to the US, remarks on these diasporan links between musical genres represented 
as Jamaican and musical genres represented as American: 

I Say hiphop is American dancehall . . . Busta Rhymes dem is Jamaican. 
Canibus is lamaican. Slick Rick is Jamaican, Biggie Smalls is Jamaican. 
You're taiking about some of the roughest rappers in the business who is 
Jamaican. So catch the link fiom there. It's just the wune ting; it's the same 
vibe. (Beenie Man, cited in The Source No 108, September, 1998) 

Such postulations as to the hybnd nature of music cm also be seen in Nelson 
George's analysis of the origins of rap music; being identified as a pure Afncan- 
Amencan creation negates the plurality of its construction. While accepting this 
hybrid rather than any singular source of black music formation, it should also be 
noted that there is an element of what Gilroy identifies as the "changing same" of 
culture. This changing same involves: 

. . . the paradox of ethnic sameness and heterogeneity. This is the paradox that 
the recognition of a shared culture and history (rather than biological or 
"racial" essence) combines with a sense of the deep divergences and 
diReremes encornpassed by the term "black." (Hall, 1990, p. 223) 

There are also similarities in terms of black experiences that cross national 
borders. This is, perhaps, why the students consistently identified music as a source of 
unification. However, there is no inherent transcendental essence to black music that 
remains the sarne over time. As Negus notes, the social conditions of black 
experience give them their source for musical developments. Conditions of 
oppression, segregation, ghettoisation, and the way that a particular population has 
had to live and make meaning within and across racialised boundaries are important 
components of musical development. Giiroy (1995) aiso notes the ways in which 



music is identified as indicating the essence of btackness, yet as a cultural form 
expresses hybridity rather than unifonnity: 

It is also in music that the most intense legacy of the Afncan past is 
concentrated and though the significance of that legacy is open to dispute, the 
link itself is impossible to refute. It is important, then, that the area of cultural 
production, which is most evidently identified with racial authenticity and 
Black particularity is also the most mutable and adaptive foms. (p. 25) 

It should also be noted that there was no real attempt among the students to 
represent themselves as distinctly Canadian through musical choices, even for those 
who were aware of the relations of dominance between the US and Canada. The 
dominance of the US in music production, via rap and r&b, was intempted only by 
reggae, a product of Jamaica Although the students fiom North Amerka and the 
Caribbean are part of an At-Îican diaspora, there is little recognition, knowledge, or 
musical identification with the continent. Such a lack of connection may undermine 
the students' ability to view music as constnicted in a social formation- 

Overall, the students' identities c m  be viewed as hybrid, in that they position 
themselves in a variety of ways and draw on the diaspora as well as national 
formations as sources for a black identity. Their identities encompass cultural 
responses ranging from assimilation, through forms of separation, to hybrids that 
stabilise and blur cultural boundaries. However, as Barker (1999) notes in chapter 
two, such cultural hybndity does not represent the "erasure of boundaries, and we 
need to be sensitive to both cultural differences and to forms of identification that 
involve recognition of sirnilarities" (Barker, p. 70). 

Having identified the ways that the students orient themselves to the diaspora 
and the continent, in this section of the chapter 1 interpret my data analysis with regard 
to Stuart Hall's phrase "regime of representation." Here, 1 move on to examine youth 
culture to ascertain the ways in which blackness is represented across a "regime" 
constmcted through magazines, music videos, and rap music. Such construction has 
implications for identity formation, and contours relations of dominance between the 
US and Canada The examination illustrates the ways in which a fwus on individual 
consurnption c m  move into areas of economic contestation and hegemony. 

The students indicate that music is a common source of identification. Rap, 
reggae, r&b as a musical fonn and hiphop as a culturai formation are important in 
tems of black youth culture and providing syrnbolic representations and codes 



through which black identification is produced. If one looks across the various media 
forms, one c m  identifjr what Hall (1997) describes as a "racialised regime of 
represenîation-" Television music videos and music magazines mediate style, images, 
and representations of hiphop culture and blackness between the music industry and 
its consumers. This process of mediation is: 

facilitated by the development of digital storage techniques and satellites, 
telecommunication technologies are also playing an increasingly important 
roIe in mediating popular music by enabling phone-line musical cornpetition 
between artists, cornputer-networked dialogues among fans, and the 
production of c'interactive" musical material by musicians. (Negus, 1996, p. 
68) 

These mediums percolate knowledge and experiences that corne to form part 
of a storehouse of ideas. Concepts can then be drawn on in tems  of meaning-making 
and representations of self and others. Opening up Canadian borders to US- 
dominated images extends the meaning-making repertoire that the students have at 
their behest. Thompson's concept of mediazation is evident in the ways in which the 
students' narratives identie information and culture as transported across borders via 
various media forms. These media forms have enabled a general development and 
flow of images. In the case of blacks, this exposure has increased the accessibility of 
black Mages to a much wider audience than in previous eras. Unlike earlier black- 
inspired musical forms such as jazz or blues, rap as part of hiphop is a child of the 
electronic and televisual age and is accessible to a much wider audience. In support 
of the latter, Nelson George (1998) argues that in the US: 

. . . compared to the exposure white entertainers like Glen Campbell, Sonny 
and Cher, or Tony Orlando could achieve, black music was only briefly and 
often in a culturally hostile environment. Videos, in contrast, are repeated 
endlessly and usually presented by hosts who feel kînship to the culture. The 
images, just Iike the music, have a just off the street imrnediacy that excites 
kids in Iowa and Tokyo just as much as those in South Central Los Angeles. (p. 
102) 

This digital linking of geographic areas provides a common space within which 
specific cultural codes can be produced, reproduced and drawn o n  As John Storey 
(1996) suggests: 

. . . what makes meaning production possible are the shared cultural codes 
upon which both the producers and consumers of an image are able to draw. 
Connotations are not simply produced by the makers of the image, but are 
activated fiom an already existing and s h e d  cultural repertoire and at the 
same time adds to it. (p. 92) 



One of the effects of these waves of hiphop culture emanating fhm the U.S., 
via sateiiite, cable, or magazines, is that Afiican-American youth have become 
identified with "authentic" hiphop and rap. This coding is contoured in two ways. 
First, in cornparison with the US, the students lack consistent exposure to Canadian 
rap via magazines, music videos, and rap music. Second, the construction of 
"authenticity" occurs around US-based media culture. The narratives of the students 
support the position that access to Canadian rappers is primarily via cable channels. 
Both RapCity ' and ~ t e n ~ & i x ~  are aired on the Canadian-owned MuchMusic station 
and have a mandate to "give Canadian urban artists much-needed exposure." 
Nonetheless, the videos show constnict the meanings of rap via the air play and 
visibility given to Afncan-American rap groups and rappers. With regard to the 
construction of "authenticity," meaning operates via a system of representation that is 
constmcted and then fixed by a code that sets up the "correlation between ou .  
conceptual system and our language" (Hall, 1997, p. 2 1). In the case under 
discussion, codes developed around concepts of "geographic locationy' and 
c'experiences" are used in order to fix such meanings around hip-hop and rap. As Hall 
(1997) suggests, with reference to children beconiing cultural subjects: 

. . . they leam the system and conventions of representation, the codes of their 
language and culture, which equip them with cultural "know-how" enabling 
them to füuction as culturally competent subjects . . . . They unconsciously 
intemalise the codes which allow them to express certain concepts and ideas 
through their system of representation-writing, speech, gesture, visualisation, 
and so on-and to interpret ideas which are communicated to them using the 
same systems. (p. 22) 

Hiphop based upon Afiican American experiences reinforces the relations of 
dominance between US-generated rap and its Canadian sister. As implied in the 
fol10 wing cornments by Master T, vee-jay and producer of RapCiry and XtenDaMk, 
"Canadian artists have leamed their craft and they are stepping to the plate . . . . I get 
e-mails fiom Ohio requesting ~oscalz~ .  This is cool-America's watching!" (Hayashi- 
Tennant, 1999). Master T's comment demonstrates that discourses of rap construct 
and reinforce the presentaîion of the US as a source of authentic rap. Validation and 
the worth of Canadian rap is detennined by a source external to itself ( Le. the United 
States). This need for recognition and extemal validation results in m e r  
rnarghalisation of Canadian rappers and a consequent undermining of their ability to 
position themselves in relation to the US ragpen as "a~thentic.~" Even though the 
Canadian rappers of M c a n  descent might rap about their experiences in Toronto or 
Vancouver, such experiences are coded as "sofier7' than the authentic representations 
that emerge nom the US-based production studios5. This sense of the "authentic also 
cornes into play if Canadian rappers try to imitate US rappers. Ivan Berry, a Toronto- 
based expert on the rap scene, argues that for Canadian rappers to be successful 



abroad, they have to be uniquely Canadian. He continues, "why would any American 
label release a Canadian signed a r t ï s t  if it's the same type of sh** they could go 
around the corner and sign in Amerka" (Matthews, 1998). 

This positioning of Canada in relation to the US can also be seen in the 
narratives of the students in chapters five and six, where they identify with magazines 
that "present deep knowledge" and align themselves with discourses of "true" or 
commercial rap. To undermine and contest this relation of economic dominance, 
some Canadian rappers have fonned independent record labels, such as Treehouse 
Records, and Knee Deep Records, but these cannot compte with larger American 
corporations. Adam Matthews (1998) notes that "in the last few years Sony, BMG 
and Virgin have created full-fledged urban departments, but there are no urban 
departments with the authority to sign artists. These departments have been put in 
place to market and promote Amencan records" @. 71). 

While the regime of representation offers the black students a resource through 
which to identifl, it also provides fertile grounds for other racialised groups to 
develop an "understanding" of blackness based upon racialised stereotypes. 

The students learn codes as part of their culture-a specific youth culture that is 
contoured through regimes of representation As indicated in chapters six through to 
nine, meaning is produced through regimes of representation mediated by magazines, 
music, and television music videos. These media representations enable students to 
code and construct common understandings. They provide a language through which 
meaning is produced. Although not discussed in detail in chapter six, reality 
television programs such as Cups or the news programs, local and North Americaq 
also play a part in constnicting cornrnon conceptual codes. Himani Banne j i  (1995) 
identifies such a process of construction as active in Toronto newspapers: 

One only needs a periodic look at the Toronto Sun, for example, or the 
television, to see what images and assumptions are circulated by the popular 
media among masses of people both black and white. Stereotypes range fkom 
"yellow peril" to "black (now Asian) criminality," and are cultural lenses 
through which communities are viewed and introduced to each other literally 
via media. Mis-or disinformation crowd the news and other television 
programmes, while the fashion industry, sports and music equate black people 
with the body and the natural gift for rhythm, and the Chinese with an innate 
propensity to do well in mathernatics. (p. 155) 

In terms of Canadian socieîy, the hypervisibility of Jamaicans is related primarily to 
their criminalisation through the media in Toronto. Henry and Tator's (2000)~ study 
on "Racist Discourse in Canada's Media" argues that: 



The case study of the racialisation of crime reveals the complex vocabulary of 
crime-related language that includes phrases like "cultural deviance, Jarnaican 
or Black crime." The press creates a sense of moral panic in which isolated 
cases of violence are represented as an indication of a profound societal crisis 
that imperils the nation. (p. iv) 

This regime of representation is available as a source for constructing images 
of blachess, not just for the black student, but for the wider society. This 
construction of black identity as hyperrnascuiine is surrounded with ambivalence, 
since youths also suggest that through regime of representation, it connotes both fear 
and desire among their peen. Some of the males indicate that they were identified 
more readily in malls, other shops and other public spaces. 

Such production of meaning is not homogenous when the students put the 
media representations to work in the oame of identity construction We find that the 
discourse of style can be used not only to present specific social and individual 
identities, but also to produce collective identities such as those illustrated in the north 
/south demarcation of urban space (chapter seven). It is evident that the language 
used by the students in this demarcaiion of urban space is provided by hood movies, 
rap music, and magazines. Coded to their own specific location, the discursive 
formation that is produced relates to socio-economic status as well as urban space, a 
production based on "us" and "'them." The latter is repeated across various student 
narratives in chapter eight. In analysing the sense of blackness that the students gamer 
through a regime of representation, one finds that it is comtructed through African 
Arnerican experiences, since that is the source of much of the music videos, films, and 
types of music to which the students listen. In some ways, Andre Alexis' term of 
"borrowed blackness'' seems to describe what is taking place in relation to defining a 
sense of blackness in Canada, 

This construction of borrowed blackness can be seen as hegemonic, is a 
relation of power, in that it: 

. . . is not a process of active domination as much as an active stmcturing of 
the culture and experiences of the subordinate class by the dominant class. 
The dominant culture is able to ccfiame" the ways in which subordinate groups 
live and respond to their cultural system and lived experiences; in other words, 
the dominant culture is able to manufacture drearns and desires for both 
dominant and subordinate groups by supplying '3erms of reference" (i-e., 
images, visions, stories ideals) against which al1 individuals are expected to 
live their lives. (McLaren, 1994, p. 183) 

While historically African-Canadian identity has always been fomed in relation to 
Afiican-Amencan identity, and while the two identities have much in common in 



tems of experiences of exclusion and racism, there are also differences based on 
understandings of national herftage. 

It is noticeable across these regimes of representation that it is a black male 
identity that is constructed. This is evident not only in hood films, and "booty/playa7' 
films that are constructed fiom a male heterosexual perspective, but aIso in gangsta 
rap, the mass media, and mainstrearn black leadership, US bIack leaders such as 
Louis Fanakbao wrnmonly cast the problems of the inner city as problems of males, 
problems that can be corrected via assertion of patriarchal relations (Kelley, 1994, p- 
2 17). Consequently, women's experiences are marginalised in much of the youth 
cuiture that the students consume. As well, gangsta rap's lyrics often devalue and 
demean women Tricia Rose (1994) suggests that "many men are hostile towards 
women because the fùlfilment of male heterosexual desire is significantly checked by 
women's capacity for sexual rejection or manipulation of men" (p. 172). On the other 
hand, Kobena Mercer (1994) sees this hostility as related to constructions of 
masculinity and the dominance of black male experiences. He argues that, "the 
master-codes of a race-relations narrative . . . depends on gender polarisation and the 
denigration of black women in order to emblematise black male experiences as 
"representative of black experiences as a whole" (p. 167). 

While the young men's narratives were not overtly misogym-st in content, they 
did attempt to legitimate rather than condemn such gangsta rap lyrics. Drawing on the 
codes of c'reality7' constructed across and through regimes of representation they argue 
that the lyrics describe "real" women who have cheated on personal fiiends or used 
them in order to gain matenal goods. The following focus group discussion illustrates 
this process through one young man's recollection of his negative experiences with a 
young woman: 

Student 1 : There was something wong wifh that girl. She asked me out, she acfed aZZ 
in feresred, and 1 furned round and she was gone. Z wasn 'Z chasing her or no fhing 
Student 2: Whoa! deep [clickingfinger]. 
Student 1: She was wirh Juke and he raped her, Tuped her? And black girls are 
wondering why guys won ' f  go out wirh them [sarcasticallyJ 
Sîudent 3: ILS not jus2 black giiZs. 
Student 1: If 's nor frue, but thaf 's whatyou think ab ou^ Same us girls think black 
guys are jus2 info . . . . 

Rappers themselves use such discourses of legitimation, as illustrated by the following 
response of rapper EzghtbaIZ to a charge of promoting misogyny in his lyrics: 

Well, those critics who Say that need to go with us one night. That would 
explain everything. 1 mean, how many times do we have to Say that we ain't 
talking about al1 women . . . . Man you go to the club today, there are women 



out there-and make sure you put this in here-there is a group of women out 
there that will do anything to a nigga in the limelight, and that's who we are 
talkin' 'bout. You really have to be there to understand it man. Ail that sh** 
that we talk about, it's a group of women out there who make those statements 
true. (Braxton, 1998, pp. 89-90) 

A corollary to the strong construction of black identity as male within youth 
culture is an emphasis on heterosexuality as a norm. This construction and 
reinforcement of relations of dominance through regime of representation takes place 
primarily via rap, dance hall reggae, and the films that the students watch (see 
chapters six to nine). However, media are not the only sites where discourses of 
heterosexuality are normalised. Religious discourses reinforce this construction of 
lesbians and homosexuals as outside the "nom" of society, as is illustrated by the 
students' reactions to films such as Set it Off(refer to chapter seven). Even within the 
limited discounes that the school supports, the norm of heterosexuality is strongly 
asserted: 

Studeot: Lust year when I was in my CALM' class, likz the teacher said ive have like 
"Disagree " here, we have "Agree " here, and "Nat so sure" here. And the teacher 
askd that question Iike, "If a bunch of gay chiltiren w r e  just migraring to here, and 
ivere all coming to this school. Would rue accept them into the school? " And I tell 
you 95 percent of the class ivent to agree. 
J: That they ivould accept them in the class? 
Student: Yeah,9Spercent. That ivas a @ugh] oh, and like let me see how manplike 
jmt a ferv wenz to disagree. Not a fm~, about four of us. And about ten or so went to 
"not so sure. " It was really surprising, man. So, it 's just like they will accept 
anything. It LF really bad 

It might be argued that as blacks who might have experienced the hurt caused 
by use of a derogatory tenn such as "nigger," these students would be more atîuned to 
homophobic slurs such as faggot. This was not the case- As illustrated by the 
conversation in the following male focus group, acknowledging the inappropriate use 
of racial epithets does not mean the direct transfer of such recognition to other 
derogatory tenns such as "faggot-" 

Student 1: One of my English ~eachers, Ms- B-, she actually asked me, how did 1 feel 
when people call me a nigger, In a classroom! So I am lïke it doesn 't really affect 
me, but 1 don 't like people to call me thar Then she said " Why do yozr cal/ people 
faggot and gay?" ('Cu I I V ~  making fin of some gay person in the class). Righ t. So 
then I am like well there is a big dzgerence benveen nigger and gay. Then she said 
something Iike "Nigger. " NUIV don 't you feel bad That 's like the same as somebody 
going gqy or faggot. There 's big d~flerence wzth that word She hies to compare that 
ivord together. You can 'Z do that. 
Student 2: You should cul her down man. Put her in her place. 



J:  What do you fiel about use of rhar word nigger? 
Student 3: Big dxrerence benveen fag and nigger. Fag, you can be any race because 
you are weird Call a guy nigger, I look it up in the dictionary, if nreans something 
thar gets in the ivay ofprogress, that 's what nigger means. To call some one that, it 's 
way more than cailing someone gay. Mosr time you call some one guy, you don'! 
mean it. You don 't know i fa  person is gay. They mighr taik I i k  a girl, walk like a 
girl, but y m  don 't know. Then you can guess. 
Student 2: 1 can j o k  around with a m n d  and I can SV, "Oh you are gay, " and ive 
ivill laugh about it, Can j o k  around with rhe samefle~zd and say "You nigger, " 
we 'II laugh about if. When if 's  offensive is when the person nreans it- Like someone 
could call me gay and mean if, and it ivoufdn 't ofend me much because I knoiv I am 
nor gqy. rsomeone c d s  me nigger and means it, thar 's a different stoly thar 's a 
bigger insult- Being cded  gay doesn 't mean any thing. There are people out there 
ivho are gay, but I don 'i think there zs anyone out there fhat 3 a nigger. 
J :  What ifthar person doesn 't ivant tu be called gay? 
Student 3: You can 't choose not to be black butyou can choose no! to be gay. 

The latter comrnentary illustrates how problematic it is to see relations of oppression 
as equivalent/same in terms of their construction and representation. Some cultural 
theorists would imply that to teach about oppression in generd is an effective strategy 
to transform students' levels of consciousness about social justice. However, the ways 
in which the students racialised and sexualised identities intersect. They make a 
simple ''one fits di" solution of oppression highly problematic and unlikely to be 
effective. When the latter is examined in relation to some of the narratives that 
discuss the film Set if Ofi one is able to see that such discourses do not operate in 
isolation. In this case, students call on religious belief in conjunction with youth 
culture to construct gays and lesbians as "other," and thus producefreproduce 
themselves as heterosexual. The students would seem to be more open to 
achowledging oppression when it relates directly to their sense of self This 
entrenchment of "othering" is hardly surprising with regard to sexuality, if one 
concurs with social theorists such as Lacan who postdate that that the "other" is 
necessary in order to bring one's subjectivity into being. 



Cbapter Surnmary 

This chapter has inteipreted and reinterpreted the students' doxa, opinions and 
beliefs as reproduced in the narratives. By undertaking such reinterpretation, 1 am 
able to apply the concepts discussed in chapters one and two in order to highlight 
relations of dominance. 1 draw on the concept of "borrowed blackness" to illustrate 
the ways in which African-American youth identity has become the universal in terms 
of blackness. The representation of blackness constructed through youth culture is 
hegemonic and interacts with the dominant discourses of the American media. The 
process of identity formation outside the context of nation-state is identified by 
Giddens (1991) as what makes modem society unique, in that identity is tied to events 
and activity perceived from a distance in space and time. Further, Giddens identifies 
how, increasingly, networks of remote associations that serve to define and aMirm 
self-identity are supplanting local attachments and aEiIiations. At times, as in the 
stepteam (chapter five), these stwlents use knowledge of black, lived experiences as 
a form of cultural capital to exclude other racialised groups fiom activities, while at 
other times they use music as a way of maintaining national and continental 
differences within the group. 

In the next chapter 1 will continue to examine the students' doxa, but this time 
through the concept of "stylish solidarity. " In relation to the concept, 1 try to 
ascertain the extent to which the students have a sense of blackness coded through 
dress and what this might mean for black identity in the diaspora. 



Notes 

RqKify is a program, concentrating on the genre of rap and closely -relatecl hybnds (rap, reggae, "hip- 
hop" in generai. A relatively "politicai program in the content of videos broadcast and VeeJay Michael 
Williams' commentary, " the definitive look at hip-hop and rap- Documents the a & t s ,  issues and 
Iifestyles surrounding today's most exciting new forms of music. 

2 XtenDaMix is a program concentrating on dance music and intersects with such genres as reggae and 
R7B. This program is unique in that only here are n=more thatn three videos broadcast consecutively. 
As many as six videos are commoriiy played back to back, possibly in aid of the program's use as dance , 
music practice (p. 170) 

Rascalé is a Canadian rap group which has developed a consistent following. Celine Wong (1993) 
indicates that Mastermind Street Jam is the sole hip-hop show on commercial radio. In an interview with 
Ms. Wong, host Paul P a r k  expressed the view that "1 think the reason Toronto hasn't exploded is 
because of the lack of radio stations." Celine Wong continues, "due to the sparse nature of  commercial 
propanmimg, community/university radio stations have thankfùlly establisheâ themselves as hip-hop 
institutions. 

'' RapPages article by Adam Matthews Northem Exposure suggests that "hip-hop market in Canada is 
very narrow. The total population of Canada is approximately 25 miilion. A gold album in Canada 
means sales of 50, 000 copies as compared to 500, OOin the US, Video Fact, a quasi-government 
organization that provides grants to artists to make Mdeos, b d s  most videos. The grants are 
usuaiiy$12,000 to $15,000-chump change when compared to high budget US productions. Even winning 
the rap Juno doesn't equal success in the US (p.71). 

This dominance applies to most foms of western mas-produced music. 

Car01 Tatar and Frances Henry have recently cornpleted a study of 'Tbcist Discourse in Canada's 
English Print Media" Findings include: people of colour are underrepresented and largely invisibIe ion 
the media; when people OF colour do appear in media average, the are often misrepresented and 
stereotyped; the executive coproratist nature of the media influences the kind of news that id produced 
and disseminated (Executive Summary March, 2000). 

7 Career and Life Management Skills (CALM) is a course that is required for aU high school students. 
Its intention is to give students an understanding of necessary skills for sudval as addts. 



Chapter 11 

Stylish Soüdarity 

Introduction 

This chapter identifies three thernes through which the students struggle to 
create and give rneaning to their lives. The three chosen themes are: "Slangs Slurs 
and Development of a f ublic Sphere," "Stylish Sotidarity," and "Knowledge and 
Experience." First, youth culture as a communicative resource indicates the ways 
in which the students use slang and durs to develop m argot, a common cuLture 
that is producedkeproduced in a public sphere. Second, stylish solidarity draws on 
Gilroy (2000) to illustrate the ways in which black youth culture has becorne 
identified with the body and style. A sense of collectivity based on style rather than 
on a more direct, politicised understanding. Third, howledge and experience 
indicate the intertextual nature of the way in which meaning gets translated fiom 
one social situation to another. Al1 three indicate the intersubjective basis of 
assigning meaning to social situations. They draw on a variety of identifications 
and differentiation that the students rnake during their lives. Some of these themes 
highlight black identification, while others highlight gender, sexuality and age, 

The students' narratives portray îhemselves as active rather than passive 
recipients of media culture and meaning making. "Meaning in this context is not 
something which is given or ~vhich can be taken for granted It is manufhetured out 
of histoncally shifting systems of codes, conventions and signs" (Strinati, 1995, p. 
120). They do not subscribe to Adorno's fears of the mass stupification of society 
in the interests of what he identified as the "culture industries." Gordon (1980) 
argues that Foucault's theorisation suggests domination works not so much through 
"ideological mystification" as through its ability to define a certain field of 
ernpirical tmth." (p. 237) 

Slana Slurs & Development of a Public Sphere 

The narratives suggest that youth culture provides a laquage that operates 
through slangs and shrs. This Ianyage is articulated among and between the 
students within what can be descnbed as a "public sphere." For Thompson (1 9901, 
a public sphere is a place: 



in which issues [are] debated and positions challenged- It was in the 
cleared space of the public sphere that the discourse of ideologies appeared, 
constituting organised systems of beliefs which offered coherent 
interpretation of social and political phenmena (p. 80) 

This public sphere provides a space for the contestation and production of 
empirical tniths or "regirnes." For these students, the school acts as a site for the 
exchange of language within the public sphere. 

Television, magazines, and music provide a lana0uilge, verbal and nonverbal, 
through which students comrnunicate. This language of communication enables 
one to engage in a public discourse-to talk. Throughout the narratives, the students 
use phrases and metaphors, slang, and idioms derived from media culture to 
communicate with peers. Phrases such as "king a playay" "playa-hating" 
"hoochie," "Adam and Eve not Adam and Steve." Sîatus can be gained fiom being 
able to engage with and wield such tems in the general day-to-day conversation 
within peer groups. Media provide common experiences that extend beyond the 
local to become locaVglobal. Television programs, music videos, and music 
magazines act as a communicative resource for schoo1-based discussions arnong 
the students and their peers. Media provide a source of content for social 
interaction, reinforcing the need for students to continue to watch the program so 
that they wïll "have something to talk about." The ability to join in the 
conversation of such a media-constructed community enables the positioning of 
onesel fwithin an actual community of peers. Cultural theorkt Paddy Scanne1 
argues that: 

. . . broadcasting has brought the private into the public, re-socialising the 
public domain, making it a space in which t a k  for talk's sake, talk for 
enjoyment, taIk as a sociable activity has its place alongside talk that is 
informative, b i t  is getting its message across, that is trying to persuade [. . .] 
. [These] sociable forms of interaction sustain a world that is, if not more 
rational in a formal and theoretical sense, altogether more reasonable. 
(1 990, pp. 20-2 1 ) 

This public sphere provides a space where gender, race, class, and other key 
social relations are comected and reproduced via talk. Media offer powerfil 
sources for the presentation and representarion of images that increase the cultural 
repertoire available to students. However, as Gilroy (2995) argues, it ako has to be 
recognised that this source of representation and the symbolic does not mean an 
automatic identification: 

Black popular culture does not determine the formation of social and 
cultural identities in any mechanistic ways, but it supplies a variety of 



syrnbolic, linguistic, textual, gestural and a b v e  d l ,  musical resources that 
are used by people to shape their identities, tniths and models of 
community. (p. 25) 

Gitroy' postulation is evident throughout the students' narratives as they 
consume and produce meanings through what he identifies as "black popular 
culture." Willis (1 990) would seem to concur with Gi froy's summation as to the 
importance of popular /youth culture for purposes of identification, as well as 
providing a public sphere. As he sees it: 

Popdar music c m  be a conversational resource. The knowledge of lyrics, 
dress styles and genres is often used as the coins of exchange in crisual talk 
By listening to music together and using it as a background to their lives, 

by expressing affiliation to particular taste groups, popular music becomes 
one of the principal means by which young people define themselves. 
(Willis, 1990) 

Construction of this public sphere through youth culture is not unproblematic 
however, since the youth culture that is consumed through the process of 
mediazation is American rather than Canadian. Thus, the students are exposed to a 
broadening of the public sphere that is contoured by conceptions and experiences 
garnered in the US. Magazines dso constnict discourses that are active in the 
public sphere. In terms of the cornmodification debate we can note how the rapper 
in the hiphop magazine Kap Pages constnu;ts similar discourses for the students. 
The following extract illustrates how discourses of conimodification echo the 
sentiments of the students: 

Ali isn't too thrilled with the current state o f  affairs in HipHop, and he 
doesn't hold his tongue about it either. "As far as HipHop is mncerned, its 
about love for my car, for me getting ahead at al1 costs, to whatever extent If 
it's at the expense of anoîher brother, then whatever- That's not gwd. 
We're supposed to be together in what ever it is Our endeavours are, and not 
stepping on the next human k i n g  It's just a lot of egos, a lot of arrogance in 
the music. (Abdul-Lateef, 1998 p. 78) 

Throughout the -dents' narratives there is some evidence to support 
Jakobson's postdation that meaning is consûucted through the fundamental modes 
of metaphors and rnetonyms. Such lanyiage allows classification and 
differentiation from othefs by making parts represent the whole syntagmatically 
(metonymy) and drawing attention to sirnitarities as well as di fferences (metaphor) 
to make one group stand in place of another. These tropes relate primady to 
sexuality as well as gender relations, and may well aîlow students to talk around 
and about topics th3t might otherwise be taboo within a public space. In listening 



to the narratives, it becomes obvious that hiphoplyouth culture uses a specific 
language as part of the hip-hop discourse, and that the ability of the students to use 
this language allows them to present themselves wïthin or in relation to subject 
positions. As part of accessing a style, communication, via argot, enables the 
formation of a group identity and the creation of boundarîes between '?hem" and 
"us." Ibrahim (2000) has noted in his research with a p u p  oCFranc&ntarian 
youths recently fiom continental Africa how important accessing Black Stylized 
English (BSE) is in being abte to perform a black identity. As ibrahim explains it, 
this BSE: 

. . . refers to ways of s p k i n g  that do not depend on full mastery of the 
langage [of Black English] it banks on ntual; expressions such as whassup, 
whadup, whassup my Nigger, yo, yo home boy, which are pertormed 
habitually and recurrently in rap. (2000, p. 1 19) 

Within my study, the students most recently from the continent did adopt hip-hop 
dress styles popular in North American youth culture. They wcre also farniliar with 
the slangs and slurs of BSE. Huwever, the extent to which they used slang and 
durs varied during &ily interaction. With many of the students there were 
variations in usage of BSE, and this may well reflect the way in which style was 
weighted most heavily in term sof representing blackness. While use of BSE 
indicated a sense of style, not using slang was at times regarded favourably, by 
some, as a sign of maturity. The following student identifies the way in which 
people talk with what he identifies as an "accent." In the following narrative 1 
check what he means by having an accent: 

J: " Wha 's up man? " 
Student: Yeah, thal! Everyone already tulks sort of like that. I don 'z know why. 
Like here the denz~~gruphic is ki~da like black is cool. To be acting black is ru acr 
"CO,/* " 

J: 1s if? 

As he continues, he makes a distinction behveen those who act black and those 
who do not: 

Student: But like also Lmrgston, Ize is a respectable guy. He doesn 't have to act 
like anyrhing. 
J: He am liRe himserfyou think? 
Student: 1 iih that. 1 respect that about him. He 's a good [near] guy. 

The nanative highlights the way in which the ability to use this argot is important 
in "pet-torming" blackness, and also in placing one within the student-driven school 
hienrchy of styles. Argot and slang are complex concepts in that white their 



purpose is to maintain and mark distinction, this is &en achieved by a delicate 
balance between change and continuity in use. One iilustration of the changing 
nature of the Ianguage among some of the students occurred during a focus group 
interview where one young man was constantly using the rap-inspired phrase 
"pimping ain't easy" during his first interview and by the second, had changed to a 
more gangsta-inspired phrase. While the argot used by the students enables 
communication, it was also a medium that \.as constantly changing. The ability to 
be ugto-date with the latest argot was to represent one's self as sel ish. Speed is 
also important- The media, especially that related to hiphop culture, enables not 
just a common reference point for discussion, but also a specific language for the 
midents to communicate with each other: a language that changes according to 
developments within media culture an4  to some extent, geographic location. The 
following student describes a visit to the US, where he found that meaning was 
communicated using diarcnt slang, and with ihat change of location came a 
redefintion of argot as "normal English.": 

Student: Like rhty use worak lzk "Oflthe hook " 
J: U%at does fhaf rnean? 
Student: That means lik "2/7al 's cool" or that S "C3-onk. " 
J: "Cronk? " What does that mean? 
Student: That 's "cool" too, but refeming to ïike shoes "those are crmk " Or fhen 
thqv 'd he like "rhar S fight " That k Zike the same tltitzg as "Croik " They s q y  iikc 
"mug " um, "thos mugs are tight, " and they 'd be ralA7ng ahour shoes. They 'd he 
taking ahour rims on cars. They ca// [hem "roüches. " Like "give me some 
"roaches. " They use ail khds of dzflerent ivords. 

At times, hiphopenhanced argot was intlected according to national formation. 
Thus "batty boy," a phrase used in Jamaica to describe homosexuals, was 
understood and occasionally used by black students whose hentages were in North 
Arnerica or continental Afnca. In response to a query from me as to the use of 
'%am. man," the following student indicated: 

Student: Here? .(,'Yeah:/ I h e y  s q  bat@ boy a lot. .Wh but@ boy?:!;' Bat@ nten, 
bat& i-idei-s. barn ei*eiyF~ing. 
J: Oh that 's irirerestit~g. Attd the-y use it. and then because it 's used, you then pick 

if up? 
Studenî: Yeah. You start then zrnderstaitding what ii is or Iike, "Hey what 's that 
meatz? " 
J : So do you ever use if? 
Student: No. f 've said batg boy before, but 1 mai@ dûtr 't. Acttraii'y i mt /ike 
Inughing, r n h i c h g  il or sontethit~g- 1 don 't renI!v be meming it when 1 be sayittg 
it, 'cuz 1 really dot1 '2 Xnow ho~v to use zhat word in n phrase. (individ11aZ iriten?ie\cg 



By communicating in the public sphere midents are, tu some extent, fixing the 
codes between Iinguistic and conceptual systems (Hafl, 1997, p. 22). The 
incidental use and reference to youth culture and media to contextualize, and gïve 
meaning to, and understanding of, can be found in the ways in which the students' 
everyday narratives draw on youth culture to broaden their understanding For 
esample, describing someone "preppy" as being like "Carleton off of Fresh Prince" 
enables "anchoring" of rneaning, even if temporary: 

Student: H%itewa.vhed I've heard, but never to~rvrds me. There was one kid that 
went here, ewryone called whitewashed He wore the per$ectjil jeans, Iike the no2 
baga  utid not ri& They were just, sit on him you know. Aixi he wore like the 
fanq dress shim and the snarties[?] Aind of iike those py.v you see on TV rhat go 
"Buffet. " Like Carlton offofFressh Prince. He was L7nd of like that. He was Zike 
one of the otziy ones thar ever iva. culfed iclllitewashed. 

One example of the ways that gender relations are played out in the lives 
and culture of the students kvas through the phrase "being a player." The term, 
derived from films and music, symbolises one potential set of gender relations. 
Although they are often new words, they have roots within other eras of popular 
culture. One student argues that "playa" was a replacement for "mack." The 
words change but the meaning doesn7t fully change; it becornes recoded through 
discourses that are dominant during that particular period of youth culture. Among 
the students "playa" is related not just to the conduct of gender relations, but is also 
linked via the issue of corninodification to Puff Daddy and his public display of his 
wenlth and women. Some male students traced the origins of the term to the US, 
indicating its constructed nature by alluding to the existence of rules and taboos in 
playing the game. In the narrative directly below, one rule that reinforces 
patriarchal relations is clearly articulateci in the phrase " bros befo' hoes." Further, 
the fo1lowing focus group indicates the way in which gender relations get played 
out through the symbolic coding of the phrase "playa": 

Student L: It 's Me a game. 
Student 2: It 's l i k  what kind of rnit7d garnesj~ou couidplay with them. lfyou car7 
go ouf with htw girls al tlze sanre fime so fhal you carz play fhenr. 
J :  Where does it comefiorn? 
Sîudent 3: 1 rhink some movie. 
Student 4: So people just use it. 
J: Do you know any girls who are piayem? 
Student 1 : A girl can 't be a plver. I f  il 's a giri, it 's a slut. A girl, she ain 't 
going to admit ir. 
3: Ifs simiiar? 
Student 3: It S the same thing, it 's not similar. Evetything a hlack man does, he 
tries IO nrak it look good A drug dealer calls lzimselfa gangs ta. A pimp h n  't 
say he is a pimp. They say, ''1 am a big boy. " 



Student 2: I 'rn nor. 1 airz 't no player. 
J: Ifyou discovered t h  sotneone wws plqing your friend what ivould you do? 
Student I : "BTO 's b$ore hhoes. " 
J: Even ifym know her since kndergarten? 
Student: If she was playing around 1 *d stun her! (hale focrcs p u p )  

This use of media to enhance talk within the public sphere is not just 
applicable to black youths and hiphop. Similar use of the media as a means of 
cornmunicating was made by youths in Marie Gillespie's (1 995) study of Punjabies 
in London. She notes that such meshing of the televisual media and everyday 
language provides "one of the most tangible exarnples of the way that the 
discourses of TV and everyday lire are intermeshed is when jingles, catch phrases 
and humorous storylines of favourite ads are incorporated into everyday speech" (p. 
178). 

Although not obvious, reception and appropriation of media Language-the 
process of making one's own something that is new-\vas often filtered through 
discourses of blackness. These discounes corne into being in the public sphere. 
The students' narratives indicate that reception is filtered through and in relation to 
what can best be identified as an existing Black NationaIist discourse. Stokely 
~arrnichael'(l967), as one of the leaders of the Black Power/consciousness 
movement, and Charles Hamilton indicate that: 

. . . we aim to define and encourage a new consciousness among black 
people which will make it possible to proceed towards those answers and 
those solutions. This consciousness . - . might be cailed a sense of 
peoplehwd: pride, rather than shame, in blackness and an attitude of 
brotherly communal responsibility among black people for one another. (p. 
1 2) 

A sense of a consciousness of pride rather than shame is used by some of students 
to position themselves and others as wnsciously black or not. This filtering is most 
evident in the narratives concerning the urban legend linking Tomrny Hilfiger with 
the cornmodification of hiphop style. It has occurred in an era conducive to mass 
designer fashion. Hilfiger can be seen as an extreme case of how the idea of mass 
designer fashion operates: 

Mass designer fashion i s  a specific formation within the industry; it is not 
equivalent to traditional haute couture (which is often dependant upon 
bighly-sliilled artisanai means of production and which is still somewhat 
outside the circuits of globalking capital that numires the m a s  clothhg 
industry). (Smith, 1999, p. 3) 



Mass designer fahion illustrates the presentday concem with irnage/style 
rather than just the production of a consumer item. At times, concem with style 
collides with concem about consurnption, as in chapter eight and nine where 
students discuss the ideotogical implication of wearing Hilfiger clothes. In the 
latter example, mass consumption collides with issues or black entrepreneurship. 

The discussion on Tommy Hilfiger indicates the ways in which 
consumption becornes implicated in issues of ideology: meaning in the name of 
power. This equation of blackness with consumption of brand name anQ more 
specificall y Hi1 figer, style is &en accomplished through representations of style in 
magazines and music videos. Paul Smith (1998) indicates that: 

Having been kquently donated Hilfiger outfits for use in performances 
and, more importantly, in their music videos, rappers have functicrned as 
conduits of approval and authorisation-authenticity, perhaps-for this white 
business attempting to seil what are essentially white styles tu black 
consurners. (Smith, p. 6)  

Smith, in analysing the anti-1-Iilfiger internet sites, argues that '%he most 
cornmon strand of objection to Hilfiger . . . appears to be a an objection to the very 
principle of black patronage of white business" (Smith, 1999, p. 7). This sirnilar 
coding of the Hilfiger debate in the US internet sites illustrates the ways in which 
constmctions of the meaning of blackness becomes Iocal/global. m i l e  intemet 
and word of mouth affect formation of diswurse, music also acts as a means of 
conveying meanings of the Hilfiger urban legend. Hi1figerYs mass designer 
fashions can also be seen as a way towards regdation of subcultural identities in 
the north, as they market and contour the tastes and desires of this group of youths. 
In the following narrative, the student illustrates how rap musicians also plays a 

role in constmcting the discourse on Tommy Hilfiger, while linking the debate to 
discourses of black entrepreneurship: 

Student: He ralks about everyrhing, blackpeople, his one song, "Black and 
White. " He says, " JYhy is Tommy HiIfiger discrirninutzng on us? But 1 
understand ir because blackpeople don 't huy black-ovned clothes. Then he goes 
off and he talk b ouf how rhey killed Martin Lurher King and all kznds of stufflike 
rhat. 

Youth culture is based on patterns of consumption through which certain 
identities are projected. It is evident from the narratives that the students are 
engaged in a process of production as well as conswnption. In terms of Hilfiger, 
Smith 1998 argues that: 



Sïmilarly when black kids Wear TOM logo as signs not just of fashionability 
but even of racial authenticity, they are doing more than just establishing a 
cultural identity and communality; equally, they are placing themselves in a 
parhcular relation to politicaleconomic circuits for which the possibility of 
their consuming in this way is one of capital's central desiderata, or even 
irnperatives, at this juncture when capital is dreaming of globaIizing itselE 
(Smith, p. 7) 

While the above narrative suggests that youth culture provides a Ianguage 
through slang and slurs, the students also access discourses that offer a critique of 
the commodification of raphip-hop and youth style. Thompson (1 990) argues that 
symbolic forms constihited as commodities "cm be bought and sold on a market 
for a price." Further, he argues that often this process assigis different degrees of 
symbolic value by those who produce them or receive them. In this way, he argues, 
conflict of symbolic valuation can occur according to context and social 
asymmetries. Linked to commodification is the way in which, for some of the 
students, style has becorne a sense of black solidarity. What Paul Gilroy (2000) 
identifies as stylish solidarity: 

Blackness emerges as more behavioral dare I say cultural? It c m  be 
announced by indicative sexual habits and other bodiiy gestures. Under 
some circumstances it can even be acquired in simple econornic processes. 
Identity as sameness is and solidarity is definitely not k i n g  essentialized 
here- Items can be purchased that lend an eloquent uniformity to the mute 
body on a temporary, accidental basis. This is not an intemal joumg afier 
al1 but a journey to the mall. (p. 268) 

One of the most consistent discourses that can be traced in the public sphere 
occupied by the students concerns cornmercialization and commodification of 
black youth culture. Youth culture, as indicated earlier, has becorne in some ways 
synonymous with hiphop culture and black youth culture. As such, regimes of 
representations, via magazines and music videos, have constnicted the body as the 
centre of hiphop discourses via an dl-important emphasis on how the body is 
positioned and decorated. In accounting for this emphasis on the body, Armond 
White, (1 995) the rap critic, argues that "since whites can't cut  it vocally in h i p  
hop, where the texture of Afirican American speech is as musical an element as the 
samples, the visual image is al1 important." Canadian cultural theorist Rinaldo 



Walcott (1997) intimates that this emphasis on blackness has been ongoing rather 
than just related to white çonsumption of hiphop: 

. . . colturally, black youth have demonstrated a real concern with the body 
and its performance. Their use of the body echoes the various ways in 
which black cultural prac tices have always treated bodies as a ccuivas upon 
which historical and contemporary social relations may be signifieci, 
inscribed and rewritten. (p. 64) 

Whatever the dynamics of this specific phenornenon, it nonetheless draws 
on other discourses within society that privilege the body as a site of theoretical 
focus as well as a site of conîrol (Foucault, 1982). Chris Weedon (1987) argues 
that: 

. , . discourses are ways of constituting knowledge, together with the social 
practices, foms of subjectivity and power relations, which inhere in such 
knowledges, and the relations between them. Discourses are more than 
ways of thinking and producing meaning. They constitute the of 
the body, unconscious and conscious mind and emotional life of the 
subjects which they seek to govem. (p. 108) 

Throughout the data chapten, a variety of contesting discourses are evident in the 
students' narratives. These discouses are constnicted through descriptors such as 
"authentic" rap music vs. mainstream rap music: oId-schuol vs. new-school rap; 
laissez- faire consumption vs. black-identified consumption. That these discourses 
should be competing is not surprishg if one notes Easthope and McGowan's 
(1992) comment that "within any given social and histoncal moment a variety of 
discourses exist and compte for control of subjectivity. The subject thus becomes 
the site of a discursive battle for the meaning of their identity" (p. 69). The way 
that the students have on offer a variety of ways in which to understand and give 
meaning to the production and consumption of youth culture is evident withh the 
narratives. Critical theorists such as Adorno, fiom the Frankfùrt Schoof, assume 
that the role of 'culture industries" is to keep the masses ignorant so thnt they do 
not recognise their ' b e "  economic conditions of oppress ion. However, the 
students indicate an awareness of a situation that is neither simple nor clear-eut. 
These students they are aware, as black youths, that black-identified cultural forms 
such as rap have been commodified and that in an earlier era of black 
consciousness, consumption of white products \vas perceived as undermining black 
economic activity. 

The students are able to draw on these various discourses in order to contest 
an ideology of commodification (chapters five to nine). This ability of the students 



to contest discourses undemines any claims of passive consumption- Instead, the 
students' narratives position them as being both active and passive in îheir choices 
and consumption. So practices of consumption that the students engage in during 
everyday life seem to act back upon and thus corne to shape, discourses, just as the 
discourses themselves shape practices. The ability of the students to use contesting 
and competing discourses cannot biïng about immediate change, but it does offer a 
way to i~terrupt meaning that might tead to different consumption patterns. As to 
whether diffèrent patterns of consumption lead to social change or not is  a 
debatable, if not probiematic, question. Examples fiom other areas of social life 
indicate that using consumption patterns to bring about change has mixed results. 
While boycotting South Afiican goods may have worked to some extent in the fight 
against apartheid, recychg has yet to make a difference to the depletion of the 
ozone layer. However, these students do develop a black consciousness, even if 
filtered through a youth culture bascd around issues ofconsumption. This 
consciousness, although not poiiticised at the moment, has the potential to be 
channelled into other avenues of social change. Tt also ilhstrates that as Gramsci 
argues, it is on the level of culture that ideology is often fought lt c m  be suggested 
that: 

. . . in the light of receiving media messages and seeking to understand 
hem, of relating them and sharing them with others, individuals remould 
the boundctries of expericnce and muse their understandings of the wr ld  
and themsekes. They are not passivdy absorbing what is presented to them, 
but are actively, sometimes critically, engaged in a continuing process of 
self-formation and self-understanding, a process of which the reception and 
appropriation of media messages is today an integral part (Thompson, 
1991, p. 10) 

However, it should also be noted that while some students drew on 
discourses that linked a sense of consciousness ~ 4 t h  support for black-owned 
businesses, such actions werc articulated withui a framework of capitalism. Using 
an argument that fits within a framework of relations of representation, it is 
assumed that changes c m  be brought about for blacks if they, too, are allowed into 
the "free market" of capitalisrn. in actuality, the issues surrounding blackness in 
the US will not be changed solely by a support for black capitalism, since issues of 
economic distribution \vil1 still be evident within the uneven and unequai 
development of capitalism. 

This process of "self-formation and self-understanding" identified by 
Thompson is most evident in the narratives concerning the conscious support of 
black comrnunity control of capital through specific patterns of consum ption. ln 
such consumption, some students draw on existing black nationalist/consciousness 
discourses supportive of black comrnunity self-sufficiency to position themeives 



as consciously bIack- Ln positioning themseives in relation to the Tommy Hilfiger 
urban legend rüid in relation to Puff Daddy's genre of "new school" music, the 
students Say something about themselves and their identification as black. 

This process of identification via dress style has becorne heightened in an 
age when the body has become paramount: 

J: So p r r  job id[ he [in the media] ,I,' Yeah:' So ivltat about your sgle of dress 
fhen-? Do you see yoiirselfstzZ/ wearitrg the sanre stuff~hen p u  are [working nt 
the niedia]? 
Student: Oh no, no. 1.d be dressed up in the mveetest suits, wicked suifs. 1 'djust 
be lounging rhere in my su&, man. And rhen nty hait- wouldn 't be Zike it is. I'm 
planning on shming nry haïr low sometime. Like even ntaintaining a nice 
appearance. 

Tt is evident that there is no one style ofdress to which al1 students adhere. As with 
musical choices, the media personalities that they identie with Vary from the 
"smooth" of Will Smith through Puff Daddy to the "rough" of Method Man. It is 
this coming together of cultural icons and musicians with consumption of style that 
heightens the nature of cornmodification that is undenvay in this process (refer to 
chapters six and seven). The body image gives a certain potency to identifications 
that are made, and therefore identification should be regarded as a c'tut of identity" 
that is momentary, and based on a process of "becoming" as well as "king." This 
reliance on style and body as representative of blachess, what Gilroy identifies as 
"stylish solidarity," is an important discourse in the lives of the students. For the 
males interviewed in the focus group, athletic ability kvas perceived as both a 
positive aspect of blackness and an object of female desire2 Such an understanding 
bears the historicai trace of viewine black males in terms of body and physicality 
rather than the mind and intellect. In this context, the phrase "acting black" 
connotes both stylish soiidarïty and physicality. This phrase is polysemic-king 
capable of signifjring multiple meanings-and describes the assumption of a media- 
generated black identity that inciudes dress, walk and talk. This specific black 
youth identity has, through mediazation, become coded as authentic blackness. It 
also allows btack males to continue to be regarded ambivalently by their white 
pers with desire and fear. However, for some of the students, the ability to define 
such identification as "acting," positions the descriptor as an important signifier 
that gives recognition to heterogeneity of black identity. The Iatter also allows for 
the possibility of developing a way of being black within Canadian society that 
could be different from, yet related to, the US. The use of the phrase, "acting 
black" questions the dominance of US-generated images of blackness as universal, 
and problematizes the representations of such identities. While such a 
problematization might not lead to direct change, it does provide a breaking of the 
binary behveen blachess as colour and blachess as "image." It allows for the 



emergence of questions such as what is not "acting black?" Le., a debate on the 
meaning of blackness across geogaphic locations. 

Although hip-hop culture is identified primarily with blackness, with 
commodification it has corne to be seen by some cultural theorists as a 
"muiticultural" style that many whites have accepted and adopted As one student 
descriid the social interaction at school: 

Sîudent: Yeah. ereryboh) tries to act black crrmnd here. 
J:  Real/),! 
Student: Even a white guy in ihe Fiail. ' ' W h ' s  up? " Nor "whar 's up " or "how 
you are doing. " To act blcrck is to be cool. And thaf 's a big pari in rhis cotrnti): 
at least in this conmtmity. And Ive hnoiv if [he laughsJ 

Some critics regard this ready adoption of black-identified style as an indication of 
the growing tolerance of hiphop nation and blacbess. Howrver, the ability of 
nonblacks to "act black" through dress and style is seen as problematic by some 
black students, and indicative of a psychological lack with their white peers. Such 
an analysis is similar to that of cultural critics, such as bel1 hooks (1994) and 
Yvonne Bpoe  (July, 2000). Bynoe is sceptical of the ability of hiphop to 
transcend racialised experiences. She regards the lure of rap for a white audience 
as similar to that of  Norman Mailer's 1957 construction of a "white NegroT7 who 
"drifted out at night Imking for action with a black man's code to fit their facts." 
She thuç ar y e s  tliat: 

For whites brought up in suburbia or in affluent, homogenou urban 
neighbourhoods, the biggest, nastiest, lustiest, most uninhibited edge they 
can find in their nearly all-white expenence is dressing ''black," talking 
"black," and walking "black;" even as their "black" is a distorted MTV 
version. (Bynoe, July, 2000) 

So it would seem that while hiphop otTers a social space for dialogue on - 

blackness, it is a dialogue that is mediated through stereotypes of that blackness. 

Issues concerning stylish sol idarity and commodification, like those of the 
above discussion of "acting black," brinp into question the role of ideology in 
relation to agency and structure. Are the cultural industries drtermining the 
students consumption and consequent identification that they make through those 
consumption patterns? Research on audiences and their reception in general of 
media lies at the heart of much cultural studies discussion and is linked to the 
concept of ideology. As indicated in chapter one, "ideology can be conceived of as 
one of the ways in which the meanings mobilised by syrnbolic forms serves to 



establish and sustain relations of domination" (Thompson, 1990). This 
interpretation of ideology differs nom those theorists who would position 
themselves as on the political economy wing of social theory. Turner, in an 
admittedly simplistic tone, identifies this difference in orientation to ideology as 
one whereby, for political economist, the cCfÙn~tion of ideology is instmental-to 
misrepresent the 'real,' and to mask any political struggle; for cultural studies, 
ideology is the very site of struggle." In contrast, Adorno, as discussed in chapter 
one, identifies the purpose of the culture industry as  to impose dominant relations 
upon the working class. However, 1 support McRobbie7s (1 994) cal1 to move fkom 
a binary whereby political economists, as indicted in Turner's comment above, are 
posed as in clear opposition to cultural populism. hstead, she advocates a r e m  to 
neo-Gramsci theory. Use of such a fknework would allow recognition of the: 

dialectic between the processes of production and activities of 
consumption The consumer always conftonts a text or practice in its 
material existence as a result of d e t e d a t e  conditions of production But 
in the sarne way, the text or practice is confionteci by a consumer who in 
eflect produces in use the range of possible rneaning(s), which cannot just 
be read off fiom the materiality of the text or practice, or the means or 
relations of its production. (Storey, 1996, p. 5) 

Thus discourses of blachess as political consciousness emerge through 
much of the students' narratives. 'Xeeping it real" and "keeping it me" are the 
phrases that identiQ this discourse. Thus "keeping it real" is used to identiw one 
with one's social background and one's "roots." In the case of hiphop, ccroots" are 
identified closely with one's neighbourhood. This linking back to <'the hood" is 
reinforced by various codes within music videos that position rappers as tied to, or 
linked with, the neighbourhood they grew up in. Contesthg and competing with 
this discourse of "keeping it real" is another discourse that constmcts rap as 
prirnarily a product for sale to the larger non-black public. For some of the 
students, this positioning of rap as commercial is aligned with rapper PuffDzddy, 
who, as the section on rap as commodity (in chapters six and seven) indicate, is 
perceived as having very few rhymes, using recycled beats and rapping only about 
his money and women. The latter descriptor of Puff Daddy exemplifies a person 
that is seen as opposite to and different fiom someone who is "keeping it real." As 
well, constructions of 'keeping real" are dso based on being able to draw on one's 
concrete experiences of living in the hood What is interesting about the latter 
constructions is that although comrnodification of black experiences are contested 
through a discourse of commercialism, these sarne students are colluding with 
commercial enterprises whereby the experiences that are on sale through "keeping 
it real" are representations of poverty. In some ways "keeping it real" rap sells the 
experiences of the poor so that individuals can become economically advantaged 



and thus leave the "'hood-" It is, in some ways, as Doreen identifies (in chapter 
nine), an indication of rappers "making it." But at the same tirne it is an individual 
success - the rest of the brothers are back in the hood- There was no discussion 
within students narratives of the responsibility of rappers to plough back money 
into the community, whose experiences they are selling. 

Stylish solidarity becornes Iinked to issues of black authenticity and 
representaîion through the persona of various rappers. The ability of rappers to 
take on the role of "authentic black," knowledgeable in black experiences, has 
increased with the cornmodification of rap and its ability to represent itself as the 
universal in black experiences rather than the particular. This coding of rappers as  
"knowledgeable" as "telhg it like it is" has enabled them to be coded as 
ccauthorities on life in the cchood." This linking can be seen in the much- used 
descriptor "raptivist," i.e. an activist rapper. In the US the importance of the 
raptivist h a  grown in a period when, relationally, other political activists have 
become muted within the media For some youths, the rappers have become coded 
as equivalent to past social activists. Nelson George (1998) wodd disagree with 
the latter. For him, hiphop is not a political movement in the usual sense. The 
advocates don? elect public officiais. It doesn't present a systematic (or even 
original) critique of white supremacy (p. 154). Within Canada, this discoune is 
constnicted through a lem filtered by national formation, since rappers, Canadian 
or US, are not represented through media as embodying authentic African- 
Canadian experiences. They cannot come to represent the universal in black 
experiences. Thus, they cannot speak on behalf of the black population in Canada. 

Also significant in the latter scenario is the way that "keeping it real" is an 
important aspect of maintaining a sense of legitimacy. However, this legitimacy 
involves more of a sense of memory rather than any specific action to be 
undertaken It bifurcates thought and action, body and mind As well, in an almost 
parasitic relationship, the rappers are dependent upon the lived experiences of 
poverty and violence in the hood in order to define themselves and escape that 
world. These competing discourses around rap within the student group 
i n t e~ewed  are also, not surprisingly, to be found in magazines read by many of 
the students. Thus Max Glazer (1998) in 73e Source indicates not just the rationale 
of cornmodification but also the longevity: 

Ever since the corporate forces got their han& on this Bronx, NY-based rap 
music thing, artists, fans and the industry aiike (especially those residing in 
the East Coast) have struggled to define what's' beneficial to hiphop 
culture and what's detrimental. (p. 152) 



What is surprising however, is the contradictory nature of the latter whereby 
magaziries that are a part of that commodification process should espouse such 
critique. This critique of commodification fin& an alignment with earlier 
discounes drawing on the 1960s Carmichael and Hamilton's (1997) definition of 
black power and the need for not only pride and consciousness in order to perform 
blackness but also self-determination: 

Black people must lead and run their own organisations. Only black people 
c m  convey the revolutionaxy idea-and it is a revolutionary idea-that black 
people are able to do things themselves. Only they can create in the 
community an aroused and continuhg black consciousness that will provide 
the bais for political strength. (p. 60) 

Through these competing discourses and discursive practices, the students 
c m  align themselves with subject positions such as "black" or "not black enough-" 
Although not clearly evident among the students as yet, these discourses on 
blackness are getting played out through the consumption of styles. Several 
narratives in chapter eight noted the ways in which some students are moving away 
fiom the cctraditional" baggier styles of hiphop towards the more fitted preppy 
look. Nelson George (1998) also notes the link between preppy clothing and more 
recent hiphop-derived style. In particular, he argues that: 

Hilfiger found that the lcids wanted his logo larger, more plentifd and more 
colomil. Hilfiger accommodated them and this evolving style became 
known in the fashion biz as 'Man  prep," a way of dressing that took prep 
school clothes and stretched them to fit the loose, baggy feel of '90s teen 
garb. (p. 162) 

This recoding of blacks as dressing preppy is interesting in light of the binarism 
that also exïsts within some students' narratives on dressing "preppy." As with the 
descriptor 'calternative," students ofien coded preppy connotatively with whiteness 
and opposite to existùig understandings of what a black identity means (Kelly, 
1998). This may well be the next site of constestation. Will those who adopt the 
'preppy" style be coded as "white-wanna- be's?" Coded within this discourse on 
style is the contouring of space, where the Northside is positioned as dressing in the 
more traditional "authentic" black style, while the Southside will be constmcted as 
dressing like 'pretty boy" Puff Daddy. 

Thus, to reinforce the main point of this chapter, although the students are 
influenced by Afncan American styles, it is not a passive reception but ofien 
involves appropriation filtered through wider societal discourses on blackness and 
the ability to define a certain field of empirical tnith. It is noticeable, and 



important, in ternis of black collectivity, the way that black identity has become 
embodied as stylish solidarity among youths rather than political consciousness as 
in earlier eras of black consciousness/ nationalists such as espoused by Marcus 
Garvey, F w t z  Fanon, or Stokely Camiichael (Kwarne Ture). 

Knowledge and Experience 

As stated in the last sections on slang and slurs and stylish solidarity, 
discourses are produced and reproduced within a public sphere. This next section 
highlights again the phrase "keeping it real" to indicate its intertextual nature-its 
ability to evoke meanings through being read in relation to other media and 
knowledge sites such as schools. As well, this section highlights how the 
relationship between knowledge and experiences gets coded through the phrase 
"keeping it real." This phrase can be viewed as homological in that it reveals the 
relationship between the particular cultural choices of the group of students and 
how these choices are used to constnict the social meaning of the group. Such 
appropriation is enabled and worked through within the public sphere of the 
everyday, in schools, workplaces and homes. 

"Keeping it real" returns again as a phrase that crosses over fiom the realrn 
of rap music and is brought into use in order to legitimate violent representations in 
films such as Boyz Kthe Ho04 wherein the use of violence legitimates the film as 
redistic. In particular, this coding of social relations as "reality" allows the 
emergence of representations that under other circumstances would be challenged. 
An example of the latter is seen in the students' view that The Jerry Springer Show 
provides a public language that is similar to that constructed through youth culture. 
The following student narrative indicates the way in which the program is used as 
a resource for bringing gendered relations into the public sphere: 

Student: At school all the tirne people talk about Jeny Springer: 
J: Do they? //yeah// m a t  do they say? 
Student: "Did you see Springer yesterdhy? " '"Did you see them beat thar girl? " 
or "clap thar @il, " stufflike that, 

It is a realism to which students relate, and are interpellated even though viewing 
the show is sometimes a guilty pleasure: 

Student: Okqv. Jeny, 1 must admit i am ashamed to honestiy say so. Sometimes 1 
do wutch if- 1 t 's a really bad show. He is like totally &moruZized But I can 't 
help if- It 's Zike kind of addictive sometimes. People are so siupid But ir 'sfinny, 



it 's real&fùnny. Because, well maybe some of them are faking it, but you can tell 
that some of them are not faking it- And they are so dumb- 

The strong confessional mode of the programme is seen as offering an 
insight into the "red world" and ways in which gender dynamics are often 
problematic in everyday life. Jerry Springer himself argues that the show is not 
scnpted: 

I want the show to be real. 1 think it is much more effective, entertaining, 
and compelling if the viewer is sitting at home watching and going* ccWow, 
these folk are real. It's amazing!" If i f s  fake, then we might as well do a 
soap opera where everyone's a good actor and they're al1 &op dead 
gorgeous. (Springer & Morton 1998, p. 106) 

Jerry Springer's allusion to soap operas relative to his own show is evident in the 
comments of a student who sees reality as problematic rather than srnooth, For the 
following sixdent, soap operas and sitcoms are based on real situations. But the 
way that the actors behave within those TV-constmcted formats is often 
"unproblematic" and therefore not "real." 

Studeat- The on& one i can hundle is maybe like Familv Matters. Thut's only 'cuz 
Steve Ede-my  mum likes him. She thinks he isfirnny. Thar's like the only thing. 
Ifind them too fake. LLike rhey put out real situations. Like I undersiand But 
they don 't do things that actualpeople would do. Like rimes when they say "Oh 
geez" it would be "Oh shit" you know. And if 's  like Uum @ause); No. . . . 
J: So that 's how you think they would make it real by using Zanpage- Whar other 
ways would muke if more real for you? 
Student People don 'L They don 'Z reucf rhe sarne way as normal people would 
Like one tirne 1 was watching Fmily Matrem And hura  got a gun puIZed on her 
and her jacket tuken mvay by three ofthe biggest bullies in school. Like someone 
is going to stand there and say. " No i am not givingyou my jacke~ " 
J: So they wouldn 't ralk about it you don 't think? //No! // So where does your 
understanding of that corne fiom then? 
Student: JustJiom rny (pause) past aperiences, people rvho I have tulked to 
before. Umm ljke being a bully myself: 

As well, the student normalises this construction of social reality in order to 
legitimate her own position as acceptable. 

In general, the students' reception of the Jerry Springer program is akin to 
Ien Ang's conception of three possible subject positions in relation to reception of 
the TV soap D a l h  For Ang (1985), these subject positions consisted of fm, 
ironical viewers, and those who strongly dislike the program. Produced in relation 
to and through a discourse on the "ideology of mass culture," the students show a 



sunilar positioning. However, instead of the ideology of mass culture as the 
referent point against which their views were measured, the students used a 
discoune of "reality." Some students positioned themselves as akin to Ang's 
conception of "ironical viewers." For such students, Springer is a comedy to be 
laughed at-ccpleasure without guilt," whereas to be a fan, to like the program 
without irony, is to be positioned as duped The origin of these types of "reality 
programs" has been attributed to a variety of sources, including the MTV Real 
World program in the 1970's. Armond White (1 995)' in discussing the Real World. 
suggests that the original Real World gimrnick is based on the 1973 public 
television series: 

"'An American Fami1y"a continuing series that peeked in on a white 
middle-class American home. Shot on film rather than video, "An 
American Family" offered documentary drama revealing the parent's 
marital breakdown, a son's adrnitted homosexuality. As if comtering the 
sitcom mythological view of American domestic life, "An American 
Family" depended on the shock of real life and unscripted behaviour but it 
was a smug TV coup. Cinema verite technique was used without admitting 
the degree of intervention by the video crew. 
(White, p. 395) 

With regard to television, discourses of the "real" and the "not real" are deployed 
in order to constnict specific rneanings fiom the plethora of "reality programmes" 
that invade the students' everyday lives. It is not just Jeny Springer that operates 
through this code of reality-other TV programs such as the hit shows of 2000 
Survivor, and Who Wants to be a Millionaire are constructed through sùnilar 
codings. This justification of the outlandish in the name of reality and its challenge 
of what is socially acceptable within the public sphere and in Society is also evident 
in discussions above into the use of misogynist language in hardcore and gangsta 
rap. This point is reinfiorced by Emest Allen Jr's (1996) comment that, 
rappers tend to assert that what they describe is 'like it is' claiming that they are 
simply articulating attitudes as they exist within f i c a n  Amerïcan communities" 
(p. 189). Yvonne Bynoe, in challenging rappers' use of "tellhg it like it is," argues 
that : 

. . . at this point in time, rap music and Hip hop culture has become 
corporate entertainment, whereby many Black rap artists get paid not for 
speaking their individual tmth but for performing the roles of "'gangsta," 
ccpimp" and "'ho" for the enjoyment of white audiences. (p. 3) 

Bynoe's comment highlights the tension and relations of dominance within the 
relationship between the performer and audience, and M e r  alludes to an element 



of voyeurism that places whites as subjects and black rappers as objects to be 
consumed 

In terms of gender relations, it is interesting that in the film Set it Of, 
which challenges the hyper-masculinity of the "hood films," it is its lack of realism 
that is presented as a factor in not accepting it as plausible. Bearing in mind gender 
relations and dominance in society, Daniel Chandler (1998) advocates caution in 
trying to identifjr social realism. For him: 

. . . what counts as "redistic" modes of representation are both historically 
and cuiturally variable. The depiction of "reaiity" even in iconic signs 
involves variable codes, which have to be leamed, yet which with 
experience, come to be taken-for-granted as transparent and obvious. (p. 1) 

Set ir C@%lso provided an oppominity for taboo subjects such as sexuality to come 
into the public sphere and to be talked about The issue of lesbianism within the 
film is a taboo for some students. For many of the students, identification with a 
religious/ moral subject position contests any representation of lesbians as 
acceptable. Other foms of youth culture, such as reggae and rap, also reinforce 
these religious discourses in positionhg heterosexuality as the nom. Thus the 
understanding of realism that the students use is a commonsense one. 07Sullivan 
et al., suggests that "often lit] refers merely to the extent to which representational 
details resemble or concur with the knowledge of the object (which may be an 
emotion, theme or ideas as well as a thing) that we have aheady" (OYSulIivan et al., 
1994, p. 257). OAen the theme of realism operates intertextually as it weaves 
within and between the narratives concerning films, television programs, music and 
identity in an attempt to locate differing media texts as "real" or "not real." It is 
interesting that the real is so important in an age when one encounters so many 
experiences that can no longer be validated and coded in traditional ways of 
defining reality. The construction of blackness that takes place through regimes of 
representations is based upon specific foms of masculinity that subsume and deny 
the experiences of women or gays. In undennining this coding of black 
masculinity with violence, bel1 hooks (1996) argues that hood f i h s  such as 
Menace IISociety "offers ithemselves to us as "black culture." Yet what the film 
actually interrogates within its own narrative in reference to the film's characters is 
that "these black boys have leamed how to do this shit not fiom black culture but 
from watching white gangster movies." She continues: 

the film points out that the whole myth of the gangster-as it is being played 
out in rap and in rnovies-is not some Afiocentric or black-defined myth, it 
is the public myth that's in our imaginations fiom movies and television. (p. 
1 16) 



At times, linking of gangster movies with gansta rappers is evident. For the 
following mident, this association between gangster rap and white gangster movie 
was not lost: 

Student: One thing, rappers are entertainers, just like you watch a movie, gangsta 
rap is like a story, say sorneone like Nas Foxy and JZ i r  's calleci The Forum [?J 
and on the album it 's al2 about dmg ded and kiZZing. But one thing you notice, 
every sung is a sto'y. They don'i do that in real life. It 's a s t o ~  of how they beat 
the cops. They don 't do that in reaI Ife. Ir's just entertaining. It 's like going out 
to watch Johnny Brasco- @ocus group. mules) 

This section has described the ways in which definitions of the real are of 
importance in reception of media and in making meaning in everyday life. 

Having examined the way in which the construction and identification of 
reality have ettabled relations of domination to be maintained, we can look more 
directly at how this construction of reality affects understandings of school. As 
indicated above, the students access not just pleasure, but also develop knowledge 
and understandings through hiphop and youth culture. These forms of knowledge 
and understandings are ofien placed in relation to school-legitirnated knowledge to 
give a sense of meaning to their school lives. 

Using the phrase "keeping it real," as a starting point of analysis, it is 
evident that some students, especially males, place school knowledge in a binary to 
everyday knowledge gamered through direct experiences. The importance of the 
latter is to be found in the comment that "the quality of discourse about schooling 
is contingent upon how schooling is understood, the ways in which the multifarious 
meanings schooling has for diverse people are formed and rnodified over time" (p. 
7)- 

During the discussion, the students positioned themselves as having 
howledge garnered through everyday experiences, a laiowledge they argued, that 
was viewed as illegitimate when placed in relation to school-legitimated 
howledge. In the following narrative, the students illustrate how they place 
leanllng through experiences in relation to school knowledge: 

Student 1 : I saw this guy [on and rhis guy was supposed to be the biggest 
dmg dealer in Wihington who was in jail, and this was sorneone who hasn 't been 
to high school. And the way this guy talked, he blew me away, he ,vas brilliant. 
Student 2: People who are harassed most by the cops on a do* basis, they begih 
to know how things work for themselves ami how to get around certain questions. 



Student 3: It 's like TuPacc Mostpeople who went to Harvard will be like blah 
blah, f can wite this, und Tupac knows fiorv to rvrite poety]. 

The students transfer this discourse of the "real" and learning through experience 
to the school site in order to construct an understanding of the purpose of schooling 
and their place within it. For some of the students, particularly males in the focus 
group, school knowledge was positioned as binary opposite to knowledge gained 
through experiences. They see a split between emotional and rational; experience 
and books; real and abstract; and life and school. The ability to constnict such 
binarism allows these males to position school learning as cC~ther7' with regard to 
their lives and to developing an understanding of self 

It is not only the students who represent school knowledge in this way. 
Parelius & Parelius (1987) argue that "'ody in rccent years has the gap between 
knowledge and daïly life been so great that young people see no relevance in the 
material they Iearn at school" (p. 60). This rnediation of reception of school 
activities through constructions of rapgenerated reality is also evident in what the 
students read. Autobiography and biographies were popular among the students 
who indicated that they read very few books unless requested to do so for a class 
assignment : 

J :  So what would you choose to read? 
Smdert& 1: I don 't reud as much as Ihe next person Biographies, Jimmy Hendrix 
or Malcom X 
J: How corne? 
Sîudent 2: Because they made a change. 
Student 3: I like young adulf. some adventures. Well f am still reading this book 
about Mariin Luther King Jr. 

It is also noticeable how the biographies and autobiographies mentioned concerned 
the lives of African Americans. This may well indicate that the students have s 
level of racialized consciousness not always apparent within other areas of their 
narratives. 

The response to schooI was to some extent gendered, and the young 
women, while not expressing the same degree of alienation between the curriculum 
and life experiences, nonetheless coded their perceptions of pedagogy in a similar 
vein. They attributed their boredom to teacher style and pedagogy as much as the 
actual curriculum. For hem, teachers, who were bored themselves, laid back, or 
just waiting to retire, often made no attempt to engage the students. Interestingly, 
the students identified as CCfbq" one teacher who was interested in the ways in 
which the student's lives outside school intersected with their identification as 
students. As the focus group described this "fun" teacher: 



Student 1 : He always amvers your question-he maks it fin. 
Student 2: He givesyou all the information, stufflike t h t .  
Sîudent 1 : He knows how it is to be a shrdent. He relates to us, He Z SV, 'Y knorv 
you guys are going to be bored doing this. Let's take a breakpoint " 
Sîudent 2: We wanted to know about the teachers ' strike. Some teachers are like 
'YB none ofyour business. " But it Mecfi us al/. And he kno~vs that, so that's 
\v hy- 
Student 1: He tells us everything- (focus group, girls) 

In h e  with issues of individual freedom, contoured through relations of 
power between adult and youths, some students also see knowledge as impose& 
just words, with no transmission of emotions. By constructing school knowledge 
as denuded of emotions and actions, these students can then suggest that little is 
learned about the self. While one can argue that the students' narratives are 
constructions and part of a wider discourse used by many students to indicate a 
sense of dienation, nonetheless discourses do have material effects. The latter 
reveals that the students use understandings and rneanings acquired in one area of 
life to translate and give meaning to another area of life. Thus understandings of 
what is "real" are afKected by the dominance of discourses constructed through 
popular culturai that comes to affect perceptions of how school knowledge is 
generated For some males, binarism comes into play, as message rap is coded as 
allowing one to l e m  about the self, while the official curriculum is constructed as 
"doesn't let you learn about yourself." The latter construction of binaries with 
regard to learning is related not just to pedagogy but also to desire. In particdar, 
we can note Peter McLaren's (1994) comment that experience is an understanding 
denved f?om specific interpretation of a certain ""engagement with the world of 
symbols social practices, and cultural forms" (p. 332). Both music and dress style 
involve a placing of the self withui reception and consequent production of 
meaning, which is not always evident in the transmission of the officia1 curriculum, 
as described by the students. Thus the curriculum as a form of representation is 
seen as distant, lifeless, predictable, not really what the "real" world is about. So 
one can postulate that if the student constructs school knowledge as not having 
much to offer in terms of understanding the self, then this might well affect 
students' levels of motivation. 

In continuing with the theme of leaming about the self through the 
curriculum, one can also posit the narratives of the students that constmct the 
official curriculum as teaching 1ittIe or nothing with regard to an understanding of a 
black or racialized self It is an example of how, as Foucault (1980) indicates, "the 
exercise of power perpetually creates knowledge and conversely knowledge 
created power" (p. 52). Here the students construct this displacement of the black 
self fiom the curriculum as evidence of a relation of dominance constructed 



between black and white ,rather than one constnicted between the relation addts 
and youths. This construction of the curriculum as racialized echoes the 
perspectives of other Afncan-Canadian students in Brown & Kelly (2000). It is not 
just a matter of inclusion but also representation. nius for one student blackness 
was included in the curriculum but coded negatively: 

Student: Usuah'y rvelZ for Social Sfudies. Ir consists b&cair'y of history and 
economics. With economics you do deal with the whole world Thar 's not so much 
on culfures. Buf n t m  likely, ifanything, when they ntake blackpeople look bad 
They 'lI go and talk bout Third World counb-ïes so theyg/l go "Oh the Caribbean, 
and Apica and indian whatever. " So rhat 's the only v i w  that people get That 's 
what I mean to say. So that 's all. So there is no whole stoy. I suppose that like 
reaI, real Afican history you rvould have to go back really. realZy fur 

The argument used by the students is one based upon what Stuart Hall (1996a) 
might identifjr as "relations of representations" as much as exclusion. As Hall 
explains this process, it is ''the contestation of the rnarginality, the stereotypical 
quality, and the fetishized nature of images of blacks, by the counterposition of a 
'positive' imagery" (p. 164). 

As with the black youth culture that the students encounter, the school- 
legitimated knowledge aiso centres blackness within the US or Afnca. There is 
little or no reference to any sense of blackness within the Canadian mosaic, 
resulting in a reinforcing of the sense of borrowed blackness discussed above. One 
sîudent, whose ancestcy is in Canada, articulates how she found out and responded 
to being part of a histoncal black presence in ~lberta= 

Student : 1 Iike if ,  it 's neat. Like it 's kind of like when 1 found out that there is like 
a whole bunch of setllements, blacksettletnents in like Amber Valley and all that. 1 
was Zike "Whoa that 's prerry, . . . " ' C u  you don 't usually heur about that. You 
eiiher hear about the States and stuft; different, um, how blackpeople were down 
there and s h t - d  of course Afica. But nor in Canada PaughJ 
J: Do you think if would make a difference ifmore people k n a v  thar fhere has 
been a longpresence? 
Student: 1 think people would3nd it interesting, 'cra 1 did Ifilt kind ofproud 1 
was like "Yeah! " b r o w  i thinkpeople wouldfind it interesfing becatrse you hear 
abour Iike way long tirne ago. You hear about the natives. And how white man 
came and take over but then also blackpeople settled perhaps not around that 
rime. But little d e r  buryou just never heurd about that. 

This need for acknowledgement is seen as not just for black students but also as 
something of which ail students should be aware. Within a few of the narratives 
the students indicated that teaching about blackness is always represented as race- 



specific or ethnic-specific. The following student identifies how this coding of 
knowledge works: 

i have not gone to one social class where we learn about black history. Once 
actuully, in Febm~ry in junior high. For English class 1 asked my teacher Ïfwe 
could do sornething on BZack Histury Month, And the next d q  she came, we were 
doing a poefry unit the next &y she cornes to school and @es me a whole bunch 
of suggesfions on blackpoeh rhar 1 could do my poetry assignment on. //Ah. // 
But she just gave it to me but 1 was like. Z iuanted the whole class ro do it. 1 don 't 
want tu be fjus1] doingfiil] myself (ktudenr, individual interview) 

McCaskell(1995), indicates a similar point in a discussion of the "traditionai" 
curriculum: 

The "greatness" of these works allows them to rise above their ethnic, racial 
or cultural specificity to deai with "human valuesy' of equal relevance to 
everyone. Traditionai cumcula thereby attain the status of the universal, 
while the work of people of colour, for example, is locked into its ethnic, 
racial, or cultural curriculum. (p. 262) 

So with this equation of the traditional curriculum as the nom, any attempt to 
request a change in reference point or emphasis is always read in relation to this 
constructed nom and is thus most likely to be constnrcted as outside the n o m  As 
well, underlying the teacher's action is an assumption that knowledge and 
experiences of peoples of African descent is only appropriate for black students, 

Again, the students view schools as reinforcing this sense of hegemonic 
blackness discussed above. Often the representations of blackness that are 
included within the schwl curriculum are heavily weighted towards African- 
Amencan experiences. Afncan-Canadian experiences are ofien negated, thus 
reinforcing the hegemonic dominance of Afncan-Arnerican identity to that of 
Afncan Canadian. This hegemonic process is identified by McLaren (1994) as one 
where %e dominant culture îries to "fixY' the meaning of si-, symbols and 
representations to provide a '%ommonYy worldview, disguising relations of power 
and pnvilege îhrough the organs of mass media and state apparatus such as schools, 
govemment institutions" (p. 1 83). 



Chapter Summary 

Using the themes of youth culture as a communicative resource, stylish 
solidarity, and education and experience, I exarnined how meanings and relations 
of dominance get produced and reproduced through students' talk Youth culture 
provides a common language thmugh which the students are able to create 
symbolic referents that can then be used in the representation of a variety of social 
relations based on race, class, gender, seniality, and religion. Through this 
common language the students are able to construct a sense of blackness and a1so 
develop what Stanley Fish identifies as an "interpretative community." As part of 
accessing snident t a 4  1 also use focus group discussions. 1 draw on the focus 
group during this chapter in order to illustrate the ways in which discourses operate 
intersubjectively and to indicate the times they agree or disagree with each other or 
the interviewer. As indicated by the narratives and the work of Hall (1996), hooks 
(1990), and Diawara (1996), the meaning of blackness is never fixed So these 
students make use of youth culture to develop symbolic codes, that when worked 
through existing discourses on gender, class, and religion, serve to both uniS. and 
fragment a sense of blachess. W'hile some of the students have a political 
consciousness of being black, this consciousness is ofien in tension with discourses 
based on what Gilroy calls "stylish solidarity." "Keeping it reai" is an important 
signifier in youth culture, and this phrase is used to code not just music reception 
but is also transferred to give meaning in other areas of their lives such as 
schooling. Overall analysis of the students does not subscnbe fûlly to a cultural 
populist position where meaning and pleasure are everythng, neither do they 
subscnbe to a political econorny that positions them as victims of reproduction. 
Reception of media often involves contestation as well as contradiction. 

Thus, in this chapter, the students' narratives portray them as active rather 
than passive recipients of media culture. In many ways, meaning is manufactured 
out of systems of codes, conventions, and signs, rather than direct transmission 
The findings do not support an cceither" "or" process of meaning, whereby the 
students either subscnbe fidly to a thesis of cultural domination or to one tbat 
positions them as resisting the influence of media. 



Notes 

l Stokely Cannichael changed his name to Kwame Turu in honour of Kwame Mcnimah and Ahmed 
Sekou Toure. 

2,This valuing of male physique is not conbed to young black males but c m  be fond among 
other groups of males. Sports jocks ù1 North Amencan high school culture are a valued 
commodity. ' 

3. Selwyn Iacobs produced an interesting film We Remember Amber Valley in 1984. As well the 
National Film Board of  Canada (NFB) film Fields ofEndless Days examines, histoncally, the 
presence o f  Afincans in Canada Also Gwen Hooks' (1997) book Keystone Legacy: Refecrions of 
a Black SeMer discusses the development o f  the town of Keystone (Breton) in Alberta. Ako worth 
examining for details o f  early black settiers in Alberta is the two volume series The Windows of 
Our Mernoria (198 1) by Veha  Carter and Wanda Leffler Aikili. 



Chapter 12 

Bringing it Back Home: Coocluding 

m e  study of culture . . . is an activity more akin to interpreting a text than to cfasszfing 
fiora and fauna. What it requires rS not so much the attitude of the analyst seeking to 

cIasszfi and p a n  hjSs but rather the sensitiviîy of an interpreter seeking to discern patterns 
of meaning, to discriminate berween s h a h  of sense, and to render i~ztelligible a way of Z$e 

which fs already rneaningfùl for those who live it. (Thompson, 1990, p. 132) 

Introduction 

This concluding chapter recaps my hdings  on how the students make 
meaning and constnict their identities through consumption of youth culture. The 
purpose of this chapter is to draw together some loose threads in terms of 
indicatting- what this al1 means beyond the exposure of students' narratives, and of 
what the significance of this is in ternis of theory and fiiture research? In the 
previous eleven chapters, the emphasis has been on what the students have to Say 
and my interpretation of their voices. Now 1 make one final attempt (within the 
bounds of this thesis) to be even bolder in tems of prescriptions, as weil as trying 
to make sense of the data generated in relation to the research literature that has 
been evoked. For me, this final chapter is an attempt to link my voice to the 
research projrct, a process reinforced by use of the persona1 'T' rather than the more 
objective "one." 

1 also want to highlight ambivalence towards being prescnptive in tems of 
the findings generated in this research project. As a social theorist, 1 am a product 
of the historical period within which 1 am living and writing. This means that to a 
certain extent I am bound by the dominant theoretical discourses that exist within 
my field of enquiry and the acadernic institutions within which 1 hâve undertaken 
my work. Thus my work is a reflection of the dominance of poststructuralist 
discourse as a "regime of truth'' (Foucault, 1980) within academia as much as the 
critical orientation with which 1 entered graduate schoo1. 

The thesis has indicated the importance of youth culture and mediazation in 
tems of how these fourteen students make identification with blackness and how 
they consequently corne to understand their sense of self in the world. This 
understanding of self is heavily contoured by a specific histoncal conjuncture when 
black youth culture has become a viable economic commodity. Thus, issues of 
black identification consistently collide with youth culture in order to provide 
various symbolic codes through which these students give meaning to their 



experiences. Through what c m  be identified as discourses- through language, 
(verbal and non-verbal) regime of representations, and social interaction-the 
students make use of these space-distanciated media culture to develop a cultural 
formation. Such a formation, while specific to their the students' own social 
location, nonetheless reflects a globalised capitaiist economy in terms of its 
consurnerist orientations. 

Throughout the thesis Williams' (1958/1993) advocation of "culture as a 
particular way of life, whether of a people, a period or a group" rings tme and 
enables a wider understanding of the every day than more static conceptualizations 
of culture. The findings indicate that knowledge of the "cultural" is usefiil in 
understanding how students make sense of schooI and schooling. 'Tt is precisely on 
the terrain of culture that identities are produced, and values leamed, histones 
legitimated, and knowledge appropriated" (Giroux, 1997, p. 59). In the following 
pages of this chapter 1 attempt a degree of reflexivity in terms of rny research 
project, especially with regard to borrowed blackness, essentialism and identity, 
agency and structure, and future paths for this area of research. 

Although not highlighted in chapter one, the students can be viewed as 
drawing on various discourses in their attempt to position themselves in relation to 
media. These discourses are socially shaped, but also socially shaping in terms of 
social identities, social relations, and systems of knowledge. These three latter 
aspects are evident in the ways in which the students constnict discourses in a 
public sphere (Fairclou& 1995, p. 55). The students use media culture in a variety 
of ways to give meaning to their sense of identity. They draw on magazines, music, 
television programs, and films in order to develop an understanding of themselves 
in relation to their peers and to adults. These various sources of media culture 
provide resources through which various symbolic codes are constructed. Ln turn, 
these various codes enable the students to develop a cornmon language through 
which they can discuss issues of race, class, gender, and sexuality. This youth 
culture operates through and within discourses, those closely-bounded statements 
that already exist within society. During social interaction, the students seem to 
position themselves within and in relation to these youth-enhanced discourses and 
discursive practices to indicate specific identities and say sornething about 
themselves. 

For the students, media become common sites for the blming of the private 
and public spheres. In particular, the discourses through which the students 
position themselves become a means of "breaking the boundaries" between private 
and public space. This breaking of boundaries is akin to what Fairclough (1 995) 
describes as ccconversationalizing" discourses. In any analysis of social phenomena, 
context looms large and no less so in this instance wherein the division between the 
private and public sphere are in tension with each other. 



Mediazation and Identity 

With such a broad conceptualization of culture, it becornes evident that 
culture is fluid rather than static, and that when applied to the expenences of the 
students, illustrates the ways in which a sense of self is mediated by youth culture. 
1 draw on Andre Alexis' (1995) phrase "borrowed blackness" to problematize the 
ways in which this sense of self and blackness draw on dominant representations 
and discourse that are marketed in the US and get translated and actualized wirhin a 
Canadian environment- This dominance of the US in tenns of the students' 
consumption of dress style, magazines, and music video would seern to indicate a 
sense of "borrowed blackness," a black identifjr formation that is not directly 
formed within the borders of Canada. If one views blackness as multiple identities 
and about "routes" as much as "roots" (Gilroy, 1995), then this research illustrates 
the ways in which blackness is a contested discourse within the Albertan context. 
Further, what emerges within this specific context is the way in which discourses of 
blackness are able to present themselves as a "regime of truth," a "rear" blackness, 
that is able to draw on the ability of US media to dominate the ways in which 
blackness gets represented. 

Under discussion are issues of nationalism and questions as to whether and 
how a sense of black nationalisrn can uni@ blackness beyond state borders. This 
latter question is not new but can be seen in the works of Afncan-Canadian authors 
such as Alexis 1995), Walcott (1997), and Clarke (2000). For Clarke, the tension 
lies in: 

the question of the relationship between blackness and Canadimess; 
indeed , whether there can be a relationship between these identities, even 
for that matter, whether a fusion ( as opposed to the usual confusion) can be 
negotiated between the Scylla of one and the Charybdis of the other. 
(Clarke, 2000, p. 8) 

These often-cornpeting senses of blachess illustrate the ways in which black 
nationalism operates as a dominant political discourse atternpting to uni@ the 
"black comrnunity-" However, such understandings are strongly contested through 
discourses that draw on affiliations to specific geographic regions 

Mocentric theonsts such as Assante (1989) would postdate that blachess, 
and a close identification with Afnca should be a given for the students under 
discussion. However, it should be noted that the narratives indicate that a process 
of "translation" phabha, 1994) has taken place whereby these school youths 



recognize a link to Afiica but make no direct claims of association. Their 
understandings of blackness within a Canadian social context are hybrid rather than 
unified; a hybndity that recognizes the heterogeneity of blackness alluded to in 
chapter two. However, while such hybridity might be more in keeping with the 
postulations of Hall, Gilroy, hooks, and others, it also underlines the difficulties of 
fomiing a united political fiont or an automatic sense of comrnunity based on the 
descriptor 'black." Although these students position themselves within a discourse 
of blaclmess, they also draw on other discourses during their social interaction and 
production of black identities. It is noticeable how other identities, at times, 
intersect their sense of blackness to produce a complexity that is not always 
accounted for by the traditional psychological literature on black identity (Aboud, 
198 1 ; Clarke & Clarke, 1939). 

Consequently, the lived expenences of these students undennine any 
straightforward essentialist discourse that would bind blackness as "sameness." 
The importance of viewing identity as complex and problematic rather than fixed 
and unified is evident in the data generated. Support for the latter findings can be 
found in Hall's account of the process he identifies as the "end of the innocent 
black subject" (1996). 

It is evident that the school site acts as a place of learning wherein the 
students meet and learn fiom each other. What they learn however, is not 
necessarïly what is stated in the formal curriculum but rather the informa1 
curriculum that draws on student experiences within the school environment. The 
significance of this infornial leaming is heightened when placed in relation to the 
dominance of US media culture and its ability to proliferate through mediazation, 
representations and discourses on blackness across geographic borders (Thompson, 
1990). So it is that the students access knowledge of black experiences primarily 
through the US media. These US-based images refer in particular to black youth 
culture, a specific stage of black identity. Many students recognised that their sense 
of black identity is something that would change as they moved fiom adolescence 
to adulthood, in other words, that identity was not static or fixed once and for all- 
Further, acceptance of this dominance of fican-American culture as a primary 
site for informal Iearning varies fiom one student to another, since students also 
have available within their cultural repertoire access to parents as a source of 
knowledge about other forms of black experiences. These familial national 
backgrounds are another source through which the students develop symbolic 
meanings. For some, the links between their national heritages are strengthened 
through cultural formation related to their association with specific Caribbean 
islands. 



In terms of gaining knowledge about the diaspora, the students themselves, 
in their everyday interaction at school, provide a resource for learning about each 
other. By identimg with the unieng category of black, the students have the 
opportunity to interact with other black students fiom the continent of Afiica and its 
diaspora and to leam, however lirnited, about differences and simiIarities within the 
diaspora. Students with heritage only in North Arnerica or the continent of Afiica 
are learning patois that is used in the Caribbean. This transfer of knowledge 
between the students is not automatic or unproblematic in that while patois can act 
as a site for broadening a sense of collectivity, it can also act to constrain 
collectivity through its heavy use in musical genres such as dance-hall reggae. The 
step-team also provides a similar site for learning about diasporan blackness as 
similar but different. 

As part of this ùiformal Iearning about blackness and its diffenng 
representations within the diaspora, coming together in hi& schools provides a way 
of "coming out" of claiming a sense of blackness. To understand what is going on 
for these students, 1 use the phrase "coming out" in terms of taking on and 
identification with blackness. With the emergence of a dominant discourse in high 
schools, there has to be an accounting by students as to how they place themselves 
in relation to, or within, such discourses. There is also a tension în representation 
evident in this process of being similar but different. This was illustrated during 
school-organized cultural events that encouraged representation of cultures. How 
does one represent a black unity that draws on the continent as well as the diaspora 
when students' knowledge is limited. For self-identified black students, there was 
no automatic culture that represents blackness. Rather, there was a situation of 
"nonsynchrony" (McCarthy, 1997), whereby identities are never fully aligned in 
time and space. Under pressure to identiQ a sense of unity, the students fa11 back 
on music and dominant representations constructed through youth culture. 

Consumption of music, music videos, and magazines provides a way for the 
students to construct alliances based upon perceived similarities and differences. 
Genres such as r&b, rap, and reggae are identified as black musical forms. It is 
through identification with such forms of music that some of the most concrete 
identifications take place. In the thesis, these concrete identifications of the 
students illustrate how alternative music is constructed as binary :O black inforrned 
musical genres, and how this construction then leads to certain discursive practices 
which maintain the distinction, while also reproducing it. Some students assumed 
that there was no "natural" afkity with someone who would identify her/hirnself 
as "alternative." Within some narratives there is also a coding of "alternative" 
music with whiteness a d  construction of the "other." For example, it is unclear as 
to whether the students use tbis discourse as a primary source of expianation or if it 



is selected to explain other aspects of life because it is viewed as more "rational" in 
terms of O ther aspects of one's life. Therefore it c m  be asked, did the student in 
chapter four really change schools because the atmosphere \vas considered too 
"aItemative," and thus unreceptive of blackness? Or did the student leave the 
school for a variety of reasons and then use that specific discourse to code the 
expenence because peers would more easily accept it? 

Another interesting way in which youth culture, through music, television, 
and music videos, is used to make identification in the students' Iives is through the 
Northside/Southside binary. Although not al1 students subscribed to this dualism 
and allocation of geographic place into social space, the discourse was 
acknowledged by most as either being active in the past or still active, to some 
extent, in the present. Using style and codes that draw on the 'liood" genre, the 
students, in their individual inteniews, consistently described the same area of the 
city as being designated as Edmonton's "hood." The narratives construct a 
distinction based, to some extent' upon socio-economic status in conjunction with 
style. This use of the term hood draws on codes constructed through hood movies 
such as Boyz N the Hood, Sugar Hill, and Menace ITSociety. The term hood acts as 
an anchor (Barthes, 1977) for the preferred meanings that are evoked through its 
use. The latter is also of interest because it shows that although the narratives 
attempt to construct black identity as having a sense of sameness, these sarne 
discourses act back upon themselves in order to challenge the memings of such 
discourses. Within these same discussions, understandings of blackness also rely 
on what Ha11 (1996) identifies as the "end of the innocent black subject." 

Although students readily identified themselves as black, they often found it 
difficult to move beyond "cornmon-sense" understandings in accounting for 
similarities between themselves. While some students drew on skin colour, 
parental discipline, or expenences of racism within a white-dorninated society as 
legitimation of blackness, it was through youth culture that they were able to 
articulate, most clearly, this tentative unity. This unity is described as tentative 
because while music consumption unified them, and created a sense of "us," it also 
enabled a genderednational fragmentation of black identity through consumption 
of music. For example, at times, some of the female students with Caribbean 
hentage indicated that their choice of musical genres such as soca and calypso 
enabled them to reinforce, syrnbolically, an identification with Caribbean islands 
other than the dominant Jarnaica. 



Identity and Consurnption 

The concept of borrowed blackness is evident in terms of the discourses 
through which these students position themselves as desiring specific US-based 
youth culture. It should also be noted that although magazines and music videos 
heightened the students' desire for US dress style, consurnption was not unifonn 
across al1 students. Instead, the students' desire for US-derived style was often 
constrained by economics as well as geographic location. These constraints also act 
as enablers in the ways in which style becomes important in terms of its "use value" 
in a social context. It is at this point of the argument that one can see most clearly 
the ways in which the school acts as a stage upon which the students get to play out 
and use dress style in order to position themselves within discourses of 
consumption and identity. As well, being able to purchase and Wear many of these 
hard-to-access styles enhances social status. The the ability of a student to access 
style before anyone else increases the cultural and social value of a specific item of 
clothing as well as its '' use value." In terms of style, larger, more cosmopolitan 
centres such as Toronto are perceived as much less "dry" when compared to 
Edmonton, 

At times the students can be seen as passive consumers without critique of 
their actions, especially in the ways in which some black males adopt and take on 
the dress style, walk, Street slang and argot of Afncan-Amencan youths as 
represented through rap and hip-hop. These representations are garnered through a 
"regime of representation" (Hall, 1997) and based on a specific form of 
hypennasculinity, coded through dress, talk, and wak. Ho wever, the emergence 
and use of the texm "acting black" seems to be a way of "challengingy' this passive 
sense of c'%orrowed blackness" and making a distinction fiom those who adopt this 
stereotypical representation of blackness. The phrase calls into the question the 
idea that such representations might be hornogenised through a discourse of 
"authentic" blackness. There are also degrees to the acceptance of this performance 
of blackness. Males can Wear hip-hop clothes without being challenged as acting, 
but if one also has the walk and, especially, the argot, then it is more likely that one 
will be identified as acting. As well, the overall emphasis on the black male body 
in sports and style has in some ways contoured the understanding of blackness to 
emphasise blackness as style at the expense of earlier politicaVnationalist 
discourses of blackness as based on knowledge and shared expenence. The latter is 
akin to Gilroy's (2000) conception of "stylish solidarity" (see chapter 11). In tems 
of school, the students indicate that nonblack peers regard blackness with 
ambivalence, as a sign it cm evoke both fear and desire. 

Evident throughout is the way in which these identity formations intersect 
media consumption-a consumption that is heavily influenced by an unequal 



political economy that exists within a much larger geopolitical fiamework. Within 
this M e w o r k ,  the US is a dominant player which, through its ability to control 
various media sources and channels, is able to reinforce its relations of dominance 
with regard to Canadian economy and society. Through a process of economic and 
cultural globalization, the US has been able to expand its borders to maximize 
profits. This was most obvious in the ways in which Canadian-produced rap and 
youth culture cornes to be maragjnalised within Canadian society, thus providing a 
contested terrain upon which issues of hegemonic control are fougfit over. So 
cultural dominance becomes intertwined uith economic dominance. 

A~ency & Structure 

Within the study, a tension emerges around the issue of agency. Proponents 
of the cultural irnperialism thesis as descnbed by Hoggart in chapter one "appear to 
simply assume that exposure to international audiovisual commodities 
automatically leads to an uncritical acceptance of this material (Bennet et. al., 1999, 
p. 205). Are these students dupes of the culture industry, or are they consumers, as 
populists such as John Fiske indicate, picking and choosing what they desire? This 
tension between agency and structure, the individual and society, is at the heart of 
Adorno's work and his critique of the culture industry. While some readings of 
Adrono and Horkheimer, as highlighted in chapter one, would seem to indicate that 
people are "dupes" of the culture industry, unable to assert any agency when faced 
with the ideology of consumption, others argue a less deterministic stance. In 
reading Simon Jarvis's (1 998) interpretation of Adorno and his book The Culture 
Industry, 1 recognize that Adorno's stance was more complex than the position 
with which he is often aligned. As Jarvis argues: 

If Adomo's theory of the culture industry presented us with dupes on the 
one hand and conspirators on the other it would indeed be trivial, because 
the trick would o d y  need to be exposed to be brought to an end. Adorno 
emphasizes, instead, that "This is the triurnph of advertking in the culture 
industry: the compulsive mimesis of cultural commodities by consumers 
who at the time see through them." (p. 74) 

Thus, if 1 align myself with Jarvis's interpretation of Adorno, 1 would have to admit 
that it reflects an actuality within my research in that the students narratives do 
indicate a sense of being able to see through the media while continuhg to 
consume. Throughout the narratives on consumption, 1 am shuck at the ways in 
which the students seem able to critique the relationship between production and 
consumption yet still go on to consume. It is almost as if, as part of capturing 



consumers, youth culture allows dissention to be expressed. The narratives 
represent the ways in which the present-day culture industry offers alternative 
discourses through which the students protest and are consequently CO-opted into 
positions that support consumption. They are provided with a mechanism through 
which they are able to voice their displeasure while ultimately going on to consume 
and bolster capitalist production. Choice seems to be on offer, and whatever choice 
one makes always results in consumption. What is on offer to these students are 
competing discourses that they c m  position themselves within or in relation to. But 
whichever they choose seems to still end in consumption. The latter highlights that 
perhaps what is going on is an illustration of the way in which "interpellation" 
(Althusser, 1971) of these students to positions as "consumers" is not direct but is 
circumvented through alternative discourses of critique. The latter also illustrates 
that theoretically, it might be useM to reexamine the criticism directed against any 
attempt to study issues of ideology and false consciousness. Ifconsumption of 
youth-culture products is undertaken despite the participants' critique, it is difficult 
to see how such recognition of potential exploitation can be viewed as necessarily 
empowering, allowing them to act on their own behalf. As indicated in the chapter 
"Mapping the Terrain," I regard ideology as meaning in the name of power. While 
the students do make meaning, as more recent cultural studies theorists such as 
John Fiske would emphasize, 1 would add that this making of meaning is shaped 
within an existing fiarnework of power relations-a power relations that would seem 
to pnvilege consumerism, consumption, and ultimately capitalism. 

Although the students exert a sense of agency with regard to the 
consumption of media culture, their consumption is not totally within the 
h e w o r k  of cultural populism and the 'power of the ordinary" (Muke jee & 
Schudson, 1991). Instead it has to be recognised that while the students make 
meanings that privilege consumption and capitalism with regard to youth culture, 
these meanings are also shaped within an existing racialized, patriarchal, and 
heterosexual h e w o r k .  This shaping of meaning by existing relations of 
dominance is evident in the ways in which some students responded to issues 
conceming sexual orientation. Further contouring this meaning in line with 
existing relations of dominance is the students' construction of "reality" that 
emerges through their consurnption of media culture in general, and youth culture 
in particular. The youths' ability to move outside their existing frameworks of 
understandings is thus senously constrained by the use of existing expenences to 
validate differing social "realities." Their construction and use of what they 
"know" as representative of social "reality" tends to reinforce the existing relations 
of dominance rather than pose a challenge to the status quo. In terms of explaining 
the relationship between consumption and agency, Anthony Giddens' (1 976) 
concept of structuration attempts to build a bridge between the traditional dualism 
of agency and structure. Giddens argues that human beings always have the 



capacity to change their social circumstances, even if these are limited by specific 
social contexts Kayder, 1994). 

Throughout the thesis, acknowledgement is given to the process of mediation 
takuig place between individual students and their peers as they discuss and position 
themselves in relation to various discourses concerning commodification and 
consumption. Of import is the way in which the data constructs, through youth 
culture, contesting discourses that enable and constrain certain patterns of music 
consumption. The students' narratives reflect the discourses that challenge the ways 
in which hip-hop has in recent years become commodified. This commodification of 
youth culture is not just in relation to hip-hop culture. It is an on-going process that 
is consistent throughout the youth culture literature, charting the nse and fa11 of 
earlier subculhual styles and groups such as 'hiods" "hippies," and "punks." John 
S torey (1 996) reveals such processes of commodification as ones where, "youth 
subcultures always move fkom onginality and opposition to commercial 
incorporation and ideological diffusion as the cultural industries eventually succeed 
in marketing subcultural resistance for general consumption and profit" (Storey, 
1996, p. 120). While these discourses of commodification are available to the 
students for cntiquing consumption, few critiqued hip-hop as a cultural form in itself. 
As well, in exarnining the hip-hop music magazines such as n e  Source, Rap Pages, 
and Vibe one finds similar discourses of critique represented with regard to 
commodification of hip-hop. The question is raised; perhaps these discourses of 
critique within youth culture serve the function of providing a contesting discourse 
before the consumers constmct one for themselves. The latter might therefore be 
regarded as trying to fix meaning in the name of power. As such, it could be seen as 
an ideology of consumption. Although I am inclined to look elsewhere for an 
explanation, what is going on c m  be seen as hegemonic, Le. a contesting of different 
existing discourses around consumption and blackness upon a field of black youth 
culture. 

What is purportedly on sale in this process of commodification are the 
experiences of &cm Americans. However, as I hope has been indicated through 
this thesis, these expanses are mediated and constmcted through televisual and 
auditory images conveyed through the films, television, and music that the students 
listen to. These images that are consumed by ail racialized groups within society 
are then put to differing uses. For some, adoption of these black-identified 
behaviour patterns, as in street slang such as "whassup," cornes to reinforce a 
desire for a specific form of self-representation. Ifwe view this desire in an 
intertextual way, we c m  perhaps view the desire for a representation of the self as 
"rebel" against an economic and social reality that has encouraged students to 
conform to what have been identified by theorists as neo-conservative times 
(Harrison and Kachur, 1999). This taking of meaning is of course refkacted through 



gender, class and racialized identity. Thus, the meanings of these televisual and 
sound images can be seen as offering and operatkg d i f f e ~ g  ways to present the 
self. Thus it is possible to present one's self as cbcooS' through identification with 
such images. It is interesting to note the comments of black students to these 
"others" who attempt to identie with these specific representations of blackness. 

AIthough chapter one highlights the question of ideology and hegemony, it 
is more in tems of illustrating the ways in which the two concepts have had an 
important effect on the development and understanding of cultural studies and its 
analysis of the. relationship between media and its audience. Having gone back 
over the temain of Neo- Gramscian hegemony in light of my research, 1 £ind that the 
concept is attractive in terms of an analysis that highlights power and indicates a 
struggle between dominant and subjugated groups. Although ''hegemony" is no 
longer as acceptable as in the earlier theoretical formations of cultural studies in 
terms of analysis, the production of consent the production of consent that is 
described above can be viewed as akin to the production of hegemony. In line with 
rny analysis, 1 would like to draw on Norman Fairclough (1995) who, in support of 
the concept argues that: 

Gramsci's concept of hegemony . . . is helpful here as a theory of power and 
domination which emphasizes power through achieving consent rather than 
coercion, and the importance of cultural aspects of domination depend upon 
a particular articulation of a plurality of practices. The issue with respect to 
a hegemony mode1 becomes one of whether and how diverse discursive 
practices are articulated together within the order of discourse in ways 
which overall sustain relations of domination. (p. 55) 

By looking at the way in which we are governed by the production and 
circulation of specific "regimes of truths" which organize the relations between 
knowledge and action in specific ways and specific fields, one way in which to 
regard the students' narratives is as "regimes of tmth" within which they position 
them selves and are positioned within. This recognition of discourses can also 
work in conjunction with hegemony to indicate a more nuanced understanding of 
how power relations work through discourse. As Fairclough (1992) suggests: 

hegemony helps us . . . provid[e] for discourse both a matrix-a way of 
analysing the social practice within which the discourse belongs in terms of 
power relations, in terms of whether they reproduce, restructure or challenge 
existing hegemonies-a way of analysing the social practice within which the 
discourse belongs in terms of power relations. (p. 95) 

In ûying to identify the specifics of what is the driving force that accounts for such 



a positioning, one might well examine the ways in which the individual makes 
specific gains through pleasure. Certaidy, withïn the theme of style discussed (in 
chapter eight), the desire to attain the cLhard-to-acquire7' becomes a primary 
motivator. As Rene Girard argues, "desire is imitative. 1 desire people because of 
their desirability by others." Some of the more recent cultural studies literature 
would seem to indicate that Gramsci's concept of hegemony is inadequate to 
understand the terrain upon which the fi@ between ideology and compliance takes 
place. However, the generation of data suggests that for these students, youth 
culture is a terrain upon which they encounter various discourses and ideologies. 
Gramsci, in writing on hegemony indicates this contestation of the terrain of 
culture. He argues that: 

. . . his theoretical consciousness (or one contradictory consciousness): one 
which is implicit in his activity and which in reality unites him with al1 his 
fellow workers in the practical transformation of the real world; and one, 
superficially explicit or verbal, which he has inherited fkom the past and 
unçritically absorbed. (Gramsci, 197 1, p. 333) 

The issue of the outcome of resistance is not as simple as some theorists 
might irnply. While the students seem apolitical at present, the data suggests that 
the possibility exists for them to develop a sense of "vicarious empathy." While 
noting that one cannot totally determine the fùture behaviour of these students they 
might well be able, through this vicarious empathy to mobilize politically around a 
sense of blackness. 

Reflection on Methodo1o.q 

The fhming of the research project and construction of the research object 
has affected the process and outcome of the data generation. By focussing on the 
experiences of Afncan-Canadian students, I have narrowed the subject of research 
to one racialised group. This contrasts with poststructuralist theorization and its 
support of plurality and recognition of difference. Loolcing at other racialised youth 
groups within the school who also have access to black identified youth culture 
would have enabled a more in-depth analysis of racialised relations and its effects 
on consequent identity formation. 1 might have been able to garner some insight 
into understanding the ways in which racialised whiteness acts in conjunction with 
black-identified youth culture in order to produce specific subjectivities, in other 
words, the ways in which whiteness gets reproduced through black youth culture. 

It should be noted, however, that there are advantages to such a narrowing 



of focus on black students in that it does allow me to identiQ the ways in which 
these Afiican-Canadian students of the diaspora position themselves in relation to 
various identities that are on offer to them. This availability of identities is M e r  
complicated by living within a white-dominated society that is itself in a relation of 
dominance to its neighbour. This narrowing allows me to highlight how black 
identities are formed within a nation that does not overtly encourage or overtly 
recognize such an identity. While this narrow focus on blackness among the 
students can be criticised as not reflecting the diverse racialised subject positions 
that exist within the school, it does recognize the multiplicity and plurality of the 
Anican diaspora as well as differences within the group in tems of gender and 
sexuality. 

Often, the value or worth of qualitative work is undermined by cornparison 
with more positivist research frameworks that would enable a more direct 
generalisability of my findings to ail African-Canadian students in Edmonton. 
Unless the results of data generation are generalisable to ail black students, the 
project is of Little value. However, such an orientation to research misses the 
nuances that can be gained fkom 'Zuiderstanding" the research participants and thus 
being able to make generalizations on a theoretical ievel. As well, in tenns of 
generalisability, 1 use my previous research as a basis for cornparison. While the 
results are different in some instances, these differences are more in terms of 
numerical distribution. One can ask the question, to what extent would one find 
such a representation of these various student youth identities in another school? 
From my research I would argue that one would find many of these identities 
arnong black students. However, in tems of the degree of collectivity among black 
students there would be variations accordhg to school context and the nurnber of 
students within a high school. As stated above, a .  in Kelly 1998, when black 
students enter high schools they are often faced with many more black students than 
previously encountered in either elementary or junior hi&. In some ways the 
process is akin to "coming out," Le. a student has to decide to what extent they 
identiQ themselves as black and the significance of this blackness. For some 
students, blackness is based on essentialist understandings of skin colour and 
phenotype. For other students this understanding of blackness is poiiticized; 
blackness is consistent with a state of political consciousness. These 
understandings c m  be identified as discourses and "regimes of tmth." 

While religion is an important aspect of student life in both this and my 
previous research projects, more students in this research highlight its tension with 
discourses of y o d  culture. This tension is evident in tems of the students' 
consumption of films, music, and television and the ways in which they produce 
specific religious subjectivities. As well, the tension is evident in the way in way in 
which religious subject positions contest the production of certain school-approved 



subjectivities. These observations indicate a need for more research on the ways in 
which religious subjectivity intersects with youth culture and construction of school 
identities. My findïngs reveal not just class, sexuality, gender, and nationality but 
also religion as important in terms of complicating identity formation. The 
recognition of the importance of religion is often an under-theorised area within the 
cultural studies literature. The work of Corne1 West and bel1 hooks' Breaking 
Bread (1991) are exceptions. Bearing in mind the enabling as well as constraining 
role that religion and the church has played in the lives of peoples of a c a n  
descent, it is a surpnsing omission Fom the Black Cultural Studies 

In the research 1 was struck by the ways in which sexual identities are 
constructed through and in relation to religion, a positioning that indicates the 
problematic nature of trying to develop a classroom environment that is based upon 
equity. The importance of the relationship magnified by the recent inclusion (in 
1999) of sexual orientation within the Alberta Teachers' Association "Code of 
Professional Conduct." In terms of some of the discourses produced by the 
students with regard to sexuality and religion, it becomes evident that developing a 
quiet cornpliance might be as good as it gets with regard to an acceptance of 
differing sexual orientations. This also raises the question as to which of these 
nghts has precedence: religion or sexuality? While critical pedagogues would 
indicate that teaching about race, class, and gender might develop a sense of critical 
consciousness, some students do not as readily accept this positioning with regard 
to sexuality. 

Black youth culture at this specific historical juncture reveals a youth 
culîure that is heavily weighted with masculinised understandings of identity. As a 
result, there is a skewing of my research towards a male dominance in some of the 
themes that emerge in the narratives. In terms of follow-up, or were I to redo the 
research project, 1 would perhaps, concentrate on the experiences of the young 
women rather than the young men and broaden my social group to include other 
racialized young women. Isolating young women as a social category might enable 
me to develop a more ethnographie understanding of how young women position 
themselves in relation to youth culture and its dominant code of masculinity. 

As well as the specific areas identified above, there is a need to continue 
with analysis of the relationship between the cultural politics of schooling and 
identity. The latter type of research assumes even more urgency with recent 
research findings in the UK linking black male underachievernent with bIack youth 
culture (Sewell, 2000). By examining the question of cultural choice, one can 
garner how such choices position "us" and how they tell "us" and "others" who we 
are not. Such choices sort us into "kind." This sorling of "kinds," this "us" and 
"them," is evident in the choices that the students make through their reception of 



media. Culture can thus be seen as a part of that process of sorting, "creating a 
social space" for ourselves, partly given, partly chosen, in the open-ended formation 
of ou- identities. 

Praxis 

Praxis indicates informed actions (McLaren 1992), and in this section of the 
thesis I would like to highlight the ways in which the data generated in the research 
might affect future actions. Perhaps one of the most important questions raised by 
the thesis is to what extent is there one ideal black identity and, if it exists, of what 
does it consist? Such reflections as to what a black identity consists of are 
important in terms of developing an inclusive school curriculum as well as working 
across groups in a community setting. At times, theorists have highlighted how 
conception of "community" as "same" can resuit in the subjugation of the 
differences within that descriptor (Hall, 1990; McCarthy, 1997). S tartuig with the 
cornmunity, 1 would argue that rather than aim for a one-dimensional representation 
of blackness, research begin with a deliberation on the Afiican diaspora in relation 
to the Continent. This would make more evident the way in which blaclmess is 
conceptualized. The students' narratives make evident the ways in which 
understandings of blackness withïn this high schoo 1 are p Iural, fiagmented rather 
than unified, are evident in the narratives. Thus fi-agmentation even in the face of 
homogenizing influence of the media is based on roots of the students in the 
Continent and its diaspora. 

Curriculum 
1 think the issues of identity that are raised are pertinent to the classroom 

teacher, both in terrns of cwicula and in terms of pedagogy. With regard to 
schooling, the implications of the study for pedagogy and curriculum are not 
obvious, indicating a direct correlation. But, certaidy, the recognition of the 
importance of youth culture in the lives of the students would be a starting point 
that would lead to a position where critical media literacy could quite viably be 
undertaken in school. By critical media study, I mean enabling students to 
recognize the constructed nature of media texts and the ways in which they 
infiltrate our everyday life and take on a concrete actuality. Giroux and Simon 
(1989), in their groundbreaking article "Popular Culture as a Pedagogy of Pleasure 
and Meaning," allude to the greater ernphasis being given to the study of popular 
culture by radical educators. For Giroux and Simon: 

Educators who refuse to acknowledge popular culture as a significant basis 
of knowledge that students actually have and so eliminate the possibility of 



developing a pedagogy that links school knowledge to the differing subject 
relations that help to constitute their everyday lives. (1989, p. 3) 

1 would caution against any uniform adoption of popular culture into the 
curriculum. Since youth culture is constantly changing, it therefore becomes 
problematic to have a once-and-for-al1 approach that would adopt a narrow focus 
on just hip-hop culture. Recognition within the curriculum would have to be an 
unstable entity recognizing the changing emphases of youth culture. Entry to this 
cultural terrain would probably have to be dialogical and based upon what S tephen 
Kemmis describes as dialectical thinking. As Carr and Kemmis (1983) postdate: 
"it is an open and questioning form of thinking which demands reflection back and 
forth between elements like part and whole, lcnowledge and action, process and 
product subject and object" @p. 36-37). If one were to use an approach that 
encompassed development of media literacy based on the ability to recognize the 
multiplicity and semiotic nature of text, such an approach would be useful. As 
well, the abiiity to recognize, as Fairclough indicates, that al1 texts constitute 
identities, relationships and representations would be a usefûl tool in terms of 
preparing students to approach their world with a cntical eye. Recognizing the 
concepts that can be applied therefore would allow teachers to be able to deal with 
an ever-changing plethora of youth culture. Youth culture, as indicated by early 
CCCS theorists such as Hebdige (1979) and Cohen (1980), is ofien an oppositional 
stance. It is this opposition that makes it unique as "youth culture." Adoption of a 
cntical media route in tems of this area of work would provide an oppomuiity to 
enter discussions in terms of race, class, and gender. As is always the case, 
pedagogy is as important as what is included within the curriculum, therefore it is 
useful to use youth culture as a leaming tool via the analysis of text and discussion 
of social identities. 

Further, the unequal relationship between political economy and production 
of identity c m  be used to highlight the unequal ways in which economy can effect 
the representations that are made available to students. The ability to use such 
issues within the classroom has the potential to tap into the students' 
understandings of a situation, as well as being able to start fiom a perspective 
where the students already have an understanduig, no matter how partial. Questions 
of US dominance can be brought into the public space of the classroom, as it 
already is evoked within the more ambivalent public/private space of the comdors. 



As teachers, we need to think of our students as complex beings with 
intersecting identities rather than just possessing one unified identity. This requires 
more of a focus on the ways in which identities become constructed through 
discourses of power, gender, race, sexuality, and class. Students are complex 
entities with a variety of identities that come into play in different contexts. We 
need to provide a dialogic environment in which we c m  develop dialectic thinking 
in order to enable critical thinking. By undertaking the latter, the hegemonic terrain 
upon which many youth cultures and identities are represented and contested can be 
exposed and challenged. Recognition of plurality alIows for working through and 
across social differences as students come to see that they have more than one 
identity and therefore similarities as well as differences across a range of lived 
experiences. 

Among the students of a c a n  descent, there is a lack of knowledge about 
the continent of f i c a  and its diaspora. Community organisations and schools 
need to evaluate the necessity of undertaking such teaching of the variety and 
complexity of experiences that represent the Afncan diaspora Such an 
understanding would reinforce the discourses of diasporan consciousness and 
challenge the dominance of what Gilroy (2000) identifies as "stylish solidarity." 
Knowledge-producers iavolved with community work need to develop a sense of 
solidarity based on imowledge rather than just body image. Ln some ways, this 
would be an enabling position, drawing on existing discourses that could compete 
in some minor way with those of "borrowed blackness." I would like to add that 
"borrowed blacbess" is not necessarily negative, in that most culture is dialogical. 
Nonetheless, when the dialogue is one-way and serves to enable cultural 
hegemony, it becomes more problematic in terms of other issues of power that are 
played out. 

To conclude 1 would like to leave you with the voices of three of the 
students. Through these narratives one can identify the ways in which media 
culture becomes embedded in the everyday lives of the students and how media 
culture is a terrain upon which discourses contest each other in a struggle for 
cultural hegemony. 

As this student identified, positioning one's self in relation to a discourse and 
language says something about one's self: 

Student 1 : Okay, me and mypeople 1 hang out with, like m)F-crao. like, wepretty 
much Iisten to rap. And then Zincs fronz it stick in our heads. And we use it like al1 
the tinte. Like the other day when 1 came in here and I was like talkïng that l h e  
'3imping ain 't easy " rïght? And, um, that "s pretty much gone. Istopped using 
that. I use it every once in a while, like ifit S necessary, but it stilZ conzer and goes. 



Or, to repeat again, as one student as "ironic" viewer confiessed to the hegemonic 
hold of the "popular": 

Student 2: Ok Jenny. 1 m u t  admit 1 am ashanzed to honestly say so. Sonretinzes 1 
do watch it. It S a really bad show He is like totally demoralizedd But 1 cari 't help 
it. Ir S kind of addictive sornetimes. People are so stupid. But if S fUnny, it S really 
firnny. Beccuse, well, maybe some of thenz are faking it, but you can tell that sonre 
of them are not faking it. And they are so dumb. 

Or, as another student indicated how consurnption can be resisted: 

Student 3 : I am not the hind of guy who goes for rnuclr name-brand stug 

J: Are you rrot? How cornes? 
Student 3: Well, IJnd those worZdZy stzcff Idon 't keep nly rnind on worldly sttcf 
'cuz 1 am a Chn3tian. 
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APPENDIX: A 
Questiooing Route 

Introductow question: 
Tell me a bit about yourself 

1. What is it like to attend this hi& school? 
Probes: How did you feel when it happened? 

What do you think was the cause? 
Has it happened to any one else? Can you give me an example? 
Think back, when is attending this high schools a positive experience? 
When is atîending this high school not a positive experience? 

1. Te11 me how you spend your out of schooi tirne? 
Probes: How ofien do you undertake this activity? 

How did you get involved? 
Who else is involved with this activity? 

3. Tell me about who you "hang" with when outside school? 
Probes: Can you give me an example of that? 

Do they behave like that al1 the tirne? 

4. What type of music do you listen to? 
Probes: Who do you prefer to listen to? 

Where do you listen to your favourite musicl 
If you want to find out more about your favourite type of music 
what do you do? 

5- Tell me about the television programmes that you watched last week? 
Probes: Which stars were in the show? 

Where were you when you watched the show? 

6.  Tell me about the television programmes that you would not watch? 
Probes: Are there times when you might watch those programmes? 

7. Tell me about the magazines that you buy? 
Probes: Would you browse through a magazine but not buy it? 

Give me an example of a magazine that you browsed through recently 
but did not buy? 



APPENDIX: B 
Letttr of Consent for Participants. 

Department of Educational Policy Studies 
7-104 E d u d o n  Building North 

Tel: 492-7625 

Dear S tudent, 

1 am a Ph.D. student in ihe Department of Educational Policy Studies and 1 would Iike your 
help with my research project on the culturd formation of ideritity among Afncan Canadiad 
Black high school students. 

i am interested in finding out what magazines you read, which television programmes you 
watch as weli as the types of H m s  you enjoy or do not enjoy, 1 wiü have an initial "focus 
group" where you can get together \ . th  other AFican Canadian/Black students to discuss 
school in general and popular cultural fonns in particular (e-g., films, magazines, music, 
television progamrnes). The "focus group" will consist of dl young women or al1 young 
men. 
The initial focus groups WU 1st about lhour dependkg on how the discussions develop, 
They will take place either at schooI or another location tliat is suitable for evetyone. 

mer the initial focus group 1 will select six to eight students to interview in depth- If you are 
selected 1 would like to meet with you three or four times for about 1 -1-5 hours each the.  

Your participation in this research is voluntary and if you wish to change your mind, at any 
point, you may withdraw. 1 will audiotape al1 our interviews to make sure that 1 get hl1 
access to your words and to enable a more detailed analysis of your insights. Once Our 
i n t c ~ e w s  arc rccordcd, 1 will assibm you an assumed name. 1 will use your assumed name 
when writing up the transcripts and no one, other than myselfl wili have access to my tapes. 

1 feef that this area of work is important and can offer iiisiglits iato how students corne to 
view themselves and how they relate to their peers. To date very littie research has been 
undertaken in Canada on the topic of Afncan Canadian/ Black high school students so I 
would really appreciate you help. 

If you are interested then please sign the fonn below and return it to me. 

Thanks very much for taking the time to read the Ietter and I hope that you will participate! 

Jennifer Kelly (Ph-D- student) 

1 agree to participate in Ms. J.R Kelly's research project and understand thai 1 cm withdraw 
at mythe 1 wish without any repercussions for my fnends or myself- 

Name/Signature of Student Date 




